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PREFACE

On October 1, 1945, Foreign Service Officer John K. Emmerson began
his formal duties in Tokyo by moving into the newly requisitioned offices
of a major Japanese corporation. He arrived "just as a Mitsui junior ex-
ecutive was clearing the last items from his desk," the diplomat later re-
called. Before leaving, the displaced manager "pointed to a map on the
wall depicting Japan's Co-Prosperity Sphere. 'There it is,' he said smiling.
'We tried. See what you can do with it!' " For Emmerson, who had spent
the previous year interrogating Japanese prisoners of war (POWs) in China,
the words had a tremendous impact. At that moment, he noted, "the whole
burden of American foreign policy in Asia hit me in the stomach. What
were we going to do with it?"

By the spring of 1950, with the United States struggling to restrain the
sweep of Communist revolution over Asia, the prophetic quality of these
words seemed quite real. Diplomats such as George F. Kennan spoke
openly of a need to create for Japan a new "empire to the South." That
April, Japan's feisty, conservative prime minister, Yoshida Shigeru, dis-
cussed with one of Emmerson's successors the American pressure on Tokyo
to accept a peace treaty that excluded China and the Soviet Union, yet
granted the United States post-Occupation bases. Not only his left-wing
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critics but his right-wing colleagues as well, Yoshida complained, opposed
what they saw as a willingness to subordinate Japanese interests to America's
cold war policies. The prime minister's response sought to placate these
criticisms by predicting that "just as the United States was once a colony
of Great Britain but is now the stronger of the two, if Japan becomes a
colony of the United States it will also eventually become the stronger."

Although the verdict on Yoshida's prophecy can be disputed, few ques-
tion that U.S. policy toward Japan after the Second World War, like that
toward its Axis partner Germany, stands out as one of the few triumphs
in postwar diplomacy. Unlike the clouded, even tragic, American crusades
in China, Korea, and Vietnam, the legacy of the Occupation seems one
of progress, prosperity, peace, and democracy. Even more unusual, this
achievement took place under the supervision of America's most contro-
versial military hero, Gen. Douglas MacArthur.

Although most accounts of the Occupation portray it as a unique and
distinct event in postwar diplomacy, the spectacle of Japan's recovery from
disaster confirmed more trends in cold war history than it contradicted.
America's handling of both Axis partners cannot be understood without
examining the political, economic, and military crises that swept over the
world after 1945. The break in Soviet-American relations, the economic
collapse in Western Europe and Japan, the surge of Asian nationalism,
and the Chinese Revolution all provided the context in which MacArthur,
the Truman administration, and the Japanese themselves charted an un-
certain course. Planning and implementing Occupation policies never oc-
curred in a vacuum, before or after surrender. Conversely, concern for
Japan's future shaped aspects of the most controversial American actions
in postwar Asia, such as the interventions in China, Korea, and Vietnam.

Even before the atomic bombs fell in August 1945, policymakers in
Washington pondered how to exercise control in Asia through the deft
manipulation of Chinese, Southeast Asian, and Japanese aspirations. But
the tide of revolutionary nationalism engulfing this vast region outraced
all presurrender predictions, forcing the Truman administration toward
new strategies. Once resolved to implement a containment program along
China's periphery, the United States rebuilt Japan as the pivot of what
American officials called the Great Crescent, a barrier of anti-Communist
states stretching from Hokkaido to Pakistan. Usually described as a series
of offshore island strongpoints, this defense perimeter actually encom-
passed a complex network of economic, geographic, political, and military
relationships. Moreover, from the middle of 1947 through the outbreak of
the Korean War, most of President Harry S. Truman's advisers considered
MacArthur's handing of the Occupation more an impediment to recovery
and security than an asset. Increasingly, his personal agenda and political
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ambitions deviated sharply from the ways both civilian and military leaders
in Washington envisioned Japan's future.

The decision of the Truman administration in 1947-48 to initiate a Jap-
anese recovery program modeled on the Marshall Plan brought about a
direct clash between the flamboyant Supreme Commander and almost all
agencies in Washington. In defiance of MacArthur, the State and Defense
departments halted many basic Occupation reforms in pursuit of economic
recovery and political stability. This recovery drive also spurred growing
concerns about where Japan would find suitable markets and raw materials,
especially in light of China's revolution, Southeast Asian rebellions, and
Tokyo's chronic dollar shortage. Without fully anticipating the conse-
quences, the American government implemented a program in Asia that
reflected a desire for Japan to serve as the hub of a new regional alliance.

This study does not pretend to dwell on the remarkable internal trans-
formation of Japan during the Occupation years. That is, in great measure,
another and equally important story. I have tried to place the Occupation
in the context of overall American East Asian diplomacy from 1945 to
1950, an approach that reveals a long-obscured relationship between the
successful centerpiece of American policy and the dubious campaigns to
"secure the great crescent." In short, it provides a novel perspective on
the origins of the cold war in Asia.

Tucson, Arizona M.S.
January 1985
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1
THE END

OF THE PACIFIC WAR

As the Pacific War approached its fiery climax over Japan, few observers
could have accurately predicted the eventual course of the Occupation.
Still recoiling from the Pearl Harbor attack and its aftermath and reflecting
generations of anti-Asiatic prejudice, American public opinion seemed
determined to crush Japan. In 1944, a Gallup Poll revealed that 13 percent
of the public favored exterminating all Japanese. A third of those answering
a June 1945 survey said they would summarily execute Emperor Hirohito;
most others said they would condemn him as a war criminal. Sen. Lister
Hill (D-Alabama) urged the armed forces to "gut the heart of Japan with
fire"; Sen. Ernest McFarland (D-Arizona) insisted that "the Japs . . . pay
dearly through their blood and the ashes of their cities" for attacking
America; and Sen. Theodore G. Bilbo (D-Mississippi), a notorious racist,
wrote Gen. Douglas MacArthur shortly after surrender to urge the steri-
lization of all Japanese.

An adviser to the influential State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee
(SWNCC) proposed the "almost total elimination of the Japanese as a
race"; Japan ought to be bombed so heavily that there would be "little
left of its civilization." In 1945, Elliott Roosevelt, the president's son, told
former Vice-President and then-current Secretary of Commerce Henry A.

3



4 The American Occupation of Japan

Wallace that the United States should "keep on bombing until we have
destroyed about half the Japanese civilian population." Even Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, the champion of liberty, revealed interest in a scheme
to crossbreed the Japanese with docile Pacific islanders. Compulsory eu-
genics, he told Smithsonian anthropologist Aries Hrdlicka, might eradicate
the "primitive" brains and "barbarism" of the enemy race.1

Some top military leaders planned to flaunt this contempt as part of their
strategy. In July 1945, for example, Army Air Force Commander, Gen.
Henry H. (Hays) Arnold, drafted a letter to be dropped over Japan. Be-
ginning with the salutation, "Dear Hirohito," it threatened "completely
[to] annihilate the Japanese people" unles Tokyo surrendred at once. Only
vigorous objections by Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson and Under
Secretary of State Joseph C. Grew persuaded Arnold to moderate his
threat.2

Even discounting for the hyperbole and passion of wartime rhetoric, the
actual violence of battle made most verbal attacks appear understated. For
months, massive firebomb raids had reduced 50 percent of urban Japan to
cinders. Allied sinkings of merchant vessels had imposed a tight blockade
on food and raw material imports from Asia and the Pacific. Several million
soldiers and civilians were hopelessly isolated in China and Southeast Asia.
As "invulnerable" outposts, like Iwo Jima and Okinawa, fell to the Amer-
icans, tens of thousands of dispirited Japanese soldiers died or committed
suicide. By August, two million Japanese had perished, a fourth of them
civilians.

When the twin blows of the atomic bomb and the Soviet declaration of
war struck Japan, the emperor took the initiative of accepting defeat.
Speaking to his subjects by radio on August 15, he said the enemy had
employed a "new and most cruel bomb" that inflicted a terrible toll on
"innocent lives." Prolonging the war would not only obliterate Japan but
threatened to destroy all "human civilization." Quoting Buddhist texts, he
declared Japan would pave the way for peace by "enduring the unendurable
and suffering what is unsufferable."

But many Japanese had already prepared themselves for defeat. The
real question in their minds related to the shape of the Occupation, not
its inevitability. Fujiyama Aiichiro, a business leader who later served as
foreign minister, recalled that "when it was learned that the occupying
power would be the U.S.. . . many industrialists uncorked their champagne
bottles and toasted the coming of a new industrialists era."3

Months before Japan surrendered, influential officials in both Tokyo and
Washington had begun to consider the outlines of a postwar era. Despite
the fanatic pronouncements emanating from both capitals, these planners
labored to anticipate the shape of a new Asian-Pacific order that would
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accommodate the desires of the United States and Japan. In-depth studies
by the historians Akira Iriye and John W. Dower reveal (from very different
perspectives) that by 1943 many Japanese bureaucrats realized the futility
of the war and hoped to negotiate a conditional surrender. These middle-
and high-level officials believed that Japan ought to try again to cooperate
with the United States in developing the Asian economy by returning to
the pre-1931 Wilsonian principles of nonmilitary expansion.

Akira Iriye has identified a cadre of Japanese Wilsonians scattered
throughout various ministries who were determined to rectify the tragic
"stumble" into the path of war that had been brought on by the depression
and the seizure of power by militant nationalists. This group believed that
Japan itself must initiate peace talks and purge the government of radical
elements. Such a step might elicit American goodwill and speed Japan's
eventual readmission to the ranks of the world's advanced industrial com-
munity.4

John Dower's study of the Japanese diplomat and prime minister Yosh-
ida Shigeru revealed the equally important role played by traditional con-
servatives (often called moderates or liberals by American policymakers)
in setting a postwar agenda. For example, he elucidated the activities of
the so-called YOHANSEN group (Yoshida was a member), which served
as the conservatives' spearhead after 1941. Drawing members from the
nobility, the armed forces, the business community, and the bureaucracy,
it considered the war an unwinnable blunder likely to bring revolution in
its wake.

These traditionalists resented wartime economic controls and the ex-
panded power of the military because they represented a new form of state
planning that undermined the old order. They also feared a popular revolt
from below, aimed at the old elite, should the war continue. A negotiated
peace seemed the only alternative to domestic revolution or foreign de-
struction.

The YOHANSEN faction proceeded cautiously to place supporters in
key government and military posts. Only when air attacks intensified greatly
early in 1945 did the group's titular head, Prince Konoe Fumimaro, submit
a memorial (composed in part by Yoshida Shigeru) directly to the emperor.
A member of the nobility and a former prime minister, Konoe described
a grim future should the war continue. On February 14, he told the emperor
that the war held only the prospect of defeat, upheaval, and the destruction
of the kokutai (the traditional imperial political system). Konoe condemned
Gen. To jo Hideki and his supporters as radicals who precipitated war as
a pretext for their plan to reshape the Japanese state and economy on the
Soviet model. Even though defeat is terrible, the prince had written in
1944, "leftist revolution" is "as frightening, or more frightening, than de-
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feat." Although defeat might eventually be redressed, "if we have a leftist
revolution, Kokutai and everything will be gone to the winds. . . . " An
Allied victory, he noted in his 1945 memorial, did not necessarily threaten
kokutai. Rather, the "communist revolution which may accompany defeat"
could totally undo the traditional order.5

Konoe and Yoshida also warned the emperor of the growing Soviet
threat. Russia had already displaced Germany as the arbiter of Eastern
Europe. Should the Soviets enter the Pacific War, they could annex Chinese
territory and spread Communist influence. The prince also noted the po-
tential threat of the Chinese Communists and the handful of Japanese
Communists and prisoners of war active in Yenan (Yan'an).*

Konoe urged the emperor to sanction a move against the military clique,
who were determined to continue the war. Only their displacement, he
insisted, could prevent an internal revolution and induce the Americans
to soften peace terms. "Wiping out this ring and carrying out the recon-
struction of the military" were the "preconditions and prerequisites for
saving Japan from a communist revolution. . . ." Despite this plea, neither
the emperor nor the YOHANSEN group had much impact on the extreme
militarists until the climactic events of early August. Only then did the
emperor feel secure enough to propose, and the military despondent enough
to accept, surrender.6

The initial failure of the peace faction and Yoshida's arrest by the political
police on April 15 had an important if unanticipated result. Yoshida's two-
month detention certified his credentials as an antimilitary peace advocate
acceptable to Occupation officials. Moreover, the contents of the Konoe
memorial revealed that influential Japanese shared many of the identical
political concerns being voiced by those Americans charting a future course
for Japan.

Even before the outbreak of war, an informal "special research division"
within the State Department had discussed the shape of a postwar settle-
ment. Area specialists, like Hugh Borton, Robert Feary, and George
Blakeslee, met occasionally with their counterparts in the War Depart-
ment's Civil Affairs Division, which was under Maj. Gen. John H. Hill-
dring. But the planners remained marginal to the policy process. For ex-
ample, they only learned of Roosevelt's Cairo Declaration (promising to
strip Japan of virtually all its overseas territory) "as it appeared on the
ticker tape." In 1944, however, the State Department's new Postwar Pro-
grams Committee (PWC) and the army's Civil Affairs Division (CAD)

* Throughout the book, Chinese names and places are shown spelled in the Wade-Giles
system with the pinyin spelling in parentheses. The two exceptions, in which Wade-Giles
only is used after first use, are Manchuria (Northeast), to avoid confusion, and Peking
(Beijing), to avoid unnecessary repetition.
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were given greater authority. General Hilldring prodded the two units to
recommend an occupation plan for Japan, stipulating the nations to be
involved, the program to be followed, and a method for disposing Japan's
colonies and conquests.7

In March 1944, members of the PWC reported that they favored a nearly
exclusive American occupation. Although token Allied forces might par-
ticipate, no zonal divisions should be tolerated. In short, nothing should
"prejudice the dominantly American character" of the operation. The
PWC report favored utilizing the Japanese government for administrative
purposes and, at least temporarily, retaining the emperor. Once Japan had
been disarmed, democratized, and economically reformed, the group wrote,
it could be allowed to rejoin the Asian-Pacific community. This agenda
bore much resemblance to that put forward by the moderates in Tokyo.8

Hoping to coordinate these and other diplomatic ventures, three of Roo-
sevelt's cabinet seretaries—Edward R. Stettinius, Henry L. Stimson, and
James V. Forrestal of the State, War, and Navy departments, respec-
tively—organized SWNCC in December 1944. Worried about the drift in
policy as the president's vigor declined, Stimson hoped the committee
might remedy the "present chaotic situation" in Washington. A crude
predecessor of the National Security Council (NSC), SWNCC provided a
forum for assistant secretaries and technical specialists from these three
often-competitive departments to develop and coordinate policies without
first going through the president.

SWNCC's Sub-Committee on the Far East formulated a program for
Japan. It reconciled plans devised in each department and forged general
policy in accord with the president's outline. The latter proved most difficult
because Roosevelt generally neglected to inform even close subordinates
about deals made with Allied leaders.

At the February 1945 Yalta Conference, for example, FDR reached a
series of accords with Joseph Stalin and Winston Churchill regarding the
future of China, Korea, Southeast Asia, and Japan. Yet, the president
declined to tell SWNCC or the State Department that Russia would soon
enter the Pacific War, that the Soviets were promised special economic
privileges in Manchuria, and that Sakhalin Island would pass back into
Russian hands. Planners had to rely on rumor and on Roosevelt's translator
at Yalta, Charles E. Bohlen, for snippets of information.9

During the last year he lived, Roosevelt actually increased his reliance
on personal diplomacy to settle complicated problems. For example, in
1944, he encouraged his friend, Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau,
Jr., to take charge of planning for postwar Germany. The latter's Informal
Policy Committee on Germany (IPCOG) recommended elimination of
central political authority, dismantling of heavy industry, and a division of
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the country into occupation zones. In April 1945, when rumors swept the
State Department that Morgenthau hoped to apply these ideas to Japan,
SWNCC's Far Eastern Sub-Committee rushed to complete its own "U.S.
Initial Post-Surrender Policy." Expanding on earlier reports, it urged ex-
clusive American rule with no zonal division and utilization of the Japanese
government to speed thorough but nonvindictive demilitarization, democ-
ratization, and economic reform. Although determined to stop war
production, SWNCC planning opposed widescale dismantling of heavy
industry.

Before Morgenthau could object, his patron died. President Harry S
Truman, who long disliked Morgenthau, quickly eliminated the treasury
secretary's special influence in the Oval Office. As Morgenthau fell from
grace, the State, War, and Navy departments reclaimed their lost prerog-
atives. Now, such advisers as Henry Stimson, Joseph Grew, W. Averell
Harriman, and James Forrestal came to the fore. Although this group had
also served FDR, their views on the Soviet Union and postwar planning
had moved in a different direction from his since the Yalta Conference.
Roosevelt had selectively utilized this group, often playing them off against
each other. Desperate for information, advice, and emotional support,
Truman leaned on their judgment almost exclusively.

All these officials recognized the dilemma faced by Washington in its
effort to defeat Japan as soon as possible. After the demise of Roosevelt's
initial strategy of utilizing Nationalist China's large but unreliable army as
a proxy, the campaign against Japan relied on island hopping and the
prospect of future Soviet assistance. The seizure of Pacific islands allowed
the air force and navy to impose a tight blockade and launch an air offensive
against the home islands. Eventually, Soviet forces would smash Japan's
largely intact army in Northeast Asia at the same time that the United
States invaded Japan proper.

Early on, however, American leaders realized that Soviet entry into the
Pacific War would, inevitably, extend Moscow's influence in Northeast
Asia. At Yalta, Roosevelt sought to place limits on this expansion by
trading concessions to Moscow in Manchuria for a Soviet pledge to support
exclusively the beleaguered Kuomintang (KMT) regime of Chiang Kai-
shek (Jiang Jieshi). Not only diplomats but military officials as well agreed
on the necessity of striking this bargain. In February 1945, for example,
Gen. Douglas MacArthur told a member of the War Department's General
Staff that the Soviets "want all of Manchuria, Korea and possibly part of
north China. This seizure of territory [is] inevitable; but the United States
must insist that Russia pay her way by invading Manchuria at the earliest
possible moment." When Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal visited
the general in Manila a few days later, MacArthur repeated this view even
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more emphatically. Because China could furnish no help against Japan,
"he felt that we should secure the commitment of the Russians to active
and vigorous prosecution of a campaign against the Japanese in Manchukuo
of such proportions as to pin down a very large part of the Japanese army."
If the Russians could be induced to throw some sixty divisions into North-
east Asia, MacArthur asserted, American forces could more easily invade
the home islands. Ironically, he predicted that Stalin might try to avoid
fighting in Northeast Asia in order to divert American forces away from
the critical invasion of Japan. As late as mid-June, MacArthur urged the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) to try to hasten a Soviet attack from Siberia.10*

One development alone—unknown to MacArthur until late July—might
alter these assumptions about reliance on the Soviets. Since 1941, American
scientists working on the Manhattan Project had been constructing an
atomic bomb. If perfected and used, it might compel Japan's surrender
without either the prohibitive casualties of an American invasion or the
political liabilities of Soviet entry into the war. By speeding peace, the
United States might contain the Soviet sphere of control without any direct
Russian-American confrontation.

Besides the human and political costs certain to result from prolonging
the war, American planners recognized other advantages presented by the
atomic bomb. The entire political superstructure of Asia neared collapse
during the summer of 1945. China stood on the brink of civil war. Na-
tionalists in French Indochina, the Dutch East Indies, and in the British
colonies were prepared to resist the reimposition of colonial rule. Although
while no one in Washington favored the maintenance of Japanese control,
there was fear that a protracted war might precipitate a Soviet surge into
the growing political vacuum of East and Southeast Asia.

Secretary of War Henry Stimson and Under Secretary of State Joseph
Grew raised these issues frequently between May and August 1945. Stim-
son's detailed knowledge of the atomic bomb and Grew's position as Amer-
ica's senior Japan expert gave their opinions added weight within the
Truman administration. Although not identical, their attitudes had a similar
objective. Not incidentally, both men soon planned to retire after decades
of public service, which added to their willingness to press controversial
ideas on the president.

Grew took the initiative of asking the War and Navy departments and
President Truman to reexamine the strategy adopted against Japan. In
May, he urged that the United States abrogate the Yalta accords and seek

* Tokyo shared this growing concern over the potential for Soviet influence in Northeast
Asia. During the spring and summer, the Japanese tried, unsuccessfully, to induce Stalin to
mediate on their behalf some form of negotiated settlement with the Western Allies. The
Russian leader declined.
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a delay in Russia's entry into the Pacific War. Grew, unaware of the atomic
bomb, felt that conventional arms and skilful diplomacy alone could induce
Japan's surrender without paying the price for Soviet assistance. Sticking
to the policy of unconditional surrender, he charged, would prolong the
war, undermine the Chinese Nationalists (as Moscow might aid their Com-
munist rivals), and risk a Soviet entry into Japan that might "adversely
afect our long-term policy for the future treatment" of that country.11

On May 19, Grew composed another memorandum for his own files that
detailed what he had unofficially told many colleagues. The aging diplomat
compared the Soviet Union to Nazi Germany, stating that by taking charge
of Eastern Europe, Stalin had already cloaked himself in Adolf Hitler's
mantle. Once Russia entered the Pacific War, he predicted, the Soviets
would replace Imperial Japan as the overlord of East Asia and the Pacific.
"Mongolia, Manchuria, and Korea will gradually slip into Russia's orbit,"
he warned, "to be followed in due course by China and eventually Japan."12

Japanese officials in Tokyo and Europe understood that Grew spoke for
those who would utilize the emperor as a force for order and social cohesion
after surrender. Moderate elements, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS)
reported to the White House, believed Grew's statements comprised a
possible bargaining agenda. Reportedly, the Japanese minister in Switz-
erland, Kase Shunichi, hoped to initiate peace talks with America and
Great Britain before the Soviets struck. Stating that Grew ("the best U.S.
authority on Japan") shared his opinion, Kase listed just one precondition
for negotiations—that the Allies approve "retention of the emperor as the
only safeguard against Japan's conversion to communism."13

Such peacefeelers encouraged Grew to take his ideas directly to President
Truman. In a conversation on May 28, he told the president that the United
States must offer some concessions to Tokyo, especially assurances that a
postwar occupation would avoid any program of revolutionary change.
Stressing the essential moderation of both the emperor and his political
advisers, Grew described the traditional conservatives as the "cornerstone"
for "building a peaceful future. . . ."By offering the so-called peace faction
face-saving conditions, America could consolidate its position in postwar
Japan.14

Considering the same situation, Secretary of War Henry Stimson ago-
nized over the human and political costs of a prolonged war. He recognized,
with particular foresight, the dual nature of the atomic bomb. It might end
the war quickly, permitting an orderly transition of power, but would do
so at the cost of killing tens of thousands of civilians and undermining
Soviet-American relations. For months, Stimson pondered the question
of how to use the bomb's awesome power constructively. More than anyone
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in the administration, he tried to inspire discussion over how the weapon
might preserve rather than terminate the wartime alliance.

A week after Grew met with Truman, Stimson spoke with the president
about the political aspects of atomic power. The secretary of war still
supported the ongoing policy of not providing any information to Moscow
until "the first bomb had been successfully laid on Japan." Truman agreed,
noting that the upcoming Potsdam Conference had been postponed in part
to allow more time to test fire the weapon. Although neither man wanted
to use the bomb solely to discipline the Soviets, both agreed that its use
and a continued American monopoly might assist "settlement of the Polish,
Rumanian, Yugoslavian and Manchurian problems" with the Russians.15

The Manchurian problem, as with the problems in Europe, arose from
the accords reached at Yalta. Roosevelt had sanctioned special Soviet
privileges over Manchuria's ports and railroads in return for a Russian
attack against Japan and a promise not to assist the Chinese Communists.
Soviet and Chinese Nationalist negotiators, however, he failed to resolve
the details of such an arrangement. Truman's advisers now feared Stalin
might use this impasse to annex China's industrial heartland or to assist a
takeover by Mao Tse-tung's (Mao Zedong's) forces. Obviously, the sooner
Japan capitulated, the less pretext or opportunity would arise for Soviet
interference. Either the atomic bomb or a new diplomatic strategy might
induce this surrender.16

Although considering use of the bomb, Stimson held out hope for ne-
gotiations. On July 2, he handed Truman a carefully crafted proposal.
Given the fanatic defense put up at Iwo Jima and Okinawa, the secretary
of war expected some sixty thousand initial and up to one-half million
eventual American casualties should an invasion take place. Such an assault
would result in a "far more bitter finish fight than in Germany," leaving
Japan "even more thoroughly destroyed. . . ." As this cataclysm served
no purpose, Stimson sought some formula to "secure for us the equivalent
of an unconditional surrender" without an invasion.

Japan, he continued, was not led solely by mad fanatics with an "entirely
different mentality from ours." That nation had a remarkable history,
leaping from "isolated feudalism" to "the position of one of the six or
seven great powers" in only fifty years. Before the "seizure" of power by
the "fanatical military group in 1931," Japan had been a responsible great
power. Prominent "liberal leaders," although now submerged, surely
understood the military implications of further resistance. By cultivating
these elements, the United States could begin Japan's "reconstruction as
a responsible member of the family of nations" and as a "useful member
of the future Pacific community."17
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Like Grew, Stimson urged Truman to inform Japan of the "overwhelm-
ing character of the force" about to be unleashed as well as the limited
plan to purge war criminals. Such an ultimatum ought to clarify that no
wholesale revenge would be taken and that, once demilitarized and de-
mocratized, the nation would be allowed access to peaceful foreign trade.
The secretary of war even suggested telling the enemy that the United
States might eventually accept "a constitutional monarchy under her pres-
ent dynasty." If presented before an American invasion or Russian attack,
these terms might bring forth a new leadership. Like his counterparts in
Tokyo, then, Stimson looked back toward the decade of the 1920s as a
model for Japan and its cooperation with America.18

While Truman pondered these suggestions, another major figure argued
on behalf of a compromise peace. Former President Herbert Hoover, a
nonperson during the Roosevelt years, reemerged as a man of some influ-
ence in 1945. He quickly established cordial relations with Harry Truman—
who was eager to step out from under FDR's shadow—and became an
influential, if informal, adviser on national policy.

Preaching a sermon whose roots stretched back to 1918, Hoover feared
that the collapse of Germany and Japan invited a Communist takeover
throughout Eurasia. In a pair of memoranda (one signed, the other anon-
ymous) circulated in the War Department and White House, the former
president predicted a Soviet assumption of Japan's sphere in Asia unless
a quick peace agreement ended the Pacific War. Only an immediate sur-
render could block Russian encroachment in Asia and prevent a complete
collapse of Japan. In the rush to avenge Pearl Harbor, Hoover wrote, the
Americans and British ought not to feed the forces of revolution.

Incredibly, Hoover suggested that Jiang Jieshi be made an intermediary
to conduct secret talks with Tokyo. In return for an orderly evacuation of
China, Japan would be allowed to retain Korea and Formosa. Japan's
negotiated withdrawal would bolster non-Communist forces in China and
preclude a Soviet thrust into Manchuria. With relatively few sacrifices,
Japan could "return to cooperation with Western civilization" and become
an anti-Communist bulwark. Spared further destruction, the former enemy
would "make an economic recovery . . . to the advantage of all free
nations," Hoover concluded.19

Although sympathetic to the assumptions presented by Hoover and Grew,
Army Chief of Staff George C. Marshall and Secretary of War Henry
Stimson dismissed them as impractical. Moscow would surely enter the
war against Japan because it served Soviet interests, not because of prom-
ises or concessions made at Yalta. Rather than unleashing the Soviets, the
Yalta accords placed some tangible physical-political limits on Russian
expansion. Stimson told Grew that he could accept only part of the dip-
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lomat's argument—that America should pursue a negotiated peace and
that Japan ought to be controlled through "exclusive occupation by our
own forces."20

Similarly, General Marshall and his aides objected to Hoover's propos-
als. They could not discount Soviet military assistance while the atomic
bomb remained an untested weapon. Nor were they certain that Japanese
liberals would leap at the opportunity to depose the militarists. Only a
decisive military victory would buck up the civilians' courage and erode
the military's confidence. Marshall and Stimson both dismissed the Hoover-
Grew proposal to denounce the Yalta accords. Far from deterring Moscow,
such an act would "give the Russians . . . an excellent excuse for immediate
aggression in the Asiatic area." Consequently, before—and even after—
the bomb was tested, American military planners felt that "the impact of
the Russian entry on the already hopeless Japanese [might] well be the
decisive action levering them into capitulation."21

The debate over how to handle the Soviets in East Asia paralleled the
larger strategic confrontation emerging during the summer of 1945. Dis-
putes over German boundaries and reparations, the postwar regime in
Poland, the Soviet-controlled Balkans, and many related issues cast a pall
over the last Allied wartime conference at Potsdam. Meeting in the once-
opulent suburb of Berlin, Joseph Stalin, Winston Churchill (replaced by
Laborite Clement Attlee after the general election), and Harry Truman
tried to resolve, or at least patch up, the outstanding problems of Europe
and Asia. The slender ground for compromise seemed confirmed on the
first day when, after Stalin renewed his pledge to attack Japan early in
August, Truman allegedly remarked that he "could go home now."22

The quip proved prophetic; the three leaders failed to resolve any sub-
stantive issues about Soviet demands for German reparations or Anglo-
American insistence that Moscow establish more representative govern-
ments in Eastern Europe. Each side appeared convinced that the other
sought to dominate all Europe. Unable to resolve most disputes, the three
nations deferred action by creating a postwar Council of Foreign Ministers
(CFM) to meet at future intervals.

American delegates were nearly as concerned by their lack of access to
President Truman as by the emerging confrontation with Stalin. Demo-
cratic political broker James F. Byrnes, the recently confirmed secretary
of state, monopolized Truman and limited contact with him. Despite, or
owing to, his own lack of diplomatic experience, Byrnes shunted aside such
seasoned delegates as Ambassador Averell Harriman and Secretary of War
Henry Stimson. Much to their consternation, these veterans were excluded
from planning sessions at Potsdam.

Harriman thought he had successfully accomplished the transition from
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Roosevelt crony to Truman crony, yet he found himself ignored on Kremlin
affairs. Brynes, Harriman complained, "played his cards very close to his
vest" and relied on his own judgment. Harriman and Stimson "sat in the
sun together outside his [Stimson's] villa talking about when and how the
Japanese would surrender and how to deal with the Russians after that."
Stimson dryly noted, "My assistance, while generally welcome, was strictly
limited in the matters in which it should be given."23

Stimson retained one area of influence at Potsdam, however. He was
designated to deliver word about the successful test of the atomic bomb.
On July 16, he handed Truman news of the detonation at Alamogordo,
information that "greatly cheered up" the president and Churchill. The
immense expenditures and unprecedented secrecy finally yielded a weapon
that might compel a Japanese surrender on American terms without the
risk of a Soviet attack. By July 21, when a full report reached the president,
all those in Truman's entourage realized the importance of the weapon.
Stimson described Truman as "tremendously pepped up,"and Brynes could
barely contain his excitement. Walter Brown, an aide to Brynes, reported
the secretary of state as convinced that the Americans no longer need
haggle with the Russians over the details of joining the war. Brynes sug-
gested that the British and Americans issue a joint ultimatum "giving the
Japs two weeks to surrender or face destruction. ..." The "secret weapon"
would be "ready at that time."24

As the conference entered a second week, Brynes tried to "outmaneuver
Stalin on China" and Japan. The American delegation, which initially hoped
to speed a Sino-Soviet treaty, now urged Chinese Foreign Minister T. V.
Soong to stall on Stalin's demands for a Chinese agreement on acess to Man-
churia. Byrnes hoped this would delay Russia's entry into the war until the
Japanese had accepted an American ultimatum. If the Soviets attacked, Byrnes
fretted, he could not "save China" and Stalin might "take over. "2S

Stimson voiced greater caution over bandying about atomic threats, lest
such talk destroy all hope of postwar cooperation and arms control. At
the same time, he accepted the responsibility of helping Truman select
target sights in Japan. Certain sensitive areas, like the cultural treasures
in Kyoto, must be spared, he told Truman on July 24:

[The] bitterness which would be caused by such a wanton act [of destruction might
make it] impossible during the long postwar period to reconcile the Japanese to us
in that area rather than to the Russians. It might thus. . . be the means of prevent-
ing what our policy demanded, namely a sympathetic Japan to the United States in
case there should be any aggression by Russia in Manchuria.

Truman agreed on the need to spare both Kyoto and Tokyo, even though
the "Japs" were "savages, ruthless, merciless and fanatic. . . ."26
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As viewed most broadly at Potsdam, the bomb promised to give the
United States leverage vis-a-vis both Japan and the Soviet Union and at
the same time bolster American allies in China. Even if the Soviets entered
the war following the bomb's use, a quick surrender would minimize the
scope of penetration and constrain Stalin's claims. Increasingly suspicious
of Soviet designs and ever more confident of America's ability to defeat
Japan alone, Truman maneuvered on two fronts to isolate Stalin.

The president obliquely informed the Soviet leader on July 24 that the
United States possessed a new, unusually powerful weapon. Equally non-
chalant, Stalin hoped it would be used against Japan. Ironically, each
nation's espionage and counterespionage activities had revealed enough
about their mutual knowledge so that each knew what the other was talking
about although neither mentioned the atomic bomb. Truman, perhaps,
thought this vagueness both fulfilled diplomatic obligations and scared the
Russians. Stalin, genuinely concerned about the American breakthrough,
determined to feign indifference. The charade merely confirmed the wid-
ening gap between the Russians and the Americans.*

The distance between Russia and the Western Allies increased on July
26 when the Americans and British issued the Potsdam Declaration (based
on Stimson's draft) without informing the Soviets (or General MacArthur)
beforehand. Truman's advisers justified this act by noting that Russia had
not yet declared war on Japan. Although technically correct, the secretive
release smacked of an Anglo-American effort to induce a separate peace.

The declaration's effect, however, was dissipated by two significant omis-
sions. It made no direct reference to the atomic bomb, and it failed to
guarantee the emperor's position, as both Stimson and Grew had urged.
The latter point reflected an intense debate among American leaders. For
months, Stimson and Grew had argued that some such promise might speed
a surrender as well as preserve order within Japan. Ambassador Harriman
agreed and elicited support from Ernest Bevin, the new British foreign
minister. The emperor, Bevin urged, was the "instrument through which
one might have to deal in order to effectively control Japan." Recalling
the First World War, he stated that by driving out the Kaiser in 1918, the
Allies had preempted a constitutional monarchy and unintentionally opened
the "doors to a man like Hitler."27

In contrast, Secretary of State Byrnes and the American military chiefs
took a different view. They felt any pledge to the emperor would preclude
later options. The military staff also maintained that only a decisive bat-

* This charade was also evident in the American reaction to Stalin's disclosure of Japanese
peacefeelers. Through intercepts, American intelligence knew of Tokyo's efforts and Mos-
cow's indifference to them.
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tlefield engagement would convince Tokyo both to surrender and to accept
an occupation. Byrnes probably shared this belief and presumably had a
special sensitivity to a (1945) Gallup Poll that reported two thirds of the
public favored Hirohito's arrest or execution. Unpersuaded of the need to
repudiate the unconditional surrender doctrine inherited from Roosevelt,
Truman sided with Byrnes and eliminated all reference to the emperor
from the ultimatum. The president's confidence showed through at a party
aboard the cruiser USS Augusta while returning from Potsdam. Truman
boasted that he no longer had to seek compromises or assistance to defeat
Japan. America had "developed an entirely new weapon of such force and
nature that we did not need the Russians or any other nation."28

Although top military planners were not quite so confident about the
bomb's effectiveness, they still expected a speedy end to the war. The
Soviet entry along with the bomb, they believed, should induce a Japanese
surrender. On July 25, General Marshall ordered General MacArthur (al-
ready designated to lead an invasion) to devise plans for an immediate end
of hostilities and the occupation of Japan and southern Korea. If necessary,
this might include a lightening move to preclude Soviet penetration.29

The possibility of an imminent Japanese collapse affected directly the
survival prospects for the pro-American KMT regime in China. Before
Potsdam and the successful atomic test, the United States had urged the
Chinese Nationalists to accept Soviet demands for special rail and port
privileges in Manchuria and de facto control of Mongolia. Now Washington
balked. Harriman and Byrnes both encouraged Chinese Foreign Minister
T. V. Soong to resist Soviet claims. But, on August 8, two days after the
dropping of the Hiroshima bomb, the Russians entered the war—about a
week earlier than Washington had expected. On August 9, Stalin warned
Soong that unless he agreed quickly to Moscow's terms, the Chinese Com-
munists would "get into Manchuria."

This threat frightened Byrnes and Harriman as much as it did Soong
because Manchuria and Korea were key economic zones for both China
and Japan. Soviet domination would give Stalin a potential lever over the
future of the entire region. Harriman grew so concerned that he urged
Truman to order preemptive American landings in Northeast Asia. Al-
though military planners considered landings in Manchuria impractical,
they quickly accelerated plans (which the Russians accepted) for an Amer-
ican occupation of Korea below the thirty-eighth parallel.30

Somewhat to the Truman administration's surprise, the Soviets and
Nationalist Chinese did reach a settlement on August 14. Although the
Russians obtained considerable economic privileges in Manchuria, they
promised to withdraw their troops three months after the war ended. Chin-
a's partial loss of sovereignty in one region seemed offset by Stalin's explicit
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promise to support only the government of Jiang Jieshi, leaving the Com-
munists, as odd man out in the deal. In balance, the settlement actually
pleased American observers and angered the Chinese Communists.31

During the final weeks of war, advocates of a compromise peace with
Japan grew more outspoken in Washington. Commerce Secretary Henry
A. Wallace exploded when he heard Joseph Grew's wife talk about
"strengthening Japan" so it would fight Russia. The State Department
crowd, he fumed, had a "great deal spiritually in common with Nazis and
fascists wherever they may be." But such objections did not deter Grew
and Stimson from continuing to discuss how a peace formula and occu-
pation agenda could be devised without reference to the "current war
hysteria." The two officials again urged Truman to approve a plan directed
toward the "regeneration of Japan in the minimum amount of time" by
using much of the existing government. SWNCC, too, rushed position
papers to the president, which Truman quickly approved, that called for
exclusive American control over an undivided Japan.32

As hoped, the impact of the two atomic attacks combined with the
Russian invasion of Manchuria moved the Japanese toward surrender. On
August 10, Tokyo notified Swiss intermediaries of its provisional accep-
tance of the Potsdam Declaration, providing that the "prerogatives of the
Emperor as a Sovereign ruler" remained intact. For months, Truman and
Brynes had scoffed at accepting such a reservation. Now, they suddenly
changed tack.

At a cabinet meeting on August 10, the president explained that his
inclination to meet the Japanese partway was due to his dread at the
prospect of Russian divisions pushing "too far into Manchuria." The Chinese
and Soviets had not yet agreed on treaty terms (they did on August 14),
convincing Truman and Byrnes that Stalin intended to grab Chinese ter-
ritory or, at least, set up the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) as his puppet.
A softening of the Potsdam terms seemed about the only leverage Wash-
ington possessed to restrain Russian movement southward. Within China,
the American theater commander, Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, had al-
ready developed elaborate plans with the KMT to redeploy Chinese and
American forces northward to "preclude the movement of Communist
troops" into critical areas. These plans included joint efforts with Japanese
units throughout China after the surrender.

Although the president "interjected most fiercely" that he no longer
expected Russian cooperation, he expressed a determination to "go ahead
without them anyway." Truman ordered Tokyo to be told that if the em-
peror signed and issued surrender orders and pledged obedience to the
American occupation commander, he could remain on the throne pending
the "freely expressed will of the Japanese people." The entire tone of the
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meeting, Henry A. Wallace recorded in his diary, seemed to subordinate
all other concerns to the determination to block Soviet expansion.33

Initially, Soviet-American discussions on the amended surrender for-
mula appeared to confirm Truman's prediction that Moscow would not
cooperate. Meeting with Foreign Minister V. M. Molotov on August 10
in the Soviet capital, Ambassador Harriman could not get him to promise
that the Red Army would halt its advance once Tokyo accepted American
terms. Harriman believed that the Kremlin wanted "to have the war con-
tinue" as long as possible to gain territory. Nevertheless, at a midnight
meeting, he insisted on a Soviet pledge to accept the new conditions re-
garding the emperor.34

At 2:00 A.M., after conferring with Stalin, Molotov told Harriman of
the Kremlin's conditional approval of the amended terms. However, Mol-
otov now insisted that the Russians be consulted on the selection of the
Occupation Commander* and alluded to a separate Soviet occupation zone.
Rejecting these demands at once, the ambassador and foreign minister
began to trade insults over which nation had fought harder and who de-
served a larger role in Japan.

A few hours later, just before Harriman complied with Molotov's de-
mand that the Soviet terms be sent to Washington, Molotov's translator
called on the ambassador. Stalin, he explained, had reviewed the dispute
and wished to restate Moscow's position. The Soviet Union demanded
neither a veto over the naming of a commander nor its own occupation
zone. It only wished a promise of consultation. On this basis, Harriman
and the Russian translator quickly prepared an agreement on American
terms. Quite impressed with his own achievement, the ambassador con-
cluded that the future Soviet role in Japan (or lack thereof) "was settled
that night."35

The speed with which the Soviets raised and dropped the issue of an
enhanced role in the Occupation as well as their facilitation of the American
occupation of southern Korea and their willingness to sign a treaty with
the Chinese Nationalists suggests that they had little expectation of achiev-
ing the goals raised by Molotov. More likely, Stalin hoped to highlight his
"moderation" as a debating or bargaining point for use with the Americans
regarding the predominant Soviet sphere in the Balkans. In fact, the Rus-
sians raised this issue over the next few months. Whatever their ultimate
motives, Harriman and most high officials of the Truman administration
were convinced that they had successfully blunted the first wave in a co-
ordinated Soviet plan to dominate much of postwar Asia. Assistant Sec-

* About August 8, Truman had decided to appoint MacArthur as the Occupation Com-
mander, a move accepted by the Allies on August 12 and announced three days later.
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retary of War John Jay McCloy, for example, only lamented that not
enough had been done to contain the Russians. War weariness had dulled
the judgment of many in Washington he told Harriman. Most were "only
thinking about the end of the war"; too few were "thinking about the
future of Japan. . . ,"36



2
REMAKING JAPAN,

1945 TO 1948

More than a decade after his abrupt recall from the Korean battlefields,
Douglas MacArthur recounted his pride in presiding over the "world's
great laboratory for an experiment in the liberation of a people from
totalitarian military rule and for the liberalization of government from
within." Writing as the American escalation was beginning in Vietnam
(1964), his words seemed to confirm the public view of the only major
success in postwar Asian policy. To most Americans, MacArthur person-
ified a Japanese Occupation that had accomplished more than anyone could
have reasonably hoped.

Among the many anomolies of MacArthur's position was the fact that
his reputation had never been high among New Dealers. In fact FDR had
called him one of the "two most dangerous men" in America. Tarnished
by his crude overreaction and posturing during the army's eviction of the
ill-fated Bonus Marchers in July 1932, the debacle in the fall of the Phil-
ippines after the Pearl Harbor attack further diminished his standing. Al-
though the public grew accustomed to press releases depicting a "heroic"
MacArthur during the subsequent Pacific campaign, President Roosevelt,
Secretary of War Stimson, and Chief of Staff Marshall grew weary of his
continual grandstanding, his disputes with the navy, his complaints over

20
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alleged shortchanging of his theater of operations, and his flirtation with
the 1944 Republican presidential nomination. Still, MacArthur's popularity
and battlefield victories during the war convinced FDR and (later) Truman,
to appease his demands and ego whenever possible.

A longstanding enemy of the general, Harold L.C. Ickes—who had
sparred with MacArthur over the Interior Department's authority in the
Philippines—indicated that Harry Truman shared his dislike and suspicion
of the Supreme Commander. "In expressing his opinion of MacArthur,"
Ickes noted in his diary, the president "indulged in some pretty vigorous
Missouri expletives. . . ." In a memorandum of June 17, 1945, while
weighing the options for the final assault on Japan, Truman wrote:

Mr. Prima Donna, Brass Hat, Five Star MacArthur. He's worse than the Cabots
and the Lodges—they at least talked with one another before they told God
what to do. Mac tells God right off. It's a very great pity we have stuffed shirts
like that in key positions. I don't see why in hell Roosevelt didn't order Wain-
wright home and let MacArthur be a martyr. Guess he was afraid of the Sabotage
Press-McCormick-Patterson Axis. We'd have had a real General and a righting
man if we had Wainwright and not a play actor and a bunco man such as we
have now.

Truman went on to contrast such generals as Robert E. Lee, Eisenhower,
and Bradley to the "Custers, Pattons and MacArthurs."

On August 10, as the president pondered Japan's tentative acceptance
of the Potsdam surrender terms, Sen. Tom Connally called Truman to
warn him that he would make a "big mistake in appointing Dugout Doug
as Allied Commander in Chief to accept the Jap surrender." Connally
predicted the general would use the position to "run against" the president
"in 1948 if [Truman] built him up." Shortly after the Japanese surrender,
Truman and Harold Ickes discussed these issues again. The interior sec-
retary had persuaded the president to appoint Paul V. McNutt, a civilian,
as the High Commissioner in Manila. Now that the general had bigger fish
to fry in Tokyo, Ickes hoped he would leave Philippine affairs alone. In
any case, the interior official recorded how Truman "in entire good nature"
interrupted him to say:

I couldn't blame on him the appointment of MacArthur as the chief commander in
the Far East Area. I replied that I agreed with him thoroughly. Politically, he
couldn't do anything else. That blame is due to Roosevelt. I remarked that Roose-
velt had made a mistake in taking MacArthur away from the Philippines; that he
should have left MacArthur to clean up his own mess and taken Wainwright out.
Truman agreed, saying that Wainwright was a better soldier. He knows, as do
others, that the Philippine campaign under MacArthur was a fiasco.J

At the time and afterwards, few knew about the violent policy disagree-
ments between MacArthur and the Truman administration so far as Japan
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was concerned. Because the press generally reported events in glowing
terms, the public had only a dim awareness that the Supreme Commander
for the Allied Powers (SCAP) censored reporting and barred any offending
journalists from returning to his theater of operations. Nor did most Amer-
icans know that from 1947 on policymakers in Washington so feared and
resented MacArthur's leadership that they restricted his authority and
themselves guided much of what transpired during the final four years of
Occupation.

These contradictions arose for several reasons, not the least of which
stemmed from the imposing personality of the Supreme Commander. Be-
cause Japan comprised a distant alien culture and was relatively passive
and outside the main theater of the cold war, few Americans paid it much
attention. As always, Asia seemed an amorphous, confusing region to
Eurocentric American foreign policy. Before 1950, the public, the press,
and the Congress lavished far more attention on the dramatic Chinese civil
war (where American involvement remained minimal) than on the unglo-
rious routine of reconstructing a shattered Japan. For at least eighteen
months after the war, even the top officials of the Truman administration
were content to leave MacArthur pretty much on his own. The president
rarely troubled himself even to ask about Japan. Second-level bureaucrats
forged a reform agenda that they delivered to SCAP in 1945 and, then,
mostly forgot about the problem.

Even one of the most knowledgeable junior diplomats sent to Japan in
an advisory capacity admitted how little he or his colleagues thought about
the future. On October 1,1945, John K. Emmerson arrived in Tokyo after
spending part of the war years interrogating Japanese prisoners in China.
Assigned to an office in a former corporate headquarters, he arrived "just
as a Mitsui junior executive was clearing the last items from his desk."
Before leaving, the dispossessed executive hesitated and "pointed to a map
on the wall depicting Japan's Co-Prosperity Sphere. 'There it is,' he said
smiling. 'We tried. See what you can do with it!' " Like nothing yet
had, this remark brought home to Emmerson the vast scope of the Oc-
cupation.2

At the other extreme, Gen. Douglas MacArthur radiated authority and
self-assurance about Japan's future. He announced, periodically, new vic-
tories in taming and spiritually transforming a warrior race. His optimism
and messianic certainty contrasted with the escalating reports of crisis com-
ing from the Truman administration as it tried to deal with the Soviets,
China, and postwar Europe. Even as Truman went before Congress in
March 1947 to plead for more money and weapons to resist Communist
pressure and restore European industry, MacArthur proudly announced
a new political victory in Asia. With little assistance or encouragement
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from a fumbling administration, the general declared, he had remade Japan
to the degree that it now deserved a peace settlement. A German solution,
in contrast, seemed years away.

As SCAP—an acronym applied both to the Occupation headquarters
and the general himself—MacArthur cut an Olympian image of a "lone
figure" (in an aide's description) guiding through inspiration. Following an
almost-invariable routine, he was driven from his residence at the American
Embassy in Tokyo to SCAP headquarters in the Dai Ichi Insurance Build-
ing daily at 10:30 A.M. After lunch and a midday nap at home, he returned
to the office for evening work. The general entertained only at luncheon
and rarely socialized with Japanese officials. Aside from his regular com-
mute, he saw nothing of Japan. In fact, he left Tokyo only twice before
the Korean War—to visit Manila and to visit Seoul briefly. Few important
emissaries came from Washington during the first two years, and the Su-
preme Commander made only minimal efforts to keep the U.S. government
informed of his activities. MacArthur cultivated the idea that he alone
determined the course of events within Japan. Initially, few questioned
the validity of this assertion. The mile and a quarter between his residence
and office comprised virtually his entire physical experience of the nation
he "ruled." MacArthur, like God, commented one journalist, did "not
choose often to expose himself."

Although not exactly heaven, Japan did provide a unique stage for the
general's talents. Surely, military and civilian leaders were pleased to have
the very senior and very opinionated MacArthur out of Washington and
Europe. In either place, his impulsive and controversial style might cause
problems. For his own purposes, the post in Tokyo met the general's need
for a high profile job with maximum independence. Japan, like the Phil-
ippines from 1935 to 1941, provided a stage to demonstrate a degree of
political and administrative talent that complemented his vaunted military
reputation.

As with his wartime Pacific command, the SCAP assignment offered the
desired distance from Washington along with the opportunity to blame
others for slighting him because of their emphasis on Europe. He could
attribute success to his own prowess and blame failure on Washington's
penury. For a general whose only remaining promotion could be election
to the presidency, these circumstances seemed ideal. Much of what
MacArthur did and said over the next several years had as large an Amer-
ican as a Japanese audience.

After the terrible expenditure of blood during the Pacific War, the Amer-
ican landing in Japan seemed almost anticlimactic. Marines did not storm
beaches nor fight fanatics to the death. Immediately after Japan accepted
the surrender on August 14, 1945, the Imperial government obeyed
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MacArthur's command to dispatch a small delegation to Manila to make
preliminary arrangements for the surrender of their empire. On August
28, after delays caused by a typhoon and fears of possible attacks by
rebellious kamikaze pilots, about two hundred army technical experts landed
at Atsugi Naval Air Base to prepare for the arrival of MacArthur. Two
days later, after more troops had landed, the Supreme Commander set
foot on Japanese soil. The airfield, formerly headquarters for a suicide
squadron, was decorated festively. Instead of storming Tokyo, one jour-
nalist remarked, the conquerors seemed to have arrived at a proper "lawn
party." This symbolic taming of a "warrior race" suited the general's plan
exactly. Then, on September 2, during solemn ceremonies aboard the USS
Missouri, MacArthur accepted Japan's formal surrender, closing the most
awful war in history.3

Both MacArthur and his closest aides cultivated a heroic myth regarding
the Occupation. Brig. Gen. Courtney Whitney, who became the head of
SCAP's Government Section, later recalled his commander's inspired, if
offhand, remarks during the fateful flight to Tokyo. These, he claimed, set
the "policy under which we would work and live for the next six years."
Possessing an unsurpassed knowledge of the "Oriental mind, [MacArthur]
paced the aisle of an unarmed plane" and casually outlined the transfor-
mation of a nation. He would "first destroy the military power," then build
representative government, enfranchise women, free political prisoners,
liberate farmers, establish free labor unions, destroy monopolies, abolish
police repression, liberate the press, liberalize education and decentralize
political power.4

Whitney's account neglected to mention that on August 29 while en
route to his new command MacArthur had received an advance copy of
the "Initial Post-surrender Policy for Japan" (SWNCC 150/4/A), which
included virtually the entire reform agenda in the order of his recitation.
Officially approved by President Truman on September 6, 1945, this doc-
ument culminated several years of planning. On November 3, a related
paper put out by the JCS augmented the program for Japan.5

Following the broad outlines of the Potsdam Declaration, the postsur-
render policy ordered the Supreme Commander to disarm and demobilize
enemy armed forces and establish a representative government. He was
to promote individual liberties, free speech, and a free press. Among its
goals, the Occupation was to encourage a peacetime economy sufficient to
meet normal requirements. To assist his rule, MacArthur could utilize both
the emperor and the existing government so long as they accepted his
authority and did not impede progress toward democratic goals. SCAP
had the power to remove the militarists and ultranationalists from office
and from positions of influence. In addition, SCAP was not to oppose grass
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roots efforts to remove current leaders so long as these changes did not
endanger American forces. The initial policy guideline proclaimed a variety
of basic liberties, such as freedom of religion, the right to form political
parties, the abrogation of discriminatory laws, and it also ordered the
release of political prisoners. It mandated creation of a democratic judiciary
and the reform and decentralization of police powers.

Planners in Washington acknowledged the important economic dimen-
sion of the Occupation, a concept integral to the orders given MacArthur.
They insisted that strict limits and controls be placed on heavy industry.
MacArthur was to encourage a free labor movement and a "wide distri-
bution of income and of the ownership of the means of production."
Reflecting the common assumption that giant monopolies, the zaibatsu
(literally, money clique), had countenanced aggression, SCAP was to purge
business leaders and initiate a "program for the dissolution of the large
industrial and banking combinations [that had] exercised control of a great
part of Japan's trade and industry." The document also proclaimed that
the Japanese, not foreign benefactors, must "undertake the burden of
repairing the damage" the war had brought about. Japan would have to
rely on its own ability to resume peaceful trade and could not expect to
enjoy a standard of living above that of its Asian neighbors.

Both idealistic and punitive, the agenda given MacArthur reflected ex-
tensive debate among and within the State, War, and Navy departments.
Unaccountably, neither Roosevelt nor Truman had indicated any detailed
concern about the Occupation. Initially, at least, deep concern with trans-
forming Japan outweighed considerations about the potential Soviet threat,
the impact of China's civil war, or the nationalist uprisings in Southeast
Asia. The middle-level planners in Washington and in SCAP believed that
America's victory entitled and required the United States to remake Japan
along liberal, democratic lines. The Potsdam Declaration and the SWNCC
and JCS directives all spoke of going beyond mere demilitarization and
the elimination of military potential. The Occupation would also seek to
eradicate the structures of Japanese society that had impelled that nation
to expand since the late nineteenth century. Besides punishing war crim-
inals and their business and political allies, the Occupation would establish
an economic system tolerant of trade unions and unfettered competition.
This, American planners insisted, would provide a real basis for democracy.
Sensitive to Asia's historic agrarian exploitation, American reformers were
determined to promote a peaceful revolution in tenant-landlord relations.

During the initial reformist stage of the Occupation, lasting through early
1947, Washington encouraged SCAP to pursue a program that reflected
the most progressive tendencies of the New Deal. Even as American do-
mestic and foreign policy lurched to the Right, MacArthur and his aides
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remained committed to a reform agenda abhorrent to most of the general's
conservative constituency in the United States.

In addition to this idealistic facet, another impulse shaped the first years
of the Occupation. For both Americans and Asians, the Pacific War had
been incredibly brutal. Racial conflict, outrages against prisoners, and gross
indifference toward civilian suffering had characterized Japan's behavior.
Shortly after surrender, Truman had few qualms in describing the Japanese
as "vicious and cruel savages" largely deserving of their fate at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. These sentiments lasted among Americans for several years
and continued to affect many Asians for decades.

The dread of resurgent Japanese militarism impelled the United States
to insist on sweeping demilitarization and the control of future military
potential. In 1946, this sentiment undoubtedly shaped MacArthur's deter-
mination to impose a constitutional prohibition on Japan's right to wage
war. Even those military planners in Washington who came to favor using
Japan as a forward base for the navy and air force had mixed motives.
Besides the nation's utility as a staging area in case of war with the Soviet
Union, stationing American forces on the islands would insure control of
an untrustworthy Japan during and after the Occupation.

During 1947, as the cold war intensified both in Europe and Asia, the
Truman administration and (more slowly) MacArthur discarded many of
these assumptions. Whether they viewed Japan either as a major ally or
as a prize in the contest with the Soviet Union, their concerns with liberal
and punitive reform diminished. Nevertheless, for at least the first two
years of this period, the administration and SCAP remained committed to
the wartime legacies of liberal transformation.

Americans arriving in Japan encountered a bleak and shattered land.
Although the killing had ended, living conditions were nearly as uncertain
as during the war. Now severed completely from imports of food, fuel,
and raw materials, the civilian economy approached collapse. American
soldiers' letters described Japan's major cities as "completely flat with
destruction." On approaching Tokyo from its outlying airfield in September
1945, one GI described the eerie sensation of thinking he was driving away
from a great metropolis as "there was practically nothing left; the rubble
did not even look like much." About the only major structure he observed,
a gas storage tank, remained "completely untouched." Fire bombs, he
lamented, "seemed to have destroyed everything but the obvious military
targets."6

Actions by the Imperial government in August made the situation still
worse. Immediately after surrender, government officials and their cor-
porate allies looted the large stockpiles of supplies amassed since 1941.
Brought to a halt only after the Americans arrived, this organized pillage
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contributed to commodity shortages for almost two years. Similarly, the
Japanese government showed an eagerness to discharge financial obliga-
tions for war contracts through a huge currency issue. Along with chronic
shortages, this set off a wave of inflation that continued for four years,
eventually driving wholesale prices up thousands of times over pressur-
render levels. Nearly 40 percent of Japanese cities lay in ashes, and poor
harvests in 1945 added to food shortages. War damage, technical obso-
lescence, and the loss of raw materials from its empire further undermined
the Japanese economy.

As if these factors were not enough, the loss of the empire stranded
nearly seven million Japanese troops, officials, colonists, and merchants in
the Pacific, on the Asian mainland, and in Southeast Asia. Protecting them
from the wrath of the local population and returning them to a Japan many
barely knew proved a formidable task. Under American naval supervision,
the Japanese assembled a transport fleet of nearly four hundred ships that
spent months repatriating these displaced persons. Ironically, the Ameri-
cans postponed the removal of many Japanese army units from north
China, Indochina, and the East Indies. To the shock of many Asians, these
forces joined the KMT in its battle with the Communists and assisted the
French and Dutch colonial administrations in efforts to prevent the emerg-
ing nationalist forces from consolidating their power in the wake of Japan's
defeat. Although the bulk of these Japanese army units were evacuated
during 1946, a few units fought with the KMT until the end of China's
civil war in 1949.

The Supreme Commander in Japan, Gen. Douglas MacArthur, occupied
a dual role. As SCAP, he nominally represented all the Allies and served
as their delegate in carrying out the terms of the Potsdam Declaration. He
also functioned as the American in charge of the Far Eastern Command.
As such, he bore responsibility for all American forces in Japan, southern
Korea, and the surrounding region. As during the war, China remained
outside his jurisdiction. Under this arrangement, the Sixth and Eighth
armies garrisoned Japan. Initial disarmament and demobilization of enemy
forces went so smoothly, however, that the Sixth Army departed on Jan-
uary 1, 1946, leaving Lt. Gen. Robert L. Eichelberger's Eight Army as
the garrison force.

SCAP's command post lay inside the Dai Ichi Insurance Building, one
of the few major structures left in the heart of Tokyo. Before September
1945, American officials had not formally resolved whether to administer
Japan directly (as in Germany) or to rule through the existing government.
Once in Tokyo, MacArthur decided to utilize an indirect method. As a
result, many of the hundreds of American army officers trained for military
government served in Korea rather than Japan. In place of a military
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administration, MacArthur established some dozen special staff sections
that paralleled the Japanese cabinet structure. But in many instances, he
preferred the counsel of loyal subordinates over that of specialists.

The general turned toward old acquaintances from the Philippines or
the recent Pacific campaigns for assistance. Members of the so-called Ba-
taan Club, for whom he felt affection or responsibility, became high-level
administrators in Tokyo. As one veteran and critic of the Occupation,
Harry Emerson Wildes, put it, "neither ability nor special training was a
necessary requisite for appointment to these positions of honor, privilege
and power."7

MacArthur named former Manila lawyer, Brig. Gen. Courney Whitney,
to head the all-important SCAP Government Section. This group super-
vised the emperor, cabinet, Diet, courts, and civil service. Former adver-
tising manager, Brig. Gen. Ken R. Dyke, ruled the education system, the
press, and cultural affairs although he lacked a college degree. Initially,
MacArthur tapped a long-time aide and conservative businessman, Col.
Raymond C. Kramer, to take charge of the Economic-Scientific Section.
Maj. Gen. William F. Marquat, a former automotive journal editor, soon
replaced him. The official SCAP historian boasted as his main qualification
experience as an assembly line superintendent.

The lower staff positions, where most real supervision took place, were
filled by more qualified candidates. These came largely from civilians and
military officers serving in Washington who were lured to Japan by SCAP
recruiters with promises of power and influence. Nevertheless, chronic
personnel problems left many key technical posts vacant in Tokyo through-
out the Occupation. The entire effect of SCAP's operation allowed the
Japanese government a great deal of informal leeway in dealing with their
American overseers.

The SCAP organization and the Japanese government communicated
through the Central Liaison Office. Staffed mainly by former Japanese
diplomats, this office transmitted American orders to the government bu-
reaucracy and reported on the implementation of policy. In fact, each
SCAP section cultivated its own Japanese clique and forged separate links
with both it and MacArthur. Because only a few hundred technical experts
worked in SCAP—assisted by the Eighth Army's military observer teams
in the outlying areas—the Japanese interpreted, enacted, and reported on
the progress of reforms without intensive scrutiny.

For example, months after the Occupation began, the economy seemed
to spiral downward, completely out of control. As inflation raced ahead,
production plummeted and raw materials disappeared. Yet, as late as Jan-
uary 1946, only one SCAP officer supervised the development of policy
toward the zaibatsu monopolies that dominated heavy industry. Only two
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officers supervised the vital textile industry, one of whom returned to
America in January 1946. This lack of oversight allowed the Japanese to
ignore or defy many unpleasant demands or, more important, to distort
the information on which SCAP relied.8

The most important SCAP subunits were the Government Section (under
Courtney Whitney), the Economic-Scientific Section (under William Mar-
quat), and the Counter-intelligence corps (commanded by the extremely
conservative Maj. Gen. Charles A. Willoughby—he later became an ad-
visor to the Spanish dictator, Francisco Franco). These three generals
formed a tight circle around MacArthur. Although sometimes bitter rivals
for his patronage, they remained intensely loyal to the Supreme Com-
mander personally. It is not surprising that the State Department worried
about its bureaucratic isolation in this arrangement.

Pressure from Washington did cause MacArthur to accept a small Dip-
lomatic Section in SCAP, referred to as the Office of the Political Adviser.
Initially, the talented career diplomat, George Atcheson, Jr., headed this
office. After having spent several years in Chungking (Chongqing), he
developed a keen understanding of the forces at work in postwar Asia.
Although he served in Tokyo for two years (until his death in a plane
crash), Atcheson realized early on that he filled only a ceremonial role.
In November 1945, he complained to Under Secretary of State Dean G.
Acheson that on all matters of substance, "General MacArthur or his Chief
of Staff and other members of the Bataan Club who act as his Privy Council
or genro wish if possible to keep the State Department out. . . . " The
diplomat grew increasingly disillusioned with MacArthur's machinations,
especially the general's refusal to acknowledge that "policy is made at
home and that, after all, the making of foreign policy is centered in the
State Department." Not surprisingly, SCAP got on better with Atcheson's
successor, William J. Sebald, usually served as an uncritical conduit for
the general's views.9

The actual course of reform in Japan involved a convoluted interplay
between MacArthur (who followed an agenda developed in Washington)
and the Japanese elites who maintained control of political and economic
life throughout the Occupation. Each sought to preserve and change se-
lected aspects of the system to achieve specific goals. Sometimes, the Jap-
anese and Americans agreed on ends but not on means to achieve them.
Occasionally, disagreements had a more fundamental basis.

One example, which typified the jockeying of the next several years,
surfaced on October 4, 1945, when SCAP issued a civil liberties directive
that paved the way for a new political system. (These directives, or SCA-
PINs, were orders transmitted to the Japanese government for implemen-
tation.) This SCAPIN directed the release of political prisoners; abrogated
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limits on speech, assembly, and political parties—including the Communist
party; and abolished the Home Ministry, which had supervised police
repression. Startled by the order, the cabinet of Prime Minister Higashikuni
Toshihiko resigned in favor of a new cabinet under the venerable diplomat
Baron Shidehara Kijuro. The directive so frightened Prince Konoe that he
visited MacArthur to warn of a revolutionary threat, just as he had done
with Hirohito eight months before. Konoe and the new foreign minister,
Yoshida Shigeru, feared that by design or error, the Americans had opened
the door to chaos, communism, and disaster.10

Konoe and Yoshida, as they had held earlier, considered the war years
an aberrant period in Japanese history. They believed that the depression
and world crisis of the 1930s had led the military and ultranationalist fa-
natics to seize power. Because Japan had only "stumbled" or "strayed"
from the path of acceptable behavior into armed aggression, a selective
purge of the guilty should be sufficient to restore Japan's international
legitmacy. Among Americans, Joseph Grew and Henry Stimson advanced
similar arguments about the nature of the proposed Occupation.

MacArthur, like the SWNCC planners who devised the "U.S. Initial
Post-Surrender Policy," saw a deeper problem rooted in the nation's his-
torical development. Even worse, they believed that the legacy of political
oppression and maldistribution of wealth endemic to Japan nurtured to-
talitarian movements of the Left and Right. Unless the United States
effected fundamental social and economic change, Japan might once again
threaten world peace.

Initially, at least, most Americans concerned with these matters (whether
in Tokyo or Washington) supported a controlled revolution that would
peacefully transform Japan from a state of feudal authoritarianism to a
state of liberal, democratic capitalism. Gross disparities in class, wealth,
and power, they believed, invited the seizure of power by extremists, be
they Fascist or Communist. Despite his own critique of the New Deal and
identification with Herbert Hoover's traditional conservatism, MacArthur
endorsed his own subordinates' attack on the wealth concentrated among
the zaibatsu business monopolies. Among other considerations, in his opin-
ion, the elimination of extreme economic privilege was a prerequisite for
protecting Japan from revolutionary upheaval.

OCCUPATION REFORMS

No single issue aroused more conflict during the Occupation than attempts
to restructure Japan's economy. Official statements, such as the Potsdam
Declaration and the basic JCS directive given MacArthur in November
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1945, emphasized the fundamental importance of this. Besides such obvious
targets as the cessation of war production, the JCS instructed SCAP to
seek both economic disarmament and reparations as well as "reduction or
elimination of certain branches of Japanese production," such as iron, steel,
chemicals, nonferrous metals, aluminum, magnesium, synthetic rubber,
machine tools, automotive vehicles, ships, heavy machines, and so on.
Individuals of "important responsibility" in the economy who had been
"active exponents of military nationalism and aggression" were subject to
removal by purge. The JCS also empowered MacArthur to promote a
wider "distribution of income and of ownership of the means of production
and trade," to encourage labor unions, and to implement an antimonopoly
program—all as part of the effort to reduce the power of the traditional
economic elite.11

These directives resolved a debate over the political, economic, and
philosophical dimensions of occupation policy that had raged near the end
of the war. Generally, economists in the State and War departments argued
that the immense power of the Japanese monopolies, the zaibatsu, de-
pressed domestic consumption and promoted overseas aggression. The
power of these cartels, sanctioned by law and tradition, led to political
repression and imperialism.

Some of the more conservative area specialists in the State Department,
led by Joseph Grew, contended that Japan's dependence on imported raw
materials and the need to keep its export prices low justified a degree of
monopoly anathema in the West. Whatever the merits of their argument,
the Japan-hands lost much of their influence by the war's end. Neither
Secretary of State James Byrnes nor his under secretary, Dean Acheson,
had much use for Grew and his clique, who were pressured out of office
shortly after Japan surrendered. Equally important, a number of popular
and scholarly accounts appeared in 1945 attacking the zaibatsu as a par-
ticularly odious feature of Japanese society. William Johnston's The Future
of Japan, Owen Lattimore's Solution in Asia, Andrew Roth's Dilemma in
Japan, and Thomas A. Bisson's Japan's War Economy along with many
articles in Pacific Affairs, the Nation, and Amerasia all warned that a real
transformation of the enemy was impossible unless the business conglom-
erates were dissolved and replaced by a "democratic economy."12

Economist Bisson, who later worked for SCAP, exemplified these critics.
His wartime writing described how the zaibatsu had abetted and benefited
from aggression, especially as heavy industry depended on resources from
the empire, China, and Southeast Asia. Cooperating with the militarists,
the zaibatsu monopolized capital and used their "control associations" to
allocate raw materials to enhance their domination of industry. Cleverly,
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Bisson wrote, the zaibatsu had tried to obscure their support of the war,
intending to blame the military establishment and protect themselves from
retribution in case of defeat. But, he concluded:

[The zaibatsu] working hand-in-hand with the Army molded Japan's economy
for war during the pre-Pearl Harbor years. If the Zaibatsu are permitted to
survive the conditions of defeat, they will continue to dominate Japan's postwar
government. With the experience gained in this war, they will be able to prepare
even more thoroughly for the next attempt to conquer East Asia by force of
arms.13

Economist Jerome Cohen, who served in Japan briefly with the Strategic
Bombing Survey, detailed many of the techniques used by the government
and its business allies during the 1930s and 1940s to boost war production
at the expense of consumer goods. The zaibatsu shaped the domestic mar-
ket by exploiting new areas in conquered Asia. Both Bisson and Cohen
showed how the share of heavy, war-related industry in the economy rose
fivefold between 1931 and 1941—from a tiny base to a commanding 72
percent. As further evidence of this symbiotic relationship, they noted that
during the two weeks between the informal surrender and the arrival of
occupation forces (August 15 to 30), the government handed over vast
sums of yen and stockpiled raw materials to the zaibatsu—insuring their
postwar advantage.14

Although the size of the Japanese economy remained smaller than the
American, the relative role of the zaibatsu surpassed many times that
played by analogous American conglomerates. As economist Eleanor Had-
ley (another SCAP veteran) demonstrated, Mitsubishi's market position
in 1944 resembled, in relative terms:

U.S. Steel, General Motors, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Alcoa, Douglas Air-
craft, Dupont [sic], Sun Shipbuilding, Allis-Chalmers, Westinghouse, A.T.&T.,
RCA, IBM, U.S. Rubber, Sea Island Sugar, Dole Pineapple, U.S. Lines, Grace
Lines, National City Bank, Metropolitan Life Insurance, Woolworth Stores and
the Statler Hotels.

All of this fell under the control of one extended family.15

Many zaibatsu combines originated in the nineteenth century and ben-
efited from state-subsidized industrialization after the Meiji restoration.
As closely held family enterprises, they operated on a scale not permitted
American corporations. Law and tradition allowed the Mitsui zaibatsu, for
example, to conduct a vast range of industrial, commercial, and financial
business, employing about 1.8 million workers at home and abroad. The
zaibatsu divided up markets with other cartels, fixed prices, allocated ma-
terials, operated joint subsidiaries, and often enforced business agreements
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on nonparticipating companies. Through their banking outlets, they even
controlled credit to small businesses.

These combines operated according to a four-level pyramid, with the
family on top. They comprised an informal business entity, ruled by a
family council that enforced a strict business and social code. The council
controlled the top holding company, or honsha, which served as the second
level of the pyramid. The holding company, directly or indirectly, presided
over the major operating subsidiaries (the third level), often giants in their
own right. At the fourth level stood the underlying network of smaller
enterprises owned in whole or part by the major subsidiaries. Through this
mechanism, the Mitsui family owned at least 356 major companies.16

In the fervor of imminent victory over Germany in April 1945, President
Truman created a special reparations committee to implement industrial
reforms in Japan and Germany. He selected California oil entrepreneur
and Democratic fund-raiser, Edwin Pauley, as its head. A self-made man,
Pauley had few ties to corporate giants and much antipathy to monopolies.
Excited by the opportunity to smash business combines in the two Axis
nations, he and his staff anticipated extracting large-scale reparations from
zaibatsu facilities.

Expecting an assault, the Japanese government and their business allies
planned a counterstrategy. Relying both on private contacts with SCAP
officials and public appeals for moderation, the Japanese elites hoped to
stave off any radical change. During October 1945, zaibatsu representatives
met with SCAP's economic chief, Col. Raymond C. Kramer, proposing a
deal. The plan, advanced by the Yasuda family—and later endorsed by
the Mitsui, Mitsubishi, and Sumitomo clans as well—proposed a voluntary
dissolution of the holding companies and the resignation of family members
and associates from major subsidiaries. Family shares in the holding com-
panies would be sold to a liquidation commission, with the proceeds in-
vested in ten-year government bonds. Although the plan made no provision
for dissolving the major operating subsidiaries—the heart of the opera-
tion—or for distributing ownership and control more widely, Mac Arthur
and Kramer indicated approval. Kramer even admitted that the plan would
allow identical individuals to replace the former zaibatsu elite. He saw
nothing wrong with this because it would speed Japan's reassertion of
control as the "natural leader of Asia."17

Encouraged by informal approval, foreign minister Yoshida Shigeru re-
vealed his government's views at an October 19 news conference. Hoping
to sway foreign opinion in favor of the Yasuda plan, Yoshida denied that
the zaibatsu had encouraged or benefited from the war. In most cases, he
claimed, the combines were barred from the newly conquered lands be-
cause the military disliked the old zaibatsu and promoted the new mon-
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opolies in which they had special interests. During the war, the foreign
minister insisted, the military forced big business to produce weapons for
meager profits. Thus, for financial reasons alone, the old conglomerates
"rejoiced at the war's end." Angered by what he saw as the hypocrisy of
the West, Yoshida, citing du Pont as an example, condemned the huge
profits reaped by American industry since 1941. If any one desired the war
to continue, he suggested, it might have been these capitalists.18

American officers who had informal contacts with Japanese business
leaders during the autumn of 1945 heard a similar story. Theodore De
Barry, for example, became friendly with a member of the powerful Ka-
wasaki clan who tried hard to convince the young soldier and linguist that
most capitalists had opposed the war and chafed under the military's con-
trol. The military clique, according to this scion of a zaibatsu family, had
forced peaceful industrialists into producing for war, had wrecked the
economy, and had nearly destroyed Japan. The main ally of the militarists,
he claimed, were big landlords who sought foreign conquest as a safety
valve for peasant discontent. Similarly, an influential investment banker
told another American that not only were the zaibatsu guiltless, but that
SCAP would probably leave them untouched. "I doubt if they will do
anything serious," he said. Although Mac Arthur and the reformers in
Washington might first appear determined to restructure the economy, he
expected that "the U.S. and England, being capitalistic countries, would
sooner or later send over businessmen to handle this side of things."19

Traditional conservatives like Yoshida and Kawasaki were not wholly
duplicitous or fawning in their claims. Certainly, some important business
interests preferred peaceful penetration of Asian markets to outright con-
quest and war with the Western powers. Also, as the efforts of the YO-
HANSEN group in 1944-45 testified, they saw many of the ultranationalists
and militarists as radical upstarts who would wreck the carefully crafted
zaibatsu control of the economy. Yoshida acknowledged a need (and,
under the surrender terms, a responsibility) to tinker with the old system.
Of course, war criminals should be punished and the militarists and their
allies driven from positions of authority as much for the stupidity of their
actions as for any moral lapses. But these attacks must be kept to a min-
imum while Japan worked to rejoin the community of advanced industrial
nations. Because traditional conservatives shared the values and interests
of the economic elite, they considered it vital to preserve as much of the
status quo as possible.

Initially, MacArthur and Kramer took the hook that Yoshida had baited.
Seemingly interested more in the appearance of effective action than in
real reform, the Supreme Commander accepted the essence of the Yasuda
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plan. On November 6, 1945, his headquarters issued SCAPIN 244, an
order to dissolve the family holding companies. Family shares would go
to a Holding Company Liquidation Commission (HCLC), leaving the two
bottom levels of the zaibatsu pyramid intact. The plan ignored the large
operating subsidiaries and made no provisions for regulating the sale of
holding company stock.20

This move stunned many in the State Department and SWNCC who had
expected a more fundamental assault on the combines. The Yasuda plan
left the zaibatsu free to operate through their subsidiaries and virtually
encouraged a new elite to purchase control of holding company shares.
William Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, pressed
the Justice Department to form a special mission on Japanese combines
to redress the problem. Led by Northwestern University economist, Corwin
D. Edwards, the mission visited Japan early in 1946. Its work overlapped
that of the Pauley reparations mission, seeking "ways and means that would
effectively destroy the powers of the Zaibatsu."21

The Pauley mission arrived first in Tokyo, bringing more than a dozen
technical experts to survey the enemy's economic structure. Chief of Staff
H. D. Maxwell supervised a group that had already thought deeply about
how to use reparations, both to restructure Japanese industry and to speed
economic development elsewhere in Asia. The mission was less concerned
with pastoralizing Japan than with reversing the dependency relationship
and the disparities in development between Japan and its neighbors. In-
dustrial disarmament, in other words, would be futile so long as the de-
feated Axis power remained the industrial hub to a network of states
producing raw materials. In a preliminary analysis sent to Mac Arthur as
the group began its work, Pauley stated that reparations created a unique
opportunity to propel all "Eastern Asia [toward] political stability and
peaceful progress." Japan should neither be "pauperized" nor allowed to
recover in a "form which will allow her to gain control, or to secure an
advantage over, her neighbors."

Reparations could involve both transferring selected industrial plants to
appropriate areas and helping poorer nations to "round out their own
economies in accordance with a broad and consistent economic program.
. . ." Japan would not be allowed "any plant which represents a key phase
in the processing of raw materials of any of her neighbors," Pauley wrote.
Eventually, Japan might again play a major part in the Asian economy,
"though no longer a place of leadership and control."22 The mission began
work in Tokyo during November 1945, later traveling to the Philippines,
Korea, and China. Several staff members toured the Communist-held por-
tion of Korea and Manchuria, surveying Japanese-built facilities in those
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regions. SCAP officials never cooperated enthusiastically with other staffs,
taking as their cue MacArthur's objection to any outside group poaching
on his turf.

The participation of such knowledgeable, articulate, and well-known
experts as Owen Lattimore in the Pauley mission raised further hackles
among the Bataan Club. A popular political journalist, bold Asian ex-
plorer, and respected scholar, Lattimore brought a unique perspective to
his assignment. The author of Solution in Asia, he had analyzed Japan's
development in relation to China and Southeast Asia. Lattimore concluded
that Japan consistently retarded regional development and must be pre-
vented from doing so again. Reparations and other forms of aid to back-
ward economies appeared the best way to speed progress and promote
stability. Appropriately, Lattimore served as the mission's specialist on the
structure and problems of the Japanese economy in relation to East Asia.

Within a week of his arrival, Lattimore forecast trouble ahead. Since
surrender, he informed H. D. Maxwell, Japanese "moderates" had done
everything possible to cooperate with SCAP. But when the Occupation
began to implement economic reforms that would result in the "self-de-
struction of themselves," this same group would "force a crisis." Yoshida's
attempt to distinguish between the old and new zaibatsu, for example,
showed the elites' tactic of sacrificing their less important components in
order to shortcircuit reforms. But if the Occupation attempted to go after
Mitsui, Lattimore predicted, the moderates "with whom we are dealing
will stage a ready-made panic."23 The Japanese would probably use the
spectre of revolution to "stampede" the Americans, he stated. The current
regime might even provoke chaos or economic collapse—on a controlled
scale—to make the threat credible. A growing leftist vote, "labor unions
out of hand, peasants on the rampage, Russian Bolshevism ready to pop
in at the back door" were conditions likely to widen the schisms already
existing within the American camp. Afraid of the spectre of revolution,
the United States, Lattimore wrote, would probably abandon radical pro-
grams and encourage a comeback for "the very Japanese whom up to now
we [have been] forcing to back down. . . . " Not words, but deeds alone
could break the power of the zaibatsu and create a real basis for democracy
in Japan. The Occupation, he said, must attack monopoly and create new
groups of independent businesses and peasants to break the political stran-
glehold of the combines.

Going beyond internal reform, Lattimore stressed the need to transfer
basic industries to China and Southeast Asia. Their industrialization would
coincide with a new economic structure within Japan. Transfers would also
insure that as "Japan begins to recover, there will be more local strength"
to prevent agressive expansion. Thus far, SCAP seemed intent to dismantle
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only direct war-producing facilities, leaving Japan the "dominant. . . focus
of American policy in Eastern Asia, with lines of economic and, hence,
of political operations radiating outward . . . to other Asiatic coun-
tries. . . ."24

The entire reparations mission paid attention to how the zaibatsu relied
on foreign supplies. They hoped to devise a transfer program that moved
industries to those areas whose exports sustained production. Ideally, this
would promise efficiency, speed growth, and eliminate Japan's ability to
threaten or to dominate China and Southeast Asia. For example, if iron
and steel mills were transferred from Japan to Manchuria, with its coking
coal and iron ore, China would possess a marketable product with many
outlets. Japan would have to buy industrial products from its neighbors,
whereas China would be spared the "economic aggression" previously
inflicted on it.25*

As the reparations group prepared their report, several prominent Jap-
anese alumni of Johns Hopkins University hosted Owen Lattimore at
dinner. After vainly trying to get the American to tell them what the Pauley
report would recommend, they initiated what Lattimore described as a
"new twist in the old Japanese propaganda line of being the bulwark against
Bolshevism in Asia." These self-styled moderates warned of war between
Russia and the West, saying the first battle had already been joined in
China. America must "protect Japan against Russia" and should rebuild
its former enemy for use "against Russia." These liberals, Lattimore noted
with disgust in his diary, showed "delight, glee and gloating" over the fact
that American marines were currently fighting Chinese communists.26

Spurred on by such behavior, Lattimore and the rest of the staff sub-
mitted a report that called for both a vigorous antimonopoly program and
massive industrial transfers. Even before reporting this to the president,
Pauley urged MacArthur to initiate a quick assault on the zaibatsu by
beginning an "interim program" to seize their "excess capacity." On De-
cember 6,1945, Pauley announced his intention of asking Truman to order
drastic cuts in most industries, the elimination of all war-production ca-
pacity, and the confiscation of all overseas assets.27

On December 18, 1945, Pauley forwarded a hard-hitting report to the
president, rebuking those who called for an accommodation with Japan.
Directing this criticism partly at MacArthur, Pauley noted that compared
to their victims, the Japanese still enjoyed a high standard of living. Re-
parations should not be considered solely a punishment for defeat. Rather,

* Ironically, after the Communist revolution in China, American planners stood this logic
on its head. Chinese control of vital industrial raw materials, they feared, would allow the
regime to blackmail Japan. This, then, justified the rebuilding of heavy industry in Japan.
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the policy represented an effort to correct a history of physical and eco-
nomic abuse inflicted by Japan on the rest of Asia. In any case, the report
noted, Japan retained a large "excess capacity" of industry that depended
on war-related orders and foreign raw materials. In addition, many sec-
ondary, war-related facilities could be transferred abroad without impairing
Japan's domestic standard of living.

Pauley complained that MacArthur had done little to demilitarize basic
industry and that some SCAP personnel even helped industrialists shield
their factories from scrutiny. The situation, he said, demanded the im-
mediate seizure of twenty-seven of the "most important machine-tool man-
ufacturing plants, which produce almost exactly half of Japan's total."
Pauley proposed to eliminate or restrict severely the airplane, ball bearing,
and shipbuilding industries and to reduce steel-making capacity from 11
to 2.5 million tons annually. In addition, he recommended that all overseas
facilities be confiscated by local authorities as ill-gotten gains. This interim
program, Panley stated, would pave the way for an even more thorough
housecleaning later on.

Through such action, the Occupation would restructure Japan's econ-
omy. Renewed stress would have to be laid on food production and the
manufacture of light, consumer goods for export. Japan would have to
deal with new industrial exporters in Asia as trading partners, forcing the
country to compete as an equal. Using the stick of reparations, Pauley
continued, the Occupation authorities could compel the breakup of zai-
batsu enterprise, forcing industry to become more competitive. As long as
the zaibatsu survived, the staff noted, "Japan will be their Japan."28

Truman reacted quickly to the document, telling Secretary of State Brynes
that he "approved of Ambassador Pauley's report and it should be imple-
mented as soon as the necessary details are worked out." The JCS, how-
ever, responded with greater restraint. Endorsing the principle of repar-
ations, nonetheless, they granted SCAP permission to exempt specific
industries from removal under the "interim program" if it threatened to
undercut a "minimal" acceptable level. MacArthur's fierce opposition to
any mandated program delayed implementation. Ultimately, the admin-
istration's change of heart unhinged the entire program.29

Although both the Pauley and Far Eastern Commission guidelines were
designed to permit a standard of living equal to the 1930-to-1934 level,
MacArthur criticized them as unrealistically severe. After long postpone-
ment, in April 1947, SWNCC resolved that SCAP should begin the dis-
tribution of some sixteen thousand machine tools to Japan's Asian claim-
ants. These so-called advanced transfers were to be counted against the
reparations quotas set for each nation. In effect, however, this allotment
both began and completed the reparations program.
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Attempts to smash the zaibatsu monopolies followed a similar pattern
to the reparations fiasco—again an initial reform impulse fell victim to a
conservative trend. The postsurrender instructions given MacArthur rec-
ommended dissolution of "large Japanese industrial and banking combines
or other large concentrations of private business control." This concern
reflected the fact that some ten zaibatsu families controlled nearly three
fourths of Japan's industrial, commercial, and financial resources. Ob-
viously, any program to curb this power and redistribute the "ownership
and means of production and trade" required a tremendous effort and will.

Late in 1945, both the State and Justice departments agreed on the need
to dispatch a mission on Japanese combines led by economist Corwin D.
Edwards. Active in Tokyo during the first few months of 1946, the Edwards
mission labeled the zaibatsu among the "groups principally responsible for
the war and . . . a principal factor in the Japanese war potential." Edwards
denied that his antagonism toward the industrial combines signified a rad-
ical or Marxist attack, rather, it represented a key element in the "broad
program of democratization and demilitarization." The guilt of individual
business leaders had little relevance, given the overwhelming power of the
institutional structures. For decades, Edwards wrote, a few great combines
had enforced "semi-feudal relations between employer and employee, held
down wages, and blocked the development of labor unions." By stifling
the growth of small, competitive business, they "retarded the rise of a
Japanese middle class," which Americans considered the foundation of
"humanitarian sentiments" and a "counterweight to military design." Low
wages paid by the zaibatsu had stifled domestic consumption and intensified
the drive for exports, thus giving "incentive to Japanese imperialism." The
size, power, and influence of the combines made them primarily responsible
for Japan's criminal behavior, Edwards concluded.30

The Edwards mission rejected the initial SCAP program because it failed
to address the monopoly problem below the level of family holding com-
panies, left large operating subsidiaries intact, ignored the pattern of in-
tercorporate ownership and joint management, and failed to decree how
zaibatsu assets should be sold off. The mission wanted the conglomerates
broken into small competitive units that would lay the "foundation for a
Japanese middle class and competitive capitalism." It opposed both na-
tionalizing industry or permitting its control by organized labor. Advocating
an American style antimonopoly program preceeding in two stages, Ed-
wards called for the dissolution of the combines into constituent units by
the forced sale of stock to smallholders—former owners would receive
partial compensation. Rigorous antitrust legislation controlling the size,
scope, and ownership of new business enterprises would prevent the growth
of new monopolies.31
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Initially, General MacArthur disliked these proposals as much as those
regarding reparations and for many of the same reasons. SCAP's higher
echelon objected to outsiders imposing any standards or taking any credit
for the Occupation. Gen. William Marquat, head of the Economic-Sci-
entific Section, told the JCS early in 1946 that, although the "objectives"
of the Edwards report were "admirable," the "practical execution of such
a program except in broad outline" was impossible. He questioned whether
the United States intended to "establish an ideal economy" or whether it
should be content with the "introduction of such democratic methods and
the abolition of such menaces as to insure the disability of Japan to make
future war." If planners in Washington expected to create an "ideal" so-
ciety, then the JCS would have to order "complete reorganization" and a
vast expanion of SCAP. Marquat characterized Edwards's recommenda-
tions as "too sweeping," "unworkable," "too liberal," and "unwise."32

Although the JCS sent General MacArthur the Edwards report as an
"interim directive" in October 1946, SWNCC took no official action on it
for a year. Finally, in May 1947, SWNCC forwarded the report (now called
SWNCC 302/4) to the Far Eastern Commission for its approval. Bearing
the new tag, FEC 230, the document asserted that the monopolistic powers
of the zaibatsu had strangled political and economic freedom in Japan and
encouraged aggression. The report declared that "the dissolution of ex-
cessive private concentration of economic power [constituted], in the United
States view, one of the major objectives of the Occupation."

As presented to the Far Eastern Commission, the American proposal
defined "excessive concentration" quite broadly. Almost any large-scale,
diverse enterprise that tended to restrict competition might be in jeopardy.
Although making some provision for limited compensation to zaibatsu
shareholders, the report recommended selling assets to "such persons as
small or medium entrepreneurs and investors . . . agricultural or consumer
cooperatives and trade unions, whose ownership of these holdings would
contribute to the democratization of the Japanese economy." Loans and
technical advice should be furnished to these purchasers so that their ac-
quisition of zaibatsu property would not be limited by "ability to pay."33

Ironically, by the time the Far Eastern Commission considered this pro-
posal, most State Department and military planners had reversed their
outlook. But, as with several other reform proposals, a kind of inertia
carried the recommendations forward because no clear center of opposition
had coalesced in Washington. Even more remarkable, the most vigorous,
initial opponent of the proposed reform, Douglas MacArthur, now cham-
pioned Edwards's call for zaibatsu dissolution. Influenced both by liberal
members of SCAP's Anti-Trust and Cartels Division and by his own es-
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timate that an antimonopoly program would be popular among most Amer-
icans, he pressed the Japanese government to enact vigorous antitrust
legislation. Incredibly, officials in Washington now accused "radicals" in
SCAP and MacArthur, himself, of undermining capitalism. The general,
in turn, condemned the administration for defending anticompetitive eco-
nomic oligarchs and for virtually insuring a popular uprising against the
old order.

Besides MacArthur's discomfort with prodding in any direction from
Washington, SCAP confronted Japanese government resistance to most
aspects on the reform program. Economic deconcentration, land reform,
political liberties, constitutional revision, labor rights, and political purges,
all were pushed through an unenthusiastic bureaucracy charged with their
administration. Not surprisingly, the Japanese fought hardest against plans
for economic deconcentration. Their ultimate success in blocking substan-
tial change reflected both native skills and the support they eventually
derived from changes in American foreign policy.

The pattern of reform through mid-1947, the period before Washington
took direct interest in MacArthur's activities, seemed one of frequent rep-
etition. In anticipation of a SCAP command to, say, deconcentrate industry
or revise the constitution, Japanese leaders would admit the need to make
changes in the system. The government would appoint a committee to
recommend some specific, often cosmetic, alterations in response to SCAP's
orders. By offering minimal reform proposals, the Japanese hoped to deter
more radical alternatives or, at least, achieve a compromise between ex-
tremes. Although sometimes falling flat, this tactic delayed the implemen-
tation of many orders until the Americans either had a change of heart or
lost interest in rigorous enforcement.

As with their effort to preclude radical deconcentration of the zaibatsu
by offering the Yasuda plan, the Japanese government attempted to finesse
the sensitive problem of preparing a democratic constitution. After infor-
mal prodding by SCAP, Japanese officials began to revise the Meiji Con-
stitution. On October 13, the government named lawyer Matsumoto Joji
to head a formal revision committee. The draft he presented to the Amer-
icans in early 1946, however, included few substantive changes. On two
crucial points, diminishing the emperor's political authority and confirming
parliamentary control of government, the proposals seemed particularly
inadequate.

During January and February 1946, about two dozen members of the
Government Section worked furiously to prepare a draft constitution that
fulfilled SCAP criteria. In a dramatic meeting on February 13, Gen. Court-
ney Whitney and his staff presented their handiwork to the Japanese. They
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applied tremendous pressure for quick acceptance of the document, hoping
to put it in place before the newly formed Far Eastern Commission met
in Washington to discuss this and related issues.

The Americans dismissed the Matsumoto version as totally inadequate.
Whitney announced that unless the government accepted the SCAP version
before the scheduled spring elections, "General MacArthur was prepared
to lay this statement of principal directly before the people." Both sides
understood the significance of this threat. Placing the basic national charter
in the hands of the public for ratification might fatally fracture the elite,
conservative hegemony over the political system.

Whitney relished the impact of these threats on the Japanese: He noted
how "Mr. Shirasu straightened up as if he had sat on something. Dr.
Matsumoto sucked in his breath. Mr. Yoshida's face was a black cloud."
Leaving the group alone to discuss the ultimatum, Whitney and his aides
informed the Japanese they would take a stroll in the garden to "enjo[y]
your atomic sunshine." At that moment, by chance or arrangement, "a
big B-29 came roaring over us," Whitney recalled, leaving an impression
that was "indescribable but profound." By the time the Americans de-
parted, they knew their draft "would be accepted as the basis for the revised
constitution."34

The new constitution stripped the emperor of temporal political au-
thority, strengthened the Diet, broadened voting rights, expanded the power
of local government, provided for nominal sex equality and, in Article 9,
forbade creation of armed forces or the conduct of war as a national right.
This unique proposition testified to the intensity of American feeling about
Japan's war guilt. Although the conservative cabinet initially balked at the
provisions reducing the emperor to a mere symbol of the state, Hirohito
intervened directly in the debate. On January 1, 1946, he issued a procla-
mation denying his divinity and, parenthetically, denouncing "radical ten-
dencies" among the people. MacArthur lauded the emperor's initiative,
describing his brave decision to take a "stand for the future along liberal
lines."35

Not only did this imperial initiative reduce the likelihood of SCAP ever
charging Hirohito with war crimes but it deflated conservative efforts to
rouse public opposition to the constitutional reforms. Eventually, the cab-
inet, now headed by Prime Minister Yoshida, introduced the new consti-
tution as a "government draft" in the spring of 1946. Arguing that it both
reformed past abuses and preserved the essence of the traditional political
structure, the government obtained Diet approval. The new constitution,
technically a revision of the existing document, took effect in May 1947.
For all their anguish, the conservative ruling group had avoided a popular
referendum, managed to preserve and protect the emperor, and, over time,
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found it possible to thrive under the liberalized principles of the so-called
Mac Arthur Constitution.

Land reform created another dilemma for SCAP and the Japanese.
About half of the labor force worked in agriculture, and nearly half of this
number farmed as tenants. Most small owner-cultivators fared little better
than the landless. Chronic rural poverty limited domestic consumption and
tended to push Japan toward expansion. Theorists often asserted that the
oppression and poverty of rural Japan nurtured the displaced violence that
Japanese soldiers exhibited to conquered people during the war.

Once again, in late 1946, SCAP planners sparred with local officials over
plans to break this pattern. The Americans rejected a series of proposals
to tinker with the rural structure and supported a more radical alternative.
SCAP wanted to eliminate the economic and political power of landlords
and to build up a viable smallholder rural base. This, they hoped, would
transform the agricultural economy, expand production, enlarge the do-
mestic market, and reduce potential revolutionary fervor in the country-
side. In this regard, the contrasting model of China leaped forward.

More thoroughgoing than many other Occupation reforms, the Diet
legislation (passed with SCAP sponsorship) forced the government to pur-
chase most large landholdings. The system provided for subsequent credit
sales to small farmers. Compensation paid to landlords profited them little
because spiraling inflation reduced the yen's value to virtually nothing.
Over several years, more than one third of farmland changed hands, which
affected 30 percent of all Japanese. Not only did the program accomplish
many of its economic goals, but it also created a class of small landowners
loyal to the conservative parties who first opposed the reform. As MacArthur
anticipated, Japan avoided the types of rural insurgencies that engulfed
China and Southeast Asia during the following decade.36

In accord with the Potsdam provisions and postsurrender policy, MacArthur
moved to purge undesirable elements from Japanese political, economic,
and cultural life. Initially, many Japanese conservative politicians approved
the principle of a limited banishment of those militarists and ultranation-
alists who had displaced them and warred against America. However,
SCAPIN 550 (January 4,1946) shocked the conservatives by its scope. The
initial purge order required the removal from national government of pol-
iticians, bureaucrats, military officers, and police linked to aggression. A
few months later, the purge expanded to include local governments, ed-
ucators, and (in January 1947) corporate executives.37

Needless to say, the unexpected dragnet shocked its early supporters.
Nevertheless, the fact that the purge relied almost exclusively on the Jap-
anese government for administration (only about twenty Americans su-
pervised its operation) mitigated its impact on the nearly 2.5 million citizens
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subjected to its provisions. Eventually, about two hundred thousand in-
dividuals were formally purged, the overwhelming majority of whom came
from military ranks. Despite claims in both Tokyo and Washington, rel-
atively few business leaders suffered its effects. In any case, purged business
leaders often continued to exercise unofficial influence or moved into new
jobs that paralleled their former positions.

As with antimonopoly reforms, the purge underwent fundamental changes
over time. Reacting to criticism from Congress, the press, and American
business, SCAP switched emphasis away from the elimination of right-wing
influence in Japan. By 1949 and 1950, the purge functioned as an instrument
to search out and eliminate left-wing and Communist influence in the public
and private sectors. Communist leaders, radical intellectuals, and about
twenty thousand workers eventually felt its effects.38

Between 1945 and 1950, many other Japanese institutions experienced
equally dramatic transformations. SCAP took initiatives to restructure pub-
lic education, the police system, and labor unions. In the first two instances,
reformers stressed the advantages of decentraliziation and local control
along the American model. The schools adopted more liberal curricula
and substituted sports for military training. Former New York Police Com-
missioner Louis J. Valentine was brought to Tokyo as an adviser; he de-
scribed his goal as the creation of police units that exhibited "kindness,
gentleness, and symspathy . . . along the lines of the New York force."39

Besides farmers, few groups benefited from initial change more than
industrial workers. Long victimized by tough antilabor laws and police-
employer collusion, unions responded enthusiastically to SCAP decrees
and new laws that allowed them to operate freely. Both the SCAP civil
liberties directive of October 1945, SWNCC 92/1 of November 1945, and
a trade union law passed by the Diet that December provided an expanded
basis for collective activity. Within a few months, unions passed their
prewar membership peak of four hundred thousand. After a year, more
than four million workers belonged to some seventeen thousand "enter-
prise unions" organized on a plant-by-plant, rather than industry wide,
basis. By March 1949, some seven million workers belonged to trade unions,
nearly 50 percent of the urban work force. Because of their superior or-
ganization, the Communists proved among the most effective organizers
during the first few years of the Occupation. As a result, most local unions
were loosely federated with either the pro-Communist Sanbetsu Labor
Federation or the smaller, anti-Communist, Sodomei.

Despite initial SCAP encouragement, MacArthur grew increasingly
alarmed at the political activism of the labor movement by 1947; in Feb-
ruary of that year, he banned a threatened general strike. At the same
time, SCAP either sponsored or encouraged a series of new laws that
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limited labor rights. Legislation of July 1947 and December 1948 severely
restricted the union activities of public employees, and laws passed in 1949
increased government control of trade unions in the private sector. SCAP
eventually encouraged the AFL-CIO to organize a central labor federation
in Japan to undermine the influence of the Communists and other groups
on the Left.40

Not only a changing international environment but the presurrender
decision to utilize the existing Japanese government shaped these devel-
opments. Even if the rationale for this choice made sense—SWNCC plan-
ners argued that only a handful of Americans possessed the language and
political skill required for administrative supervision—some contemporary
critics understood its likely result. The iconoclastic journalist, I. F. Stone,
for example, claimed that the decision to work through the Imperial gov-
ernment prejudiced the entire Occupation. How could the United States
really expect to democratize Japan, he asked, "if we confine ourselves to
operating through a government which remains [the] instrument [of the
old ruling class]"? He criticized the decision to "leave in power the very
elements we are pledged to eradicate." When only a few weeks after the
surrender MacArthur declared demilitarization a fait accompli and lavished
praise on officials in Tokyo, Stone feared SCAP had shored up a foundering
regime.

The journalist also recognized that more profound issues than Mac-
Arthur's personal behavior underlay the policy line. He guessed that some-
one like Assistant Secretary of War John J. McCloy had persuaded the
administration that in Japan, as in Germany, the United States required
a "bulwark against the U.S.S.R. and communism." The old "pro-Axis"
and "anti-Soviet" crowd, he warned, now favored "softer treatment for
both Germany and Japan."41

Actually Stone's assessment of McCloy came close to the mark. In Feb-
ruary 1946, following a brief visit to Tokyo, McCloy expressed fear that
liberal reforms would drive Japan "further left." Tampering with the econ-
omy or the government structure would cause "emotional upset and po-
litical unrest." McCloy thought the United States had "little to gain and
much to lose" by indicting Hirohito or abolishing the emperor system. He
also denounced the trial of war criminals as a total "fiasco." It made little
sense to assess guilt, McCloy argued because "most Japanese look alike,
in more ways than one." He attributed the Occupation's initial success to
the "incredible discipline of the Japanese people" rather than to social
engineering. If the Americans lingered too long and concerned themselves
with cultivating democracy, he predicted, the operation would soon appear
"more untidy and less successful."42

Writing nearly eighteen months later, John Maki, a former Government
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Section staff member, confirmed Stone's prediction. Despite the consti-
tutional reform and legalization of political activities, Maki argued, the
Occupation only partly altered the nature of Japanese politics. The pow-
erful bureaucracy remained intact, hardly touched by the purge or the
political process. Traditional conservatives still dominated the Diet. Maki
traced these failures to the "decision to act through a Japanese government,
[which had] the inevitable result of creating both the appearance and ac-
tuality [of suporting that government on issues of critical internal impor-
tance. ..." Whether or not MacArthur and the United States had intended
it, their actions had "created an identity of interest between the Occupation
and the government."43

Not even MacArthur's most bitter critics would deny that real changes
occurred during the Occupation or that the Japanese cooperated with many
reforms. Rather, critics complained that SCAP's fixation with democratic
forms, such as holding rapid parliamentary elections and mandating speedy
constitutional revision, neglected more important structural changes. Merely
allowing the proliferation of political parties did not foster creation of mass-
based, issue-oriented movements. Nor did high levels of voter turnout
indicate popular understanding of the democratic process. Yet, MacArthur
and his staff pointed to such quantities as a measure of the quality of the
spiritual revolution they had brought about.

At least superficially, most Americans in SCAP wanted to transform
Japan. Still, few approved uncontrolled change that might take unpre-
dictable directions and destabilize the Occupation. Although MacArthur's
orders from Washington made it clear he was not committed to defend the
current regime, inevitably, routine contact between Americans and those
already in power created shared interests. These sanctioned the status quo
and widened the distance between SCAP and opponents of the old regime.

Over time, many observers came to feel that MacArthur used the issue
of reform largely as a platform for his presidential aspirations. A short,
inexpensive occupation that utilized local talent would demonstrate his
own political and administrative qualifications. When caught between charges
of either pushing liberal reform too far or not far enough, the Supreme
Commander finessed the problem. His staff issued "radical" decrees that
would be greatly modified as they filtered through the Japanese bureau-
cracy. The general could (and did) point to a record of promoting reform
and preserving tradition.

MacArthur's critics in the State and Defense departments detected just
such evidence of the general's grandstanding during the tumultuous Diet
debate over the zaibatsu deconcentration law late in 1947. Ignoring pleas
from Washington that he withdraw the proposal from consideration,
MacArthur pressed the Japanese government to pass a comprehensive bill
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attacking the basic structure and ownership of industry. Free enterprise
and democracy hinged on its enactment, he proclaimed. Just how deeply
the general believed in his antimonopoly program and how much favorable
publicity he hoped to gain from a posture of defying Wall Street and
Japanese big business came into question in a confidential report circulated
in Washington in December.

An anonymous American in Tokyo ("Mr. Wm. W.") reported to Army
Department officials in Washington that MacArthur had mostly cynical
reasons for pushing the law. Just before a final vote, SCAP aides were
telling Japanese officials that the controversial law "had to be passed so
as not to embarrass the Supreme Commander who is expected to run for
president." MacArthur, his spokesman revealed, did not care a great deal
about the actual application of the radical program. He did, however, care
very much about appearances. There must "be no sign to the world of
dissension" in the ranks, no hint that the Japanese did not unanimously
see him as an enlightened reformer fighting against entrenched, small-
minded politicians in Tokyo and Washington. Should passage of the law
be delayed (as virtually all high State and Defense officials demanded),
this action would "prejudice the future of Japan when the Supreme Com-
mander became President."44

The bitter debate over the fate of the zaibatsu caused the most direct
clash between MacArthur's program and the interests of the Japanese
ruling class. However, the conflict evolved partly from the general's need
to create a vivid record of reform for use in an American political contest.
In addition, his somewhat atavistic conservative philosophy rested uneasily
with the structure of modern big business. Although MacArthur and Jap-
anese conservatives often squabbled over tactics and sometimes over deeper
issues, a complex symbiotic relationship evolved between them. More often
than not, entrenched interest groups tolerated or even benefited from
changes initiated by SCAP. By the time the Occupation ended, it seemed
clear that the reform program, if taken as a whole, created the framework
for an efficient, modern, and conservative Japan.45

Despite an eventual accommodation, the political process often seemed
fractured, especially before mid-1948. Led by a series of weak cabinets,
the Japanese government failed to confront the dilemmas of inflation,
falling production, labor discontent, or food shortages. Neither conserv-
ative nor leftist parties mustered the determination or support to move the
nation in a clear direction. In many ways, all Japanese political factions
appeared determined to wait out the Occupation. The Left hoped SCAP
would clear away the power of the old elites; the conservatives anticipated
the moment when the Americans would lose interest in reform and set
about rebuilding traditional power bases.
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Although SCAP policy and the purge swept away the prewar political
parties and disqualified many former members of the Diet from running
again, it did not significantly alter the spectrum of politics. On the Right,
two major parties, the Progressives and the Liberals, held sway. The Pro-
gressives were led by Baron Shidehara who served as Prime Minister from
October 1945 to May 1946. Hatoyama Ichiro led the Liberal party until
his purge in May 1946, which permitted Yoshida Shigeru (who had acted
as foreign minister in the Shidehara cabinet) to assume control of the
Liberals and serve as prime minister from May 1946 until May 1947. The
exchange of power between the two conservative groups held few surprises
because both had similar programs. Personality issues and ties to specific
business interests rather than ideology distinguished them.

In contrast to the relatively strong conservative parties, groups on the
Left emerged from the war fragmented, disorganized, and inexperienced.
The Social Democrats were split between a mildly socialistic faction and
a competing conservative element, socialistic in name only. The tiny Com-
munist party, whose leadership had spent years in prison or exile, possessed
a strong idology, dynamic leaders, and little popular following. The labor
movement, a potentially powerful political base, began to grow only in
late 1945 and had few initial ties to political parties.

The disorganization of all progressive groups in 1945-46 insured the
short-term dominance of the entrenched conservative parties and the career
bureaucracy. The SCAP-drafted constitution, which retained the emperor
as symbol of the nation, strengthened the aura of a link between the
American program and conservative hegemony. When MacArthur decided
to hold early Diet elections (in April 1946, allegedly to speed the Diet's
ratification of the constitution), the vastly superior resources of the Right
ensured a conservative electoral victory.

In the first postwar election, out of 466 seats, the Liberals, Progressives
(the conservatives), and their minor allies won in 325 instances. The So-
cialists captured 92 seats, the Communists only 5. The results allowed
Yoshida Shigeru to form a conservative cabinet based on a shaky alliance
of the Liberals and Progressives. Although he retained power for a year,
Yoshida did little to alleviate the food shortages and economic problems
besetting the population. Most of the year was taken up by the cabinet's
bickering with SCAP over the implementation of various reforms.

Despite his own distaste for Yoshida, MacArthur expressed concern over
the growth in union militance and left-wing organizations during 1946-47.
In advance of the scheduled April 1947 Diet elections, SCAP permitted
election law revisions designed to add a few seats to the conservative
column. Nevertheless, the Socialists emerged as the largest party, although
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with only a plurality of Diet seats. From June 1947 until February 1948,
Katayama Tetsu led a coalition Socialist cabinet rent by factionalism.

After the collapse of the Socialist coalition, the pendulum swung right
again. Ashida Hitoshi, of the Democratic (formerly Progressive) party
formed a new coalition cabinet. Riding the conservative drift in Japan and
American policy, Yoshida organized a new Democratic-Liberal party in
the spring of 1948 and this group took control after an electoral victory in
October 1948. Its majority bolstered early in 1949, Yoshida's cabinet held
power through the end of the Occupation.46

Union militancy probably presented the most dynamic political challenge
during the Occupation. The SCAP decrees and Diet legislation of 1945-
46 made it possible to organize millions of factory workers and government
employees in a short period of time. Besides the enabling legislation, the
virtual collapse of the economy following surrender spurred union activity.
From 1945 through 1947, unemployment, inflation, and chronic food short-
ages devastated the urban work force. Neither the series of conservative
nor the mildly socialistic cabinets seemed interested in, or capable of,
organizing a rational recovery program. Many charged that the conserv-
atives and their business allies actually stimulated inflation and black mar-
ket activities to sabotage and frustrate SCAP reforms. In any case, within
a year of surrender, the inflation rate approached 1000 percent and pro-
duction diminished to a fraction of capacity.

In January 1946, SCAP calculated that an average worker with three
dependents earned less than half the monthly 519 yen required to live.
The desperate urban working class depended on barter with farmers: cloth-
ing and household possessions in return for rice. Even pay raises won by
collective bargaining were quickly wiped out by inflation. In response, both
unions and spontaneous groups of workers abandoned classical tactics and
adopted direct action.

An early popular tactic, production control, involved seizure of factories
and mines by workers who managed the enterprise themselves. In April
and May 1946, unions led mass demonstrations in Tokyo and other large
cities demanding larger food rations, wage increases, and the resignation
of the Shidehara and, then, the Yoshida cabinets. Although unorthodox
by American standards, these marches and sit-ins remained peaceful.
Moreover, they spoke to the fact that the Japanese government had re-
sponsibility over prices, wages, and food rationing.47

On May 19, the so-called food May Day demonstrations at Yoshida's
residence and in front of the Imperial palace elicited an angry statement
from MacArthur. The next day he issued a "Warning against Mob Disorder
or Violence" that decried a "growing tendency towards mass violence"
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and "intimidation under organized leadership." Violence by "undisciplined
elements," he claimed, threatened "orderly government" and the basic
purposes and security of the Occupation itself. Unless the Japanese gov-
ernment took steps to bring "disorderly minorities" and "minor elements"
under control, SCAP would intervene to "control and remedy such a de-
plorable situation."48

Mark Gayn, an American jouralist sympathetic to the protestors, de-
scribed the "startling effect" of MacArthur's warning. It stunned both leftist
activists and union leaders to hear the Supreme Commander likening them
to desposed "feudalistic and military" leaders. Conservatives, on the other
hand, reacted with "undisguised jubilation." SCAP intervention drove a
wedge between elements of the disparate leftist-labor alliance. Yoshida,
previously hesitant to select a new cabinet, moved quickly to form a gov-
erning coalition. All along the political spectrum, Gayn wrote, the Japanese
considered MacArthur's action as a "prop" for conservative rule.49

Over the next three years, SCAP and the conservatives chipped away
gradually at labor militancy and independence. In the summer of 1946,
Mac Arthur condemned "strikes, walkouts, or other work stoppages which
are inimical to the objectives of the occupation. . . . " His aides issued
verbal threats to union leaders that strikers might be arrested.

Then, the Supreme Commander issued a lengthy statement on the an-
niversary of surrender (September 2, 1946) that clearly articulated the
political direction of the Occupation. In his typical grandiloquent prose,
the general remarked:

Over all things and all men in this sphere of the universe hangs the dread
uncertainty arising from impinging ideologies which now stir mankind. . . .
[W]hich concept will prevail over those lands now being redesigned in the
aftermath of war: this is the great issue which confronts our task in the problem
of Japan—a problem which profoundly affects the destiny of all men and the
future course of all civilization.

The "democratic way of life," MacArthur asserted confidently, had already
filled the "complete vacuum" of defeated and demilitarized Japan. Amer-
ica's soldiers, armed with a "spiritual quality" had demonstrated the false
values and idols held up to the Japanese by their warrior caste. Almost
"overnight," he wrote, [a] spiritual revolution ensued which . . . tore
asunder a theory and practice of life built upon two thousand years of
history and tradition and legend." This new Japan would thrive "unless
uprooted and suppressed by the inroads of some conflicting ideology which
might negate individual freedom, destroy individual initiative and mock
individual dignity."

MacArthur called on the Japanese to reject the "slanted propaganda"
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of the "extreme radical left." To safeguard his charges, the general prom-
ised to take Japan along the "great middle course of moderate democracy,"
destroying "what should yet be destroyed, preserving here what should be
preserved and erecting here what should be erected." He concluded this
proclamation with an explicit reference to Japan's future role as an Amer-
ican ally. Under his guidance, the nation could become "a powerful bul-
wark for peace" rather than a "dangerous springboard for war."50

Despite these warnings, a deteriorating economy and disgust with the
Yoshida government moved many unions to formulate plans for a general
strike. Neither Prime Minister Yoshida's characterization of the plan as
"subversive" nor informal warnings by SCAP officials slowed the mobili-
zation for the strike. At the last moment, on January 31,1947, MacArthur
intervened personally to ban the scheduled February 1 strike. He accused
the unions of wielding a "deadly social weapon" that risked chaos and
starvation. According to the general, the union leaders represented a "small
minority" eager to plunge Japan into a disaster, as had occurred during
war.51

During 1948 and 1949, SCAP followed up this assault by promoting
passage of revised labor legislation that eroded the political and economic
power of organized labor. In a series of actions, the Diet banned strikes
by public workers, abolished collective bargaining in the large public sector,
and, finally, placed tight controls on labor activity in the private sector. A
series of austerity plans, promoted by the Americans and the Yoshida
government in 1949, led to purges of leftist activitists from industry, a
policy expanded just before and during the Korean War.

Most of the initial American efforts to uproot entrenched elites and
institutions gradually lost momentum or changed direction in 1948. As
early as 1947, planners in Washington expressed greater concern over
mounting Occupation costs than with the need for reform. Besides the
widely held concern over trends within Japan, influential Americans saw
the collapse of Nationalist China, anticolonial rebellions in Southeast Asia,
and the rise of Soviet power as integrally related to Japan's future. Con-
taining both Soviet power and a more amorphous Communist threat as
well as building a pro-American alliance in Asia seemed to pivot on the
theme of Japanese recovery. Recovery, in turn, appeared to rest on the
reconstruction of a highly centralized, regionally predominant economy.
Conservative political forces within Japan joined with their American spon-
sors to rebuild the nation in ways that bore an uncanny resemblance to
the prewar order.



3
NORTHEAST ASIA AND

THE PACIFIC,
1945 TO 1947

In a conversation with Adm. Forrest Sherman (a naval commander in the
Pacific) on November 9, 1944, Douglas MacArthur revealed anxiety over
postwar politics. Admittedly, the general was in a bad temper, having just
learned of Roosevelt's reelection. "[The] American people," he com-
plained, "[had chosen] further regimentation and had forsaken the things
for which our forefathers had fought." MacArthur went on to predict a
postwar world divided between the United States and the Soviet Union.
The Russians, he felt, had begun to "unify Europe economically" and
would next try to reap political benefits. Germany appeared "ripe for going
to the left" and France, after a civil war, would probably go Communist
as well. In the Far East, MacArthur warned, the Soviets would "eventually
tak[e] over North China and compet[e] for the hegemony of the Pacific."1

Fears of Soviet or revolutionary advances in East Asia underlay most
postwar plans and postsurrender policies. Intelligence studies prepared
both by the British government and the American JCS during 1944-45
predicted an Asia wracked by nationalist rebellions and susceptible to
Soviet influence. The British sent a report to American military planners
anticipating an effort by the Kremlin to link Siberia "together with Man-
churia, Korea, Sakhalin and the Kuriles into an economically and indus-
trially self-sufficient block . . . capable of maintaining powerful military
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forces." Thus, a major thrust of Russian policy would be to "deny Japan
the resources" of Northeast Asia. Intelligence studies by the JCS declined
to predict the ultimate limits of Kremlin policy, but seemed certain of an
eventual Soviet-American confrontation in Asia.2

State Department Asia specialists confirmed these gloomy assessments
in a long report sent to the War Department two months before the Pacific
War ended. Japan, the report predicted, would be reduced to a smoldering
ruin, garrisoned by American troops. China, far from being Roosevelt's
cherished "policeman of Asia" would fall victim to civil war and possible
Soviet intervention. A wave of nationalism would sweep over the remain-
der of Southeast Asia, making it difficult or impossible for the European
powers to reimpose colonial rule. Finally, "a rising force" of Soviet ide-
ology "throughout the Far East" would threaten to close off the entire
region to Western influence.3

A detailed study of early postwar global security policy by historian
Melvyn P. Leffler revealed how American planners "considered the pres-
ervation of a favorable balance of power in Eurasia as fundamental to
United States national security." At least until 1948, neither diplomats nor
military officials anticipated a direct Soviet armed threat against either the
United States or other areas outside Eastern Europe. In the initial postwar
period, Soviet military strength was judged vastly inferior to America's
and the Kremlin's policy aroused only moderate concern. However,
planners reacted anxiously to the "growing apprehension about the vul-
nerability of American strategic and economic interests in a world of un-
precedented turmoil and upheaval."4

These uncertainties applied particularly to East Asia and the Pacific. As
American strategists anticipated Japan's defeat, the decline of the great
European empires, China's civil war, and the possible extension of Soviet
power into Northeast Asia, they resolved to enhance their nation's security
through a defense in depth that was based on control of the Pacific Ocean.
Although many tactical differences persisted among the armed services,
virtually all civilian and military policymakers conceived of the problem
in similar terms. The United States, they believed, must maintain exclusive
control of the crucial Pacific islands and Japan while neutralizing or cutting
its losses in China. As the Asian mainland became more unstable after
1945, the United States increased its determination to safeguard its interests
in Japan, the Pacific, and Southeast Asia from Soviet influence.

THE OFFSHORE DEFENSE STRATEGY

Emotional memories of the Pearl Harbor attack, the fierce battles to dis-
lodge Japanese forces from the Pacific islands, the advent of atomic weap-
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ons and long-range bombing, and technological and budget developments
focused American attention on building a network of forward bases beyond
Hawaii. As early as 1943, Army and Navy planners resolved to establish
a defense in depth by taking permanent control of the mandated islands
acquired by Japan after the First World War. These included such hard-
fought-for prizes as the Marshalls, Marianas, Carolines, and Marcus is-
lands. The Ryukyus (which included Okinawa) had been acquired by Japan
during the nineteenth century. But, from the perspective of military plan-
ners, its location required that it become a major base. Despite alternative
claims by New Zealand, Australia, and native inhabitants, the JCS insisted
on absolute American control. They rejected suggestions by the State
Department that Washington seek UN authorization to acquire the islands
as trust territories. Roosevelt's influential military aide, Adm. William
Leahy, fumed that not a single island could be surrendered to "even partial
control of another nation" without jeopardizing national security. The JCS
professed astonishment that civilian officials would even suggest that the
future of the islands be made the "subject of discussion with any other
nation." Roosevelt failed to resolve the debate before his death, leaving
the ill-prepared Truman to mediate a solution.

During the autumn of 1945, civilian leaders of the War and Navy depart-
ments, the JCS, Admiral Leahy, and Secretary of State Byrnes reached a
general consensus on the need to create a comprehensive base system in both
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Although important differences persisted
over such points as whether to annex outright the desired islands or seek a
UN sanction, the fundamental policy had been set. Air and naval bases in the
Philippines would be retained after the grant of independence because of
their proximity to Southeast Asia. From Okinawa, American forces could
control the Yellow Sea and the bulk of Northeast Asia. By retaining the
former Japanese mandated islands astride the Pacific trade routes, the United
States could interdict any aggressor far from the homeland. This new stra-
tegic frontier would assure American access to Asia, deny the region's re-
sources to an enemy, safeguard lines of communication, and permit an air
offensive against any Asian power, including the Soviet Union.

Angered by the State Department's continued effort to have the United
Nations place a mantle of legitimacy over these annexations and by the
department's claim that sovereignty over the Ryukyus should eventually
revert to Japan, the JCS stepped up their campaign for outright annexation.
In March 1946, the JCS expressed the view that "experience in the recent
war demonstrated conclusively that the defense of a nation, if it is to be
effective, must begin beyond its frontiers." The advent of atomic warfare
only compounded this fact, they insisted. The "further [sic] away from our
own vital areas we can hold our enemy, through the possession of advanced
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bases . . . the greater our chances of surviving successfully an attack with
atomic weapons and of destroying the enemy which employs them against
us."

Admiral Leahy, President Truman's Chief of Staff, maintained this drum-
beat in the White House. In October 1946, he defended annexation as
required not so much by immediate security considerations of a Soviet
threat but because of a long-term strategy. Some day, the United States
would need wartime access to the resources of Southeast Asia as well as
a "firm line of communication from the West Coast to the Asiatic mainland,
plus denial of this line in time of war to any potential enemy.5

Despite the military's clamor for control of the Pacific, historians Roger
Dingman and Stephen Pelz have pointed out that strategic planning for
this immense region remained chaotic in practice. During the five years
leading up to the Korean War, the JCS and their subsidiary planning
committees continually ranked East Asia and the Pacific as a third security
priority, behind Western Europe and the Middle East. In case of Soviet
aggression, the JCS assumed the United States would launch a counter-
attack from the Pacific islands and (possibly) Japan, using conventional
and atomic weapons. (Of course, before 1948 too few atomic bombs and
suitable aircraft existed to play a real part in such a projected war.) But,
military planners neglected to predict why or how the Russians would attack
anywhere in the region. In fact, most war planning assumed a Russian-
American conflict fought largely in Europe and resembling the Second
World War.

China did appear to be a possible target of Soviet attack. But a Russian
invasion seemed irrelevant, given the pace of the civil war after 1947. In
any case, occupying that vast and poor country would be more of a liability
than an asset. As for Japan, neither military nor civilian estimates predicted
that the Soviets would attempt to seize more than Hokkaido during the
initial phases of an all-out war. In fact, before mid-1950, the State and
Defense departments could not agree internally or with each other over
the questions of Japanese rearmament or the aquisition of post-Occupation
offensive bases.

When military planners outlined scenarios for retaliatory air strikes against
Soviet Far Eastern targets, they could not decide what military value these
attacks would have. Army, navy, and airforce strategists also waffled on
the question of committing ground forces to the Asian mainland. Most
incredibly, the JCS never determined what kind of regional conflict (as
distinct from a global war) might require American intervention. Accord-
ingly, force structures and war plans were better prepared for direct con-
frontation with the Soviet Union than for a more likely limited conflict at
such flashpoints as Korea and Southeast Asia.6
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Uncertainties about Soviet intentions, China's civil war, and increasing
Southeast Asian resistance to European colonialism combined to shift the
focus of defense planning toward an insular strategy. The JCS sought to
sway Truman to support their plans for the outright annexation of many
Pacific islands by pointing out additional technological facts and budget
constraints. Between mid-1945 and mid-1947, defense spending and force
levels dropped precipitously. Troop strength fell from 12 to 3 to 1.6 million
in twenty-four months. The arms budget, which reached $81.6 billion in
fiscal 1945, fell to $44.7 billion the next year and only $13.1 billion in fiscal
1947. These figures virtually required that America rely on the use of naval
and air power, not massed troops, to deter or attack an aggressor. Such
forces could function best from forward bases like those in the Pacific.
Positioning power on the mandated islands or Japan itself seemed vital to
deter or counter any Soviet move into mainland Asia or against Japan.

The more apparent the deterioration of Chinese Nationalist strength
became in 1946-47, the more military planners grew convinced they must
pursue a pacific strategy. A relatively small strategic bomber force and
navy, operating from the mandated islands, Okinawa, and (possibly) Japan,
could deter, interdict, or retaliate against any enemy advance. Operating
from bases distant from America, bombers with a three-thousand-mile
range could hit deep inside the Soviet Union provided they made one-way
runs and ditched in friendly territory. War plans evolved from 1945 to 1947
were predicated on unleashing atomic air raids against Soviet territory from
bases in the Ryukyus, Japan, England, and, perhaps, Egypt and India.

Through 1946, the JCS did not consider it necessary or advisable to make
Japan a major offensive military base. Instead, they emphasized the im-
portance of insuring that Japan's large military potential and manpower
be denied to the Soviet Union. However, the armed services insisted on
outright annexation of the islands captured from Japan—this included Oki-
nawa—and their conversion into major bases. Although the service branches
argued incessantly over who would garrison these facilities, the islands
figured prominently in all war plans. Gradually, war plans came to include
staging air attacks from Japan, as well. However, Okinawa emerged as the
critical focus of war plans by 1947, even though only limited development
of its facilities took place before 1948.

Military planners envisaged the mandates, the Ryukyus, and Japan as
inseparable elements to this defense in depth. Dismissing State Department
calls for placing the mandates under some form of UN trusteeship (so as
not to undermine the "moral prestige" of the United States), the JCS
demanded total domination of the Pacific. As they summarized their case
in 1947, the "ultimate security of the United States . . . rests on the ability
. . . to control the Pacific Ocean and since no such control can be effective
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unless it is complete," any gaps in the system of bases "tend greatly to
weaken if not vitiate the effectiveness of the system as a whole." The most
distant and peripheral islands were actually the most important to coun-
teroffensive operations because the goal of strategic attack was to begin
operations "from points farther from our own vital areas and nearest those
of the enemy." Both the JCS and General MacArthur warned it might
prove "militarily disastrous" to compromise control over any Pacific ter-
ritory."7

Torn between the military's demands for the outright annexation of the
Pacific islands and the Ryukyus versus the State Department's insistence
that the United States seek both a new UN sanction for its control of the
mandated islands and consider the eventual return of Okinawa to Japan,
Truman ordered a face-saving compromise. Later, in 1946, American of-
ficials prepared a special plan for a "strategic trusteeship" over the man-
dated islands—the plan left Okinawa's status undetermined for the time
being. Presented to the Security Council on a take-it-or-leave-it basis, the
formula discounted the Pacific islanders' claims for independent or self-
governing status. It provided for virtually total American control for an
indefinite period that was subject to almost no outside interference. Despite
grumbling by Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, and the Soviet Union,
the United Nations approved the formula in April 1947, granting the United
States military control over a vast part of the Pacific.8

ISOLATING JAPAN

Just as the United States maintained a tight grasp over the far-flung Pacific
islands it had conquered, it also quickly resolved to seal off Japan from
postwar Soviet influence. On August 16, 1945, when Stalin accepted the
designation of Gen. Douglas MacArthur as Supreme Commander for the
Allied Powers, the Russian leader stunned Truman by renewing a request
for a Soviet occupation zone on Hokkaido, Japan's northern island. This,
he claimed, would bolster the Russian people and repay the debt incurred
by the Japanese during their occupation of Siberia from 1919 to 1922.9

Interpreting this as a power grab, Truman and his aides rushed to quash
the initiative. The president reiterated that although Soviet forces could
accept the Japanese surrender in Manchuria and the Kuriles, only token
Russian forces, under MacArthur, might enter Japan. Washington would
not budge from the principal of an American-controlled Occupation with-
out zonal divisions. In a fast reversal of roles, Truman demanded that the
Soviets permit American air force and weather units access to their oc-
cupation zones in the Kuriles. Now Stalin cried foul and each leader accused
the other of trying to upset a delicate balance.10
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In Moscow, Ambassador Averell Harriman, although suspicious of Sta-
lin, believed that the Russians were only testing the waters. He guessed
the Kremlin would back off quickly and was more interested in receiving
nominal parity than real influence in Japan. Harriman suggested that Stalin
could be mollified by membership on a prestigious but impotent supervisory
commission for Japan modeled on the "pattern set in Hungary, Bulgaria
and Rumania" by the Soviets. But secretary of State Byrnes, jealous of
the ambassador's initiatives, rejected this advice and spurned Harriman's
request for consultations in advance of the upcoming foreign ministers'
conference in London. The secretary of state, Harriman complained, did
not care to be "confused by other people's judgments."11

Despite his reluctance, Byrnes was forced to take some action because
the British government raised similar demands for a voice in Japan. London
had also called for creation of a two-tiered council (composed of greater
and lesser powers) to advise MacArthur. Byrnes responded by unveiling
a contingency plan devised by SWNCC months earlier should the Allies
make such claims. He informed London and Moscow of Washington's
willingness to convene a Far Eastern Advisory Commission (FEAC) com-
posed of the major allies along with France, Canada, Australia, New Zea-
land, the Netherlands, and the Philippines. Based in Washington, it would
remain strictly advisory and have no authority over MacArthur.12

From then until the London foreign ministers meeting convened on
September 11, both powers attacked this offer. The British deprecated the
idea as mere window dressing, whereas the Russians declared outright
their refusal to participate in the powerless FEAC. Brushing aside all
protests, Assistant Secretary of State James C. Dunn bluntly proclaimed
that under no circumstances would the United States permit a "control
Council in Japan" to diminish American influence.13

Throughout the tendentious London Conference, the Japan issue lurked
beneath the surface of other debates. British, American, and Soviet del-
egates argued at length over procedural questions, on whether to admit
France and China to their deliberations, over how to resolve territorial
disputes, and, most intently, whether to honor the peace treaties Moscow
had signed with the Soviet-created governments in Bulgaria and Rumania.
Byrnes rejected the validity of the satellite states but suggested no grounds
for a compromise. His refusal to bargain prompted Molotov to accuse the
Americans of trying to play "dictator to the world."14

Byrnes disdained both colleagues and adversaries at London. A self-
made politician who excelled at inner-party politics, Byrnes viewed the
career foreign service with contempt. At one point during the conference,
he allegedly said, "God Almighty! I might tell the President sometime
what happened, but I'm never going to tell those little bastards at the State



Department anything about it!" Harriman, in contrast, although intensely
anti-Communist, had some empathy with the Russians' fixation on security.
Personally, he shared Molotov's frustrations with Byrnes and feared that
a deadlocked meeting would only encourage greater Soviet hostility. The
ambassador understood that Japan ranked high on the "hidden agenda"
of Soviet concerns. Moscow worried that Washington intended to "use
Japan against them" and for this reason refused to allow even a nominal
control commission in Tokyo. Instead of trying to contain the Soviets by
freezing them out, Harriman again suggested "following the pattern of the
Balkan commissions," which would provide Stalin a face-saving role while
preserving for MacArthur "the final voice." The dampening of Soviet-
American tensions over Japan might also temper Russian behavior else-
where in Asia, he believed.15

Harriman understood in part that this dispute comprised only one ele-
ment in a broader deadlock over the atomic monopoly, the fate of Germany
and of Eastern Europe, and the civil war in China. Although the president
and the public were aroused by the Russians' brutal determination to hold
an inviolable sphere, many American actions paralleled those of the So-
viets, at least in their intentions. In the name of national security, Truman
had just repeated Washington's resolve to prevent "interference by any
non-American power in the affairs of ... North, Central and South Amer-
ica." The American Navy proclaimed a moral right to annex hundreds of
Pacific islands, and, during the London meetings, President Truman pub-
licly reaffirmed that Washington would continue its unilateral control of
Japan. Even Byrnes voiced misgivings at this last remark because it made
Stalin think we were "going off in a unilateral way [in Japan] as the Russians
were going off in the Balkans."16

But Byrnes's insight faded quickly. During the final week of the London
conference, Harriman vainly sought to persuade the secretary of state to
see contradictions in American policy. Washington could not expect the
Soviets to broaden the Balkan regimes while proclaiming an exclusive
American monopoly in Japan. Molotov seized on just such points to "divert
attention" and pillory the United States. Byrnes agreed finally to sugges-
tions from Harriman and Charles Bohlen that he keep negotiations going
by expressing a willingness to reconsider (if not accept) Moscow's treaties
with Rumania and Bulgaria. However, he still refused to ask the Russians
to join an oversight commission in Japan.17

During the next three months, Byrnes stubbornly resisted striking a
compromise over Japan and the Balkans. He found comfort in comments
from Admiral Leahy and General MacArthur that opposed any sort of
Allied control mechanism: Leahy feared a council was only a first step
toward Communist "control of Japan"; MacArthur told a Truman emissary
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that Moscow would use local representatives to "demoralize" the Japanese
and to "create an environment for a successful communist revolution."
Byrnes continued to ignore Harriman's argument that Stalin placed first
priority on winning for Russia acceptance as a "great power," which would
be signified by Russia's playing some role in Japan. Secondarily, the Krem-
lin wanted to trade its subordinate position in Japan for a similar subor-
dinate American position in the consignment of the Balkans to a Russian
sphere. Of course, Russia was interested in Japan, but Harriman believed
that the Kremlin's policy concerned itself more with establishing a rela-
tionship of equality with the United States than with expansionist plans.18

Harriman returned to Moscow from London in mid-October carrying a
conciliatory personal message from Truman. The Russian capital was "rife
with rumor" about Stalin's prolonged seclusion and an alleged power strug-
gle. The ambassador forcefully demanded to see Stalin and, on October
24, flew to a Crimean resort for a special meeting. The letter from the
president called for a resumption of Soviet-American negotiations along
the lines of the Yalta accords. Although not ready to accept the Soviet-
controlled Balkan regimes, Truman expressed a willingness to resume dis-
cussions over their legitimacy on terms more pleasing to Moscow.19

To the ambassador's surprise, Stalin immediately turned the conversa-
tion away from the Balkans and complained that Truman had "not touched
upon" the "Japanese question." He wanted to know if the United States
would create a "control commission" in Tokyo named and structured like
the similar organs in Soviet-dominated Hungary and Rumania. To Har-
riman, Stalin's focus on this point and his insistance that such bodies be
called "commissions" instead of the American preferred "council," con-
firmed his belief that the Russian saw Japan as the American political
analogy to Eastern Europe.20

The next day, the Soviet leader lashed out strongly against American
action in Japan. MacArthur had treated his representative in Tokyo, Gen.
Kuzma N. Derevyanko, like a "piece of furniture." Instead of being rel-
egated to a "satellite of the United States in the Far East," perhaps the
Soviets should boycott cooperative efforts. Unless treated with equality
and asked to join a substantive control commission in Japan, Stalin warned,
he might pursue an isolated (meaning independent) policy in Asia.21

This discussion and subsequent Soviet behavior convinced Harriman that
Stalin had no master plan to subvert Japan. Rather, the Russian leader
worried over what the Americans intended to do and knew he had little
ability to influence the course of events. The genuine anxiety in Moscow
about the "constant menace to Russian security in the Far East" posed by
Japan, Harriman explained to Byrnes, made Stalin even more argumen-
tative and skittish than usual. This might explain why the Soviets requested
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and then rejected a new American offer to create an Allied military council
based in Tokyo and a Far Eastern Commission headquartered in Wash-
ington. The Russians insisted that the "council" be called a "commission"
and that the Far Eastern Commission possess a veto over SCAP policy.
Washington, of course, would never allow the Soviets a controlling vote
in Japan.22

Belatedly, the secretary of state accepted the ambassador's proposal to
engage the Soviets constructively by tying a compromise over Japan to a
deal on the Balkans. Byrnes proposed to reconvene the CFM in Moscow
in mid-December, with attendance limited to the big three—the United
States, the Soviet Union, and the United Kingdom. Despite an inauspicious
beginning (typically, Byrnes neglected to consult with the British), some
real progress took place on key issues.

The Americans hinted that they would accept a new Soviet formula
(really only a token) for broadening non-Communist participation in the
Bulgarian and Rumanian governments—Stalin and Byrnes did not finally
agree on the terms until December 26, as the conference ended. This
allowed the United States to abandon its stance of refusing to recognize
the satellite regimes while they remained Russian pawns. The Soviets ac-
cepted Byrnes's offer to join a Far Eastern Commission in Washington and
a smaller Allied Council for Japan (ACJ) in Tokyo. The Far Eastern
Commission would act as an advisory board of eleven (later, thirteen)
nations. Its decisions were not binding unless the United States and the
other "great powers" were in agreement. In cases of dissent, Washington
retained the right to issue binding "interim directives" on all matters. The
smaller Allied council, composed of the Soviet Union, China, the United
States, and the British Commonwealth, was empowered to consult with
Gen. Douglas MacArthur, "the exigencies of the situation permitting."
However, he need not heed any ACJ advice and, on all matters of sub-
stance, his decisions were "controlling." In essence, the Russian's accepted
a nominal role in Japan with about as much influence as the Americans
gained in the Balkans.23

Resolution of the Japan-Balkan dispute had a positive effect on a related
international troublespot, China. Since mid-August, the United States had
agonized as civil war spread in north China and as the Soviets occupied
and looted Manchuria. The KMT and CCP armies faced off as some fifty-
five thousand American marines, several million armed Japanese, and a
large Russian occupation army looked on. American officials feared that
the KMT could neither contain nor defeat the Communist forces and that
a widening conflict might suck in both the marines and the Soviet troops.

To complicate matters still further, the mercurial ambassador to China,
Patrick J. Hurley, had resigned late in November, charging that the Truman
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administration coddled Communist sympathizers and weakened the Na-
tionalists by pressing for a coalition government. The president sought
some way to tamp down the domestic reaction to these wild claims and to
defuse a dangerous crisis in China that might lead to an unwanted Soviet-
American collision. Once again, Washington tried to mediate among the
Chinese, this time by sending the highly respected Gen. George C. Marshall
as the president's special representative.

Initially, Truman and Byrnes feared a hostile Soviet reaction to the
Marshall mission. At Moscow, however, the Russians proved rather con-
ciliatory. Foreign Minister Molotov did make some blunt remarks early in
the conference demanding the speedy withdrawal from China of the ma-
rines, who had sided with the Nationalists. But, to Byrnes's delight, Stalin
tempered his aide's statements. The Soviet leader professed strong support
for a negotiated settlement in China, although he doubted either party
really sought peace. He promised to remove quickly his own occupation
forces from Manchuria, and he applauded Marshall's appointment. The
two delegations also agreed to resume efforts toward establishing a viable
trusteeship in divided Korea, an issue discussed later in this chapter. Stalin,
it appeared, preferred to minimize China as a zone of international rivalry
and saw the Marshall mission as a good faith effort.

Despite the apparent goodwill and the accords achieved at Moscow,
Truman revealed a growing distaste for both his secretary of state and for
compromise with the Soviets. Byrnes's haughty behavior and minimal con-
sultations with the President during and after the Moscow meeting con-
vinced Truman that his aide sought to appease Stalin's appetite while
slighting his own chief. Moreover, the administration's foreign policy had
come under growing attack by influential Republicans and an increasing
number of in-house critics. Early in January 1946, on Byrnes's return to
Washington, Truman penned a letter to the secretary of state that he
declined to send but claimed to have read to Byrnes as part of an oral
dressing down.

The president launched into a wide-ranging denunciation of Soviet be-
havior in Eastern Europe, Iran, Turkey, and the Mediterranean. Even the
Russian entry into the Pacific War, which Truman admitted Americans
desired at the time, had proved unnecessary and a "headache to us ever
since." Truman declared, "Unless Russia is faced with an iron fist and
strong language, another war is in the making." Stalin understood only
one language: "How many divisions have you."

In light of this, the president expressed a determination to make the
Russians loosen their hold over Eastern Europe and back away from the
Near East. To keep the peace, America would "maintain complete control
of Japan and the Pacific." The United States would attempt to "rehabilitate
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China and create a strong central government there" as well as in Korea,
where Byrnes had agreed to resurrect a trusteeship with the Russians.
After accomplishing this, Truman continued, he would demand the return
of ships given the Soviets in wartime and "force a settlement of the Lend-
Lease Debt of Russia." He was, in short, "tired of babying the Soviets."
Although George Marshall's difficulties in China and the de facto division
of Korea soon demonstrated the impossibility of imposing unilateral set-
tlements in those nations, the president renewed a determination to brook
no interference in Japan and the Pacific. His vivid outburst revealed the
ugly tensions engulfing Soviet-American relations globally.24

The superficial agreements over China and Korea and the Allied rep-
resentation in Japan soothed tempers without altering fundamentally the
relationships among the powers. Neither the Far Eastern Commission nor
the ACJ played much of any role during the Occupation. Not until 1947,
for example, did the Far Eastern Commission even get around to sending
an advisory "Post-Surrender Directive" to SCAP. Even then, the directive
only repeated the basic American agenda of 1945. MacArthur met only
once with the ACJ, at its first session in Tokyo during April 1946. The
general appeared briefly to instruct the delegates on their duty to support
SCAP loyally. He then turned the chair over to his deputy and never paid
the group further attention. In his memoirs, MacArthur accused the council
of "nuisance and defamation" that caused him endless bother.

Gen. Courtney Whitney and other SCAP representatives saw the ACJ
as an enemy, searching for "sensationalism" and scandal. Whitney lam-
basted the Soviet delegate whenever he spoke and delayed answering in-
quiries, sometimes for months. By issuing informal "suggestions" to the
Japanese government in place of formal orders, MacArthur claimed a right
not to inform the council of his actions. Eventually, MacArthur's deputies
chose to adjourn meetings only moments after they began. As the British
Commonwealth delegate, Australian William MacMahon Ball, described
this charade, the intense distrust and hostility between the Americans and
Russians "cast its shadow" over all the council's work. Nothing could be
examined on its merits because there "were no problems of Japan." Every
issue was "considered for its effect on Russian-American relations."25

Nevertheless, the Soviets initially accepted this disposition as the best
they could expect. Stalin made this evident in his final meeting with retiring
Ambassador Harriman in January 1946. Although the Russian admitted
he would prefer to abolish the emperor system, overall, he confided, the
great powers had found "common ground and things were proceeding well
in Japan." He also claimed to be as confused about China as the Americans
were. He told Harriman that both the Nationalists and Communists re-
jected his advice and mediation offers. Just as Jiang Jieshi balked at fol-
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lowing American orders, Mao Zedong did "not agree with the position of
the Soviet government on China" and declined to follow Moscow's advice.
The only Chinese Stalin had something positive to say for was the Gener-
alissimo's son, Jiang Jingguo (Chiang Ching-kuo), who had lived in the
Soviet Union during the 1920s, married a Russian woman, and paid a
friendly visit to the Kremlin in December 1945.26

Years later, Harriman concluded that Stalin had meant what he said
about China—that the Kremlin had no plan of conquest, did not control
the CCP, and probably preferred a coalition government that would leave
the country weak and outside any sphere of influence. At the time, how-
ever, the ambassador still feared Stalin planned to dominate mainland Asia,
beginning with Manchuria and spreading south. Discussions he held in
China and Tokyo en route to Washington confirmed this anxiety.

Late in January, T. V. Soong, Jiang's American-educated brother-in-
law and sometimes foreign minister, passed "secret information" to Har-
riman. Soong alleged that in December (in Moscow) Stalin had told Jiang
Jingguo of a "master plan":

[The Soviets intended to] industrialize Siberia during the next fifty years. During
that period there was no chance that the United States would want war and this
would give him time to strengthen his weak position in the East. He said that
China and the Soviet Union must work together and that the production of
Manchurian industry was essential to the carrying out of the industrialization
of Siberia, which could not be accomplished otherwise.

Harriman, in fact, harbored just such worries about Russian intentions,
whatever the accuracy of Soong's source. Yet, he also viewed the KMT
regime as too corrupt, unpopular, and faction ridden to survive even with
American assistance. This made Japan all the more vulnerable to Soviet
pressure and important to American security.27

Compared to the chaos and despair of postwar China, Tokyo seemed
an oasis of stability and hope. Although he often cold-shouldered visiting
civilians, especially diplomats, MacArthur lavished attention on Averell
Harriman when he arrived early in February. Perhaps the conjunction of
their strategic views promoted this accord. Both worried that the Russians
intended to take all Korea in order to "expand their narrow strategic
position in the Far East." Harriman predicted a Soviet campaign to inte-
grate the economies of Siberia, Korea, and Manchuria, thereby threatening
Japan's economic and physical security. MacArthur professed to be so
taken by the ambassador's grasp of Asian events (or so intent on flattering
someone about to report to Truman) that he offered him a top-level job
with SCAP.

Seventeen years later, Harriman encountered the aging general at a
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dinner hosted by publisher Henry Luce to honor those who had graced
the covers of Time. Even though Harriman had sided with President Tru-
man in urging the general's recall in 1951, MacArthur spoke warmly of
their 1946 meeting in Tokyo. Still the charmer, Douglas MacArthur told
Harriman that he had been the first to sound the tocsin proclaiming the
Communist threat in Asia. "You were the first one to warn me to be careful
of the Russians. . . . It helped me a lot. I have always been grateful to
you [for it]," he confided.28

MACARTHUR'S VISIONS

MacArthur's geopolitical vision was neither so naive nor so sophisticated
as he would have his contemporaries believe. Although the predominant
figure in the Japanese-American relationship (at least until 1947), he fre-
quently altered his analysis, depending on the time and his audience. Often,
he reversed the relative importance of China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and
Southeast Asia to American security. He failed to specify if the "enemy"
presented primarily a military, economic, or political challenge to Western
interests in Asia. Until the North Korean attack of June 25, 1950, he had
been among those most eager to write off the American commitment to
the Syngman Rhee regime. Although while often implying that the United
States must defend Nationalist China, he shrank from actually recom-
mending such a course. Yet, the general continually offered bold, if Delphic,
pronouncements on "oriental psychology" and world power, which were
directed more toward shaping a political following at home than formu-
lating a viable strategy in Asia.

Pushing aside the rhetoric, fluff, and frequent contradictions in his pro-
nouncements, MacArthur held steady to a few basic strategic concepts
through 1949. The Supreme Commander took seriously the "peace con-
stitution" that he had largely inspired. For a variety of motives, he favored
the real elimination of Japanese military power and even opposed the long-
term maintenance of American bases on the islands. Until shortly before
the outbreak of the Korean War, the general disputed efforts by the State
and Defense departments to revive a small Japanese defense force, to
resume some military production, or to require that the Japanese grant
the United States extensive military-base rights as the price of a peace
settlement.

However, none of these points suggests that MacArthur should be con-
sidered a closet pacifist. Both American security and that of Japan, he
maintained, could best be protected by creating a strong island defense
perimeter off the Asian mainland. Because he, like most military planners,
doubted that the Soviets would directly assault Japan, its security did not
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hinge on rearmament. MacArthur felt that a local police force and, per-
haps, a small symbolic American garrison would suffice to assure Japan's
physical integrity. He vigorously supported the JCS's efforts to secure
complete control of the mandated islands and Okinawa for use as air and
naval bases. From these positions, MacArthur believed, any thrusts orig-
inating on the Asian mainland could be deterred or beaten back. Despite
his frequent warnings about the global Soviet threat, the general predicted
that the Russians would accept and honor Japanese neutrality if the United
States did not remilitarize its former enemy. Ironically, he stood almost
alone in this belief.

Except for China, MacArthur said very little about developments in the
rest of Asia. Despite his long connection with the Philippines, he consented
to only the briefest of visits to Manila, on the occasion of independence
in 1946. Although he assisted in the return of Syngman Rhee to Korea,
MacArthur joined the Joint Chiefs in urging the early withdrawal of Amer-
ican forces, even if this resulted in the collapse of the anti-Communist
regime. His public and private references to China's civil war continually
wavered, depending on the audience. Although sometimes appearing re-
signed to the Nationalists' defeat, he occasionally endorsed schemes to
intervene covertly against the Communists. Certainly, the administration
was at fault for whatever went wrong. In effect, the general strove to
confirm his hardline anti-Communist credentials without appearing as a
reckless adventurer willing to become trapped in a major war on the Asian
mainland. Nevertheless, he proved a constant irritant to the president and
his administration.

Only three weeks into the Occupation, for example, MacArthur released
a statement in which he complemented himself for winning not only the
greatest gamble of the war, but "in history." He applauded his decision
to permit the Japanese government to take charge of disarmament and
lavished effusive praise on the talents and cooperative spirit shown by the
vanquished enemy. On his his own authority, he predicted that American
occupation forces could soon be "drastically cut" to about two hundred
thousand troops and that as "rapidly as ships can be made available," the
"boys" would be sent home. Eighth Army Commander, General Eichel-
berger, went even further, hinting that the entire operation might be wrapped
up in a year.29

Not surprisingly, these assertions infuriated President Truman, members
of his cabinet, and the service chiefs. Millions of armed Japanese troops
still occupied large parts of China and Southeast Asia, many of them
sandwiched between contending local armies and European colonial forces.
The British, Russians, and Chinese were complaining about their exclusion
from any form of consultation or power sharing in Tokyo, where many
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members of the old regime remained in power. The elaborate American
reform agenda had hardly begun to be implemented, yet the Supreme
Commander and his aides spoke of winding down the Occupation.
MacArathur's glib talk of "smooth progress" and "sending the boys home"
played havoc with efforts by the armed forces to demobilize millions of
restless troops in an orderly fashion. Finally, the general's assertion seemed
directly at odds with the president's effort to have Congress approve peace-
time extension of the draft—politically unpopular and certainly unneces-
sary if surplus forces already existed. (MacArthur, in private, supported
the draft but refused to say so publicly.)

MacArthur's cavalier attitude toward Truman personally and toward
administration policy also showed in his rejection of two requests that he
return home for a visit. The Supreme Commander rejected an invitation
from Truman, forwarded by Marshall on September 17,1945, that he come
to receive the kind of congressional and popular acclaim accorded other
ranking generals. SCAP replied that conditions in Japan remained too
sensitive. The next month, on October 19, Truman directed Marshall to
send another more forceful message to urge MacArthur to "make a trip
home at such time you feel that you can safely leave your duties." The
general again declined, citing the "extraordinarily dangerous" situation in
Japan. These rebuffs seemed rather at odds with the general's public pro-
nouncements of mid-September. Truman, in turn, ordered MacArthur to
adhere to policy directives and to desist from making unauthorized state-
ments. Privately, Truman told one adviser that the press releases from To-
kyo could only be viewed as a "political statement." Eben Ayers recorded
his boss as saying that he "was going to do something with that fellow [Mac-
Arthur], who . . . had been balling things up. He said he was tired of fooling
around. "30 (See the references appendix on p. 342.)

The following month, MacArthur offered additional insights into his
attitude during a conversation with presidential envoy Edwin A. Locke.
Declaring that he possessed a unique understanding of "oriental psychol-
ogy," SCAP boasted that he would utilize Japan to serve American inter-
ests. MacArthur spoke to Locke in the company of Col. Raymond C.
Kramer, then SCAP's chief economic expert and an extremely conservative
businessman in civilian life. Both worried that occupied Japan might be-
come an "albatross around our necks" should its economy falter. This
seemed a real danger, given the loss of access to Korea and Manchuria,
"without which existing industry in the home islands of Japan is badly
unbalanced." The postsurrender reform plans given SCAP acknowledged
the imbalance but sought to rectify it by extracting industrial reparations.
The Occupation authorities had other ideas.

MacArthur and Kramer described a plan to promote stability and re-
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covery by permitting the Japanese to enact cosmetic economic reforms.
Some superficial changes would be made in the way the zaibatsu monop-
olies operated, but the new managers would, in substance, be "identical"
to the current oligarchs. Kramer cautioned against transferring major Jap-
anese-owned facilities in Korea, China, and Manchuria to the "incapable"
hands of the local population. Instead, they might be "acquired . . . on a
99-year lease bas is . . . by the fifty leading industrial concerns in America.
. . . " American management would "safeguard the broader interests of
the United States in the Far East" while maintaining the flow of vital raw
materials to Japan.

MacArthur minimized the threat from recalcitrant militarists and fanatic
nationalists. "Underground communist agitation" sponsored by the Soviet
Union represented a greater threat. All SCAP policy, he claimed, "took
into consideration the factor of Russian activity in the Far East." The
United States and the Russians were locked in battle for control of the
world and he assumed that Moscow's local agents, masquerading as "so-
called liberals" had targeted the nation for a "successful communist rev-
olution."

Although only a few weeks had passed since the formal surrender,
MacArthur and Kramer described the two nations almost as nascent po-
litical allies. Once stripped of its military forces, Kramer told Locke (in
MacArthur's presence), Japanese industry should be given the "green light"
to expand. Given their superior "industry, discipline and honesty," the
Japanese could soon become more than "ever before . . . [the] natural
leaders of Asia."31

Although Locke wondered if MacArthur might have indulged in some
poetic license in advocating policies that seemed to contradict the formal
position of the United States, a variety of other Americans heard similar
reports. Early in 1946, for example, a Treasury Department representative,
D. R. Jenkins, traveled to Tokyo to investigate economic conditions. He
reported to the department that the zaibatsu industrialists and their allies
in the bureaucracy seemed firmly in control of the economy. Many officers
on MacArthur's staff told him that "Japan should be considered as a base
for possible future military operations against Russia." Because of this,
they insisted that the "Japanese economy should be restored rather than
weakened by reparations removals" and other reforms. Similarly, W. W.
Butterworth (later head of the State Department's Office of Far Eastern
Affairs [FE]) heard such statements when he served in the Embassy in
China during 1946. American military officers throughout Asia, he re-
ported, indulged in "open talk" about restoring Japan as "our future bul-
wark" and base for "strategic operations" against Russia.32

During 1946, MacArthur's articulation of a regional policy evolved in
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an ad hoc manner. In July, discussing policy with visiting Navy Secretary
James Forrestal, the general complained that the Truman administration
had failed either to restore Japan's strength or to halt the march of Chinese
communism. Fears of reparation removals, he claimed, made it impossible
to revive basic industry and prevented Japan from earning enough to pay
for vital imports. He condemned critics who favored more extreme purges,
arguing that only a small clique of militarists bore responsibility for aggres-
sion. In particular, MacArthur defended the emperor as a virtual captive
of the military fanatics who, himself, was liberated by the American victory.
In fact, discussions with Hirohito had led to the possibility of the emperor's
religious conversion. MacArthur told Forrestal he now had before him the
question of "permitting the Emperor to become converted to Christianity."

Christianity, as a political ideology, seemed to dominate MacArthur's
outlook. It served as a barrier against both communism and left-wing
journalists and diplomats who, he claimed, planned to subvert Japan. He
told the navy secretary—a man predisposed to see communism as the work
of the anti-Christ—that throughout Asia the Americans had joined a battle
against communism and for Christianity. The general portrayed his own
labors in Tokyo as a symbolic crucifixion. Japan formed the "western
outpost of our defenses," he assured Forrestal, protected by the twin strengths
of American military power and the Christian faith.33 In fact, MacArthur's
aides humored him by vastly inflating the numbers of Japanese converts.

Religious imagery permeated the general's public statements. His attacks
on labor unions and leftists often contrasted the "extreme radical left" to
the "true liberals" who participated in the "spiritual revolution" underway
in Japan. By the first anniversary of surrender, he described the conquered
nation as having become a "Powerful bulwark for peace" in the Pacific.
Early in 1947, in a message to Congress, MacArthur boasted of his leading
a "reformation of the Japanese people," taking them from adherence to
mythical teaching of "legendary ritualism to the maturity of enlightened
knowledge and truth. . . . " Economic recovery and political reform, he
claimed, formed only a part of this renaisssance. He took equal pleasure
in the fact that an "increasing number of the Japanese people—already
estimated at over two million" had spontaneously "moved to embrace the
Christian faith as a means to fill the spiritual vacuum left in Japanese life
by the collapse of their past faith." This "spearhead of Christianity," he
predicted, would sweep over Asia, transforming "hundreds of millions of
backwards peoples. . . ,"34

In commenting on the selection of moderate socialist Katayama Tetsu
as prime minister in May 1947, MacArthur laid particular stress on the
"spiritual implications" that outweighed the "political implications." For
the "first time in history," the nation had a "Christian leader," a lifelong
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member of the Presbyterian Church. The Supreme Commander considered
it a momentous event that Katayama's election coincided with the rule of
fellow Christians Jiang Jieshi and Manuel Roxas, in China and the Phil-
ippines, respectively. "Three great Oriental countries now have men who
embrace the Christian faith as heads of their governments," he beamed,
predicting that the "steady advance of this sacred concept" would unify
Asia and America by erecting an "invincible spiritual barrier" against evil
ideologies such as communism. It must have jolted MacArthur's faith when,
shortly thereafter, all three leaders were deposed.35

When confronted by serious challenges from officials in Washington, the
general often turned the argument toward religion. Early in 1948, for
example, he tried to parry the attacks of a particularly skilful adversary,
George Kennan, by delivering a lecture on evangelism. Sent on a fact-
finding mission to Japan, the diplomat tried unsuccessfully to engage
MacArthur in a discussion of labor, economic, and security policy. Re-
sponding in a two-hour monologue, the Supreme Commander expatiated
on the history of the world and his personal mission in Asia. He told the
skeptical visitor that the Occupation's most spectacular achievement, per-
haps,

lay in the fact that it was now bringing to the Japanese two great appreciations
which they had never before perceived and which were destined to revolutionize
their thinking, namely, democracy and Christianity.

Petty bureaucrats in Washington (like Kennan?), he complained, failed to
understand that the "great events of the next 1000 years would transpire"
in the Far East. "Through the Japanese" he intended to "plant the seeds
of ... democracy and Christianity" among a "billion of these Oriental
peoples on the shores of the Pacific." Japan, MacArthur claimed, would
transplant American values on a mission that would "fundamentally alter
the course of world history."36

Sir Alvary Gascoigne, head of the United Kingdom Liaison Mission,
often discussed Asian strategy with MacArthur and, though friendly, had
a fairly low regard for the general's intelligence. MacArthur, he com-
mented, talked a good deal about the Russian threat but lacked any prac-
tical ideas about how to safeguard Japan once the Americans left. Nor did
SCAP seem aware that the old ruling class had not collapsed but had only
chosen to "sit out the round" and wait for the Occupation to end. Without
exercising coercion, MacArthur wanted Japan to become an "American
puppet" firmly "planted in the American sphere." Unfortunately, he did
not have a clue how to accomplish this mission.37

Gen. Charles Gairdner, Gascoigne's military aide, had similar misgiv-
ings. MacArthur often spoke to him about the "Russian menace to the
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Anglo-American democracies" and said that the Soviets were planning to
take Japan as a "first step toward world domination." At the same time,
Gairdner noted, the general wanted desperately to proclaim an end to the
Occupation, regardless of the fact that the nation remained unstable and
defenseless.38

During the first three years of the Occupation, MacArthur showed a
similar ambivalence toward the Chinese Revolution. Despite intense op-
position to communism, he befriended Gen. Joseph W. Stilwell in 1945
after the American had been recalled from China for proposing a partial
shift in miliary support toward the CCP. In 1946, MacArthur told Forrestal
that the Nationalist regime must be supported despite its failings, lest the
Soviets gain control of all Northeast Asia. He even accused the State
Department's China experts of "disloyalty" for criticizing KMT corruption.
But, on balance, MacArthur's ideas were neither solicited nor heeded by
the Truman administration.

The general's concern with China waxed and waned in response to the
political tide in the United States. From late 1947 through mid-1948, he
evinced much greater interest in some form of American intervention in
the civil war, reacting to the fact that a China aid bill was being attached
to the European Recovery Program (ERP). In December 1947, for ex-
ample, he told Sir Alvary Gascoigne that he had been mentioned as a
possible "military advisor to Chiang Kai-shek." "Without committing him-
self," MacArthur made clear that he "would not be adverse to adding this
responsibility to his present one in Japan."39

When the China bloc in Congress stepped up pressure for a new aid
package, MacArthur escalated his attacks on the Truman administration's
China policy. He told British officials in Tokyo that he would gladly lead
American troops into Manchuria to fight the Chinese Communists on the
Nationalists' behalf. The general boasted that he "could accomplish this
in six months by air action with a force of 1000 suitable aircraft of the close
support variety." He might even be willing to occupy Manchuria for a time
as a "trustee" of the Chinese government. A "non-communist Manchuria,"
he told Gen. Charles Gairdner, held the key to control of all North and
Southeast Asia.40

A few days later, he responded to a request by Congressman Charles
Eaton of the Committee on Foreign Affairs for information on China's
importance. MacArthur gave a ringing endorsement to all proposals to aid
China, saying that nation (not Japan) formed the "fundamental keystone
to the Pacific Arch." The Truman administration ignored this "global con-
text" and only sought to defend Western Europe. Instead, fighting com-
munism in China (and, he implied, all Asia), would comprise the first step
in an "integrated solution" to the cold war.41
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In one sweep, MacArthur attacked not only the administration's China
policy but also its entire emphasis on the European recovery plans that
were then pending before Congress. He proposed an unlimited crusade,
more in line with the rhetoric of the Truman Doctrine than Truman's actual
aid requests. At the same time, MacArthur carefully avoided backing a
specific commitment to save the KMT or to send American forces into
hopeless situations. When asked to be specific, in fact, the general admitted
the same basic reluctance to intervene in China. Nevertheless, by the year's
end, he adopted an I-told-you-so attitude and criticized the Truman admin-
istration for failing to stem the Red tide in China. In a report to the Army
Department, he warned of Soviet and Chinese legions sweeping out of
China into Japan and Southeast Asia, all because of stinginess toward the
KMT. Japan now formed the remaining "bulwark of the new strategic
line" and could only be defended by giving him greater authority.42

THE CHINESE TRAP

MacArthur tried to hitch his wagon to the China bloc in Congress as the
administration moved in the opposite direction. Despite an early trend
toward intervention after the Japanese surrender, during 1946 the U.S.
government began to limit and reduce its support for the Chinese Nation-
alists. In December 1945, George C. Marshall told Truman that abandon-
ing the KMT would lead to the "tragic consequences of a divided China
and probably a resumption of Russian power in Manchuria, the combined
effect of this resulting in the defeat or loss of the major purpose of our
war in the Pacific." Whatever its doubts about its wartime ally, Washington
must "swallow its pride and try to hold China together."43

Despite this admonition, Marshall spent his year-long mission in a com-
plicated effort to secure a coalition government while extricating American,
Japanese, and Soviet forces from China. Although both Soviet and Amer-
ican troops began leaving in the spring of 1946, Marshall's elaborate truce
procedures failed to resolve the underlying Communist-Nationalist dis-
pute. The KMT believed that, ultimately, Washington would back it in the
civil war and the Communists feared the same result. Frustrated with
countless truce violations by both sides, appalled by the KMT's corruption
and brutality, and relieved at the Russian withdrawal from Manchuria,
Marshall determined that the civil war in China did not warrant a major
American commitment. Even a Communist victory did not directly threaten
vital American security interests in Asia, especially if control were main-
tained over Japan and the Pacific islands. Implicitly, Marshall's departure
from China in January 1947 (to become secretary of state) began the
reorientation of American policy in Asia toward Japan.44
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While still in China and, especially, after his return to Washington,
Marshall remained vehemently opposed to any large aid program for the
Nationalists. Given the growing demands for American assistance through-
out the world, Jiang's "feudal-fascist" regime hardly seemed a priority
case. Although suspicious of the Communists, Marshall (and most China
specialists in the State Department) considered them possible heretics from
Moscow. More certain was Jiang's determination to play on America's fear
of Russia to "drag" the United States "through the mud." Marshall told
John Carter Vincent of the Office of Chinese Affairs that resuming military
assistance (suspended during truce negotiations in 1946) would only pro-
mote civil war and assist the worst "reactionaries" in the KMT to "maintain
themselves" in power. Of course, Marshall lamented, domestic as well as
international pressures probably required that "sooner or later," when the
situation deteriorated or the Communists approached victory, "we would
have to act. . . ,"45

What remained critical, of course, was the direction of that action. Would
the United States rationalize its policy toward China, eventually accepting
a Communist government there? And, equally important, how would rev-
olutionary developments in China and Southeast Asia affect the course
pursued toward the new Pacific bastion, Japan?

As Marshall had predicted gloomily, the deteriorating military situation
within China and the ensuing political reaction within the United States
would force him to appease the KMT and its supporters. Although steadfast
in opposing direct American military intervention, as it would only "pro-
voke the U.S.S.R. to similar intervention on the Communist side," he
resumed America's halfhearted underwriting of the civil war. During 1947,
Marshall lifted the arms embargo imposed a year before; early in 1948, he
asked Congress to authorize about $550 million in new economic aid to
China. In April, Congress passed the China Aid Act, alloting some $400
million for economic aid and about $125 million for military uses.

Even in proposing this assistance, the secretary of state dismissed its
importance. He told members of Congress and the administration that no
amount of outside money would save China "under present conditions of
disorder, of corruption, inefficiency and impotence of the Central Gov-
ernment." At the same time, Marshall and Truman feared that ERP might
be kept hostage by the so-called congressional China bloc unless they
relented and permitted token assistance to the KMT. The loose coalition
of senators and representatives who pleaded for aid on the Nationalists'
behalf never threatened the administration's overall control of policy. But
the fact that several of its members (Sens. Arthur H. Vandenberg [R-
Michigan], Styles Bridges [R-New Hampshire], Kenneth Wherry [R-Ne-
braska], William F. Knowland [R-California], H. Alexander Smith [R-
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New Jersey], Pat McCarran [D-Nevada], and Robert Taft [R-Ohio]; Con-
gressmen Walter Judd [R-Minnesota] and John Vorys [R-Ohio]) occupied
influential committee positions convinced the administration to appease
their passion. For Marshall, the China Aid Act of 1948 represented a
hoped-for last installment on a bad investment stretching back to 1938.
The future, Marshall and Truman believed, depended on Western Euro-
pean and Japanese recovery.46

THE KOREAN SIDESHOW

Like China after Japan's surrender, Korea emerged as an unexpected focal
point of Soviet-American rivalry. This small, poor nation, traditionally a
tribute state of Imperial China, became an object of great power rivalry
in the late nineteenth century and, finally, a Japanese colony. Before Au-
gust 1945, those Americans charting a postwar course paid only slight
attention to its future. At Yalta, Roosevelt and Stalin discussed creating
some form of international trusteeship over the Hermit Kingdom but de-
ferred details. In fact, both State Department and War Department officials
initially expected to entrust Korea's liberation from Japan entirely to Soviet
forces. American troops had a more important task—invading Japan proper.
Even during the Potsdam Conference, Army Chief of Staff George C.
Marshall assured his Soviet counterparts that the United States did not
anticipate sending troops to invade the peninsula. Within a few days, how-
ever, this relative indifference disappeared. As American officials began
to understand the potential of the atomic bomb and considered how the
outbreak of civil war in China might encourage Soviet expansion, they
reassessed the question of occupying Korea.47

By August 10, following the atomic raids, the Russian entry into the
war, and Tokyo's tentative acceptance of the Potsdam surrender terms,
these issues became major concerns. From Moscow, Ambassador Harri-
man urged Truman and Byrnes to order preemptive amphibious landings
in Manchuria and Korea, hoping to beat the advancing Soviet armies. That
day, SWNCC made the hasty decision formally to partition Korea into
American and Soviet occupation zones, at least for purposes of accepting
the Japanese surrender. During a midnight drafting session in Washington,
Col. Charles H. Bonesteel and Maj. Dean Rusk used a crude map (the
only one available) to draw a demarcation line along the thirth-eighth
parallel—roughly the same point at which Czarist Russia and Imperial
Japan had discussed an earlier partition. To the apparent surprise of all
the Americans involved, Stalin promptly accepted the proposal. Even though
his forces could easily have taken the whole peninsula (American troops
did not arrive until early September), the Communist leader agreed to a
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split that placed the capital, Seoul, in the American zone. In attempting
to explain Moscow's conciliatory behavior, several recent studies suggest
that Stalin placed relatively little importance on Korea's fate and saw its
partition as a painless way to alleviate Washington's suspicions about Rus-
sian intentions. He may also have thought the zonal division would strengthen
Soviet claims to similar rights in Japan. In any case, it appears that neither
of the two powers considered the issue worth arguing over in August,
1945.48

Early in September, MacArthur designated Gen. John R. Hodge, a
combat officer with few political skills, to land his XXIV Army Corps in
the American zone of Korea. Without firm guidelines or an understanding
of Korean politics, Hodge quickly moved to depose a provisional govern-
ment, the Korean People's Republic, he found already taking root. As
with Soviet commanders in the northern zone, the Americans utilized
ideologically compatible groups to begin establishing local administrations.
The American counterparts to the leftist guerrillas in the north were a
menage of Korean collaborators, Japanese holdovers, and returned right-
wing exiles, such as Syngman Rhee. Without much forethought, Army
officers delegated important civil and police powers to an elite, ultracon-
servative faction. Local decisions became formal policy without much re-
gard to State Department recommendations. Yet, the often-contradictory
record of events both north and south of the thirty-eighth parallel suggests
that as of early 1946 neither Moscow nor Washington anticipated a per-
manent division of the peninsula.

For example, at the December 1945 Moscow meeting of foreign min-
isters, Byrnes and Molotov had undertaken several measures designed to
reduce Soviet-American tensions in the region. The Russians agreed to
participate in both the Far Eastern Commission and the ACJ. Stalin en-
dorsed Marshall's mediation efforts in China and promised to withdraw
his own occupation forces from Manchuria. Finally, the two powers agreed
to resume efforts to create a workable trusteeship over all of Korea. A
few months later, in the spring of 1946, the joint commission designed to
discuss the trusteeship reached an impasse. Uncertain about what to do,
Hodge continued to allow conservative elements to move in the direction
of creating a de facto regime in the south, even though Washington officially
supported the principal of a broader based and unified regime. As right-
wing elements solidified their grip in Seoul, the Soviets assisted the Left
north of the thirty-eighth parallel.

By the summer of 1946, the temporary division of Korea had begun to
appear as an indefinite separation. The State Department's deep misgivings
about the reactionary bent of Rhee and his supporters gradually paled as
the United States grew more fearful of Communist pressure in North and
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Southeast Asia. After touring Korea in June, reparations adviser Edwin
Pauley warned President Truman about the challenge he perceived. Com-
munist agents in the south (the people's committees), Pauley declared,
planned to seize the industrial infrastructure built by the Japanese as a
prelude to unifying the peninsula under Russian control. This would en-
danger both China and Japan, he maintained, as both nations had geo-
graphic and economic connections to Korea.

Pauley, of course, had been criticized by others for alleged radicalism
because he supported a vigorous reparations program in Japan. But he
had consistently held that reparations were one method to strengthen the
capitalist structure throughout Asia. His concern over possible Soviet ex-
pansion into vulnerable areas led him to desecribe Korea as an "ideological
battle ground upon which our entire success in Asia may depend." Pauley
told Truman that in this relatively peripheral area, the postwar programs
of the United States and the Soviet Union had collided in a unique test of
strength. If Americans expected to retain and expand influence over more
important parts of Asia, then they must expand the commitment to build
a strong capitalist state in, at least, the southern part of the country. Truman
responded enthusiastically to his adviser's report. Although the president
still proclaimed Washington's support for a unified government, he per-
mitted movement toward formation of a separate provisional govern-
ment.49

Even though many elements in the Truman administration recognized
that American prestige was tied up with the evolving South Korean state,
they acknowledged that, militarily, the presence of American troops was
costly, dangerous, and, ultimately, irrelevant in a general war. By mid-
1947, the JCS urged withdrawing these forces as quickly as possible. Far
Eastern specialists in the State Department also favored a withdrawal but
felt the United States must continue to provide military and economic
assistance to the anti-Communist government in Seoul. The Joint Strategic
Survey Committee of the JCS aptly summarized the gap between Korea's
objective and subjective importance to U.S. policymakers. Although the
position was of negligible value in strategic terms, its prestige and sym-
bolism could not be discounted. Only in Korea, the planners noted, had
the United States "for almost two years carried on ideological warfare in
direct contact with our ideological opponents." To lose "this battle would
be gravely detrimental to United States prestige, and therefore security,
throughout the world."50 As American diplomats and military planners
would belatedly discover, the burden of sustaining this symbolic battle
proved far more costly than anyone anticipated.
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REINTERPRETING

THE POSTWAR WORLD

Even as the Truman administration backed away from the China cauldron
early in 1947, it confronted new dilemmas. If China represented an emo-
tional holdover from the war years, the growing tensions with the Soviet
Union and the economic crisis among America's trading partners presented
an extraordinarily grim prospect for the future. Nearly two years of mount-
ing frustrations were punctuated in February 1947 by the British decision
to halt financial support for the Greek government's war against leftist
guerrillas. Immediately, this raised fears of a possible Soviet breakthrough
into the Mediterranean and the Near East. But, as Harry Truman told his
cabinet on February 25, the Greek crisis represented "only a part of a
much larger problem growing out of the change in Great Britian's strength
and other circumstances not directly related to this development." Two
weeks later, in an address to Congress, Truman announced his proposal
to assist Greece and Turkey against alleged Soviet threats and also signaled
America's intention to restore the faltering economies of the capitalist
world. As the European "containment program" took form, the United
States determined that Japan, like Germany, must serve as a bastion against
Soviet expansion and, more positively, a catalyst sparking regional recov-
ery.1

77
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Early in March, Navy Secretary James Forrestal sought out other Cabinet
members to discuss the general economic crisis highlighted by events in
Greece. Forrestal believed that if "we are going to have a run for our side
in the competition" with the Soviet Union, "we shall have to harness all
the talent and brains in the country just as we had to do during the war."
He looked for these skills among the business leaders of all capitalist
nations, including those in the former enemy states. Real security against
Soviet pressure and subversion depended on the "restoration of commerce,
trade and business, and that would have to be done by businessmen."
Specifically, this required reviving the economic strength of the former
Axis powers. In simplest terms, containment meant putting "Japan, Ger-
many, and other affiliates of the Axis . . . back to work."2

Forrestal joined Commerce Secretary Averell Harriman, Secretary of
Agriculture Clinton Anderson, Secretary of War Robert Patterson, Under
Secretary of State Dean Acheson, and former President Herbert Hoover
in criticizing both the cost and direction of Occupation policies in Germany
and Japan. Hoover took the lead, declaring that Europe would never
recover from dependence on American aid until the "ceiling on German
heavy industry was lifted." Germany, Harriman agreed, should again be-
come the economic center of Europe, the core of an integrated regional
economy. Forrestal concurred, adding that everything said about "Ger-
many and the need for making some restoration of its industry possible
applied with equal force to Japan." Without full recovery, the occupied
nations would drain American resources, stifle prosperity among their
neighbors, and devolve into economic chaos that would entice the Soviet
Union.3

Several members of the group had already heard complaints about Gen-
eral MacArthur's "wrecking" of the Japanese economy. Then, late in March,
the general suddenly issued his own calls for a peace treaty, claiming
nothing could be done to improve the economy until after the Occupation
ended. Forrestal complained that the army had lost control over Mac-
Arthur, that it could not "issue a single order" to the general. Nevertheless,
the group agreed, something must quickly be done to silence the "defeatist"
rhetoric from SCAP. America had only little time to restore "hope of
recovery to the Japanese" before a "complete economic collapse."4

Anxiety over Japan's future paralleled the broader developments of
postwar policy. By early 1947, Truman's advisers perceived two distinct
but related threats. The Soviet Union, no longer constrained by German
and Japanese strength, loomed as the most powerful nation in Eurasia.
Soviet support for revolutionary movements—(whether rhetorical or ma-
terial—could transform the political balance of Europe, the Middle East,
and Asia. Whether or not Moscow intended to advance communism on
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the tips of bayonets, the chaotic conditions in most of the postwar world
created an irresistible target for Kremlin leaders, American officials be-
lieved.

The scope of the Second World War had completely altered the world
economy. Partly because of physical destruction, but even more owing to
structural imbalances, the United States emerged far more prosperous and
productive than all its traditional trading partners. Fifteen years of global
depression and war had unraveled the patterns of world trade, and postwar
tensions doomed any facile recreation of the old system. Although Presi-
dent Roosevelt hoped to encourage the vigorous revival of relatively free
trade under multilateral principles, in 1945 half the world's economy lay
outside the capitalist system or shattered by war.

The Soviet Union, its East European satellites, and part of Germany no
longer engaged in normal trade with non-Communist countries. Economic
dislocation in western Germany and in Japan stifled efforts at restoring
their self-sufficiency and made them increasingly dependent on American
aid. The economic vacuum pervading Central and Eastern Europe and
East Asia as well as a variety of other impediments to trade blocked
recovery in Western Europe.

Traditionally, Germany, Great Britain, France, and the Netherlands,
had relied on Eastern European resources and (except for Germany) the
profitable export of Southeast Asian colonial products, both for their own
industries and as a source of dollar earnings to balance their normal trade
deficit with the United States. The Western European powers had already
liquidated many of their overseas investments to finance the war. Political
upheavals throughout Asia in the wake of Japan's defeat confounded hopes
of rebuilding propserity on a colonial base. Civil war engulfed China and
political disorders in India, Malaya, the East Indies, and Indochina di-
minished contributions from these colonies. Instead of being engines for
recovery then, Germany, Japan, and the Asian colonial states became an
unprecedented drain on the world trading system.

Although not unprepared for all these events, American planners had
failed to anticipate their depth or persistence. During 1945 and 1946, the
United States extended generous food, commodity, and financial aid to
many former allied nations as well as to occupied enemy states. The British,
for example, received a multibillion dollar loan. American assistance to
the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency (UNRRA) programs
made vital supplies available to devastated parts of Europe and Asia. In
Germany and Japan, the army's Government and Relief in Occupied Areas
(GARIOA) program distributed food, fuel, and medicine to impoverished
civilians. However, all of this humanitarian aid was envisoned as a short-
term expedient, a bandage to heal the wounded system until the "normal"
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pattern of world trade reestablished itself. Initially, Germany, Japan, and
the colonial areas were all expected to participate in this recovery as well
as Eastern Europe and, perhaps, the Soviet Union.

The profound failure of world trade to stabilize after 1945 rendered
American planning totally obsolete. A gap, or shortfall, between the value
of American exports and the amount of dollars foreign customers had to
pay for them grew quickly between the war's end and 1947. In 1945, the
dollar gap stood at $7.1 billion; in 1947, it ballooned to almost $11 billion
and threatened to grow larger. Whatever its size, the imbalance could only
persist so long as either private American lenders or the government agreed
to finance foreign purchases on credit. To refuse further loans risked losing
America's best foreign customers and incurring severe domestic economic
costs because about 10 percent of industry and an even larger percentage
of agricultural production depended on foreign sales. Once cut off from
dollar credits, other nations would have no choice but to turn toward
restricted economies and closed trading blocs, as they had during the
depression. Alternatively, desperate nations might be attracted by Soviet
economic blandishments or fall victim to economic chaos and subversion.
Either development would threaten American prosperity and augment
Soviet strength.

Japan faced a particularly difficult situation immediately after surrender,
with the underpinnings of its industrial society shattered. Actual physical
destruction from bombing comprised the smallest part of the problem,
reducing capacity by only 15 to 20 percent. During the war, escalating
production demands resulted in the overuse and undermaintenance of ma-
chinery. Scarce parts and equipment were cannibalized, with much of the
textile industry, for example, smelted for arms. Technological obsolescence
also played havoc, for example, the loss of the Japanese silk industry.
Before the war, silk comprised Japan's largest dollar-earning export to the
United States. Following the trade cutoff in 1941, American government
and industry promoted the development of synthetics like nylon. This
versatile, inexpensive substitute displaced silk almost completely after 1945.

The loss of the silk market and its foreign exchange earnings typified
the many problems besetting Occupied Japan. Jerome Cohen, a contem-
porary economist, described the postwar situation as a "hare-and-tortoise-
race" between a "mounting inflation on the one hand and a slow revivial
of industrial activity on the other."5 Although neither the Japanese gov-
ernment nor the American authorities exercised effective control over the
money supply, a shortage of raw materials and diminished purchasing
power depressed production to less than half the 1930-34 level.

Unlike America, where only about 10 percent of industrial production
went into exports, about 25 percent of Japanese industry depended on
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foreign sales. The resource-poor nation relied on cheap sources of imported
raw materials (and a protected market) in Taiwan, Korea, Manchuria, and
North China to keep export prices competitive. But defeat had stripped
away the formal empire and wartime memories made Japan feared and
resented as a trading nation throughout Asia.

Since the early twentieth century, substantial amounts of food, coal, and
raw materials flowed from China to Japan. Following the invasions of
Manchuria (1931), North China (1937), and the attack on Pearl Harbor
(1941), China became the major supplier of Japanese industry and an
important consumer of manufactured goods. Japan's surrender in August
1945 sparked the resumption of civil war in China, making it impossible
for that nation to conduct substantial business with Tokyo. Anti-Japanese
sentiment aside, the nearly total disruption of Chinese life until 1949 re-
moved the largest nation in Asia as an economic factor to be reckoned
with. This placed Japan in a relationship to China similar to that experi-
enced by the Western Europeans who hoped to salvage their economies
through boosting Southeast Asian and Eastern European trade.

These several factors conspired to drive foreign trade into a downward
spiral during the first two years of the Occupation. A good deal of hardship,
of course, had been predicted because Japan had developed a top-heavy
industrial economy geared toward war production. But American planners
had expected stability to follow a short period of readjustment. Japan,
they assumed, would import raw materials and export light manufactured
goods and textiles for Asian consumption. As it turned out, however, Japan
faced a closing economic circle. Lagging raw material production in Asia
forced Japan to import high-priced American cotton and other commod-
ities. The profits reaped from restricted textile exports proved inadequate
to pay for needed food, fuel, and industrial materials. This hindered pro-
duction, drove up costs, and stimulated inflation—making Japan a high-
priced, unattractive exporter. This, in turn, further restricted sales.

To cope with a hungry population, the American Army financed relief
shipments valued from $350 to $400 million per year. These consisted
largely of basic necessities, not raw materials needed for industry, which
made little dent on the dollar gap. The acute dollar shortage arose from
the fact that although Japan exported about 66 percent of its foreign sales
to Asian nations and colonies, almost 90 percent of its imports came from
the United States. Few Japanese products found a ready market in Western
countries, with the result that Japan received soft nonconvertible currencies
for its exports but needed to pay hard dollars for its vital imports.

Before the war, Japan had traded mostly within Asia, balancing its
relatively small trade with the United States from currency earned on
exports to the West and from "invisible exports," such as shipping fees
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and insurance premiums. Now, despite vastly increased dependence on
American supplies, Japan sold only about 12 percent of its exports to the
United States. Although, as Occupying power, the American government
had a special responsibility for Japan, few other nations share its concern.
Until 1949, the yen had no fixed exchange value, making it complicated
and unattractive to enter trade agreements. Prices for exports were high,
whereas their quality remained low. Security restrictions barred most Jap-
anese travel abroad or visits by foreign business representatives at home.
As a result of these many factors, 1947 gross exports reached only a tenth
of the 1934 level, whereas imports declined to less than one third.6

This economic collapse had repercussions throughout the Far East and
in Western Europe. Japan no longer provided a substantial export or import
market for other Asian countries. Because Occupation authorities de-
manded that most purchases from Japan be paid in dollars, the normal
dollar surplus in Southeast Asia (derived from sales of commodities like
rubber to the United States) dried up. The European colonial powers also
depended on dollar earnings from Southeast Asian raw materials to finance
their own deficit in transatlantic trade. Declining exports to Japan as well
as shrinking production owing to political upheavals in Southeast Asia
deprived Great Britain, France, and the Netherlands of both dollars and
low-cost commodities for their own hard-pressed industries.

Ultimately, the United States financed these interrelated trade imbal-
ances through postwar assistance, culminating in the Marshall Plan. In
Japan alone, during the period from September 1945 through June 1948,
the nonmilitary expense of supplying food, fuel, medicine, and so on,
reached nearly $1 billion and showed every indication of climbing higher.
In 1949, overall Occupation costs amounted to some $900 million. This
spectre—of endless costs and economic collapse—haunted policymakers
in Washington who recoiled at General MacArthur's glib assurances that
a solution could somehow be found after the Occupation terminated.

The parallel crises in Germany and Western Europe, which took an even
greater toll, prompted the Truman administration to propose a broad re-
covery program going far beyond security assistance to Greece and Turkey.
The administration requested that Congress finance the dollar gap for
several years at great cost. Supplying industrial partners both dollars and
raw materials would, they hoped, prevent dollar-scarce nations from sev-
ering trade with America, assist the restoration of faltering overseas pro-
duction, and stem any drift toward an accommodation with Soviet power.
Eventually, ERP, or the Marshall Plan, and the analogous Economic Re-
covery in Occupied Areas program for Japan emerged as the major ini-
tiatives in this direction. From 1948 until 1952, Congress appropriated
billions of dollars, mostly to finance the purchase of raw materials and
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goods within the United States for delivery to Western Europe and Japan.
The policy aimed at sustaining a high level of business activity at home
while laying a foundation for economic and political cooperation abroad.

The Marshall Plan looked beyond merely extending new commercial
credits or supplying raw materials from American stocks. It recognized
many of the underlying structural imbalances that plagued the industrial
nations of Europe and Japan. So long as they all remained dependent on
importing relatively expensive dollar-priced raw materials, they would con-
stantly experience a dollar drain. Because of high production costs, out-
dated technology, and restrictive tariffs, they would be unable to sell enough
to the United States to balance their accounts. The solution, as initially
conceived by such policymakers as Dean Acheson, James Forrestal, George
Kennan, and Army Under Secretary William H. Draper, Jr., lay in pro-
moting highly integrated regional economies that took advantage of effi-
ciencies resulting from large-scale enterprises as well as from their con-
centrated power to develop new markets and cheap sources of raw materials.

Specifically, these planners envisioned three great interdependent zones
of industrial power allied with the United States and against the Soviet
Union. At the pinnacle stood the United States, predominant in the West-
ern Hemisphere. A European zone centered around a restored Germany
and an Asian component around Japan would complete the alliance. These
two subordinate zones would become major regional centers of production
and trade based on the exchange of their industrial products for raw ma-
terials with a network of less developed states. The creation of these in-
tegrated regional economies, with access to low-cost raw materials would
alleviate demands for American aid and reduce the strain of dollar imports
on Europe and Japan. It would also forge a matrix of anti-Communist
states linked to America. The immediate challenge lay in securing enough
time for a transition period during which America's allies could both restore
productive capacity and reassert economic control of their own satellites.

The first obstacle blocking the path did not come from any imminent
threat of Soviet invasion, although the Truman administration's public
rhetoric obscured this point. Instead, the legacy of wartime rivalries, short-
term dollar shortages, unequal development, and nationalist rebellions in
colonial areas threatened to undermine the nascent alliance even before
recovery began. The key to success, both in Europe and Asia, appeared
as the restoration of German and Japanese productive capacity. With
American assistance, they might serve as catalysts for the solution of re-
gional economic, political, and military problems. Before mobilizing their
idle capacities, however, the U.S. government had first to rationalize its
own disorderly policymaking establishment.

Ever since the late 1930s, most observers agreed, chronic bureaucratic
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rivalries among civilian and military agencies in Washington had hobbled
the formation and implementation of foreign policy goals. The armed ser-
vices fought over budgets and missions. The State Department, laboring
under an archaic geographic format, had played only a marginal role
throughout the long dull tenure of Cordell Hull and the short stormy
stewardship of James Byrnes. Without a central intelligence agency, little
capacity existed either to gather secret information or implement policies
covertly. Finally, the lack of coordination left each agency free to bombard
the president with its own recommendations, regardless of redundancy or
contradictions.

Although Truman expressed little personal interest in Japan (or most
other foreign policy problems, for that matter), he acknowledged a need
to reorganize the foreign policy bureaucracy. Frequently shortsighted and
petty in his domestic political calculus, Truman, nevertheless, understood
his own limitations in the foreign sphere and selected many advisers of
real stature. Generally, they came from elite corporate business, the profes-
sional military, or, in a few cases, from the career foreign service. Most
had little use for the New Deal's social reforms (Harriman was an ambig-
uous exception), and almost none thought it desirable or even possible to
sustain cooperation with the Soviet Union.

The transformation began in January 1947 when Truman replaced James
F. Byrnes with Gen. George C. Marshall as secretary of state. Marshall
began reorganizing the State Department along more modern lines, cre-
ating, in May, the Policy Planning Staff (PPS). This special unit, he hoped,
would devise "long-term programs for the achievement of ... foreign
policy objectives" by transcending narrow georgraphic and bureaucratic
lines in the department. Marshall selected Soviet specialist George F. Ken-
nan to head the PPS. He had come to Marshall's attention partly through
the sponsorship of Navy Secretary James Forrestal, one of the earliest
advocates of German-Japanese recovery. Forrestal, in turn, was also des-
tined for promotion to a higher post.

In July, after prolonged and bitter debate, Congress passed the National
Security Act of 1947. Among many provisions, it created a unified Defense
Department, with Forrestal soon named as its secretary. He oversaw the
national military establishment, which consisted of such semi-independent
units as the JCS and the separate armed service branches, each with its
own civilian secretary. Persistant rivalries among the services required a
further centralization in 1949. Besides the new Defense Department, the
1947 act established a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and a National
Security Council (NSC), both designed to coordinate policy and facilitate
the president's access to vital information.

Although this reorganization left many bureaucratic problems unre-
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solved, it augmented the power of the State and Defense departments
enough for them to reclaim initiatives in the largely independent satrapy
of Occupied Japan. Neither Marshall nor Forrestal stood in awe of
MacArthur, an attitude they quickly transmitted to their subordinates. Just
as Marshall relied on Dean Acheson and George Kennan for advice on
Japan, Forrestal tapped a former colleague and vice president of Dillon,
Read & Co., William H. Draper, Jr., as his under secretary of the army,
a position that oversaw occupied areas. Leaving the army reserve for active
service as a general in 1940, Draper stayed on in the War Department
after 1945. During 1946, he played a major role in loosening economic
controls and promoting business in Occupied Germany. Working individ-
ually and in tandem, Draper and Kennan sought to revise American policy
in Western Europe and East Asia. Both men worked to modify social-
economic reforms and to get Congress to fund substantial reconstruction
programs. They considered it vital to delay peace settlements until after
the German and Japanese business classes (and their political allies) were
securely returned to power. These efforts brought both men into bitter
disputes with some members of their own departments and, even more
dramatically, with Douglas MacArthur.

In addition to the problem of reorganizing the ponderous foreign policy
bureaucracy in Washington, the legacy of wartime and early postsurrender
policies continued to plague the advocates of a new course for Japan. As
of early 1947, several stringent Occupation policies affecting future eco-
nomic activities remained in place. Although large-scale removals had not
yet occurred, a major reparations program that called for the transfer of
Japanese industry to China and Southeast Asia was still slated for imple-
mentation. Economic planners in SCAP and the Far Eastern Commission
continued to discuss long-term arrangements for strictly limiting production
levels in heavy industry. Under pressure from SCAP, the Diet had begun
to consider a comprehensive plan to restructure the zaibatsu and to prevent
the formation of future monopolies. This deconcentration law came into
effect by the year's end. In January 1947, SCAP shocked many American
conservatives by issuing an order to purge business executives linked to
military aggression or ultranationalist groups. Thus, despite the intensifi-
cation of the cold war and the reorganization of the executive Branch,
Occupation policy in Japan continued to reflect a liberal reformist agenda.

What MacArthur thought about this is by no means clear. Although
critical of large-scale reparations (which he feared would involve outside
meddling by technical experts on SCAP's turf), he vigorously defended
the bulk of his staff's activities, including the economic purge, deconcen-
tration, land reform, and demilitarization. This, however, may not have
reflected any ideological commitment. MacArthur, many observers noted
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throughout his career, simply could not stand being wrong or admitting
error. Having become identified so personally with the early reform pro-
gram, he may have feared embarrassment or ridicule or evidence of fal-
libility should he now take a new tack. Even worse, MacArthur recoiled
at the notion of accepting criticism from the hated Truman administration
and the president's policy advisers. His ambitious political agenda virtually
demanded that he contrast his approach toward postwar problems with
those evolved in Washington. Consequently, it did not matter exactly what
advice for a revised economic program came from the State or Defense
departments. MacArthur did not want either to admit error or accept
recommendations from an administration he hoped eventually to displace.
His disposition put him on a collision course with strategists like Dean
Acheson, James Forrestal, William Draper, George Marshall, and George
Kennan, who, whatever their vices or virtues, put their values and beliefs
on foreign policy far ahead of partisan considerations.

Kennan's meteoric rise to a position of influence in Washington both
affected and reflected the changing direction of policy during 1947. Al-
though not the first or only official to question the basic nature of postwar
international relations, Kennan epitomized (and gave a name to) the emerging
containment policy. Even before he mobilized the PPS in the State De-
partment, various area specialists in State and planners working for the
JCS discussed a need to hasten the reconstruction and reintegration of the
German the Japanese economies. However, no other individual or group
articulated so fully the argument for adopting a novel economic and po-
litical strategy designed to enhance America's global interests.

Kennan first came to the attention of political officials during February
1946 while serving as the charge d'affaires in Moscow. Worried by what
he saw as America's indecisiveness in the face of Soviet belligerance, the
diplomat dispatched a formidable report on Russian behavior to the State
Department. At first of interest only to a small group, Navy Secretary
James Forrestal circulated the report widely. Before long, it appeared that
this dismal assessment of Moscow's policy became the new conventional
wisdom. This influential report urged the Truman administration to aban-
don lingering illusions about cooperation with the Soviets. The United
States, Kennan wrote, must rally its allies to resist implacable Soviet pres-
sures to expand. Only by rejuvenating the sinews of democratic capitalism
and restoring the European and Asian balance of power could America
assure its security. Although hardly a novel idea, Kennan stressed the need
to rationalize policy by selecting carefully among many possible commit-
ments. As an added bonus, Kennan predicted that halting the growth of
Russian influence would subject the Soviet empire to fatal internal pres-
sures.7
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Forrestal, Kennan's new sponsor, encouraged his return to Washington
and appointment to lecture at the newly created National War College.
His persuasive presentations and growing reputation brought him to the
attention of George C. Marshall early in 1947. Kennan possessed exactly
the kind of logic Marshall desired at the helm of the new PPS. Almost as
soon as he assumed this PPS post in May 1947, Kennan achieved an un-
precedented notoriety for a diplomat through the publication of his X
article, which appeared anonymously in Foreign Affairs. An elaboration
of the "long telegram," it introduced the word "containment" to the public
and offered an intellectual framework for military, political, and economic
resistance to the Soviet Union.

Two-and-a-half-years later, shortly before he left the PPS, Kennan doo-
dled a drawing in the margin of a paper being drafted on policy objectives.
It depicted a man struggling to pull a mule whose legs were firmly planted
and who stubbornly resisted all efforts to move forward. In a sense, this
caricature spoke to Kennan's struggle to advance his program along a path
full of obstacles, not the least of which came from within the government's
competing bureaucracies.

As an early advocate of what became the Marshall Plan, Kennan called
for a recovery program that targeted vital centers of world power, especially
Germany and Japan. Eventually, these restored nations would share the
long-term burden of containment, reducing the stark, bipolar nature of
the Soviet-American confrontation. Once the Western powers and Japan
achieved stability, they could begin to exploit tensions inherent in the Soviet
empire and between the Kremlin and the world Communist movement.
However, before any of this came about, Kennan and his staff faced the
grueling task of selling their program to the rest of the administration,
Congress, and the American public.

As they began work in May 1947, Kennan had the PPS* rank-order
"those areas of the world which . . . we cannot permit . . . to fall into
hands hostile to us. . . . " Protecting these zones formed the "first specific
objective" and the "irreducible minimum of national policy." Like Mar-
shall and Acheson, Kennan did not consider the Red Army the initial or
greatest challenge to global security. Instead, he identified the internal
economic, psychological, and political weakness of Europe and Japan as
the factors that most endangered the non-Communist world. In October
1947, he described the imbalance in Russian "political power" rather than
"military power" as the immediate risk faced by the United States. The
American counteroffensive, he argued a few months later, must be directed

* The Asia specialists on the PPS at first included John P. Davies, Carlton Savage, Barton
Berry, George Butler, Jacques Reinstein, and Isaac Stokes.
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against the "profound exhaustion of physical plant and spiritual vigor" in
Western Europe. Communism would advance only in the wake of a West-
ern collapse because the Soviets had neither the will nor ability to launch
a war against America. They expected that political subversion and eco-
nomic pressure would fatally undermine the exhausted nations of Europe,
the Middle East, and Asia.8

Refining a line of argument developed over the previous eighteen months,
Kennan told an audience at the National War College in September 1947
that "only five centers of industrial and military power in the world" mat-
tered "to us from a standpoint of National Security." These included the
United States, Great Britain, Germany and Central Europe, the Soviet
Union, and Japan. These areas alone possessed the industrial strength
needed for the "type of amphibious power which would have to be launched"
to challenge America. As only the Soviet zone was now counted as un-
friendly, the challenge ahead involved keeping the remainder of Europe
and Japan in the American camp.*9

The rehabilitation of Germany and Japan as centers of regional power
formed the core of Kennan's vision in the late 1940s. The restoration of
their industries, he believed, would invigorate local forces determined to
block Soviet expansion. Yet, these occupied nations remained isolated and
condemned by the suspicions of their neighbors. Ironically, this policy
impoverished the war's victims nearly as much as the Axis aggressors. The
longer this situation continued, the more vulnerable the Japanese and
Germans would become to Soviet threats or blandishments.

Yet, earlier suggestions about restoring the Japanese and German econ-
omies had outraged or terrified the Western Europeans and Asians. Ken-
nan, along with Marshall and Acheson, envisioned only one path out of
this dilemma. The United States must put forward a scheme for regional
recovery centered on Germany and Japan. This, they hoped, would stim-
ulate all parties, especially the Germans, to "see things in larger terms, to
have interests elsewhere in Europe and elsewhere in the world, and to
learn to think for themselves as world citizens and not just Germans." This
idea formed the basis of the Marshall Plan as well as the parallel program
of Japanese recovery.10

China fell conspicuously outside the strategy offered by Kennan. Besides
the fact that it possessed no industrial base or offensive military strength,
it failed to meet other criteria for aid developed by the PPS. In noncritical

* Although the ERP initially included an offer of aid to the Soviets and their satellites, neither
Marshall nor Kennan desired or expected its acceptance. As historian John L. Gaddis notes,
Kennan advanced the idea as a tactic to arouse tensions between the Russians and the people
they dominated. Eventually, this might help nudge national Communist movements away
from Soviet control (see Gaddis, Strategies of Containment, 38).
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areas, Kennan argued, the United States should support anti-Communist
regimes only if they were worth saving. Certain regimes might be adjudged
simply too corrupt to loan any "moral prestige." If the Soviets threatened
an area of marginal significance, it might be wiser to withhold aid rather
than expend scarce resources on a hollow symbol. Kennan always main-
tained that the United States neither could nor should oppose all Com-
munist movements to the same degree. Rather, it all "depended on the
circumstances."11

Containment, for Kennan, despite the ambiguity of his X article, did
not propose anticommunism as an "absolute factor." He refuted the logic
of those in Congress who argued that the Truman Doctrine applied equally
to all situations. "If I thought for a moment," he wrote in 1948, that the
"precedent of Greece and Turkey obliged us to try to do the same thing
in China, I would throw up my hands and say we had better have a whole
new approach to the affairs of the world." In any case, he told an old
friend, undue aid to China would starve the effort to keep "Russian hands"
off Europe and Japan, the only centers of "military-industrial power on
the surface of the earth" whose loss to the USSR could alter the strategic
balance. Jiang Jieshi's regime, he added, had been "unsympathetic, un-
helpful and irresponsibly shortsighted" in opposing American efforts in
Japan. Thus, the KMT's demise would hardly worsen the Asian power
balance.12

Kennan urged the Truman administration to "liquidate as rapidly as
possible our unsound commitments in China. . . . " He acknowledged,
unhappily, that some "minimum aid" might have to be continued to "satisfy
American public opinion and, if possible, to prevent the sudden and total
collapse of the Chinese government." But even if, as seemed likely, the
Communists routed Jiang, their victory would not immediately enhance
Soviet power. Whatever the Russians felt about their Chinese comrades,
it was doubtful that, in power, the Chinese Communists "would retain the
ideological fibre of their movement or the present degree of dependence
on Moscow." Caught up in its own revolution, China would have little
ability to export trouble. About the best the United States could do, Ken-
nan said, was to keep a low profile and "sweat it out."

Given these factors, Kennan asked rhetorically, why involve America
further in a struggle for which it had no solution? He contrasted the chaos
of China with the potential stability and influence of Japan and the Phil-
ippines. There, he declared, Washington could lay the "cornerstones of
. . . a Pacific security system. . . ." Effective control of these offshore
bastions would preclude "any threat to our security from the East within
our time."13

Calculated in this manner, American security did not require compre-
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hensive accommodation with the Soviets or peace settlements with Ger-
many and Japan. "First and foremost," Kennan argued, America needed
to counterbalance the Soviet Union on the Eurasian landmass. "That bal-
ance is unthinkable as long as Germany and Japan remain power vacuums,"
he repeated frequently from 1947 through 1949. Instead of emphasizing
punitive reforms or rushing toward peace settlements, American policy
should attempt to restore the strength of the German and Japanese peoples
"to a point where they could play their part in the Eurasian balance of
power and yet to a point not so far advanced as to permit them again to
threaten the interests of the maritime World of the West."

Kennan's synthesis, refined during the remainder of 1947 and early 1948,
was partially anticipated by specific ideas and recommendations developed
by the JCS, SWNCC, Japan specialists in the State Department, and in-
fluential persons outside the government. All placed a new primary em-
phasis on the economic and political dimensions of security. Downplaying
the universalist rhetoric of the Truman Doctrine, all these groups joined
Kennan in assigning priority to the preservation of economic and political
links among Western Europe, Japan, and the Middle East to the United
States. Revolutionary upheavals or Soviet threats elsewhere had only sub-
sidiary importance.

In April 1947, for example, the JCS had issued a detailed study, "As-
sistance to Other Countries from the Standpoint of National Security."
They identified the same vital economic zones as the PPS would over the
next few months and argued for concentrating aid in these areas. The JCS
stressed the need to restore economic interdependence among industrial
nations and prevent Soviet control over additional industrial capacity and
skilled populations. In Asia, they deprecated China's importance and fa-
vorably compared Japan's significance to that of Germany in Europe. Like
its recent Axis partner, Japan was a defeated enemy, making the "idea of
assistance to her . . . probably offensive to the majority of our people."
Nevertheless, Japan had potentially great military importance as the "one
nation which would contain large armed forces of our ideological opponents
in the Far East while the United States and her allies in the West launched
a major offensive in that area." For this "very simple reason," the JCS
held, of "all the countries in the Pacific area Japan deserves primary con-
sideration for current United States assistance designed to restore her
economic and military potential."14

These ideas were incorporated into a massive reassessment of policy
begun by SWNCC in March 1947 at the President's direction. Continually
updated during the next two years, the SWNCC 360 report analyzed the
role played by every country and region in the contest between the United
States and the Soviet Union. It concentrated on the economic dimensions
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of security, especially the possible impact of a Western European or Jap-
anese collapse followed by their entry into the Russian orbit. The persistent
dollar gap in international trade, the report warned, represented the great-
est short-term danger. The ballooning trade deficit endangered not only
America's capacity to market exports but would soon cripple trade and
recovery throughout the non-communist world. Only a dramatic increase
in foreign assistance "to secure world economic stability and a desirable
world trading system" while promoting American "political objectives in
critical countries" could solve the underlying problem.

Although the SWNCC report placed greatest stress on Germany and
Western Europe, its authors considered Japan the pivotal factor in Asia.
As the region's sole industrial power, it desperately needed renewed access
to the raw materials and markets formerly found in China, Southeast Asia,
its own empire, or in the West. The Soviets, according to the SWNCC
consultants, anticipated that an economic crisis in Japan would grow so
severe after the Occupation that they could seize control through economic
pressure alone, using access to Siberian and Manchurian resources as a
lure to drag Japan behind the Iron Curtain.

Unlike MacArthur, they had little faith that the democratization and
other reforms of the past few years would shield Japan from this blackmail
or indirect aggression. An American failure to insure recovery would cause
a "breakdown, gradual or precipitous," that would "represent a complete
loss in the American investment in a stable, democratic and peaceful Japan
and would seriously jeopardize the United States program for world wide
economic recovery and political stabilization." SWNCC 360 proposed a
half-billion-dollar aid program stretching over several years. Designed to
finance raw material imports and rebuild industry, it would form part of
a broader "program for expansion of Japanese import and export trade"
with all Far Eastern countries that are "potential sources of raw materials
for Japan and potential markets for Japanese products."15

These recommendations coincided with mounting public attacks on
MacArthur's program and detailed government planning for economic re-
covery. Each reinforced the feeling that something was desperately wrong
with the Occupation and that only outside initiatives could cure the prob-
lem. SCAP appeared less the solution to Japan's postwar dilemma than
the source of it.

During the first few months of 1947, members of the State Department's
Japan—Korea economic division undertook a reevaluation of the Occu-
pation's economic premises. Under the direction of Edwin F. Martin, the
staff concluded that, if properly managed, a Japanese revival might solve
"a number of related problems" in East Asia. However, owing to changes
in world trade patterns and a chronic shortage of dollars, Japan could
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neither reenter Western markets nor achieve a recovery on its own, as had
been assumed earlier. As production stagnated for lack of raw materials,
democratic reforms would falter and the nation would become either an
American ward or a dangerous center of instability.

Such a failure would afflict all Asia, Martin believed, by depriving the
region of "markets for their raw materials and sources of cheap manufac-
tured goods." This left only one alternative. The United States could utilize
Japan's idle industrial capacity by expanding its own raw material exports.
Through priming the Japanese pump, eliminating most restrictions on pro-
duction, and minimizing reparations, the United States could stimulate
recovery based on a vigorous regional trade. Eventually, Japan would
exchange its manufactured exports for inexpensive, Asian raw materials,
alleviating a need for dollar aid. Japanese recovery formed a "circle" on
which Asian prosperity depended. Following this line, Martin recom-
mended funding an "economic crank-up," costing about $500 million over
two years. As Japan became more fully integrated into the Asian economy,
it would find a solution to its chronic dollar and raw material shortage
while stimulating the development of neighboring states.16

The specialists in the Japan-Korea division stressed the importance of
a regional economic plan rather than a compartmentalized program. For
example, it would be impossible to boost production in Japan while plan-
ning to transfer the nation's heavy industry to Burma. Instead of attempting
to relocate physically these facilities, the United States ought to limit re-
parations and emphasize the reduction of trade barriers throughout Asia.
Martin reasoned that the greatest benefit to Japan's wartime victims would
come from a growing exchange between their commodities and Japan's
manufactures. America could stimulate this trade by promoting export
production through raw material grants on a temporary basis.17

Nearly identical advice came from influential figures outside the bu-
reaucracy, including former President Herbert Hoover. One of the earliest
advocates of a "soft peace" with Japan, Hoover had urged Truman to
envision Tokyo as an anti-Soviet ally even before surrender. In corre-
spondence and verbal appeals to several cabinet members during the spring,
Hoover expressed grave "anxiety over the situation in both Germany and
Japan." Because these countries formed the "major fronts of Western
Civilization" against Russia, a German collapse threatened to open "all
Western Europe and the Near East" and, in Asia, Japan provided "the
real ideological dam against the march of Communism."

The former president had visited Tokyo in May 1946 on a food relief
mission. Then and afterwards, he voiced growing contempt for the "re-
parations and control policies" that caused an "industrial paralysis" and
cost the American taxpayer hundreds of millions of dollars. Hoover cau-
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tiously skirted the issue of whether MacArthur himself should be blamed
for the situation. This was not surprising because the Republican politician
had a close personal and ideological affinity for the general, stretching back
to the latter's service as army chief of staff in the early 1930s. Hoover
played an important part in the "MacArthur for President" boomlet in
1944 and remained a strong political backer of the general in his 1948 quest
for that office. However, the former president walked a narrow line by
separating his criticism of "radical" reform from his continued support for
MacArthur.

Writing to George Marshall and Robert Patterson, Hoover called for a
"revolutionary review" of SCAP policies, especially the economic reforms
that rested on an "illusion" about Japan. The "present economic paralysis"
stemmed from limits on production, foreign trade, and the evils of at-
tempting a "planned economy." Even if MacArthur were not personally
at fault, Hoover considered it vital for the State and War departments to
cancel existing plans to restructure or restrict industry. Other than pro-
hibiting the production of weapons, he opposed any interference with
market forces. Although Hoover claimed to approve "de-monopolized
private enterprise," he balked at any rigorous attack on the zaibatsu. Social
and economic experiments, he warned Secretary of War Patterson, would
squander the "only possibility of holding her [Japan's] people as a bulwark
against the Communist invasion of Asia." Constraints on Japanese indus-
try, Hoover argued, formed a burdensome link of the economic "chains
on the whole world." Americans ought to accept a "larger vision" that
peace depended primarily on "productivity." Allowing the Japanese econ-
omy to drift or slip away would, ultimately, promote the "disintegration
of Western Civilization everywhere."18

When Newsweek magazine printed a blistering attack on SCAP economic
policy in January 1947, it revealed to the public that many powerful Amer-
icans and Japanese harbored grave misgivings about the Occupation. Al-
though some liberal political journals, like the Nation and New Republic,
had previously questioned SCAP's conservative bias, virtually no one had
criticized MacArthur's program for being too radical or harsh. Newsweek's
foreign editor, Harry F. Kern, and Tokyo correspondent, Compton Pack-
enham, saw things quite differently. Packenham had spent part of his youth
in Japan and, as remembered by an associate, "looked upon most indicted
war criminals in Tokyo as childhood playmates." Kern had similar feelings,
having sympathized with Japan throughout the 1930s. He blamed Jiang
Jieshi for "manipulating" Roosevelt into the confrontation at Pearl Harbor.
This accounted, in part, for Newsweek's rather tepid support for the Na-
tionalists during the Chinese civil war. In fact, some of the magazine's Asia
correspondents, like Harold Isaacs, were bitter critics of both the KMT
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and of the French in Indochina. Kern and Packenham detested MacArthur
personally, believing that his reform agenda as well as that mandated by
Washington left Japan destitute and vulnerable to communism.19

Newsweek appealed to more than an indignant readership. It counted
among its founders, both W. Averell and his brother E. Roland Harriman.
Kern remained close to Averell Harriman who, after his diplomatic service,
served as Truman's secretary of commerce. Harriman had tried, unsuc-
cessfully, to have General MacArthur voluntarily accept advice from busi-
ness experts. After a rebuff in December 1946, Averell Harriman and other
disgruntled officials used Newsweek as a forum to leak damaging infor-
mation about SCAP.20

On January 27, 1947, Newsweek charged that the recently decreed eco-
nomic purge in Tokyo would drive nearly thirty thousand talented, "active,
efficient, cultured and cosmopolitan" managers from office. Destroying the
"brains of the entire Japanese economic structure," Kern and Packenham
wrote, would play into the hands of the "ever watchful Russians, the
advocates of severe purges." The magazine sidestepped a direct attack on
MacArthur, blaming, instead, his allegedly radical, antibusiness aides. It
quoted a disillusioned Japanese businessman as asking why, "when Amer-
ica could have all Japan working in its own interest, it is now engaged in
wrecking the country so as to leave it as an eventual prize for the Rus-
sians."21

In a rejoinder, carried by the magazine two weeks later, MacArthur
refuted Kern's charges. Assuming personal responsibility for all SCAP
actions, he denied that his subordinates had advocated radical reforms.
He considered it utterly "fantastic" that anyone would question the purge
of ultranationalist business leaders opposed to both peace and democratic
capitalism. Unimpressed, Kern repeated his accusations and wrote addi-
tional articles about "trouble in Japan." Published over the next several
months, they predicted that the economic and political radicalism encour-
aged by SCAP would open Japan to anarchy and communism. Kern even
suggested that Japan be rearmed as a counter to Soviet and Chinese power.22

Despite these charges and specific allegations of gross mismanagement
made by numerous cabinet colleagues, Secretary of War Robert Patterson
seemed unwilling or unable to dispatch a new team of economic specialists
to Tokyo. In a testy exchange, Patterson rejected Dean Acheson's request
that the State Department be permitted to send its own experts to verify
the rosy reports sent by SCAP. He insisted that no technical personnel
could go to Japan without MacArthur's prior permission. This deference
led Forrestal to complain that, in the past, the weak civilian leadership of
the army "had not been able to issue a single order to MacArthur, and
they couldn't now."23
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The frustration voiced by cabinet members prompted the White House
staff to begin investigating rumors of a civilian-military split over Japan.
Robert N. Kerr, an assistant to Truman's aide Edwin A. Locke (who had
visited Tokyo in 1945), met with State Department representatives on April
18,1947. Ernest A. Gross, a deputy to Assistant Secretary John Hilldring,
explained that disillusionment with MacArthur had little to do with con-
ventional civilian-military conflict in Washington. He provided a detailed
recounting of how the State, War, and Navy departments all proposed to
reassess fundamental economic policy toward Japan. Gross persuaded Kerr
to request a strong presidential initiative, including the dispatch of a "super
diplomat," to break the grip of "General MacArthur, his Chief of Staff,
and the 'Bataan Group' out there." Kerr passed on to Locke and Truman
a warning he had been given. "The U.S. government" must soon choose
between "saving the face of SCAP or wrecking its whole economic policy
for the Far East."24

Despite this admonition, Truman seemed reluctant to move against
MacArthur directly. The War Department, under Robert Patterson, and
the armed services were in flux, about to be reorganized into a unified
Defense Department. Until unification (in July 1947), MacArthur contin-
ued to run circles around his nominal superiors. However, the general
realized that soon a powerful defense secretary might ally with Secretary
of State Marshall and spur the president and his administration into action.
Any degree of outside supervision or direction would diminish MacArthur's
influence and subject his actions to scrutiny. His loss of exclusive control
and the political spotlight that accompanied it threatened to destroy Japan's
value as the general's presidential springboard. Rather than permit this,
MacArthur launched a preemptive attack, proclaiming the success of the
Occupation and calling for an international peace settlement to affirm his
achievements. The longer a settlement was delayed, he knew, the less he
could hope to dominate the tone and agenda of a peace conference.

During the first three months of 1947, as MacArthur witnessed the halo
fading from around SCAP's brow, he began leaking reports that Japan
deserved and required a restoration of sovereignty. Among other conduits,
he turned toward British diplomat Sir Alvary Gascoigne on March 3 to
deliver a lecture on the "three phases" of the Occupation. MacArthur
boasted that he had "most miraculously" demilitarized Japan and nearly
completed its "democratization." One final challenge remained—economic
recovery. But, he claimed, a residue of international trade restrictions and
discrimination by Allied governments threatened "completely and irre-
trievably [to] kill the Japanese economy." Nothing he could do nor any
new foreign assistance would improve the situation, unless a peace settle-
ment quickly restored self-rule. Unfortunately, MacArthur told Gasoigne,
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Secretary of State George C. Marshall and his aides "paid heed" only to
"Wall Street whose main holdings were in Europe." Consequently, Wash-
ington ignored Japan and directed all its attention toward Germany.

This updated Europe-first strategy, the general complained, ignored the
fact that in Japan, in contrast to Germany, the United States had nearly
a free hand. He dismissed the unresolved issues of reparations, levels of
production, and trust busting as mere "technical problems." Security for
the island nation, he insisted, could be assured through a "simple article
. . . providing UN responsibility for future protection." In fact, MacArthur
confided to the incredulous British diplomat, all of Japan's problems stemmed
from the petty jealousies of Truman and his foreign policy advisers who
hoped to inflate their own successes in Europe by making him appear a
failure in Japan. But, he warned, unless Marshall made progress toward
a treaty during the upcoming Moscow meeting of the CFM, he would
shatter the "Pacific air" with his "cries" to "conclude an early peace treaty
with Japan."25

MacArthur's worst fears were realized during the subsequent two weeks.
The ill-fated Moscow meeting yielded no progress on the German or Jap-
anese treaties. More significantly, the president's announcement of the
Truman Doctrine on March 12 ended any likelihood of future Soviet-
American cooperation. MacArthur then carried out his threat by making
a rare visit to the Foreign Press Club in Tokyo where he encouraged
reporters to take down an "on the record" interview. Without bothering
to inform Washington, the Supreme Commander repeated most of what
he had told Gascoigne privately. Recovery was impossible until a peace
treaty stopped the "economic warfare" that inflicted even more damage
than the atomic bomb. Under these circumstances, the general described
himself as powerless to revive Japan's economy and dismissed any initia-
tives from Washington unless preceded by "peace talks."

Hoping to force the Truman administration's hand while he still con-
trolled the Occupation, MacArthur praised the Japanese government as
the fruit of his own "spiritual revolution." Blithely explaining away a half
century of expansion and aggression, he told the American correspondents
that Japan was merely a poor country that had taken a wrong turn in
"reach[mg] out to get resources." It had been sufficiently punished by the
loss of its overseas territories and owed nothing more to its wartime victims.
Japan exhibited such "advanced spirituality," he claimed, that it should
be considered immune from attack. MacArthur concluded by paraphrasing
Winston Churchill's remark to the effect that the West's major European
problem was "not to keep Germany down, but to keep it up." America's
greatest "problem" in Asia, he explained, was to "keep Japan up."26

This blanket declaration absolving Japan of guilt and pronouncing it
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overdue for a peace treaty gravely embarrassed the Truman administration.
Occurring at the very moment when the president sought to rally the
American public, Congress, and European allies against the Soviet threat,
MacArthur seemed to dismiss both the security and economic bases of the
emerging containment policy. Japan, he claimed, required neither an
American military umbrella nor an expensive recovery program. He im-
plied that the adminstration had botched affairs in Europe and would now
spend a fortune there, whereas SCAP had built a new Japan at bargain
rates. Extending the Occupation and introducing costly new programs, he
warned, would only wreck his achievements.

Virtually no officials in Washington shared this rosy assessment. Besides
their political embarrassment at MacArthur's grandstanding, Marshall,
Forrestal, Acheson, Kennan, the JCS, and the technical specialists in nearly
every cabinet department feared that Japan would collapse economically
and politically should the Occupation end soon. Unless fundamental pol-
icies were revised, the collapse might occur even while America remained
in control. In fact, many suspected that this fear underlay MacArthur's
haste. Probably, he wanted to "get out" of Tokyo while the Occupation
still appeared successful and before a crisis tarnished his career or impeded
his presidential aspirations. Few in the administration felt inclined to assist
the general's obvious political ambition.

The host of studies and cabinet discussions carried on from January
through April found public expression in a dramatic speech delivered by
Undersecretary of State Dean Acheson. Speaking in Cleveland, Missis-
sippi, on May 8, 1947, he refuted MacArthur's basic contentions and de-
scribed the Truman adminstration's emerging strategy toward foreign eco-
nomic policy. Acheson tied the burning issue of the growing "dollar gap"
(the trade imbalance already exceeded $8 billion) to the "grim fact of life"
that the "greatest workshops of Europe and Asia—Germany and Japan"
remained idle. Because world economic stability and peace depended on
their recovery, the United States could not await some distant political
settlement with the Soviets nor subordinate economic recovery to peace
treaties. Instead, Acheson pledged emergency financial aid to both the
former Axis powers and their victims. America, Acheson announced, would
reconstruct the two "great workshops" upon which the "ultimate recovery
of the two continents so largely depends. . . ." In effect, the Truman
administration had begun its counterassault on MacArthur's domain.27



5
AN ABORTED TREATY

Gen. Douglas MacArthur gambled that public pressure and his popular
mystique would force the Truman administration to convene a peace con-
ference. Ultimately, he had not only lost this wager but fatally undermined
his elaborate political game plan involving both Japan and the presidency.
The confusion and resentment he stirred up within the American govern-
ment united a host of otherwise antagonistic elements against SCAP. The
call for a treaty provoked precisely the sort of searching reexamination of
the Occupation that MacArthur feared most. Ultimately, the State and
Defense departments maneuvered a previously lethargic President Truman
to strip the Supreme Commander of much of his power in Japan.

Ironically, the momentum for a treaty in 1947 came as much from within
the State Department as from SCAP. A special working group, headed by
Japan specialist Hugh Borton had been working on a draft since late 1946.
Because no one had told them to stop, by March of 1947, they had produced
a document calling for a long period of international oversight leading
toward the restoration of sovereignty. The draft treaty relied on cooper-
ation among members of the Far Eastern Commission to supervise closely
military potential, heavy industry, and raw material stockpiles for up to
twenty-five years. A council of ambassadors and a control commission
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would monitor Japanese behavior during the period. Stressing the inter-
national aspects of control, the draft made no provision for exclusive Amer-
ican military-base rights in Japan or Okinawa.1

Like many of the stringent economic measures that had been applied or
remained under consideration, this document continued to reflect assump-
tions made before or shortly after surrender. The Borton group, although
not at all vengeful, considered it necessary to supervise closely Japan's reen-
try into the Pacific and the world community. Both the wartime allies and
Japan's wartime victims were accorded broad supervisory rights to ensure
that Tokyo could neither restore its military power nor abandon basic Occu-
pation reforms. The draft did not concern itself with utilizing Japan as an
American military ally nor did it acknowledge any Soviet threat. Far from
worrying about how to boost Japanese trade and production, the authors of
the draft described a need for carefully monitoring and controlling industry
so that Japan could not again dominate the regional economy.

Neither this draft nor MacArthur's independent call elicited much en-
thusiasm in Washington. The general objected to the Borton draft because
it neither promised a quick restoration of full sovereignty nor provided for
the kind of security provision the Supreme Commander favored. In fact,
MacArthur's own formula for peace remained somewhat vague or, as critics
contended, contradictory. He spoke against imposing any posttreaty con-
trols or limits on sovereignty and opposed basing any foreign troops in
Japan. He maintained that a guarantee from the United Nations would
insure the nation's security without an American presence. However, his
"neutrality" scheme presumed that Japan would be surrounded, or buff-
ered, by a ring of American naval and air bases on the mandated islands
and that Okinawa would be retained as a major base. Thus, Japan might
remain demilitarized and ungarrisoned, but it would remain firmly under
an American military umbrella.2

The secretaries of the armed services as well as the JCS condemned both
the Borton draft treaty and MacArthur's scheme as naive, even dangerous.
That MacArthur issued his proposals without bothering to consult military
planners in Washington enraged them. Although not yet fully evolved, the
strategic doctrines under discussion presumed that, in case of war, Japan
would serve as a launching pad for conventional and atomic air raids against
the Soviet Union. The JCS did not believe Japan was currently ready for a
treaty or that an international guarantee could deny the islands to the Soviet
Union. Even more troubling, MacArthur's neutrality proposal would deny
American forces the right to utilize Japanese bases in peace or wartime. In
fact, practically any treaty acceptable to the Soviets (or the Japanese) would
diminish the degree of freedom now enjoyed by American forces. Until a
decision had been reached on Japan's potential military role in U.S. strategy
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and on the sticky question of post-Occupation bases, the military establish-
ment preferred to postpone all consideration of a settlement.

The Borton draft aroused related opposition among Pentagon planners.
In fact, it made the situation worse by encouraging some form of multi-
lateral military, economic, and political supervision of post-Occupation
Japan. The State Department also made no provision for requiring the
ceding of Okinawa as an American base. Together, these proposals seemed
to undermine the whole concept of a Pacific defense perimeter.3

Despite the fact that a number of diplomatic and military planners ob-
jected to the timing and substance of these treaty provisions, a kind of
bureaucratic inertia propelled them forward. Until August, PPS's reeval-
uation of policy continued to focus almost exclusively on European issues.
Unsure of what to do with the draft treaty and increasingly embarrassed
by MacArthur's pressure, the State Department issued an invitation on
July 11, 1947, for all eleven Far Eastern Commission members to attend
a mid-August preliminary peace conference.

This offer elicited hostile responses from the British Commonwealth
nations, the Soviet Union, and the Nationalist Chinese. Because nothing
could be accomplished in the Far Eastern Commission without their sup-
port, the initiative seemed doomed from the start. In a particularly inept
move, the American invitation conflicted with a planned British Com-
monwealth meeting scheduled for August 26 in Canberra, Australia, where
questions about Japan appeared high on the agenda. Because the British
government could not negotiate with the United States before consulting
the Pacific dominions, it politely declined the American invitation and
suggested that the two nations begin private talks some time in the future.4

American handling of this episode confirmed London's misgivings about
the entire Occupation. The British had been denied any substantial role
in Japan. For a variety of reasons, they feared both an economic collapse
of their former enemy as well as its complete recovery. An impoverished
Japan would deflect American resources from Western Europe and inhibit
the economic well-being of Southeast Asia. At the same time, a strongly
resurgent Japan might gain a commanding position in Southeast Asia,
driving Britain from this vital market. For example, Malaya's rubber and
tin exports provided a major portion of the dollar earnings that Great
Britain used to balance its transatlantic trade deficit. In addition, Australia,
New Zealand, China, and the Philippines all worried about resurgent Jap-
anese imperialism and opposed any treaty that lacked provisions for strict
international controls on armaments and industry.5

Members of the British Cabinet and Foreign Office characterized Amer-
ican policy as a "strange neo-imperialism of a mystical irrational kind"
combined with a "drive for exports which has acquired a certain force of
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desperation." The Americans appeared to want a Japan predominant in
both North and Southeast Asia; the Soviets were equally determined to
resist Japan's reemergence as a military power. The British worried most
that in rebuilding their former enemy, the United States would enhance
the Japanese position in Southeast Asia to compensate for lost access to
Manchuria and Korea. Although Washington emphasized a Russian threat,
MacArthur seemed prepared to entrust Japan's future security to a UN
resolution and Soviet goodwill. Uncertain over the goals of American
policy (and unsure who spoke for the administration—MacArthur or the
State Department), the British preferred to postpone consideration of a
treaty.6

Although the commonwealth declined to attend pending their Canberra
meeting,* the Chinese and Soviets dealt additional blows to the American
proposal. The Russians insisted that any settlement should be considered
by the CFM, in which they had a veto, rather than by the Far Eastern
Commission, where a two-thirds majority held sway. The Chinese, caught
between their American benefactors and Soviet neighbors and harboring
deep resentment toward Japan, proposed a compromise. They suggested
that the Far Eastern Commission consider the treaty but that its rules be
amended to grant the great powers a veto. This pleased no one; soon
nearly every invited nation, not just the Soviet Union, raised some con-
tradictory objection to matters of procedure or substance. Inconclusive
debate raged for months, leading first to a postponement, then abandon-
ment, of the proposed conference.7

Instead of upsetting civilian and military planners, this chaotic episode
and international rebuff had an energizing effect on them. As a spokesman
for the Army Department's Plans and Operations (P&O) Division put it,
the United States ought to consider it extremely "fortunate" that foreign
opposition blocked a peace conference. Otherwise, it might have gotten
stuck with an unacceptable treaty. In effect, the Soviets, British, and Chinese
had granted the United States time to reconsider whether "there should
be an early peace treaty with Japan at all."8

In early August, George Kennan assigned John P. Davies to "look over
informally" the Borton draft treaty, which the PPS had finally received.
Kennan also requested that Far Eastern specialists evaluate its implications
for Japan and for the "situation likely to arise in Indochina."9 Since his
wartime service as political adviser to Gen. Joseph Stilwell in China, Davies

*At the Canberra Conference, Australia and New Zealand insisted on consultations in ad-
vance of a treaty and wanted the treaty to include strict industrial-military controls as well
as extensive reparations. The British Foreign Office had already drafted its own agenda,
which was widely at variance with American concerns. See Foreign Office Files FO 371/
63766-63784 and Dunn, Peacemaking and the Settlement with Japan, 68-69.
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emerged as the State Department's deepest thinker on Asian nationalism,
communism, and revolution. When transferred to the Moscow embassy
after Stilwell's recall, he helped educate George Kennan about East Asian
politics. Davies originally advocated cooperation with the Chinese Com-
munists, both because he understood the KMT's weakness and thought
the CCP could be utilized to limit Soviet influence in China. As American
ties with both Chinese factions deteriorated, however, Davies lost faith in
the Communists' ability to contain the Soviet Union and with China's
geopolitical importance. In contrast, a revived, if tamed, Japanese nation-
alism might well serve American interests in Asia by making of Japan a
strategic ally.

The draft treaty horrified Davies. He told Kennan that it not only ignored
major problems but practically encouraged "Sovietized totalitarianism."
Instead of integrating Japan into a "Pacific economy" as a "ready and
dependable ally," it would subject the nation to international supervision
and permit Russia a major "disruptive" role. Because, he reasoned, Japan
could "only gravitate into the oribit of one or the other of the super-
powers," the Soviet Union could easily instigate a coup and take over.
Before further consideration of the document, Davies argued, the PPS
must clarify these "basic issues."10

Kennan agreed that the treaty draft did "not seem to be related to any
realistic pattern" of American objectives in Japan or elsewhere. How, he
rhetorically asked under Secretary of State Robert Lovett, could the United
States consult with foreign powers before any consensus formed within the
government? the entire matter must first be "systematically thrashed out.
. . . " Greatly impressed by this critique, Lovett dismissed the draft treaty
as "wholly inadequate in present form." It would, he promised, be "sent
back" and the views of the PPS "passed along."11

Members of the Army Department's P&O Division reacted just as Dav-
ies and Kennan had to the draft treaty and to MacArthur's proposals. P&O
spokesman Col. S. F. Giffen shared a litany of complaints with Kennan,
starting with the fact that neither Borton nor General MacArthur had
solicited the military's views. Relieved that the treaty conference had been
blocked, Giffen insisted that Japan be treated as a "potential" military
base. Under no circumstances should it be declared "neutral" or under
UN supervision, for this would eliminate its value as a bastion against
Soviet expansion in Asia and free the Russian hand for mischief elsewhere.
Even if America did not permanently garrison the island nation, it must
at least hold Japan for another few years, by which time it would be clear
"whether war is a genuine likelihood. . . ." Neither the State nor Army
departments, Giffen emphasized, should "acquiesce" to MacArthur's
blackmail. A premature departure would only "breed communism" and
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require spending "vast sums to bring order out of chaos." Despite General
MacArthur's many talents, he had no right to control "overall U.S. foreign
policy" and, Giffen added, his superiors ought to make him understand
this.12

This support from the Army Department bolstered Kennan's effort to
build a coalition against SCAP. He found additional encouragement from
the newly appointed head of FE, W. W. Butterworth. A Europeanist by
training, Butterworth served in China during the Marshall mission and
became Secretary Marshall's choice to fill the sensitive position in the
summer of 1947. Unlike his predecessor, John Carter Vincent, whose ca-
reer centered on China, Butterworth had few emotional ties to America's
wartime ally. He needed little encouragement to see the value of focusing
attention on Japan.

Even while serving in China, Butterworth seemed impressed by Japan's
importance as a containment barrier. In August 1946, for example, he
cabled the State Department that Moscow might use its control of Man-
churia and Korea to extend its "imperium" over Japan through economic
pressure. Accordingly, the United States must "align Japanese interests
with ours" to "offset Russian imperialism" and compensate for "Chinese
ineptitude." Still opposed to rearmament, Butterworth also urged linking
the "Japanese economy with our own . . . and in general to direct Japanese
industry, trade, and shipping to the mutual interests of both countries."
The Japanese, Butterworth felt, were better qualified to dominate Asian
markets than "any other people in the East," and he considered it high
time to "deal with the Japanese as an alternative" to the Chinese.13

If anything, Butterworth became more fixed in these beliefs after his
promotion. An enthusiastic ally of Kennan, the new head of FE promoted
cooperation with the policy planners and minimized bureaucratic haggling
over turf. Disillusion, even hopelessness, over events in China made most
Asia area specialists acknowledge the need to do something different in
Japan. As a first step, few doubted, this meant asserting civilian control
over SCAP.14

Encouraged by the consensus within the State Department and the army,
Kennan assigned John P. Davies to oversee preparation of an alternative
draft treaty. Within five days, Davies's working group sketched out what
became the model for the rest of the Occupation. Davies had less interest
in stipulating exact terms than in outlining what must be done to prepare
Japan for its future role. The "radically changed world situation," he wrote,
required that Japan be made "internally stable," "amenable to American
leadership," and "industrially revived as a producer primarily of consumer
goods and secondarily of capital goods" in order to prosper and raise the
"standards of living in non-communist Asia." Although "cranking-up" the
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devastated economy would prevent internal subversion, America must also
seek permanent base rights and organize a central police force "susceptible
to expansion and use in accordance with American military decisions."
Instead of seeking international approvals, Washington should "undertake
unilaterally whatever control" might be needed to rebuild the economy.
To prevent its ever becoming an "instrument of Soviet aggression," Amer-
ica could bind Japan through a bilateral defense pact included in a peace
settlement of its own devising.15

During the following two months, the PPS coordinated their work with
the Army and Navy departments, who rejected the concept of Japanese
neutrality. They dismissed the premise that the former enemy might regain
an "independent identity." Realistically, Japan could "function only as an
American or Soviet satellite." To poison Soviet-Japanese relations, they
urged subtly agitating for Russia's return of the disputed islands near Hok-
kaido that were seized in 1945. With luck, this dispute might embitter the
two countries' relations for years.16

By mid-September, these ideas appeared in a thirty-seven-page draft.
Bearing the title, "U.S. Policy Toward a Peace Settlement with Japan,"
and with a top secret classification, all who read the document had to sign
a register. A summary statement on the cover sheet described the contents:

A major shift in U.S. policy toward Japan is being talked about under cover.
Idea of eliminating Japan as a military power for all time is changing. Now,
because of Russia's conduct, tendency is to develop Hirohito's islands as a buffer
state. The peace treaty now being drafted would have to allow for this changed
attitude.17

This reference to a potential restoration of Japanese military power (or
American use of Japan as a military base) marked a startling reversal of
the principles proclaimed in the Potsdam Declaration and initial postsur-
render policies. Although the State Department did not take the initiative
in projecting a military role for the former enemy, Kennan's staff seemed
to acknowledge that at least some provision would have to be made for
enhancing Japanese security or allowing limited post-Occupation Ameri-
can-base facilities. Still, the PPS continued to define the threat to Japan
and to Germany largely in economic and political terms. They saw little
likelihood of a Soviet invasion or internal Communist coup. The greatest
challenge came from Soviet control over Manchuria, North China, Korea,
and Sakhalin—all traditional markets or sources of raw materials for Japan.
These areas, PPS said, might be used as a "lever for Soviet political pres-
sure, unless Japan is able . . . to obtain these raw materials and markets
elsewhere—particularly in South Asia and the Western hemisphere." Long-
term security depended largely on the "willingness of this [the American]
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Government to prime the Japanese economic pump." America ought to
rehabilitate Japan's economy by "furnishing sufficient funds over a period
of four to five years" to put industry back on its feet.18

Within the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Occupied Areas, a few
voices spoke out against the new approach. Encouraging the reemergence
of old business leaders, one critic noted, resembled the "reinstatement of
Schacht, the directors of Farben and the Ruhr on the grounds that com-
pared with the SS [Schutzstaffel\" or the Communists, they were the "strongest
force in Germany for stability and moderation" and had "natural ties with
the United States." Emphasizing "stability over reform" paralleled the
arguments of Japanese Fascists, who also raised the danger of Soviet in-
fluence. So far, the Occupation had sought to foster democracy and eco-
nomic reform; it was also American policy to "contain Soviet expansion."
However, to "seek the latter by abandoning the former" was "to argue
that democracy must be abandoned in order to be defended."19

But remarkably little opposition emerged from anywhere inside the gov-
ernment to the PPS's work. Even some of Hugh Borton's early collabo-
rators now rejected the preliminary draft treaty. Edwin F. Martin, head
of the Japan-Korea Division, for example, stated that his initial support
for an early peace arose from assumptions of "doubtful validity." "Eco-
nomic conditions in Japan and the Far East" had so deteriorated that he
now believed it would take "a number of years" and substantial American
aid before the Occupation could end.20

Kennan's army allies, such as Gen. Cortland Van Rensselaer Schuyler,
also commended the efforts of the PPS. Schuyler informed the new Army
Under Secretary, William H. Draper, Jr., that both State Department and
Army Department planners agreed on the need to make Japan "politically
independent of the U.S.S.R." and would push a new program for Congress
to "underwrite the initial economic rehabilitation of Japan." Even though
the army still differed with MacArthur and the State Department on the
question of post-Occupation bases in Japan, Schuyler anticipated a break-
through on the thorny issue of fortifying Okinawa. Despite the fact that
many diplomats insisted on its rapid reversion to Japan, the emperor, he
revealed, had secretly suggested that Washington take a long-term military
lease over the Ryukyus as part of a bilateral security pact and treaty.
Apparently, the Japanese government felt that giving this prize to the
American military would hasten a peace settlement, regardless of inter-
national opposition.21

In mid-October, Kennan distilled the essence of his staff's findings for
Secretary of State Marshall and Under Secretary Lovett. Although a de-
finitive judgment awaited the visit of some "high official" to Tokyo, Kennan
alerted his superiors that MacArthur's behavior and the existing Occu-
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pation program encouraged "communist penetration of Japan." No more
thought should be given to a peace treaty, he cautioned, before Washington
had laid the groundwork for economic recovery and made arrangements
for adequate military security. He reported that owing to wartime destruc-
tion and

the loss of its markets and raw material resources in Soviet-dominated portions
of the mainland, with highly unstable conditions prevailing in China, in Indo-
nesia, in Indochina, and in India, and with no certainty as to the resumption
of certain traditional exports to the dollar area, Japan faces, even in the best
of circumstances, an economic problem of extremely serious dimensions.

The magnitude of these problems, he told Marshall and Lovett, dictated
that Washington not disrupt Japan further before the State Department
reassessed basic Occupation goals. Marshall not only agreed, but promptly
ordered that all future planning for Japan be coordinated with the PPS.
He also decided to send either Kennan, Butterworth, or Charles Bohlen
to Tokyo.22

Kennan continued to lobby furiously during October and November,
cultivating his patron, the new Defense Secretary, James Forrestal, as well
as Army Secretary Kenneth Royall, and Adm. Sidney Souers, head of the
recently created NSC. He told this group they must reverse policies toward
both Japan and Fascist Spain. Just as Spain had a vital position in the
Mediterranean, Japan represented the key to stability in Northeast Asia.
Kennan alleged that his staff had actually uncovered a program for the
"socialization" of Japan, including attacks on business and encouraging
labor radicalism. He condemned MacArthur and the past two years of
reforms for letting the country deteriorate so much that if he turned it
"back to the Japanese," it would mean "economic disaster, inflation . . .
near anarchy which would be precisely what the communists want."23

Kennan's impact seemed confirmed during a cabinet meeting with Pres-
ident Truman on November 7. George Marshall praised the initiation of
the containment program since the previous March. The United States, he
believed, had found an antidote to Soviet expansion. America must now
fund a multiyear recovery program and guard against a "panic" reaction
by Moscow. Ultimate success depended on restoration of the "balance of
power in Europe and Asia and . . . all action would be viewed in light of
this objective." James Forrestal endorsed this conclusion, pressing Truman
and the rest of the cabinet to proclaim publicly that the United States
intended to restore the industrial strength of "both Germany and Japan."
The survivial of the entire non-communist world, he intoned solemnly,
now depended on rebuilding the "two nations we have just destroyed."24
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Despite the convergence of ideas among officials like Marshall, Forrestal,
Kennan, and Acheson in mid-1947, the administration made no immediate
headway in altering the direction of the reform program in Japan. Even
Kennan's success in halting consideration of an early treaty had depended,
to a large extent, on the fortuitous opposition of the British, Soviets, and
Chinese to the American proposal. Thus far, planners in Washington had
only begun to define what they did not want to happen in Tokyo. They
still had not mapped out an alternative agenda nor discovered how to
constrain SCAP's independence. To make matters even worse, interna-
tional pressure had grown to begin implementing the stringent reparations
program recommended by the Pauley mission in 1945-46. Also, MacArthur
and his top aides had come around to supporting a comprehensive anti-
monopoly program designed to break up giant industrial combines into
competitive units. Together, these economic reforms would transform Ja-
pan's internal economic structure while augmenting the economic inde-
pendence of neighboring Asian states. Although these ideas reflected early
postwar values, Kennan, Acheson, and Forrestal now spoke of restoring
the central economic functions of Germany and Japan, making the former
enemy states once again regional centers of capitalism.

107
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Groping for a handle to halt these developments, civilian and military
planners in Washington took aim first at the reparations program. Actually,
Pauley's plan to hasten Asian development by breaking the hold of Jap-
anese industry on the region's trade and technology had run into difficulty
from its inception. MacArthur had always objected to poaching on SCAP's
turf by Pauley's staff and considered some of its actions a criticism of his
own industrial policy. Later, conflicting claims by potential recipients, civil
was in China, and insurgencies in Southeast Asia had played havoc with
Pauley's plan. In January 1947, Secretary of War Robert Patterson ac-
knowledged these problems in dispatching a Special Committee on Re-
parations to Tokyo. Led by Clifford Strike, head of an engineering con-
sortium, the mission received a charge to examine the technical condition
of industry that might be removed in implementing the Pauley program.
Strike, however, made no secret of his own view that it was "neither
essential nor desirable" to adhere to the 1946 program. Even before trav-
eling to Japan, he spoke of a need to leave "enough industry so that the
Japanese economy will be self-sustaining" and capable of supporting its
needs through industrial exports. Strike vigorously opposed "stripping
. . . anything that Japan was likely to need in the future for building a
normal economy. . . . "

State Department economic specialists like Edwin F. Martin admitted
to curious members of the British Embassy staff that sentiment in Wash-
ington had turned strongly against any stringent reparations program. In
place of Pauley's formula, Martin explained, the United States would prob-
ably impose a small, symbolic transfer of machinery from Japan to various
claimants. But uncertainty over SCAP, with the tangled lines of authority
within the administration and the Far Eastern Commission, led concerned
British diplomats to conclude that no one in the American government
"can authoritatively say what is the overall economic policy which the
United States . . . pursues in Japan."1

Strike's conclusions, issued as a report to the War Department in Feb-
ruary 1947, had relatively little to say about what machinery might fulfill
the reparations quota. Instead, his report refuted the very premise of
Pauley's assertions. Japan, Strike insisted, possessed little, if any, "excess
industrial capacity." It must retain all available machine tools, any shortage
of which would have to be replaced by American aid.2

Edwin Pauley continued to maintain that Japan could not only afford
substantial industrial reparations but that stable, capitalist development
elsewhere in Asia depended on such a program. Strike's assertions, he
warned, represented a "complete repudiation of U.S. reparations policy"
and would outrage Asian nations who expected the United States to fulfill
pledges made in 1945-46. Confronted by such contrasting demands, SWNCC
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agreed to order the immediate distribution of some sixteen thousand ma-
chine tools to Japan's Asian claimants as part of an "advance transfer"
program in April. But the tide was with Strike rather than Pauley. The
"advance transfers" mobilized the advocates of a "reverse course" to push
for termination of the entire program. Within a few months, the army
would send Strike to Tokyo again with the understanding that he would
advocate a drastic cut in reparations.3

The confusion surrounding reparations in the summer of 1947 also char-
acterized the anti-zaibatsu program. As described earlier, the hard-hitting
Edwards report of 1946 recommended a comprehensive program to de-
concentrate the giant conglomerates and control the growth of future mon-
opolies. Although MacArthur had received the report from the JCS as an
"interim directive" in October 1946, neither SCAP nor SWNCC took
official action on it for a year. Then, in May 1947, Washington forwarded
the document, as SWNCC 302/4, to the Far Eastern Commission for its
approval (there it assumed the tag FEC 230). Condemning the zaibatsu
for having stifled both political and economic freedom in Japan and for
promoting aggression, FEC 230 described the "dissolution of excessive
private concentration of economic power" as one of the "major objectives
of the Occupation."4

In Tokyo, Douglas MacArthur gradually embraced the ideal of (or, at
least, the appearance of) the anti-zaibatsu program. He portrayed the
reform as a litmus test of the Occupation's effort to stimulate a "controlled"
revolution from above. The general also defended deconcentration as a
strong vote of confidence in competitive private enterprise, not as an an-
ticapitalist campaign, as critics later charged. When the Japanese govern-
ment proved reluctant to move (both the Left and Right had qualms about
breaking up the combines into small units), SCAP pressed the Socialist
cabinet of Katayama Tetsu to introduce deconcentration legislation for
Diet approval in July 1947.

By then, MacArthur's opponents in Washington perceived a triple threat.
The spectre of a stringent reparations program, a radical assault on in-
dustrial combines, and the departure of American forces (should an early
treaty come about) would, they feared, leave Japan in economic and po-
litical chaos. Responding to this challenge, leading officials in the State
and Defense departments launched an offensive to reverse both funda-
mental occupation policies and MacArthur's unilateral power.

In July 1947, just as the administration drafted the ERP, the State De-
partment submitted a Japanese recovery proposal to SWNCC that included
features resembling those of the Marshall Plan. SWNCC 381, as the doc-
ument became known, drew on studies of the department's Japan-Korea
economic division in proposing a more than $500 million program to "ren-
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der Japan self-sufficient by about 1950." It called for filling the raw material
pipeline through some $400 million in new American aid combined with
about $150 million raised from the sale of certain Japanese assets. The
plan urged drastic reduction of reparations coupled with a higher ceiling
on heavy-industry production levels. The temporary grant of American
dollars and raw materials would establish preconditions for neighboring
states to furnish "raw materials to Japan for processing into finished goods,
some amount of these" to be "returned as payments to such countries."
Citing Dean Acheson's appeal, the report held that only a cranking-up"
of the economy would get Japan off the American dole. Although some
at home and abroad might recoil at providing assistance to a former enemy,
the State Department now concluded that American security required
"substantial U.S. assistance to our ex-enemy, rather than to our ex-Allies
in the Far East."5

Besides its call for economic assistance, SWNCC presented a startlingly
revisionist view of recent Asian history. In complete contrast to the Pauley
and Edwards reports, which chronicled Japan's record of economic, po-
litical, and military exploitation of its neighbors, the authors of SWNCC
381 likened Japan to nineteenth-century Britain, whose development stim-
ulated the growth of Europe and North America. Martin and his staff
predicted that Japan could duplicate Britain's progressive role on behalf
of Asia, as they alleged it had begun to do through economic expansion
after the First World War. Because it had been stripped of its military
strength, they said, Japan ought now to be encouraged to reenter such
natural economic frontier areas as Southeast Asia. Owing to its more
advanced economy, it should soon enjoy a large trading surplus with its
less developed neighbors, alleviating the need for further American aid.
If Japan were permitted to repay its dollar debt in local soft currencies,
Washington could use these funds to buy more raw materials for Japan or
could return them to Southeast Asia with the proviso that they be tied to
future purchases in Japan. SWNCC 381 predicted that Japanese recovery
would thus stimulate region wide development. And both Japanese and
American influence in the area would be promoted without the outlay of
additional dollars. As European influence waned, Japan would step into
the breach, sealing off Southeast Asia from radical influences.6

By the summer of 1947, SWNCC planners concluded that the United
States had little alternative but to promote Japan's recovery and its inte-
gration with the rest of Asia. And should the United States fail to fund
such a program, they believed the outcome would be calamitous:

[It would inevitably] result in a breakdown, gradual or precipitous, that would
represent a complete loss in the American investment in a stable, democratic,
and peaceful Japan and would seriously jeopardize the U.S. program for world-
wide economic recovery and political stabilization.
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But spending a huge sum on recovery could only be justified, SWNCC
said, by including all Asian countries that "are potential sources of raw
materials for Japan and potential markets for Japanese products."7

Both the civilian and military representatives to SWNCC endorsed the
State Department's goals. However, settling on an actual plan to implement
the crank-up proved more difficult. For nearly six months, the Army and
State departments clashed over procedural issues. The army favored a
unilateral recovery program that pointedly excluded consultations with
other nations. Diplomatic officials considered it important to gain the po-
litical and economic cooperation of friendly Far Eastern Commission mem-
bers. Military planners preferred to abandon all pretense of consultation,
believing it would only impede recovery. As an army spokesman declared:

I believe it appropriate for the United States to avail itself of its power to issue
interim [i.e., unilateral] directives to the Supreme Commander for the Allied
Powers. . . . I further believe it desirable for the United States to adopt the
policy of exercising this power wherever possible in the solution of economic
problems presented by the Occupation of Japan.

America, he felt, should act quickly and on its own to boost Japan's foreign
trade, reduce reparations levels, and resolve the issue of the zaibatsu.8

The army's position hardened following the appointment of Gen. Wil-
liam H. Draper, Jr., as Under Secretary on August 30, 1947. A former
vice president of Forrestal's investment firm, Dillon Read & Co., Draper
had served the Army in several capacities since called from the reserves
to active duty in 1940. Most recently, he had assisted Gen. Lucius Clay,
Occupation Commander in Germany. There, many initial economic pol-
icies resembled those devised by SCAP and SWNCC for Japan. Draper
revised basic labor regulations and industrial codes along more conserva-
tive, centralized lines. As Under Secretary for occupied areas until March
1, 1949, he coordinated the army's half of the "reverse course" in con-
junction with the Department of State.

While preparing for a quick visit to Japan in mid-September 1947, Draper
received two extremely critical evaluations of the Occupation there. One,
assembled for his benefit by Assistant Sectetary of State Charles Saltzman,
chronicled months of frustration in dealing with SCAP. It documented
MacArthur's refusal to seek or accept assistance from civilian experts and
his determination to enact "radical" reforms against the wishes of Wash-
ington, regardless of their economic impact.9

Harry Kern, the peripatetic editor of Newsweek, supplied more damning
evidence. During the summer of 1947, Kern persuaded attorney James
Lee Kauffman to take advantage of SCAP's relaxed rule on foreign visitors
to travel to Japan. A prominent business lawyer who represented many
corporate clients in prewar Tokyo (including Dillon, Read & Co.), Kauff-
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man had been considered as a possible adviser to SCAP when the Com-
merce Department sought to send a delegation months earlier. While vis-
iting Japan, he obtained a copy of the still classified FEC 230 report on
zaibatsu dissolution. In essence, it contained the provisions of the decon-
centration program MacArthur's staff placed before the Diet.

Although initally suspicious of the anti-zaibatsu campaign, the Supreme
Commander had embraced it during 1947. Either because he was converted
to its antimonopoly ideology or considered it a useful political ploy to
enhance his standing as an enlightened man in America, MacArthur be-
came the staunchest public advocate of the deconcentration program. In
the report he prepared after this visit, Kauffman denounced FEC 230 and
its pending legislative offspring as a "socialist idea" certain to destroy
Japan. SCAP risked subjecting the nation to the "knife of the economic
quack" wielded by "radical reformers" and "crackpots" enamored of Ja-
pan's "childlike" labor movement.10

Kauffman characterized the deconcentration proposals as a declaration
of war against capitalism. The radical crackpots in SCAP maintained that
peace and justice required the "dissolution of excessive private concentra-
tion of economic power," a term they defined loosely. If this standard
became law, Kauffman warned, it would empower a future government to
attack the wealth of virtually any domestic or foreign-owned company or
individual. Even if zaibatsu owners received partial compensation, the
deconcentration program would transfer ownership to unreliable con-
sumer, labor, or cooperative groups—regardless of their ability to pay.

The bill before the Diet, Kauffman warned, went beyond attacking the
zaibatsu families. It also targeted the large operating subsidiaries that dom-
inated the structure of basic industry. The law would create a Holding
Company Liquidation Commission (HCLC) empowered to designate com-
panies for reorganization, purge officials, cancel debts, and force liquida-
tions. This amounted to nothing but "good old socialism masquerading as
democracy." Kauffman alerted Newsweek readers:

[Japan] is still the leading oriental nation in ability, respect for law and order
and desire to work. She is not communistic and while communism is growing,
Japan will embrace it only as a last resort. Vis-a-vis our relations with Russia,
Japan can be either for us or against us. We want her for us ... the buffer
against Soviet Russia on our Pacific side.

Not coincidentally, these words closely resembled the phrases chosen by
George Kennan and John P. Davies in denouncing many Occupation re-
forms, the draft peace treaty, and MacArthur's behavior. Kauffman, in
fact, had discussed his September 6 report with Kennan, Forrestal, Draper,
and other influential officials.
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Primed by Kauffman, Draper reached nearly identical conclusions during
his own brief fact-finding tour of Japan late in September. On his return
to Washington, he, Forrestal, and Army Secretary Kenneth Royall, agreed
on the need to mobilize the administration against the deconcentration
program and to place restraints on future action by MacArthur. Forrestal
ordered his two aides to try to stop SCAP from pushing the controversial
bill through the Diet; at the same time, Draper set about composing a
brief declaration of principle which, he hoped, the Army and State de-
partments could accept as a guide for action.11

When James Forrestal, George Kennan, Adm. Sidney Souers, and Ken-
neth Royall met on October 31, Kauffman's critique informed their dis-
cussions. Kennan's attack on SCAP's "socialization" program followed the
Kauffman report on all particulars. He charged that radicals around
MacArthur were determined to destroy Japan's natural resistance to com-
munism and that the SCAP program of "economic disaster, inflation" and
"near anarchy" was "precisely what the communists want." The group
affirmed their determination to halt the deconcentration and reparations
programs and to curb the power of organized labor in Japan.12

Kennan labeled the zaibatsu dissolution program as the central threat
to Japan, a "vicious" scheme to destroy a modern industrial economy. It
would strip power from those who had built a modern nation and put
"labor unions" in control, making it "impossible" to run any business.
Responding to this warning as well as the alarms raised by Kauffman,
Forrestal complained to Kenneth Royall that SCAP's "socialization" pro-
gram "would make it totally impossible for the country's economy to func-
tion."13

Early in October, Under Secretary of the Army Draper had introduced
a new recovery proposal, called SWNCC 384, for interagency considera-
tion. Although it proclaimed the same goals as the State Department's
SWNCC 381, it called for unilateral action. Draper, Forrestal, and Royall
proposed an immediate "shift in emphasis," as they called it, affording
neither SCAP nor the Far Eastern Commission any opportunity to inter-
fere. Unlike the Department of State, which still hoped for the cooperation
of friendly Far Eastern Commission members, the army wanted to issue
a proclamation that "indicated the economic recovery of Japan was a
primary objective" of the United States and to use this as a justification
for all subsequent action. The State Department representatives considered
this a risky provocation because recovery plans dpended on expanded trade
with Japan's neighbors.14

Besides his determination to pursue a unilateral program, Draper ques-
tioned other elements in the State Department's recovery proposal. He
considered SWNCC 381 well intentioned but too limited in scope and time.
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He preferred an approach recently drafted by SCAP's Economic-Scientific
Section titled, "Economic Rehabilitation for Japan, South Korea and the
Ryukyu Islands." Informally known as the Green Book (owing to its bind-
ing), the report expanded on the State Department scheme by positing a
four-year recovery program during which Japan would receive about $1.2
billion worth of aid and industrial raw materials. This assistance, the Green
Book held, would allow Japan to balance its foreign trade, pay for all its
own imports by 1953, and sustain a standard of living at approximately the
level of 1934. Although it avoided explaining precisely where Japan should
expand exports and develop nondollar raw material imports, the report
placed prime emphasis on ending the "log jam of raw material procure-
ment" that blocked an industrial revival. Temporary American grants of
cotton and other commodities, it claimed, would allow Japan to barter
exports for future raw material supplies in Asian countries. Interestingly,
this SCAP-generated proposal undercut MacArthur's claim that rehabili-
tation must await a peace treaty.15

Draper's staff soon reached a compromise with the State Department
that involved asking Congress to fund an initial $180 million assistance
package to run from April 1948 to June 1949. This Economic Recovery in
Occupied Areas (EROA) program would supplement the existing $400
million already spent each year for food and vital supplies under the GAR-
IOA program. Unlike the GARIOA program, EROA would provide in-
dustrial raw materials to insure export-oriented production. In many ways
it resembled Marshall Plan assistance to Western Europe. Swallowing their
doubts about abandoning the Far Eastern Commission completely, the
State Department joined the army early in 1948 in submitting the proposal
to the Bureau of the Budget and Congress.16

Now that the civilian and military planners adopted a united front, they
feared that MacArthur's single-minded pursuit of the deconcentration pro-
gram would frighten American legislators away from sinking new money
into Japan. Already in a tight-fisted, budget-cutting mood, the Republican-
dominated Congress appeared unlikely to appropriate new funds in the
midst of an expanded purge, large-scale reparations, or an antimonopoly
campaign. Fearing a delay, Forrestal, Draper, and Kennan maneuvered
to isolate and neutralize the Supreme Commander.

Draper sent a pair of cables to MacArthur on October 20 and 21 in-
structing him to delay Diet consideration of the deconcentration bill. Much
to the amazement of the army under secretary and Forrestal, the general
reaffirmed his determination to pass the bill in the current session. Noting
that SWNCC, the JCS, and the president originally supported the anti-
monopoly program, MacArthur claimed that the only people in Japan who
opposed it were the zaibatsu themselves and the extreme Left, which fa-
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vored state control. Debunking claims that he threatened Japan, the gen-
eral insisted that the real conflict lay "between a system of free competitive
enterprise . . . and a Socialism of one kind or another." The existing
monopolies were actually a form of "socialism in private hands." By im-
plication, then, MacArthur accused Draper and his group of supporting
both Socialism and reaction.17

Responding to the Supreme Commander's visible pressure, the lower
house of the Diet passed the deconcentration law late in November and
sent it on to the upper chamber. Angrily, Army Secretary Roy all accused
MacArthur of promoting a redistribution scheme that went "beyond Amer-
ican philosophies" and threatened the basic "concept of private property."
He demanded a delay in implementing the law (were it passed) so that a
review board from Washington could oversee its application.18

William Draper responded to SCAP's audacity by orchestrating a public
attack on MacArthur and deconcentration that began with Newsweek. He
persuaded Harry F. Kern to devote part of the magazine's December 1,
1947, issue to a scathing critique of SCAP. The published account described
Draper's struggle to prevent Japan from becoming a "permanent ward of
the United States. . . ." Printing selections from both FEC 230 and Kauff-
man's report, Newsweek accused MacArthur of promoting programs "far
to the left of anything now tolerated in America." The purge, reparations
and deconcentration were all described at "lethal weapons" of socialism.*

A few days later, the president of Libby-Owens-Food Glass, John Big-
gers, discussed these issues with James Forrestal. Biggers, who knew Kauff-
man and had helped circulate his critique in Washington months earlier,
expressed surprise that the administration had not squelched MacArthur's
radical economic program. He also wanted help in having a Japanese
employee of Libby-Owens "de-purged." Forrestal lamented that no one
could make "MacArthur realize what [is] involved. . . ." SCAP seemed
oblivious to both the dangers of the program and the need, should it pass,
to "get some business people over there to administer the law. . . . " The
whole situation, Forrestal complained, had been "scrambled" terribly by
MacArthur.19

The administration's worst fears were realized on December 8, when
the upper chamber of the Diet passed the deconcentration bill. Draper
reacted by circulating a confidential memorandum he had just received
purporting to describe SCAP's cynical political maneuvering. The infor-
mation, passed to Draper by a "confidential" source in Tokyo, "Mr. Wm.

* MacArthur responded in kind a few months later when he labeled Newsweek correspondent
Compton Packenham a "reactionary" element and barred him from reentering Japan. In
March 1948, Army Secretary Roy all reversed the order.
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W.," portrayed MacArthur as vain, unscrupulous, and prepared to sacrifice
Japan for his presidential ambitions.

"Mr. Wm. W" provided a firsthand account of how SCAP forced the
Japanese government to approve the anii-zaibatsu program. He alleged
that a radical antibusiness clique in SCAP (including Edward C. Welch,
Theodore Cohen, Sherwood Fine, Irving Bush, Lester Salwin, and Col.
William T. Ryder) presented a draft bill to Social Democratic Prime Min-
ister Katayama Tetsu in July. Because the Social Democrats preferred to
nationalize rather than dissolve the zaibatsu, Katayama opposed the bill.
Speaking through intermediaries, MacArthur not only refused to meet with
the prime minister but warned him to avoid future "insulting" behavior.
Unless the government acted quickly, SCAP "would not be so kind in the
future."

Just before the upper chamber considered the deconcentration law, Gen-
eral Marquat's aide, Colonel Ryder, passed another warning to the prime
minister. The law, he declared, must "be passed so as not to embarrass"
MacArthur who "expected to be nominated for President." The general
did not care about enforcing the law, Ryder claimed, only that there "be
no sign to the world of dissension" in Japan. That would tarnish his image
and "prejudice the future of Japan when the Supreme Commander became
President."

As if this were not damning enough, the informant also claimed MacArthur
lied to influential American conservatives about his role. In late November
or December, he met with a pair of prominent executives from Northwest
Airlines ("Hunter and Stern"), one of whom sat on the Republican Na-
tional Committee. MacArthur said he had "nothing to do with the reforms"
mandated by FEC 230. All the radical proposals came from Washington.
He was a "proponent of capitalism, but the men under him . . . well, he
could not do anything about it, because Washington Democratic Reds sent
them. . . ." These lies, Draper's informant wrote, were the "forerunner
of the destruction of the capitalist system . . . and would ruin the very
democracy that you and I fought for."20

British diplomat Sir Alvary Gascoigne also commented on MacArthur's
manipulation of his position for domestic political gain. During December,
he tried to use Gascoigne to leak information critical of both his Democratic
and Republican opponents. The general claimed that he, unlike the cow-
ardly Truman, would have taken military action to save China. As for
Thomas E. Dewey and Robert A. Taft, the two leading Republican pres-
idential contenders, MacArthur dismissed them as "very shopworn" and
"provincial." When he suggested that a "dark horse," perhaps a military
man might be nominated, Gascoigne asked if he meant Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower. Obviously furious at the suggestion, MacArthur attacked his
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former aide's character, politics, and heritage. Eisenhower should not be
considered either presidential or even a "good Republican" as he had the
contamination of "Jewish blood in his veins." Although coy about his
ambition, MacArthur told told Gascoigne that if, "by chance" his own
name was put forward, "he as a good citizen would accept the nomina-
tion."21 *

State Department officials appeared flabbergasted by these events. Un-
sure of how to handle MacArthur, they suggested that Draper issue a
statement endorsing zaibatsu dissolution, praising SCAP, and announcing
that the reform agenda had been completed. This, possibly, might assuage
MacArthur and blunt his drive to enforce deconcentration. But Draper
preferred a direct approach, such as issuing a statement stressing that
serious, conflicting "opinions and judgements" existed among Americans
about how to reform the Japanese economy. Instead of holding fast to an
initial program, future actions must take careful account of Japan's new
place within the "ever changing world situation."22

Draper also resolved to bring intense congressional pressure on MacArthur,
who had been largely immune from political attack. He got Harry Kern
to forward a copy of FEC 230 to Sen. William F. Knowland (R-California).
For months, Draper had cultivated Knowland by drafting a program for
credits to make California's large cotton surplus available to Japanese
textile mills. After receiving the technically classified FEC 230 proposal,
Knowland took the Senate floor to denounce it.

Without attacking MacArthur by name, the senator accused the "doc-
trine set forth in FEC 230" of resembling proposals by the "government
of the U.S.S.R. or even by the labor government of Great Britain. . . ."
Knowland charged an anonymous clique, either in Washington or Tokyo,
with devising radical schemes that MacArthur had "no choice" but to carry
out. Ironically, he pointed a ritual finger at the State Department as the
primary culprit promoting the "most socialistic" ideas "ever attempted
outside Russia." But Knowland also threatened to investigate other gov-
ernment agencies as well, an implied threat against SCAP.

Several members of the House of Representatives followed Knowland's
lead by demanding an "investigation of the secret rule of Japan by confi-
dential State Department directives to the Far Eastern Commission." This
policy, they charged, was "bringing socialism to the former enemy nation."
Simultaneosly, conservative newspapers like the Chicago Tribune and the

* Ironically, Eisenhower had returned from an October 1947 visit to Tokyo with a warning
for President Truman. According to James Forrestal, MacArthur revealed to Ike his plan to
leave Japan in 1948 to launch a presidential campaign. On the other hand, Truman remarked
wryly, "another visitor to Tokyo had brought him a message warning . . . that Eisenhower
would be a candidate. . . ." See Forrestal diary, October 6, 1947.
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Washington Times-Herald attacked MacArthur indirectly through their
criticism of administration policy. The economic reform program, the Trib-
une claimed, was solely an effort to "New Dealize Japan." The Times-
Hearld protested that "if a bunch of New Deal socialists or semi-socialists
have framed up a socialist future for Japan with everybody sharing the
poverty and no big, efficient, privately owned industries permitted to ex-
ist—we should all know about it." The San Francisco Chronicle denounced
FEC 230 and called for assurance that the reform policy would not get
"anywhere." Numerous other newspapers voiced satisfaction that the
American people had finally begun to receive valid information about
Japan, "not merely the official account of what goes on" as decreed by
"General MacArthur's command."23

Building on the momentum provided by Knowland's attack, Army Sec-
retary Kenneth Royall delivered a major statement on Japan to the Com-
monwealth Club of San Francisco on January 6, 1948. Following a line of
argument suggested by Draper, Royall explained that America had will-
ingly assumed the burden of defeating Japan, punishing aggression, and
promoting a host of needed, democratic reforms. Actions already taken
had proved so successful, he boasted, that the power of the zaibatsu was
"virtually abolished." Hereafter, the United States faced the challenge of
creating a "self-supporting economy" no longer dependent on "hundreds
of millions of dollars" to survive. Admittedly, this new "economic ap-
proach" led to "inevitable" conflict between the "original concept of broad
demilitarization" and the new goal of "building a self-supporting nation."

Quickly, Royall debunked nearly every tenet of the original Occupation
program. Destroying "synthetic rubber or shipbuilding or chemical or non-
ferrous metal plants" did more damage to "peace potential" than to war
potential, he claimed. "Extreme deconcentration," must cease before it
wrecked the entire economy. Japan could not "support itself as a nation
of shopkeepers and craftsmen and small artisans" but had to increase "mass
industrial production."

Royall called on Americans to face the facts:

The men who were the most active in building up and running Japan's war
machine—militarily and industrially—were often the ablest and the most suc-
cessful business leaders of that country, and their services would in many in-
stances contribute to the economic recovery of Japan.

The army secretary then confirmed that deconcentration and reparations
were being "re-examined," even though this aroused strong "differences
of opinion" among American officials. Henceforth, the United States would
build a Japan "strong and stable enough to support itself and at the same
time . . . serve as a deterrent against any other totalitarian war threat
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which might hereafter arise in the Far East." With a rhetorical flourish,
Royall transformed Japan from a defeated enemy into the guardian of
American interests in East Asia.

Ten days later, Royall sent Congress a draft bill requesting funds for
"economic rehabilitation of occupied areas [EROA]." The new program
would go well beyond humanitarian relief, granting the army authority to
finance industrial recovery and raw material imports. All the relevant gov-
ernment agencies, the army secretary emphasized, supported this depar-
ture.24

When asked for his endorsement, however, MacArthur stunned both
the army and members of Congress by lecturing them on economic history.
He recounted how Japan's industrialization depended on control of re-
sources in Formosa, Manchuria, and Korea. All this had been lost since
1945. Nevertheless, he stated, under SCAP's guidance "amazing strides"
had been made toward industrial "rehabilitation and recovery. . . ."
MacArthur attributed much of the success to mandated structural reforms.
He continued:

"Traditionally [a people] exploited into virtual slavery by an oligarchic system
of economic feudalism under which a few Japanese families directly or indirectly,
have controlled all of the commerce and industry and raw materials of Japan,
the Japanese are rapidly freeing themselves of these structures to clear the road
for the establishment here of a more competitive enterprise—to release the long
suppressed energies of the people toward the building of that higher productivity
of a society which is free.25

The renewed stress on the anti-zaibatsu program, provoked William Know-
land and other senators to raise new questions about the goals of economic
policy in Japan. In fact, Draper, Royall, and Forrestal probably encouraged
Knowland to resume his attack in the hope of embarrasing a politically
vulnerable MacArthur. In his remarks of January 19, Knowland again
denounced deconcentration as a "socializing trend." Although still offering
some ritual praise of MacArthur's military prowess, the senator remarked
that the military phase of the Occupation had ended "months ago." Re-
covery demanded that new talent replace the "doctrinaire New Dealers"
in SCAP who "found their activities limited in Washington and signed up
for overseas occupation service. . . ,"26

The erosion of MacArthur's position convinced the State Department
to cast its lot with Draper. Early in January 1948, W. W. Butterworth
decided to support the army's version of the recovery program, even though
this meant a break with the Far Eastern Commission. Butterworth thought
much of the civilian-military impasse reflected a fixation on semantics rather
than a "serious matter of substance." In any case, he informed his aides,
Japan would have to recover through the "normal operation of merchant
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greed," not the idealistic reforms favored by some Americans. If necessary,
the United States would "ride roughshod over the other FEC [Far Eastern
Commission] countries."27

Following Butterworth's lead, state and army representatives arranged
a compromise over the wording of SWNCC 384. Assistant Army Secretary
Gordon Gray told the conferees that however they worded it, Congress
needed evidence of a "shift in emphasis" before it would appropriate new
funds. On January 21,1948, after softening provocative phrasing, the com-
mittee approved the unilateral recovery program. The next day, both
MacArthur and the Far Eastern Commission were notified that the United
States intended to make Japan self-sufficient through the "early revival of
the Japanese economy." Industrial growth and foreign trade would be
encouraged so that Japan could make its "proper contribution to the eco-
nomic rehabilitation of the world economy. . . ,"28

A few weeks later, Draper dropped the other shoe by releasing a report
on Japanese industry prepared by Clifford Strike's engineering firm, Over-
seas Consultants Incorporated (OCI). In his second study for the army,
Strike expanded on an earlier warning that reparations would cripple Ja-
pan. Although still agreeing that "primary war industries" should be de-
stroyed, OCI decided that most heavy industry previously defined as "war
supporting," should be exempt from reparations. These included twelve
basic categories, such as pig iron, steel, machine tools, ball bearing, and
chemicals. In essence, the OCI report rejected the spirit and letter of the
Pauley reparations program by concluding that little, if any, "excess ca-
pacity" existed. At most, Strike's group recommended that reparations
totaling 172 million (prewar) yen be taken from "war supporting" facilities.
This comprised less than a fifth of levels considered feasible by SWNCC
a few months earlier and was only a tiny fraction of what Pauley envisioned.
The OCI group defended these changes as required to achieve two essential
ends: the reduction of "costs to the American taxpayer" and the "recon-
struction and use as quickly as possible [of] the bulk of [Japan's] industrial
capacity."29

The approval of SWNCC 384 and the release of the OCI report revealed
the determination in Washington to "shift emphasis" as rapidly as possible.
But instead of acquiescing, MacArthur redoubled his public opposition to
the altered national policy. On February 1, 1948, the general responded
by letter to questions raised by senators William Knowland, Brien Mc-
Mahon, and Bourke Hickenlooper. He refuted their attacks on his eco-
nomic policy (and sought to shift any blame) by charging that whatever
SCAP did was "limited to the execution and implementation" of Wash-
ington's directives. "I am hardly in a position," he wrote, "ten thousand
miles away to participate in the debate" over Japan's future.
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But, of course, the general intended precisely that. He first tried to shift
responsibility onto the shoulders of the administration for the genesis of
the deconcentration program. Then, he launched into a spirited attack on
the "traditional economic pyramid" that gave a "few Japanese families
direct or indirect control over all commerce and industry, all raw materials.
. . ." SCAP had done nothing more radical than to attempt the demolition
of that pyramid in order to build a democratic society and free enterprise
system. If the United States abandoned this program, he warned, "there
is no slightest doubt that its cleansing will eventually occur through a
bloodbath of revolutionary violence."30

By justifying his policy as the main barrier to revolution, MacArthur
tried, in effect, to turn the tables on his enemies. The same day, he issued
a public letter to a group of American citizens, recounting (in words similar
to those of early statements by the State and War departments) how the
zaibatsu were responsible for "economic exploitation at home and aggres-
sion and spoliation abroad." So long as these giants existed, he wrote, they
comprised a "standing bid for state ownership and a fruitful target for
Communist propaganda and collectivist purposes." Unless SCAP acted on
their behalf, the Japanese themselves would act "through the violence of
revolutionary means" after the Americans left.31

But the final provocation, so far as the administration saw it, came later
in February when the deconcentration law took effect. The HCLC man-
dated by it possessed authority to order the dissolution or reorganization
of both the zaibatsu and their major subsidiaries. The HCLC promptly
designated over three hundred companies, comprising over half of Japan's
commerce and industry, for possible dissolution as "excessive concentra-
tions of economic power." Financial institutions were anticipated as the
next targets. Appalled by this action, the State and Defense departments'
leadership resolved to throttle MacArthur. From this point on, they viewed
the Supreme Commander as the greatest single danger to Japan's security.
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SETTING

A NEW COURSE

Reflecting on the event years later, George Kennan wrote that besides the
Marshall Plan, setting the "reverse course" in Japan was "the most sig-
nificant contribution I was ever able to make in government." Except for
the one other case, he never made "recommendations of such scope and
impact" and on "no other occasion" did his proposals "meet with such
wide, indeed almost complete, acceptance." Working together with Army
Under Secretary William H. Draper, Jr., Kennan disposed of the anti-
monopoly and reparations programs, prodded the president to limit SCAP's
independence, helped steer a recovery package through Congress, and
assured a conservative political hegemony within Japan.1

Because Japan, like Germany, formed a pivot of his ideas about recovery
and containment, Kennan took an intense, personal interest in the decision
to "shift emphasis." Having convinced leading figures in the administration
that MacArthur had done "precisely what the Communists want," George
C. Marshall selected Kennan to visit Tokyo to ascertain the "steps which
can be taken now to speed Japanese recovery." His mission coincided with
another led by William Draper. Together, their critique of SCAP policies
effectively ended MacArthur's near unilateral control of Japan.

The secretary of state had jousted with MacArthur ever since their en-
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counters during the First World War. A veteran, he tutored Kennan on
how to assuage MacArthur's ego and suspicions. Marshall suggested that
he ask the Supreme Commander first to expatiate on "our world strategy"
and how Japan fit into it. After MacArthur completed his disquisition
(which might take some time), Kennan could bring up the "considerations
which we here had in mind." Marshall warned Kennan that MacArthur's
aides were sycophants and vipers, ready to distort any offhand comment
into a personal attack. Above all, Kennan ought to maintain a public facade
of total approval, voicing criticisms only to the general in private.2

Before his departure, Kennan revealed how Japan fit into his security
and economic schemes. In a PPS review of foreign policy, he called on the
administration to accept the limits of American influence among the "Asiatic
peoples." As they evolved politically they would reject liberalism and "fall
for varying periods, under the influence of Moscow" whose ideology had
a great appeal in poor areas. Consequently, Americans should abandon
the "aspiration to be liked," should dispense with concerns about "human
rights" or "living standards," and should "deal in straight power concepts."
American security in Asia only required liquidating "unsound commit-
ments in China," maintaining control of the offshore Pacific islands and
harnessing the "economic potential" of a "truly friendly Japan."3

The deconcentration program, Kennan maintained, posed a greater threat
to Japan than Soviet military power. Before departing, he insisted that the
State Department notify other agencies and the Far Eastern Commission
that the deconcentration policy did not reflect the "current views of the
American government." As a result, the department ordered Far Eastern
Commission delegate, Gen. Frank McCoy, to begin a "calculated policy
of delay," preventing further consideration of the FEC 230 program and
other issues still before the commission.4

Although Kennan and the State Department leadership tried to maintain
a low, nonprovocative profile, the Defense Department and army civilians
took steps certain to antagonize SCAP and, presumably, put MacArthur
in his place. Army Under Secretary Draper's office leaked information to
the United Press and the International News Service, which put out reports
under leads such as "Drastic Change in Policy of U.S. Envisaged—Kennan
Visits seen as Move to Build Up Japan as Anti-Red Bulwark." Other
headlines described Japan's vital role in countering Red infiltration of Asia.
The stories claimed Kennan would order MacArthur to hasten economic
recovery and, perhaps, rebuild Japan's military power to create a new
"bulwark against Soviet expansion in the Far East." The Truman admin-
istration, according to these reports, had abandoned all hope of stabilizing
China and believed Japan must become the new center of economic and
political resistance to communism in Asia. Although a bit exaggerated, it
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was true that on February 24, Defense Secretary Forrestal ordered the
Army Department to prepare a study of the feasibility of "limited military
armaments for Germany and Japan." Forrestal wanted to know whether
the time had come to begin raising a small Japanese army for post-Oc-
cupation duties.5

Kennan's trip began inauspiciously with a grueling transpacific flight. On
landing in Tokyo, the diplomat and his Army Department companion,
Gen. C. V. R. Schuyler, were summoned to MacArthur's residence, where-
upon the general "turned his back" on Kennan and delivered a two-hour
monologue. "Thumping the table for emphasis with a single vertically held
finger," the Supreme Commander lectured Schuyler on the history of oc-
cupations since Caesar and his own crusade to bring democracy and Chris-
tianity to Japan. After satisfying himself and exhausting his audience, he
dismissed the two visitors.

Although infuriated by his treatment, Kennan recalled Marshall's advice.
Instead of complaining about his being foisted off the next day on a series
of minor SCAP officials, Kennan sent MacArthur a polite note requesting
a personal audience. He professed a desire to learn firsthand how the
general would protect Japan "from aggression" and sought MacArthur's
views on devising "an intensive program of economic recovery."6

The Supreme Commander responded immediately to this flattery by
setting up a private meeting. Knowing the general's views on Pacific strat-
egy, Kennan announced his own belief that Japan's physical security could
be assured by American control of the Pacific island chain. MacArthur, of
course, agreed, adding that this offshore defense perimeter ought to stretch
in a U shape, embracing the "Aleutians, Midway, the former Japanese
mandated islands, Clark Field in the Philippines, and, above all, Okinawa."
From these bases, MacArthur said, he could use air and sea power to
control "every one of the ports of northern Asia from which an amphibious
operation could conceivably be launched." American control of this line
made it unnecessary to establish bases on the Asian mainland or Japan.7

A gap opened between the two men when Kennan referred to the econ-
omy. MacArthur denied any responsibility for economic problems in Japan.
The fault, instead, lay with all the other nations of Asia that discriminated
against Japanese exports. The only business leaders purged, he claimed,
were "elderly incompetents," the "counterparts of the most effete New
York club men." Nor, MacArthur insisted, was the deconcentration pro-
gram as "extreme" as some argued. He blamed its questionable elements
on a few "academic theorizers of a left-wing variety at home and in Tokyo"
whom he intended to eliminate from SCAP. The general could not resist
telling Kennan that such unsavory types also stalked the corridors of the
State Department. In any case, MacArthur suggested that he would not
push the deconcentration program much further.
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Kennan worked to win over the Supreme Commander by attacking his
favorite villain, the Far Eastern Commission. The envoy suggested that
both SCAP and the American government could justifiably ignore the
commission on the grounds that it possessed authority to supervise only
the initial surrender, not the subsequent administration of Japan. Now that
the Occupation had entered a later stage, the Far Eastern Commission
should be permitted to wither away. This pleased the general so much that
he "slapped his thigh in approval" and told Kennan they had achieved a
"meeting of the minds." To show his sincerity, MacArthur thereafter spared
no effort in hosting Kennan, even supplying him with a private railway
car.8

Probably, neither man fooled the other. Kennan felt nothing but con-
tempt and loathing for nearly everything he saw in Tokyo. He wrote to
W. W. Butterworth how he recoiled at the "stuffiness" and "degree of
internal intrigue" around MacArthur, which reminded him of "nothing
more than the latter days of the court of the Empress Catherine II, or
possibly the final stages of the regime of Belisarius in Italy." SCAP func-
tioned as a parasite, demonstrating a startling "American brand of Phil-
istinism" and a "monumental imperviousness to the suffering and difficul-
ties of the [Japanese]. The Americans in Tokyo "monopolized . . . everything
that smacks of comfort or elegance or luxury." The "idleness and boredom"
of the Occupation force contrasted with the "struggles and problems of a
defeated and ruined country" filled Kennan with "despair." The "monot-
ony of contemporary American social life, its unbending drinking rituals,
the obvious paucity of its purposes, and its unimaginative devotion to
outward convention in the absence of inner content or even enjoyment"
seemed "pathetic" and destructive.

MacArthur's underlings and their "shrill cackling" wives behaved as if
the war had been fought so that they might have "six Japanese butlers
with the divisional insignia on their jackets" or so that "Miss Z might learn
her skiing in the mountains of Hokkaido" at Japanese expense. "I know,"
Kennan lamented to Butterworth, that the army had fought hard and that
"many of the Japs deserve a worse fate than to have the tastes and habits
of American suburbia imposed upon them." But victory had no meaning
without a proper peace and so far, to most Japanese, the American Oc-
cupation was not "intelligible."9

Although Kennan's complaints revealed the depth of his own alienation
from American society and culture, he insisted that the idealistic reforms
of 1945-47 had no basis in Japanese life. The nation would reject them
like an infection once the Americans departed. Only the resilience of
traditional conservative groups could protect Japan from an even more
radical infection—communism—after the Occupation.

MacArthur's court, Kennan remarked, reminded him of nothing so much
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as the Kremlin under Stalin (both had a "fragile psychic quality"). He
wanted badly to return to Washington with his report. However, he re-
solved to wait until March 22 in order to confer with Army Under Secretary
William Draper, who was scheduled to arrive with a business delegation.

While cooling his heels over the next week, Kennan began to compose
a report for the department. Here and in letters to Marshall and Butter-
worth, he complained that Mac Arthur and his entourage thought little
about the future security of the Pacific and lacked any "over-all strategic
concept." Little had been done to fortify Okinawa or other strong points
on the island defense perimeter, he lamented. Although economic recovery
would insure Japan's internal stability, it would have to rely on this island
defense shield for external security. After taking a side trip to the Phil-
ippines, Kennan concluded that, aside from Japan, the United States had
little in common with, and no obligations to, most Asians. The "vast
Oriental world," he wrote to Butterworth, stood "far from any hope of
adjustment to the requirements of an orderly and humane civilization."
America, unfortunately, had nothing much to offer the "billions [of] pa-
thetically expectant . . . oriental eyes."10

In Tokyo, Kennan began drafting what became PPS 28, a policy analysis
completed three weeks later in Washington. In a densely packed forty-two
page commentary, he condemned SCAP as a parasite gorging on Japan.
It squandered nearly a third of the nation's budget while mandating de-
structive radical reform. With industry crippled by purges and threats of
dissolution, Japan teetered on the brink of collapse. Considering these
problems, Kennan declared, no responsible official could support a peace
settlement. The problem required more aid and fewer experiments. Instead
of imposing new rules, SCAP ought "steadily but unobtrusively [to] relax
pressure" to enforce existing policies. The purge, reparations, deconcen-
tration, war crimes trials—all the elements of the reform agenda—ought
to be reviewed. Nothing should continue that "operated against the stability
of Japanese society" or stood in the path of the "prime objective," eco-
nomic recovery. Kennan favored turning as much authority as possible
over to the Japanese government and establishing a central police force
or small army to resist subversion. When the Soviets observed Japan's
internal stability and the security provided by the Pacific base network,
Kennan guessed Moscow would accept an accommodation with Tokyo.11

Kennan's efforts in Tokyo received powerful support from William Draper.
The army under secretary had had been lobbying Congress on behalf of
the recovery program and, especially, for a special revolving credit to
supply raw American cotton to the textile industry. Testifying before the
House Foreign Affairs Committee on March 5, he described the EROA
program as "analogous to the so-called Marshall Plan for Western Eu-
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rope." By encouraging production, it sought to reduce the long-term cost
to the American taxpayer and enable Japan to stimulate the "economic
revival of the Far East," just as Germany would do in Europe.*

As in Germany, Draper explained, defeat cut Japan off from its tradi-
tional foreign sources of supply and markets—Korea, China, Formosa,
Southeast Asia, and so on. He considered it doubtful that Japan would
ever sell enough to the United States to earn the dollars needed to pay for
American raw materials. Thus, long-term recovery required Japanese ac-
cess to nondollar sources of supply. "By starting the flow of essential raw
materials and filling the pipeline" and by providing working capital and
other assistance, Draper testified, EROA would lay the basis for a self-
supporting Japan "no longer dependent on the United States. . . ." Re-
building Japan, he told the committee, had priority over aiding the belea-
guered Chinese Nationalists because its recovery, not China's, would sta-
bilize the region and provide the "focal point in the whole recovery of the
East from the effects of war."12

During early March, Draper completed arrangements to lead a business
delegation to Tokyo. He expected its influential membership to spearhead
an attack on "radical policies." The delegtion included Percy H. Johnston,
chairman of the Chemical Bank and Trust Company, serving as nominal
head; Paul G. Hoffman of Studebaker, who was soon to be appointed by
Truman to administer the ERP; Robert F. Loree, chairman of the National
Foreign Trade Council, and Sidney H. Scheuer, owner of a large textile
firm. Draper made certain the group would issue a report that buttressed
his "own recommendations to the President, and [that] the Secretary of
State and the Congress . . . [would] change the instructions to MacArthur.
. . ." They and he both agreed that Japan's economy, save for American
charity, was a "morgue."13

Dreading Draper's visit, MacArthur "spoke most bitterly" to his friend
Sir Alvary Gascoigne about "American tycoons," such as Forrestal, Royall,
Draper, and Harriman, who opposed the purge and deconcentration "be-
cause they thought they would conflict with their own business interests."
MacArthur claimed Draper had no authority to visit Japan and insisted he
would not "accept orders" from a mere under secretary. The general again
portrayed himself as an "international official" who could not be ordered
about by a "purely American official."14

Draper quickly confirmed MacArthur's worst fears when the army official
along with Kennan and General Schuyler met the Supreme Commander

* Originally, the ERP, China Aid Act, and EROA for Japan were lumped in one package.
To expedite passage of the Marshall Plan, the administration prevailed on Congress to sep-
arate the Japan proposal.
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on March 21, 1948. MacArthur exploded when Draper asked him to com-
ment on Forrestal's proposal to establish a "small defense force for Japan"
to be ready for the eventual departure of Occupation troops. He first tried
to dismiss the notion as too hypothetical becuase no early treaty now
seemed likely. The Soviet Union and Nationalist China, he complained,
both wanted to weaken Japan to boost their own control in Northeast Asia.
Still, MacArthur declared, the United States should try to line up other
nations, "even if it should be necessary to exclude Russia," in preparation
for a treaty. He hoped this strategy would convince the Soviets to partic-
ipate. In any case, he cautioned, the Occupation could not really end until
Washington and Moscow reached some sort of bilateral agreement.

As to the question of defense forces, MacArthur emphasized his belief
that American troops were not actually vital for the physical defense of
Japan. Rather, they sent a signal, to the Japanese and the rest of the world
of "our refusal to permit forces of communism to make further advances
in this country." Then, the Supreme Commander unleashed his feelings
against Draper. He absolutely opposed replacing the current SCAP struc-
ture with a civilian American administration because, he claimed, the Jap-
anese would only obey him. He attacked the idea of raising a Japanese
army now or even after the Occupation, saying it would violate interna-
tional agreements, undermine three years of reform, defy the Japanese
constitution and public opinion, impose impossible costs on a shaky econ-
omy, and needlessly provoke the Soviet Union. Finally, a Japanese army
served no possible military purpose because the stationing of American
forces on the Pacific islands and Okinawa provided every conceivable level
of security for both the United States and Japan.

MacArthur's intense feelings on this subject must have made an impres-
sion on both Draper and other army planners for they agreed, reluctantly,
to confine a Japanese army to the planning stages for the time being but
to augment police and coast guard forces. However, as their discussion
progressed, the general and the army under secretary did establish one
important point of agreement. Both (along with Kennan) had no use for
the Pauley reparations program. They felt that Japan required "every tool,
every factory and practically every industrial installation" it had at that
time. Ridiculing the original reparations program as wasted charity for
underserving Asians, the groups pledged to terminate the transfer scheme
before it went any further.15

Except for this shared determination to jettison the reparations program,
which MacArthur always considered outside meddling, Draper and his
delegation devoted most of their efforts to undermining SCAP programs
the general cherished. They conferred with numerous Japanese officials
and many zaibatsu representatives whose operations were targeted for
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reorganization. Although their formal report did not appear until late
April, they revealed most of their conclusions while still in Japan.

Newspaper accounts about the Draper-Johnston mission described their
"businessman's solution to Japan's economic ills." The group "expressed
themselves freely" to the effect that Japan must must be made economicaly
self-sufficient as soon as possible. They accepted the testimony of corporate
leaders that radical labor unions, reparations, the deconcentration law, and
the purge must all be swept away. By scrapping controls and providing a
half-billion dollars in new aid, they would assist the former enemy to
reemerge as the "workshop of the Far East." Reportedly assuring business
leaders that the bad times were over, Draper promised the Occupation
would never again "go to extremes."16

The British government, always worried that the sudden reversals in
American policy might endanger its own Asian interests, sought all the
information it could gather about Draper mission. Eventually, embassy
officials in Washington convinced one of Draper's aides (possibly Col. T.
N. Depuy) to speak off the record. The informant explained that because
military security depended as much on economic stability as armies, the
United States wanted to prevent Japan from becoming so desperate that
it "might throw her lot in with Russia." America would see to it that Japan
had a "sound economy" to "enable her to look after herself and to take
the present burden off the American taxpayer." Although never particu-
larly enamored of MacArthur, the British expressed concern about his
possible replacement, especially when Newsweek's Harry F. Kern told an
embassy staffer that he and other "influential persons would press for the
appointment of Draper as Supreme Commander." Hubert Graves, who
heard this, speculated how British interests would fare in Southeast Asia
if the "former Vice-President of Dillon, Read & Co." took charge of
Japan.17

When the formal report of the Johnston committee appeared on April
26, it confirmed many of these fears. It endorsed the goal of self-sufficiency
by promoting Japan's access to Asian raw materials and export markets.
It urged the elimination of most restrictions on production and the can-
celation of reparations. To help achieve the needed ninefold increase in
exports, the report called for an "eventual shift in Japanese food and other
imports from the dollar area to the sterling and Far Eastern Areas," with
payment made in Japanese industrial exports. Production was to be ac-
celerated by the drastic relaxation of antimonopoly measures, placing se-
vere curbs on organized labor, controlling inflation, fixing the yen's foreign
exchange value, and discouraging domestic consumption in favor of ex-
ports.

Reparations were to be virtually eliminated. In 1946, Pauley called for
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removing industrial facilities valued in prewar yen at 990 million. The OCI
group, in 1947, recommended transfers worth some 172 million prewar
yen. But now, the Johnston committee proposed taking no more than 102
million prewar yen. Even more dramatically, the committee advocated
retention of selected "primary war industries," formerly a taboo subject.
Overall, the report would eliminate some 90 percent of proposed repar-
ations in the heavy-industry category and 60 percent in the war-industry
category.18

Almost simultaneously with the release of the Johnston report, Draper
appointed and dispatched to Tokyo a Deconcentration Review Board (DRB).
The army under secretary insisted that the panel possess the "broadest
possible authority" to review the antimonopoly program and make the
"final recommendations direct to General MacArthur on the specific ap-
plication of the law to individual concerns." Army Secretary Royall told
James Forrestal that the DRB would demonstrate that the deconcentration
law would not be permitted to "interfere with the economic recovery of
Japan."19

During May, the DRB quickly began to eliminate businesses from jeop-
ardy under the new laws. It overturned or amended almost all the original
325 reorganization decrees issued by the liquidation commission. Plans to
move against financial institutions were shelved. Although its members
claimed that their actions signaled no "basic change" in policy, the actual
standards imposed by the DRB made it nearly impossible to prove a mo-
nopoly existed. Edward C. Welsch, head of SCAP's Anti-Trust and Cartels
Division, described the situation in these terms:

What was initially considered . . . a major objective of the Occupation [had]
become . . . a major embarrassment. . . . Without formally questioning the
desirability or broad pruposes of the policy, it was decided to take measures
which would minimize the actions prepared for carrying out the policy. Facts
of the last war faded . . . and conjectures on the next war took their place.20

Despite his harsh, personal, attacks on Draper, MacArthur appeared to
have lost either the will or the ability to fight for his program. For one
thing, the general's political star fell swiftly during the spring. On March
9, 1948, he had finally declared his willingness to accept the presidential
nomination. With "due humility," he described his willingness to save the
country in its "hour of momentous import, national and international,
spiritual and temporal. . . ." His subsequent press releases emphasized the
title, Supreme Commander, perhaps to suggest that he already outranked
Truman, the Commander-in-Chief.

The drama aside, MacArthur's campaign floundered quickly. With no
coherent program and little organization (outside of a few wealthy, ultra-
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conservative patrons), his campaign generated little enthusiasm. On the
eve of the vital Wisconsin primary, that state's junior senator, Republican
Joe McCarthy, attacked him as a tired old man, tainted by personal mis-
conduct (a divorce), and long out of touch with the nation. Defeat in
Wisconsin led to further losses that spring. At the Republican convention
in June, Mac Arthur received only seven first-ballot votes, all of which soon
deserted him in favor of Thomas Dewey.21

Both MacArthur's supporters and opponents within SCAP observed the
erosion of the general's influence in Washington. Guy Swope, for example,
left SCAP's Government Section in the spring of 1948 expecting to be
snapped up by the Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA) or some
other foreign aid agency. Instead, he reported to his former colleagues,
service in Japan "aroused very little interest" and much hostility among
the ECA, State Department, and other groups. Once he revealed his SCAP
background, the "high command" in Washington labeled him one of the
"small group of long haired boys . . . who have helped General MacArthur
put over his socialistic schemes and was blackballed for that reason." Not
only the Democrats but the Republicans, too, Swope wrote, were planning
to "force MacArthur out." To an equal degree, both Dewey, Truman, and
the "powerful American interests" were "plenty sore at the Big Chief"
for what they considered his "drastic" economic directives.22

With MacArthur's power down, if not out, William Draper pushed the
EROA aid program and other matters through Congress. In complicated
maneuvering that involved partisan debate over foreign aid funding levels,
the House Appropriations Committee moved to shorten the program from
fifteen to twelve months, reducing spending from about $180 million to
$144 million. Fearful that Congress might actually adjourn without ap-
proving anything, Draper had the administration reintroduce the EROA
package as part of the broader GARIOA program. Things became more
confused when the Bureau of the Budget sought to impose a $150 million
cap on EROA, and opponents of the ERP insisted that any funds for Japan
be subtracted from European aid appropriations.23

Draper worked to break this logjam in two ways. First he released the
Johnston report to Congress and the public, providing assurances thereby
that new aid would not be squandered on "radical reforms." Then, he
began speaking of a Communist threat to America's "key" Far Eastern
bastion. In a widely publicized address delivered in San Francisco, the
army under secretary compared Japan to Germany and emphasized that
its security depended on economic recovery and foreign trade. EROA
would both reduce huge Occupation costs and assure that "democracy will
find good soil in which to grow and in which those philosophies and ideo-
logies which thrive upon hunger and confusion will lose their appeal."24
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Following extended debate, Congress funded both the ERP and, on
June 20, a slightly trimmed EROA aid package. EROA for Japan, Korea,
and the Ryukyus totaled $125 million. But because it formed one part of
the much larger GARIOA program (PL 793), the army had some discretion
in shifting funds between the $422 million Japan-GARIOA budget and
the smaller Japan-EROA budget. Draper augmented this still further by
capping months of intensive lobbying for a cotton credits bill. Congress
passed PL 820, establishing a revolving fund for the purchase of American
cotton by Japanese mills. With exports of finished textiles slated to repay
the fund, the program constituted a new source of foreign exchange earn-
ings.25

During the following six months, prodded relentlessly by William Draper
and George Kennan, the administration extended control over Occupation
policy. As Kennan steered a new strategic agenda through the national
security bureaucracy, Draper expanded his campaign to unleash Japanese
industry by promoting an export-oriented economy. By the end of 1948,
President Truman approved these programs, which formed the outline of
a new Japan.

Kennan pressed his staff to rework his impressions of Japan into a formal
document for governmentwide adoption. Submitted to the NSC on June
2, as NSC 13, it codified the ideas put forward by both State Department
and Defense Department planners. Proclaiming economic recovery the
"prime objective," it touted economic growth and political stability over
a quick peace settlement or social reform. NSC 13 proposed to halt further
destabilizing reforms, to curb the power of organized labor, and called for
greater efforts by SCAP and the Japanese government to promote both
industrial discipline and production for export.

Pointing out that few Americans yet agreed on how to insure future
Japanese security, Kennan's staff urged postponing any decision to either
rearm the old enemy or to insist on post-Occupation bases. When treaty
negotiations actually began, a solution appropriate to current political con-
ditions could be devised. Rather than trying to bully the Russians with the
spectre of Japanese power, Kennan preferred to use the base issue as a
bargaining chip. Because he doubted the Soviets planned to attack a rea-
sonably stable Japan, the nation's security could be assured through do-
mestic recovery and maintenance of an American defense network along
the Pacific island perimeter. If these two factors were present, neither large
Japanese nor American forces would be needed to defend the home islands.
In fact, Kennan often warned, a preemptive move to rearm Japan or
develop its offensive capacity in alliance with the United States would
scuttle the chances for an eventual deal with Moscow.

On the questions of rearmament and bases, major differences developed
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with military planners. Accepting some of MacArthur's points about the
costs and dubious value of rebuilding a Japanese army, the Army De-
partment agreed to defer any immediate decision. Planning should proceed,
however, and internal security forces, such as the police, should be recen-
tralized. (Kennan concurred on this.) But, in any case, top army planners
were not primarily concerned with the assistance Japanese forces could
render in time of war. What mattered most was simply denying Japan to
the Soviet Union and utilizing Japanese territory for offensive air attacks
against the enemy. Thus, preserving control of post-Occupation base fa-
cilities loomed as a major issue dividing State Department and Defense
Department planners.26

Eager to obtain Commonwealth support for this approach, Kennan and
Butterworth conferred several times with British Under Secretary for For-
eign Affairs, M. E. Dening. Although generally sympathetic, Dening wor-
ried that an unduly resurgent Japan might displace British interests in
Southeast Asia. Dismissing this concern, the Americans argued that be-
cause current policy practically invited a Soviet breakthrough in Asia, the
United States had no choice but to restore Japan's economy as fully as
possible. Overlooking British fears (and that of most Asians) about re-
surgent militarism, Kennan compared the Occupation's reforms to the
"softening up" pushed in "Soviet Occupied countries in Europe." Re-
gardless of international concern, the United States would emphasize "sta-
bility as opposed to uncertainty."27

W. W. Butterworth explained to Dening and his aides that Washington
would not rush into a peace treaty while Moscow held "the key to raw
materials and fishing areas in Northeast Asia" which were critically needed
for Japan's recovery. Dening lamented that American officials considered
the United States the "sole power which can insure security in the Far
East" and that all its allies should be "satisfied with any measures they
think appropriate." Sometime later, Butterworth responded to British mis-
givings by saying that although London might not be thrilled with the State
Department's recovery program, alternative proposals by the "Army extre-
mists" would disregard completely Commonwealth interests and boost Ja-
pan even more.28

During the autumn, William Draper spread the same message among
influential business and trade groups. In a speech to the Council on Foreign
Relations, for example, he reported that, in light of the Communist sweep
through China, Japan was the "logical stopping place for Russian aggres-
sion." Apart from other considerations, it was "definitely in America's
interest to rebuild the Japanese economy." Two weeks later, on November
9, Draper again compared Japan to Germany and thanked his audience
(the National Foreign Trade Council) for helping to bring about a change
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in Occupation policy. American forces would stay in Japan, he reported,
until the world had "stabilized" and "economic health and well-being"
had been regained.29 On July 26, a National Foreign Trade Council del-
egation, including representatives of General Electric, ITT, and other large
corporations, called on Army Department and State Department officials.
They denounced SCAP, the economic reform programs, and the purge,
complaining that MacArthur had sacrificed the "best managerial brains"
in Japan. The group's head, Robert Loree, who had accompanied Draper
to Japan, urged the president to take charge and to "reassure the Japanese
industrialists and give them the confidence . . . to go ahead." Loree de-
manded that SCAP's power be turned over to the Japanese.30

Although General MacArthur still insisted that the State and Army
departments lacked authority to alter such things as the purge and decon-
centration program, many of his actions belied his tone. Over the next
eighteen months, he frequently delayed or amended initiatives from Wash-
ington but ultimately gave in. Moreover, despite his rhetoric about holding
true to the original Occupation program, during the summer of 1948 he,
too, moved forcefully to the Right. SCAP began to act against left-wing
political and labor groups, promoted industrial "discipline," and initiated
a new purge against "radicals" within its own organization.31

A member of the British liaison mission in Tokyo, with the unlikely
name of Ivan Pink, provided some of the most graphic accounts of the
"almost hysterical" anti-Communist "witch hunt" begun in Japan. During
the summer, he reported, both the English-language and Japanese press
carried a "steadily increasing volume" of anti-Communist material, re-
flecting the "obsession" in SCAP's general headquarters. The "communist
menace" had replaced "facism and militarism" as "enemies of the Occu-
pation." Pink reported to London that Gen. Charles A. Willoughby's
Counter-intelligence Corps (CIC) propagated the panic. With "teutonic
rigidity" (Willoughby spent his early childhood in Germany), American
officers "look left . . . and fail to look right because no one has told them
to." The Japanese played up to this fixation and the more enthusiastically
the CIC responded to their reports, the more right-wing informants scram-
bled to "collect every scrap of information they could find [or invent] on
this subject." Eventually, Japanese officials realized they could use the Red
menace as an excuse to stall SCAP or wring from it desired decisions.32

Pink and one of his colleagues, L. Col. John Figgess, described the
situation on Hokkaido, cited by Americans as a "hotbed of communist
activity." British diplomats had traveled extensively on the island and found
much labor activity but none of the violence and anarchy described by
SCAP officials. Even though the railway unions were among the nation's
most radical, the trains, Pink noted tartly, "were running on time." The
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real trouble, according to Figgess, came from the fact that the CIC con-
sidered any assertive union activity a Communist threat. The idea that
"strikers" might have legitimate grievances was deemed "not worthy of
consideration." Thus, they reported all political and labor protests as "com-
munist agitation." MacArthur and his conservative Japanese allies, Figgess
concluded, played up the Communist threat as an excuse for all unsolved
problems and a justification for upgrading Japan's "future role."33*

Even as Draper and Kennan called for greater labor discipline, SCAP
began its own assault on organized labor. For several months, rising prices
and food shortages had led to a growing tide of demonstrations, strikes,
and other job actions. The well-organized and highly politicized govern-
ment workers' unions played a central role in the movement. In addition
to white-collar employees, their membership included the blue-collar work-
ers of such public enterprises as the railroads, communications, tobacco
monopoly, and so on. General MacArthur followed the advice of Gen.
Courtney Whitney and his aide, Elaine Hoover, of SCAP's Government
Section, in stripping all these workers of their right to strike or bargain
collectively. Despite objections from James Killen, his Labor Division
chief, MacArthur passed this order to Prime Minister Ashida on July 22,
1948.

In a long, rambling letter, the general ordered revision of the national
public service law. Quoting FDR, but evoking Calvin Coolidge, MacArthur
condemned public employees for impeding the "efficiency of governmental
operations" and blamed strikers for trying to "subvert the public interest"
on behalf of a minority interested in "anarchy, insurrection, and destruc-
tion." The Ashida cabinet responded by issuing a special ordinance on
July 30 forbidding strikes and labor agitation by government employees,
pending formal Diet amendment of the public service law. When the Com-
munist party and many unions protested this action by staging walkouts
and rallies, SCAP encouraged the Japanese government to arrest strikers,
labor organizers, and Communist activists.34

Virtually all Far Eastern Commission members, including the British,
condemned his action. When Sir Alvary Gascoigne brought an official
protest to General MacArthur, the Supreme Commander, he reported to
London, "shout[ed] at me without stopping for one and three-quarter
hours." In a meeting that Gascoigne characterized as his most "painful
. . . duty in Japan," MacArthur accused the British Commonwealth nations

* The U.S. Army's 1948 estimate of Communist strength presented a much less threatening
picture. Hard core party membership stood at around fifteen thousand, with some seventy
thousand close supporters—out of an eighty million population. The Communist newspaper
Akahata boasted of one hundred thousand party members. Many more Japanese voted
Communist, of course, but were not organized along violent lines.
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of siding "with the Kremlin" and "betraying" the United States. Hence-
forth, the general declared, the Commonwealth delegate to the ACJ ought
to quit assisting the Soviet plot to "corrupt labor . . . and cause disruption
and chaos." In the future, MacArthur shouted, the man ought to "keep
his mouth shut."35

In October, in the wake of a huge bribery scandal, Japanese politics
lurched further to the Right following the collapse of the centrist Ashida
cabinet. The leader of the conservative Democratic Liberal party, Yoshida
Shigeru, formed a new government and by November 30 pushed the revised
public service legislation through the Diet. MacArthur applauded the new
law as a way to break the "spell" exercised over workers by a "licentious
minority" and Communist influence. The limitations on union power, he
insisted, preserved the "integrity of representative governments over those
who would leave government easy prey to minority subjugation."

In the wake of these upheavals, the Social Democratic party fractured
into rightist and leftist factions and Yoshida's conservative forces emas-
culated the most active and articulate element of the labor movement.
Encouraged by SCAP's endorsement of police and legal assaults on public
service unions, private sector employers began to crack down on their own
labor adversaries. During the next eighteen months, "radical" labor fed-
erations were confronted by a host of legal, political, and organizational
challenges, including moves by the AFL-CIO to sponsor anti-Communist
Japanese offshoots. In private, MacArthur boasted, the revised public ser-
vice law deserved credit for breaking the power of radical labor, for splitting
the Socialist party, and for giving business a tool to control workers.36

As the year wore on, the State and Defense departments also moved to
bury the remnants of the reparations program. Although virtually no one
still believed in the principal of industrial transfers, some State Department
officials feared an abrupt cancelation of the program would provoke Asian
nations to retaliate against Japanese trade. Charles Saltzman and Willard
Thorp, assistant secretaries of state, as well as W. W. Butterworth sought
some compromise falling midway between the Pauley and Johnston rec-
ommendations. Saltzman suggested to the army that a nominal program
be continued, allowing SCAP "strictly [to] limit the amount" that could
be taken. After a time, the United States could simply declare the program
terminated, leaving the bulk of industry intact. Even MacArthur, Kenneth
Royall informed George Marshall in July, had endorsed the Johnston com-
mittee's proposed slash of reparations levels. With SCAP on board, Royall
declared, he and Marshall should meet and consummate an agreement.37

In October, after the NSC finally approved NSC 13 (amended as NSC
13/2 on October 7 and signed by the president two days later), Secretary
of State Marshall asked George Kennan to work out a final compromise
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with William Draper. In a quick agreement reached October 28, the two
men settled on a reparations level approximating the army's position. Re-
lying on the findings of the Johnston report, they resolved to permit only
a trickle of reparations to continue, and that for only a few months longer.
Substantial transfers were all but prohibited by empowering SCAP to im-
pose a strict policy of setting tight delivery schedules and assessing high
transportation costs for claimants. In addition, Mac Arthur could order
blanket exemptions for many heavy-industrial and primary-war facilities.
As expected, few Asian states could meet the announced timetables, pro-
vide transportation, or absorb service charges assessed by SCAP. China,
wracked by civil war, could take almost nothing. By May 1949, the United
States announced that the time during which removals could be taken had
lapsed and declared the program "successfully terminated."38

Truman's endorsement of NSC 13/2, the winding down of the Occupa-
tion's initial economic reforms, and the implicit curb on MacArthur's pow-
ers, put Draper in a position to implement his larger goals for Japan. For
several months, the ideas of an army economic adviser, Ralph (Rex) W.
E. Reid, had caught Draper's attention. Before becoming the army under
secretary's chief economic aide, Reid had worked for SCAP and developed
a deep suspicion of MacArthur's program. He worried that revolutionary
movements in Asia made Japan dangerously dependent on American raw
materials and that recovery could be achieved only by integrating Japan
into a regional program. For EROA to work, he informed Draper, general
assistance to the Pacific and Southeast Asia had to be extended "in an
integrated fashion" that shifted the "sources of Japanese imports from
dollar to non-dollar areas." Reid called for authorities in Japan to allocate
raw materials in ways that promoted export production over domestic
consumption, limited social welfare spending, and compelled workers to
accept a reduction in living standards and wages. These actions, he be-
lieved, would permit Japan to reestablish itself as the industrial hub of the
Asian economy. Not only would this insure economic recovery, it would
also promote political and military stability over a wide region.39

Draper parlayed Reid's recommendations into a formal directive for the
president's consideration. Working in conjunction with the State Depart-
ment, he composed a decree ordering MacArthur and the Japanese gov-
ernment to take "whatever measures may be required . . . to achieve fiscal,
monetary, price and wage stability in Japan and to maximize production
for export." It mandated a balanced internal budget, speedier tax collec-
tion, limits on government credit, wage and price controls, and the allo-
cation of scarce raw materials on a priority basis to maximize export pro-
duction. It also authorized SCAP to establish a single foreign exchange
rate for the yen, replacing the multitiered system used in foreign trade.
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Acting Secretary of State Robert Lovett gave the directive his "full sup-
port" and signed a "memorandum of understanding" that pledged both
departments to share information on orders sent to MacArthur and to
monitor his compliance with them.40

For practically the first time since the surrender, Harry Truman used his
authority directly to mandate a policy for Japan. Following up on his
October 9 approval of NSC 13/2, the President issued a nine point stabi-
lization directive. Using the draft supplied by Draper, Truman's December
10, 1948, order announced appointment of a special emissary to oversee
the Japanese economy. Joseph Dodge, a Detroit banker who had worked
with Draper on German monetary reform before becoming head of the
American Bankers Association, would now assist MacArthur. Although
Dodge initially declined the appointment, he accepted after Truman called
him to the White House and emphasized his full support for the program.41

Typically, MacArthur revealed several reactions to the initiative from
Washington. In a series of angry cables during December, the general
denounced the form and substance of both NSC 13/2 and the stabilization
directive. MacArthur professed outrage that Draper had "informally" ap-
prised him of these policy shifts. Such orders, he insisted, must come to
him formally, as "interim directives," issued by the JCS. MacArthur com-
plained that Newsweek had received more authoritative word of the policy
shifts than had SCAP. Even when the JCS dispatched the required "interim
directive," MacArthur was not appeased. The stabilization program, he
warned, would wreck the economy, reward the zaibatsu, and undermine
"many of the fundamental rights and liberties heretofore extended to labor
and other segments of Japanese society" under the Occupation. Faced by
an assault on their living standards and rights, workers would become
susceptible to Communist influence and "explosive consequences may well
result."42

MacArthur launched a similar tirade against NSC 13/2, telling Draper
the new policy, although authorized by the President, did not apply to
him. As "Supreme Allied Commander," he declared, international agree-
ments made in 1945 dictated that on issues not primarily related to the
status of American forces, he was bound by decisions of the Far Eastern
Commission. In a remarkable about face toward two powerless organs he
had long despised, MacArthur claimed that the Far Eastern Commission
and the ACJ were "constantly alert to any action even remotely violative
of FEC policy decisions or which might lay the basis for impeachment
before the several governments concerned of SCAP's stewardship of his
international authority." Being "subject solely" to these commissions,
MacArthur informed Draper, he had no responsibility "in any way for its
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[NSC 13/2] implementation or for any form of report which might imply
SCAP responsibility for its implementation."43

State and Army officials recognized this defiance as a profound challenge
to both the reverse course and, more importantly, to presidential authority.
MacArthur's move to cloak himself in the mantle of "international" au-
thority also raised troubling complications for Washington. However, the
representatives of the two departments guessed, correctly, that a united
front within the administration and Truman's personal endorsement of the
Dodge stabilization mission, would, eventually, force MacArthur to back
off.44

Despite his fury over lost prerogatives, General MacArthur actually
accepted many elements of the reverse course. For example, even while
denouncing the stabilization decree and NSC 13/2, he informed Prime
Minister Yoshida that he would enforce their provisions. Neither left-wing
labor or political agitation would be permitted to block the new program.
To boost exports and balance the costs of imported raw materials, he told
Yoshida, all labor and political activity would be "subordinated to a pri-
mary purpose common to all of the people." Japan had no choice but to
accept "increased austerity in every phase of ... life" and to "surrender"
some of the privileges and immunities inherent in a free society." MacArthur
promised to "curb" any attempt to interfere with the "acceleration of
production." He also warned: unless the stabilization program is successful,
"Japan may perish."45

Joseph Dodge established warm ties to several of MacArthur's most
severe critics before his February 1949 arrival in Tokyo. In addition to his
record of close cooperation with Draper in Germany, Dodge knew jour-
nalist Harry Kern and other members of the anti-SCAP network. Six months
earlier, Kern, James Lee Kauffman, Compton Packenham, and Eugene
Dooman organized a lobbying organization called the American Council
for Japan. Composed of some two dozen journalists, business leaders,
reitred diplomats and military officers, this "Japan lobby" worked hard to
alter Occupation policies.46

Just before his departure for Tokyo, Kern gave Dodge a report on
"Japanese policy" prepared by the Council members. It denounced SCAP
as inefficient, corrupt, and radical. MacArthur, allegedly, had destroyed
the "very individuals and classes" who supported America and permitted
the Communists free reign. Instead of relying on conservative business,
political, and military groups, SCAP cultivated a "bureaucratic, inefficient,
dictatorial, vindictive and at times corrupt" administration. The Japanese
had grown so disillusioned, Kern's report warned, they might "turn to the
only alternative to Western democracy in the World today—Communism."
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Dodge thought well enough of this critique to make the report required
reading for his assistants.47

Kern had another ally in high circles by late 1948. He recommended
Gen. Robert L. Eichelberger (who had recently retired from commanding
the Eighth Army in Japan) for a position in Draper's office. Unlike most
of MacArthur's "inner circle," Eichelberger maintained his psychological
independence and objectivity throughout the war years and his service in
Japan. The army under secretary hired Eichelberger to work with Tracy
Voorhees, the new assistant secretary of the army. The retired general, an
in-house critic of SCAP policy, served as liaison between the American
Council for Japan and the Army Department.48

The American Council for Japan demonstrated its informal influence on
policy when Kern arranged a reception for high-ranking Army Department
and State Department officials. On February 5, Harry Kern informed Wil-
liam Draper that he, James Lee Kauffman, and other council members
would host a dinner in Washington to promote cooperation with "executive
agencies" in "every reasonable way." Draper forwarded both the invitation
and the council's Japan report to Army Secretary Royall, then in Tokyo
with Joseph Dodge. He suggested Royall study it during the long return
flight. Noting Kern's history of bitter disputes with MacArthur, Draper
commended his use of Newsweek as a forum to support "our recovery
program." Kern could be relied on in the future to back the "State and
Army general policy toward Japan."49

The dinner sponsored by the council on February 16 brought together
an impressive official guest list. Besides Army Secretary Kenneth Royall,
it included William Draper, Assistant Secretary of State Charles Saltzman,
Robert Eichelberger, W. W. Butterworth, Assistant Army Secretary Tracy
Voorhees, and half a dozen other foreign service officers who specialized
in Asian affairs. Discussions centered around the council's critical report,
with most speakers endorsing its recommendations. The general conclusion
was that Japan's productivity and trade must be expanded, as an increasing
degree of political-economic autonomy returned to the Japanese govern-
ment.50

This social gathering cemented the Japan bloc within the administration
and between it and influential private citizens. Although MacArthur con-
tinued during 1949 to delay, impede, and criticize many aspects of the
reverse course, he no longer commanded the power or authority to set the
Occupation's agenda. Besides their disdain for the Supreme Commander,
this group offered an alternative vision of Japan's future, one in which the
former enemy would cooperate with the United States in dominating the
future of Asia.



8
REGIONAL ECONOMIC

INTEGRATION
AND THE RISE OF
SOUTHEAST ASIA

The stabilization decree of December 1948, when combined with EROA,
the cotton credits, and NSC 13/2, provided a mechanism for an economic
crank-up geared toward export production. But how, ultimately, could
Japan be freed from dependence on expensive dollar-based commodities
that forced up the price of its manufactured goods and limited market
outlets? How could the United States use the recovery program to stimulate
trade between Japan and nondollar Asian producers and consumers? Some
form of regional economic integration, many believed, held the best hope
for achieving self-sufficiency and security by the early 1950s. As one State
Department economic analyst noted in 1948, EROA would create a "purely
nominal trade balance" in Japan. Real self-sufficiency required the revival
of Far Eastern productivity to a point where Japan could "buy her imports
from those non-dollar areas which constitute her export markets." "Gen-
uine and lasting" recovery would remain a phantom until the United States
undertook a regional approach to improve "economic conditions in the
Far East as a whole. . . ."1

Once begun, talk of cranking-up Japan's economy inevitably led to the
question of where in Asia the required raw materials and markets could
be found. Some analysts proposed that because the "raw material inter-
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relationships with Korea, Formosa, Manchuria and North China" formed
the "essential core" of Japan's industrial economy, the United States ought
to encourage a restoration of these ties. Robert W. Barnett, an aide to
Edwin F. Martin, argued that there was much merit in Japan's "plan for
a Great East Asia," which only its reliance on military force had corrupted.
Barnett suggested that Sino-Japanese trade not only made economic sense
but might even soften or co-opt the radical doctrines of the Chinese Com-
munists. Even as China succumbed to communism, it might simultaneously
forge ties to a strongly capitalist Japan. Serving as something of an Amer-
ican proxy, Japan might even develop trade links to the Vietminh in In-
dochina and the insurgents in the Indonesian Republic. Barnett hoped this
approach might ensure the "success of the crank-up for Japan" while re-
ducing the pro-Soviet orientation of Asian revolutionaries.2

Other economic specialists in the administration feared the political con-
sequences of encouraging Japan to reenter a Communist "China market."
Joseph Jones, a top administrator of the ECA, for example, proposed that
the United States take the lead in clearing China of communism on Japan's
behalf. In a proposal written to coincide with the expected election of
Thomas Dewey, Jones urged ECA head, Paul Hoffman, to bring together
all the disparate aid programs in Asia, including those in China, Korea,
Japan, the Philippines, and colonial Southeast Asia. To stem the revolu-
tionary tide in China, Jones argued, ECA should insist on "drastic change
in the size and character of U.S. aid."

Hoffman should impress on the new president and Congress the "im-
portance to China of trade with Japan, the importance to Japan of trade
with China, Southeast Asia, [and] the Philippines. . . . " Since 1945, Jones
recalled, "civil war in China, anarchy in Southeast Asia," an inefficient
Occupation in Japan, and the "hatreds and resentments aroused through-
out the Far East by Japanese invasion" had prevented the revival of in-
tegrated trade. Congress, he said, must "adopt an integrated program that
has a chance of knitting that shattered area back into an economic whole"
and thereby create "conditions resistant to Communism and anarchy."
Unless the United States committed itself to driving the Communists from
China, he held, little hope existed of putting "Japan, or Korea or China
on a stable and self-sustaining basis."3

Jones, like many others in and out of government, guessed wrong about
the 1948 election. Truman's victory over Dewey confounded advocates of
military intervention in China. Neither Truman nor his new secretary of
state, Dean Acheson, nor the Asia experts of the State Department en-
tertained visions of American forces sweeping back Chinese communism.
Nevertheless, the idea of regional economic integration impressed many
officials as the key to Japanese recovery. In contrast to Jones, however,
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they looked south, as well as north, for a solution. If properly developed,
Southeast Asia might serve as a substitute for the China-Manchuria-Korea
market. Not incidentally, the disputed colonial states of Southeast Asia
also appeared as practicable spots to "draw the line" against Communist
expansion beyond China.

Late in 1948, Army Under Secretary William Draper had this idea in
mind when he pressed his staff to consider an "economic aid program,
similar to the Marshall Plan, for the Far East." Working together, economic
adviser Ralph Reid and the army's Civil Affairs Division prepared a plan
to hasten Japanese recovery while fostering in Asia "strong, independent
Governments, friendly towards the United States and opposed to Com-
munism in order to provide a bulwark against Soviet encroachment, to
assure the U.S. sources of strategic raw materials, and to deny to the Soviet
Union the manpower potential of the Far East."

Recovery and containment, Reid informed Draper and Joseph Dodge,
formed two halves of the same walnut. The United States must insure
stability by shifting Japan's trade "to a non-dollar basis as rapidly as pos-
sible." Unless Congress funded a "regional recovery program . . . com-
parable in nature to the ERP and tightly meshed with the latter through
the medium of the European colonies in the Far East," Japan would remain
an American dependent. This program would constitute the "American
reply to the twenty nation Asian Cominform," Reid proclaimed. Although
Army Department and State Department planners acknowledged a ne-
cessity to permit some Japanese trade with China, they emphasized the
long-term goal of forging trade links with non-Communist Asia.4

Traveling to Japan several times during 1948-49 as Draper's represent-
ative, Reid worked closely with Joseph Dodge. These visits confirmed his
belief that economic-political stability required that Japan establish close
trade links with Southeast Asia. To his relief, Reid discovered that the
staff of SCAP's Economic-Scientific Section (ESS) endorsed a similar con-
cept. Although MacArthur still fumed about NSC 13/2 and the stabilization
directive, the ESS staff set to work on a recovery proposal that resembled
the one from Washington. Their "Program for a Self-supporting Japanese
Economy," issued in November 1948, and known colloquially as the Blue
Book (owing to its binding), postulated achieving a trade balance in 1953
through the "most rapid possible re-entrance of Japan into world markets,
particularly in the Far East. . . . " The ESS estimated that $1.3 billion in
American aid over the next four years would permit Japan to export enough
to balance the cost of imported raw materials.5

The Blue Book linked recovery to finding "key markets and indispens-
able sources of raw materials . . . in the natural market areas in Asia.
. . . " Japan would exchange capital equipment and consumer goods for
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the "industrial raw materials and foodstuffs which they can offer." By
encouraging the Japanese to cultivate markets not directly important to
the American economy, the United States would reduce the need to assist
Japan without sacrificing profit. A temporary infusion of new dollars and
raw materials coupled with strict reductions in domestic consumption should
allow Japan to balance its trade and capture new markets within four years.6

The tenets of the Blue Book so impressed William Draper that he urged
the State Department to join the army in using it as a guide for future
economic planning throughout Asia. As Draper put the idea to then Acting
Secretary of State Lovett, the Blue Book, stabilization decree, and Dodge
mission heralded an "integrated and expanding program of American aid
for Asia." Henceforth, he hoped, the department would join the army in
proposing a means to ensure the "necessary expansion of trade" between
Japan and its neighbors.7

An outline proposal of a "Marshall Plan for the Far East," composed
by Ralph Reid and Assistant Army Secretary Tracy Voorhees, whetted
Draper's enthusiasm. Prepared in February 1949, it postulated an ERP-
type program for Asia that linked Japan to a ring of Asian states capable
of resisting communism. Accepting the Communist conquest of China,
Reid and Voorhees recommended a Western commitment to suppress the
nationalist rebellions in Southeast Asia as a prelude to linking the region
to Tokyo. Centering on Japan and spreading outward (vivid color charts
portrayed Japan as the hub of the prewar Asian economy), beginning with
economic aid, and moving toward military assistance, the new plan would
"create democratic governments, restore viable economies, and check So-
viet expansion." In one master stroke, the two men asserted, the United
States could both "advance the dignity of man" and keep "vital raw ma-
terials" out of Communist control.8

State Department officials voiced misgivings about making any glib anal-
ogies between the ERP and the rest of the world. Except for Japan, East
and Southeast Asia needed not a reconstruction program but primary po-
litical and economic development. The Marshall Plan helped rebuild, not
create, advanced industrial economies. Moreover, most Asian states would
resent bitterly any American-sponsored plan to subordinate them to a
Japanese "workshop." Economic experts in the State Department sup-
ported bilateral rather than comprehensive recovery programs. The United
States could sponsor currency convertibility agreements between Japan
and Southeast Asia, subsidize short-term payments deficits, and, perhaps,
fund a small development bank to boost the production of raw materials
needed by both Japan and Western Europe. But any attempt to sponsor
a "significant increase in the standard of living of the billion inhabitants
of Asia," W. W. Butterworth warned Robert Lovett, would only bankrupt
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America. Butterworth complained that the fixation on integration voiced
by Draper and Voorhees sounded to him as if the Army wanted to "recreate
the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere." The West Europeans had
the industry, management, and "complementary economies" to pull off
recovery. In Asia, he warned, "except for Japan . . . you [don't] have any
of this."9

Persuaded by Butterworth to resist endorsing any comprehensive army
scheme, Acting Secretary of State Lovett declined Draper's proposal that
they jointly ask Congress to link all future assistance to Japan to an "in-
tegrated and expanding program of American aid for Asia. . . ." Although
admitting the importance of boosting the "export productivity of other
Asiatic countries" as a step toward helping Japan, he stressed the dis-
agreements between the two agencies on how to bring this about. Until
this was resolved, the State Department would not recommend to Congress
a major change in the patterns of assistance.10

Although Draper had failed to win over the State Department to his
Asian Marshall Plan scheme, he pursued other avenues toward the same
end. Throughout 1949 and the first half of 1950, Joseph Dodge's program
in Tokyo (the so-called Dodge Line), applied stringent doses of neoclassical
economics and government control to transform Japan into a low-cost,
high-volume industrial exporter linked to its Asian neighbors. By curtailing
public spending, discharging many employees, and reducing lending by its
own Reconstruction Finance Bank, Dodge forced the Japanese government
to slash the huge internal budget deficit.

In a move designed to restructure the industrial economy in an opposite
way from what the Pauley and Edwards missions envisioned, credit to
many smaller enterprises ceased. Not only would this limit inflation, Dodge
held, but tighter credit along with the preferential allocation of raw ma-
terials would assist large-scale enterprises producing for export. At the
same time, American and Japanese authorities promoted new labor laws,
initiated a "Red purge," and promoted the formation of conservative unions.
As with the recipients of Marshall Plan aid, the Japanese government also
had to create a special yen counterpart fund that matched at least part of
the assistance granted by Washington.

Many aspects of the Dodge Line resembled Japan's prewar economic
program. Like the planners of the 1930s, he sought to bolster large business
to take advantage of economies of scale. By assisting production for export,
he hoped to make prices more competitive and, thus, attractive to the large
but relatively poor Southeast Asia market. The creation of the powerful
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) in 1949 bolstered the
government-business partnership.

Both at the time and afterwards, this austerity program aroused intense
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controversy. Although Dodge took the credit for halting inflation, prices
had already begun to moderate when he began to slash spending. Un-
questionably, forced reductions in government expenditures nearly dou-
bled unemployment during the eighteen months preceeding the Korean
War. Nevertheless, the American envoy remained certain that Japan re-
quired this tonic. As prices dropped and the value of the yen stabilized,
he predicted, exports would become competitive, find new markets, and
spur a strong recovery. Yet, until the Korean War created an entirely new
political and economic situation, the economy showed little evidence of
the heralded rebound.

Like his close associate, William Draper, Dodge perceived an intimate
connection among industrial recovery, increased exports, and containment
of revolution. Once restored as a stable industrial power, he believed,
Japan would serve as a key "border area in the world-wide clash between
communism and democracy." Linked by ideology to the West and by
commerce to Asia, Japan could deflect "totalitarian pressures" by coun-
terbalancing the Communist "Pan-Asiatic movement." Through this new
ally's economic power, America could exercise "tremendous influence over
our relations with all of the Orient." Shortly before the Korean War, Dodge
told a congressional committee that, in the future, Japan would be "used
as a springboard for America, and a country supplying the material goods
required for American aid to the Far East."11

Although both Dodge and Draper had been disappointed by State De-
partment reluctance to cosponsor an Asian Marshall Plan, they hoped to
take advantage of the next best thing—the ERP operations in colonial
Southeast Asia. These small projects in French Indochina, the Dutch East
Indies, and several British colonies were designed to spur production of
food and industrial commodities, thus reducing European dependence on
dollar-priced American raw materials. Indirectly, this American aid also
subsidized the mounting costs of the colonial wars borne by the Europeans.
Nevertheless, Dodge believed that the ERP might provide a mechanism
for Japan to extend its ties to Southeast Asia.

Soon after reaching Tokyo, the new "economic czar" notified ECA head
Paul Hoffman of his interest in coordinating Japanese recovery with South-
east Asian development projects. Dodge proposed the "greatest possible
integration of U.S. aid programs" so that each dollar "may be used several
times over in the achievement... of recovery and reconstruction through-
out the Far East." Both Dodge and Draper praised a then-recent decision
by the ECA to grant several million dollars to the Dutch East Indies to
finance the purchase of Japanese textiles. This, they hoped, would serve
as a model for future sales. Such cooperation among SCAP, the Army
Department, and ECA, Dodge told Hoffman, would facilitate even larger
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"reconstruction projects whose completion . . . served two or more of
those countries whose recovery the U.S. seeks to assist." In anticipation
of future cooperation, Draper appointed his imminent successor in the
Army Department, Tracy Voorhees, and Deputy Assistant Secretary Rob-
ert West as liaisons to the EGA.12

During the next several months, Hoffman's deputy, Harlan Cleveland,
met frequently with the army delegates. They agreed, in principle, that
Japan should be used as a "source of supply" for American aid programs
in East Asia. In other words, dollars for the purchase of supplies bound
for the region could be spent acquiring these products in Japan, even though
Japanese prices might be somewhat higher than for similar procurements
in America. The benefit would come from the multiplier effect, in that the
dollars would benefit both Japan and surrounding countries. Development
projects in "colonial and other under-developed areas," they hoped, could
be quickly and cheaply begun by utilizing both Japanese materials and
technical assistance. Although many Asians might object to Japan's role,
given their wartime experiences, the Americans believed the EGA could
serve as a buffer inhibiting this reaction. Cleveland even thought the EGA
might be willing to finance some trade with Manchuria to provide Japan
access to coking coal and food from this Communist-controlled area at a
price well below the cost of transporting it from the West. He hoped the
whole topic might be examined by a "special consultant" selected by the
army and EGA.13

Cooperation between the ECA and Draper and Dodge soon collapsed,
however. A series of political, economic, and bureaucratic disputes re-
vealed each camp had quite different ideas about regional integration. To
begin with, early in 1949, despite conflicting advice, President Truman
ordered the termination of all ECA programs in Communist-held parts of
China. This eliminated any prospect of directly subsidizing Sino-Japanese
trade. But this presented only one of several barriers. Draper, Dodge,
Reid, and Voorhees thought that ECA expenditures for colonial Asia
should primarily benefit the Japanese economy. Examples might be funding
East Indian textile purchases in Japan, giving Japanese factories contracts
to build transportation equipment for use in Southeast Asia, or develop-
ment aid to boost commodity production in Asia for purchase by Japan.

ECA administrators, in contrast, justified expenditures in Asia as a method
to hasten European recovery. They considered Asian development projects
as useful sources of nondollar raw materials that would reduce the dollar
drain on the British, French, German, and Dutch economies. A certain
degree of coordination with Japan might facilitate these ends and reduce
program expenses. Japan, for example, might serve as a convenient source
of selected consumer goods and technical services for use in Southeast
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Asia. But, as a rule, the EC A bitterly opposed any effort to grant Japan
exclusive, or even privileged, access to Southeast Asia. If the European
dependencies became a Japanese economic preserve, absorbing Tokyo's
exports as payment for their food, minerals, and fibers, it would undermine
the fundamental EGA interest in Southeast Asia—that of restoring the
export of cheap raw materials from Southeast Asia to Western Europe and
European sales in the other direction.

As this divergence of goals became increasingly apparent, army planners
considered alternative ways to forge Japanese links with other Asian states.
But political and military problems in East Asia proved even greater bar-
riers to their ideas than EGA resistance or State Department skepticism.
The collapse of the Nationalist regime on the Chinese mainland as well as
the growing intensity of nationalist revolts in French Indochina, the East
Indies, and Malaya threatened to seal off much of Asia from future co-
operation with Japan. More than an economic problem, the Communist
victory in China and pressure on Southeast Asia impressed many Ameri-
cans as evidence of a strategic Soviet breakthrough in the East. Although
the United States had successfully blocked the Soviets in the West, the
Russians appeared to have turned their forces in an attempt to enter Europe
through its back door. Once in control of continental Asia, they might
quickly overwhelm Japan, dominate the Middle East, and sweep into Eu-
rope.

Japan held an ambivalent place in this scenario. On the one hand, its
industrial potential seemed significant enough to affect the world power
balance, should it come under Soviet domination. At the same time, Japan
appeared a fragile giant, easily subdued through manipulation of its raw
materials. Partly as a result of these fears, the contests for power in China
and Southeast Asia were reinterpreted as proxy battles in a much larger
contest.

THE RISE OF SOUTHEAST ASIA

The circumstances of the Pacific War, especially Japan's occupation of
colonial Southeast Asia, virtually insured the demise of the prewar order.
Not only had native populations witnessed the humiliation and defeat of
their European masters by fellow Asians but the Japanese vigorously and
often successfully cultivated anticolonial sentiments. Subject peoples re-
acted to these pressures in various ways, some actively collaborating with
their new overlords, others leading resistance against them. Important
groups in China, the Philippines, Indochina, the East Indies, Burma, and
Malaya exhibited both responses, securing a novel political role for them-
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selves. The mobilization of elites and the new avenues of expression for
the masses fatally undermined the aura of colonial authority.

Japan's vigorous effort at driving Western imperialism from Asia had
dire implications for both itself and Europe. With its historic economic
ties to both Europe and Japan, Southeast Asia (more than China) formed
a critical link between containment in the Pacific and Western Europe.
The region's raw material exports provided its European masters great
benefits, as a cheap source of supply for home industries and, since the
First World War, as a means to finance the chronic dollar gap in transat-
lantic trade. To significant degrees, British, Dutch, and French industry
relied on profits from investment and trade with their Southeast Asian
colonies. For example, an estimated one Dutch citizen in five derived a
living from commerce generated by the East Indies, and Malayan tin and
rubber comprised one of Britain's few dollar-earning exports. Japan, too,
had grown closer to Southeast Asia during the 1930s. During the war, it
had tried, with limited success, to link its economy fully with its Greater
East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. But since 1945, the region's political and
military upheavals restricted its value to both Western Europe and Japan,
leaving them increasingly dependent on costly American production and
uncertain American aid.14

During the Second World War many American officials revealed a keen
interest in how this new nationalism might affect Southeast Asia. Typically,
President Franklin Roosevelt showed tremendous foresight but little follow
through in seeking a diplomatic solution. Frequently, he called on the West
Europeans and British to promise their dependencies postwar self-deter-
mination. FDR suggested several courses, ranging from the outright return
of Hong Kong to China to placing Indochina under trusteeship and to
granting the East Indies partial home rule. Although the small band of
Southeast Asia specialists in the State Department applauded these ideas,
most higher ranking diplomats and military officers had little sympathy for
undermining further the status quo. When faced by mounting problems
over coalition warfare, complaints by the Allies, Soviet expansionist tend-
encies, and the disintegration of the Chinese Nationalist regime, even
Roosevelt drew back from his anticolonial position. By the time of the
Yalta Conference, he largely abandoned efforts to compel decolonization
and did little more than admonish the Europeans to liberalize their rule.15

Harry Truman, lacking the fervor and vision of Roosevelt, relegated
colonial questions even further on the back burner. The new president
seemed most comfortable with views expressed by the OSS and a spring
1945 Department of State study. The loss of Asian colonies, the OSS
warned, would weaken and alienate "European states whose help we need
to balance Soviet power in Europe." The State Department recommended
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support for gradual self-rule by colonial peoples, but cautioned against any
moves to eliminate the "influence of the West" or cut off the "equality of
commercial opportunity and . . . access to raw materials." By August,
SWNCC had endorsed the principle of gradualism designed to insure that
"self-governing states" in Asia would "cooperate with each other and with
the Western powers on a basis of mutual self-respect and friendship."16

Although Truman and his advisers still considered themselves bound to
the principle of self-determination, their actions during the closing months
of 1945 indicated otherwise. Although calling for negotiated solutions with
the anticolonial resistance movements in Southeast Asia, the administra-
tion approved Lend-Lease aid and other loans and provided logistic support
for Dutch, British, and French efforts to retake their colonies in the wake
of Japan's surrender.

Until the close of 1948, the overwhelming American concern with South-
east Asia related to its ties with the European political economy. As a
State Department policy release admitted in September 1948, however,
much as Washington supported the goal of self-determination, it accepted
the French military campaign in Indochina because America's "immediate
and vital interest" centered on "maintaining in power a friendly French
government to assist in the furtherance of our aims in Europe." Similarly,
the department feared the consequences should the Netherlands lose all
control over the East Indies. It hoped for a compromise settlement between
the nationalists struggling for independence and their foreign masters. Un-
less the Dutch held onto a major economic stake in the colony, the present
government might be fatally undermined, a result considered extremely
"prejudicial to the U.S. position in Western Europe."17

Administration spokesmen made similar arguments when testifying be-
fore Congress on behalf of the proposed ERP early in 1948. Under Sec-
retary of State Acheson claimed that the success of the Marshall Plan
depended on Europe's ability to maintain exports once American aid helped
restore production. Acheson hoped that "most" or a "very large part" of
these exports would "go to Southeast Asia." Before the war, he recalled,
nearly a billion dollars of exports went to that region. But since 1945,
"practically none." Economist Richard Bissell, speaking for the ECA, told
senators that the European colonies in Southeast Asia were "extremely
important" to the success of the Marshall Plan, not only as export markets
but also as "earners of dollars for the home countries." Mineral exports,
for example, were vital for generating British and Dutch revenues. Thus,
estimates for the future duration and funding of the ERP reflected "in very
substantial part," a judgment as to "when or if those territories will be
politically pacified" and "how soon thereafter" they could begin making
"substantial exports of petroleum products, rubber, tin and other minerals,
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which could make a decisive difference in the dollar interests of the con-
trolling European countries."18

From 1945 to 1950, American policymakers worried most about the
rebellions in French Indochina and the Dutch East Indies, where the Jap-
anese occupation had fatally undermined colonial authority. Within two
weeks of the Japanese surrender, Mohammed Hatta and Sukarno pro-
claimed the birth of an Indonesian Republic and Ho Chi Minh announced
formation of a unified Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV). Although
Indochina was one of the less prosperous colonies of Southeast Asia, its
large population, pivotal location, and, above all, well-organized, Com-
munist-led insurgency made it a particularly vexing problem for the West.
In contrast, the East Indies' vast mostly untapped wealth made it a gem
that the Dutch and their allies were reluctant to surrender. In contrast to
the Viet Minh movement, however, Indonesian nationalism had only a
small Communist element, a fact of great significance as time passed.

Immediately after the war, the United States, like the Europeans, vac-
illated over the claims of the Vietnamese and Indonesian nationalists. Some
Officials in Washington and Paris, for example, favored negotiating a com-
promise settlement with Ho Chi Minh, assuming he would settle for less
than full independence. The Vietnamese leader seemed interested enough
to journey to France late in 1946 for what turned out to be futile talks.
The French government considered only superficial concessions and re-
fused to recognize the sovereignty of Ho's DRV over the entire colony.
At most, Paris considered a partial grant of independence to the northern
provinces, where the insurgents had greatest strength. The central and
southern parts of the colony—Annam and Cochin China—were to remain
French dependencies.

Before and after this episode, Ho contacted a variety of Americans to
enlist their support. Some represented the OSS, which had coordinated
anti-Japanese operations with the Vietminh guerrillas; others were attached
to the State Department. Ho continually maintained his commitment to
nationalism and expressed hope that America would furnish encourage-
ment and support to his nation. Even those critical of his open Communist
affiliations praised the charismatic revolutionary as a "symbol of nation-
alism and the struggle for freedom to the overwhelming majority of the
population."19

By November 1946, the French resolved to force Ho's followers from
their northern strongholds and bombarded the port of Haiphong, killing
several thousand civilians. This incident initiated a full-scale guerrilla war
that lasted until 1954. Gradually, through its support for France and general
opposition to communism, the United States became a third party to the
struggle.
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Almost from the onset of the conflict till its denouement nearly thirty
years later, American officials of six presidential administrations viewed
events in a remarkably consistent way. They supported the principle of
gradual decolonization and the transfer of power to non-Communist Vi-
etnamese. But whatever else happened, the "least desirable eventuality,"
as the State Department put it in 1946, would be the "establishment of a
communist-dominated, Moscow-oriented state in Indochina. . . . " Truman
administration officials shoped that France would cultivate moderate na-
tionalists and avoid a brutal military campaign that might turn the Viet-
namese "irrevocably against the West and toward ideologies and affiliations
hostile to democracies which could result in the perpetual foment of In-
dochina with consequences for all Southeast Asia."20

The State Department early on and consistently condemned Ho's "Viet-
nam Government" as a "small Communist group possibly in direct touch
with Moscow and direct touch with Yenan." Allegedly, they used nation-
alism merely as a cover to advance Soviet interests in Asia. Yet, only if
France accommodated moderate nationalists, Washington held, could some
degree of Western orientation and an "antidote to Soviet influence" be
assured.21

By the spring of 1947, in light of the emerging containment policy,
recently appointed Secretary of State George C. Marshall evinced great
concern with events in Southeast Asia. He informed Paris that the colonial
war could "no longer be considered, if it ever was considered, to be of a
local character." Even though the United States had "no solution of the
problem to suggest," it had a "vital interest in the political and economic
well-being of this area." By May, Marshall was worried that France's failure
either to defeat the insurgents or to cultivate an alternative nationalist
force threatened to permit this critical region to slip in the direction of
"anti-Western Pan-Asiatic tendencies" where the "Communists could cap-
ture control." By failing to win the "voluntary cooperation" of the natives,
Paris actually abetted the Kremlin's drive to capture "600 million depen-
dent people."22

Yet, despite American pressure to deal with the Vietnamese honorably,
the French resurrected a questionable politican from central Vietnam, Bao
Dai, to serve as their hand picked "emperor." Although descended from
a precolonial royal line, Bao Dai had abdicated his claim to power at the
end of the war and had alternated his residence between Hong Kong and
the Riviera. Initially, Marshall and his advisers were outraged by the "cre-
ation of an impotent puppet government," which implied that Western
democracies were "reduced" to supporting "monarchy as a weapon against
communism." American officials in Southeast Asia dismissed Bao Dai as
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a "dissolute playboy in the pay of the French whose total loyal following
probably comprised some half dozen Hong Kong concubines."23

During 1947 and early 1948, the colonial war expanded while American
policy continued to drift. Most foreign service personnel in Southeast Asia
approved the concept of decolonization, but they feared that any rapid
change would lead to chaos and communism. The more senior and influ-
ential Western European desk officers stationed in the State Department
identified closely with the colonial powers and warned against doing any-
thing to undermine the vitality of the empires. The handful of junior dip-
lomats who questioned the implicit proimperialist policy were regarded,
in the words of James O'Sullivan (former vice-consul in Hanoi), as among
those who "heard for too long the patter of little brown feet and are
therefore unreliable." On reassignment in Washington, O'Sullivan told his
mostly unsympathetic colleagues that "alongside of Ho Chi Minh," the
"rest of the Indochinese politicians are strictly bush leaguers."24

As 1948 wore on, American officials appeared increasingly confused and
frustrated both by French intransigence and Communist strength in In-
dochina. M. E. Dening, the leading Asia specialist in the British Foreign
Office, came away from a June conference with W. W. Butterworth and
his staff perplexed by the drift in Washington's policies. The Americans
opposed both French and Dutch efforts to destroy the insurgencies in their
colonies, but they feared a victory by Communist guerrillas. They wanted
to see power given to moderate Asians, but they feared such groups would
lose out to hardened revolutionaries. When Dening asked Butterworth to
cite an example of a currently acceptable Southeast Asian leader, the
American began to praise the dead Filipino, Roxas. Dening quipped that
although American diplomats formerly "seemed to think that every Na-
tionalist must be good," they "now seem to see a communist behind every
nationalist bush." Although agreeing with Butterworth that the Commu-
nists often did cloak themselves as nationalists, he thought it foolish for
the Americans to forget that care "must be taken not to kill one with the
other."25

During mid-1948, an upsurge of violence against colonial control in
Southeast Asia frightened the United States more than ever. In addition
to the Indochina war, long simmering anti-British sentiment in Burma and
Malaya broke into open revolt. The on-again, off-again negotiations be-
tween the Indonesian Republicans and the Dutch threatened to explode
into open warfare once more, wrecking the chances of a settlement. Then,
in September, the Republican movement split when a Communist faction
revolted against both the Dutch and the leadership of Hatta and Sukarno.
American officials tended to view these events as interrelated, reflecting
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some new Soviet battle order that was supposedly laid down during a
Communist conference held at Calcutta in February 1948.

The State Department moved quickly to convene a Southeast Asia Re-
gional Conference in Bangkok that brought together an array of area
specialists and military attaches. The conference ballooned into a major
affair, one of its planners reported, with the "army, navy and, finally,
SCAP, horning in." Although the agenda was kept "broad enough so that
anything under the perpetual sun of SEA could be discussed," talk centered
on the need to arrange a transition from colonial to home rule before
Communist insurgents overran the region.26

Worried about a new Soviet challenge, the American delegates suspected
Moscow ordered its local agents to intensify their anticolonial struggles to
sever the economic links between Western Europe and Southeast Asia.
Through this indirect attack, the Kremlin expected to nullify the Marshall
Plan and cripple European recovery. Having failed to subdue Europe di-
rectly, Ambassador Edwin F. Stanton informed the State Department, the
Soviets were "definitely concentrating on this area."27

American diplomatic personnel stationed throughout Southeast Asia re-
ported on the links between the various colonial economies and the industry
of Europe. Although each raw material or product exported might appear
marginal to the world economy, together they played a fundamental part
in the structure of trade. Malayan tin and rubber, for example, were sig-
nificant not only as industrial commodities. If required, substitutes could
be found. However, Malayan exports provided Great Britain with most
of its hard-currency earnings, the essential "dollar arsenal" that defrayed
part of the Anglo-American trade deficit. To greater or lesser de-
grees, the foreign exchange earned by other exports from the region
helped offset the chronic trade deficits of the ERP nations, with the
remainder made up by Marshall Plan aid. Any hope of achieving long-
term liquidity seemed dependent on expanded trade with Southeast
Asia.

American delegates accused both the French and Dutch of "playing the
Communist game" by wasting on jungle warfare lives and money needed
desperately for reconstruction throughout the world. The use of American
supplies, provided indirectly to the colonial armies, turned the "thinking
population" of all Southeast Asia against the United States and allowed
Communist insurgents to pose as "Bolivars" freeing their people
from outside oppression. Discussion at the conference revealed a near
consensus that Western influence could only be assured if France and the
Netherlands transferred power to non-Communist nationalists who could
then lead their people toward an accommodation with the industrial
powers.28
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THE INDONESIAN MODEL

Indonesia provided an immediate challenge for those in Washington who
thought it possible to steer a course between the twin evils of colonialism
and communism. For over a year after the Japanese surrender, the Dutch
had tried to destroy through force the Republican movement that had
taken over parts of the archipelago. A truce reached in November 1946
(the Linggadjati Agreement) showed some promise for a negotiated set-
tlement. But the Netherlands tried to confine the republic's sovereignty to
part of Java and to create numerous other federated, or puppet, states
linked to the mother country. When talks collapsed, the Dutch undertook
a "police action" on July 20,1947, that continued for six months. American
officials worked hard to persuade both sides to resume negotiations, some-
thing achieved in the Renville Agreement of January 17, 1948.

The essentially moderate ideology of Indonesian nationalism impressed
American diplomats both in Washington and in the East Indies. Although
Hatta and Sukarno struggled for full political independence, they pro-
pounded only modest revolutionary, social, and economic doctrines. How-
ever, if frustrated, they and their followers might move toward the position
of the tiny Indonesian Communist party (with some three thousand mem-
bers) and create a movement one diplomat feared might soon be "com-
parable to that of Indochina." If that occurred, the United States might
be forced to oppose independence as a "pawn in the hands of militant and
organized communists."29

The Truman administration spoke with uncharacteristic unanimity on
the Indonesian question during 1948-49. Both Secretary of State Marshall
and Under Secretary Lovett made it plain to the Hague that Washington
considered the Republicans a buffer against Indonesian communism. The
colonial military campaign, they complained, threatened to drive "nation-
alism and communism into a united front against Netherlands aggression."
Lovett urged the Dutch to accommodate "Indonesian nationalism . . . in
a just and practical way as a condition precedent for dealing with Com-
munism in that area. . . . " American mediation efforts in the East Indies,
under the guidance of H. Merle Cochran, specifically sought to strengthen
Hatta and Sukarno to enable them "successfully [to] liquidate Communists
within the Republic."30

These concerns peaked in September 1948 when a small Communist
faction revolted in eastern Java. American representatives on the island
viewed it as a wonderful "opportunity" for the moderate Republicans to
demonstrate their "determination [to] suppress Communism." Consul
General Charles Livengood admitted to a "sensation of relief" now that
the crisis had finally come and the Republicans could prove their mettle
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by destroying their former Communist allies. The suppression of the revolt,
he and Cochran believed, would cleanse the republic of radicals, erode
Dutch claims to be resisting communism, and commit the Republicans to
a pro-Western orientation.31

Although the Republicans crushed the Communists quickly, Washington
grew alarmed by the Dutch refusal to make political concessions. They
shocked both Indonesians and Americans by launching a second "police
action" against Republican-controlled territory on December 19, 1948. As
Under Secretary of State Dean Rusk lamented, this action actually en-
couraged communism in Southeast Asia by sweeping aside the "moderate
national elements" willing to work with Western powers. Although Wash-
ington would not risk a formal break with its European ally, word went
out to diplomats they must increase pressure on the Hague.32

Almost immediately after these events, the State Department issued
statements through American embassies condemning the Netherlands. The
Dutch were charged with undermining the best opportunity to "hold a firm
anti-communist front" in Indonesia and, like the French, were forcing the
colonial population to choose between toleration of the "status quo or
revolt under the Red Flag." Sukarno and Hatta, far from being threats to
Western security, had "met and disposed of an all-out Communist offensive
under a Moscow agent not only without help from the West, but under
serious handicaps imposed" by America's ally, the Netherlands. The mod-
erate nationalists in Indonesia held the key to control of 75 million people
and vast mineral wealth. In the "long run," Robert Lovett declared, these
moderates represented the "only alternative to the surrender of the whole
region to Communist dictation."33

During the next six months, the American government escalated pressure
on the Hague for a settlement. Washington supported a UN resolution
demanding a resumption of negotiations and hinted it might cease Marshall
Plan aid if the police action continued. Members of Congress, prodded by
the administration, questioned why the American taxpayer had to subsidize
a colonial war against anti-Communist Asians.34

Meanwhile, the State Department grew even more convinced about
Indonesia's importance to the West. A major review by department spe-
cialists described it as the "southern anchor" to the American defense
chain composed of Japan, the Ryukyus, Formosa, and the Philippines.
Besides its strategic location, large population, and potential as a barrier
to communism, its exports were "almost essential to the success of the
European Recovery Program." An independent, pro-Western Indonesia
might provide both a symbolic counterweight to revolutionary nationalism
and a "base from which a beginning could be made in rolling back the
Communist tide in Asia."35
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Ultimately, the threats to suspend ERP aid and growing international
isolation compelled the Dutch to resume negotiations with the Republicans.
Between August and November 1949, the two parties conducted the Round
Table Conference at the Hague, where they finally resolved the colony's
future. Pressed by the United States, the Dutch agreed, reluctantly, to
transfer sovereignty to an Indonesian Republic with broad powers over
the many scattered islands of the archipelago. The formal grant of freedom
on December 27,1949, marked a singular triumph for American diplomacy
in Southeast Asia.36

A NEW APPROACH TO SOUTHEAST ASIA

The elements on which the Indonesian success rested (a fairly maleable
Dutch government and an anti-Communist nationalist movement) had few
counterparts elsewhere in colonial Asia, India being the major exception.
In many parts of Asia, moderate forces had practically ceased to exist.
The KMT had already split in the face of Communist military advances,
with its squabbling factions fleeing the mainland. A small, but violent,
revolt continued in Malaya, complicated by Chinese-Malay ethnic rivalry.
Indochina entered its third year of war with no settlement in sight. Although
France reached an agreement on March 8, 1949, to install Bao Dai as
"emperor" of an independent Vietnam, few Americans expressed opti-
mism about his future or considered him a viable alternative to Ho Chi
Minh. In contrast to the success in stabilizing Western Europe and Japan
during 1948, most observers agreed that the non-Communist position in
Southeast Asia had eroded significantly.

Troubled by the possibility of a Communist breakthrough in this region,
the PPS initiated a reevaluation of American policy. John P. Davies, the
group's foremost Asia expert, took the lead in December 1948, circulating
a memorandum on the connection between Southeast Asian security and
overall containment of Soviet influence. Davies acknowledged that most
of the Asian mainland, from Manchuria to Indochina, would remain "hos-
tile to us" for the "foreseeable future." By holding offshore island strong
points in the Pacific, "from Hokkaido to Sumatra," the United States could
easily resist Communist physical threats. But looking beyond a mere hold-
ing action, Davies urged that America consider "vigorous measures of
political warfare to reduce Kremlin-directed influence in Korea, China,
Indochina and Burma." More than anything, long-term success in the
contest for Asia required:

Creating an apparatus which will enable us to employ our and Japan's economy
as an instrument of political warfare with respect to Communist Asia; acquiring
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necessary raw materials for U.S. strategic and economic requirements; devel-
oping economic stability and interdependence among the Western Pacific islands
(including Japan), Malaya, and Siam; encouraging a flow of raw materials from
Southeast Asia to the ERP countries.37

Southeast Asia's importance to Western security, Davies emphasized, dif-
fered fundamentally from China's. Despite its size, China had only mar-
ginal ties to the Western powers, if somewhat greater significance to Japan.
In contrast, the Southeast Asian economy had both immediate and future
relevance to European and Japanese industry. Secretary of State Acheson
made exactly this point in February 1949 when testifying before Congress
on the extension of the Marshall Plan. European industry imported raw
materials from Southeast Asia and the Middle East, produced manufac-
tured goods, and reexported them, "which kept the economies going in
South America, Southeast Asia, in India, in the Middle East and every-
where." The recovery of Western European productivity as a result of the
ERP, Acheson explained, could be sustained only if prewar trade patterns
with Southeast Asia were restored. But because of nationalism, colonial-
ism, and Communist agitation, Acheson warned, the West faced a "race
with time" to convince the Southeast Asians they needed Europe as much
as Europe needed them.38

This focus on Southeast Asia's role in the world economy followed the
consequences of the continuing China policy debate. In his testimony be-
fore Congress, Acheson bid good riddance to the KMT, declaring that any
more assistance to it "would be silly beyond human description." The
United States must wait until the "brick, dust and smoke clears away" so
that it could "know what to do." For both foreign and domestic political
reasons, Acheson sought to turn American attention away from China and
toward reconcentrating Far Eastern strategy on Southeast Asia. Its vast
economic wealth might be tapped for European and Japanese recovery,
and, unlike China, its nationalist drive had not yet been monopolized by
Communists. In line with Kennan's criteria for where to "draw the line,"
the region "mattered" to the non-Communist world but was not so far
gone (like China) to make assistance futile.*

Consequently, early in 1949 Acheson asked Kennan to assign the PPS
the task of developing a comprehensive Southeast Asia policy that tran-
scended the narrow political and geographic prejudices of the department's
West European officers. Kennan assigned his staff to devise a general guide

* Early in March, President Truman approved a series of NSC papers (originating in the
State Department) that further disengaged America from China's civil war. The president
opted against military aid or intervention, declined to protect Taiwan, and permitted some
trade with the emerging Communist regime. See discussion below of NSC 34/2, 37/5, and
41.
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for action, avoiding detailed prescriptions for every colony. In particular,
he wanted them to elucidate the region's importance to Western Europe
and Japan, whose stability counted most for America. The fruit of this
investigation, a study entitled "U.S. Policy towards Southeast Asia" (PPS
51), formed the basis of Asian containment doctrine for the next two
decades.

The PPS described Southeast Asia as a vital economic crossroads that
had "become the target of a coordinated offensive plainly directed by the
Kremlin." As in so many other areas, the war and postwar dislocations
had smashed the old political order and disrupted the normal economy.
Meanwhile, the atavistic colonial system only made matters worse by ruth-
lessly suppressing demands among Asians for economic progress and po-
litical liberation. As the leader of the non-Communist world, the United
States bore responsibility for managing creatively the "extreme nationalist
passions which now inflame the region." Prolonged warfare would only
radicalize the region's politics and prevent it from making necessary "con-
tributions to the ERP countries . . . to India's food problem, or to the
orientation of Japan's trade southward in search of survival."

The predominant Soviet interest in the region, the PPS asserted, stemmed
from a desire to deny Southeast Asia's mineral wealth to the capitalist
world. Kremlin domination would create the "dramatic spectacle of the
world divided in half by communism on a north-south axis." Coming so
soon after the Communist's triumph in China, loss of Southeast Asia would
appear "a major political rout the repercussions of which will be felt
throughout the rest of the world, especially in the Middle East and in a
then critically exposed Australia." Physically, Southeast Asia comprised a
"vital segment on the line of containment, stretching from Japan southward
around to the Indian Peninsula." Hence, the security of the "three major
non-communist base areas" in Asia, Japan, India, and Australia, depended
"in a large measure on the denial of SEA to the Kremlin." Economically,
the colonial wars caused an immense drain on Europe and identified the
United States (through the ERP) as an indirect oppressor. More serious
than the indirect costs, the struggles poisoned the chances of a close post-
colonial relationship between Southeast Asia, Europe, and Japan. In short,
the loss of the region's commodities would jeopardize recovery among the
capitalist democracies.

The PPS believed the crisis required indirect American intervention to
"rationalize" the policies of the European allies. Currently, the French
and Dutch were providing the "ideal culture for breeding of the communist
virus." The "first essential requirement for resistance to Stalinism" in
Southeast Asia, PPS stressed, was the "satisfaction of militant national-
ism." Once, say in Indochina, real power had been transferred to Viet-
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namese, the United States would then have the opportunity to work "through
a screen of anti-communist Asiatics, to ensure, however long it takes, the
triumph of Indochinese nationalism over Red Imperialism."

The PPS urged cooperation with the British to impress other West Eu-
ropeans that the future of Southeast Asia had to be viewed "in the context
of a larger area embracing non-communist centers of power on either side
and below." It comprised an "integral part of that great crescent formed
by the Indian Peninsula, Australia and Japan." American political support
for self-determination would enhance the region's ability to resist subver-
sion. Once stabilized, the United States could begin

vigorously [to] develop the economic interdependence between SEA as a sup-
plier of raw materials, and Japan, Western Europe and India, as suppliers of
finished goods, with due recognition, however, of the legitimate aspirations of
SEA countries for some diversification of their economies.39

The PPS made a strong case for American involvement in Southeast Asia.
As a geographic crossroads, an economic treasure trove, and a political
cauldron, its ultimate orientation could influence the global balance of
power. By supporting moderate nationalism, Kennan's staff emphasized,
the United States had the best chance of containing China while safe-
guarding Japanese and European economic interests. A summary note of
a discussion of PPS 51 by the under secretaries of state in April revealed
this concern. "Not until the political problems of SEA are well on their
way to solution can the region begin to fulfill its major function as a source
of raw materials and a market for Japan and Western Europe."40

Given the poaching on bureaucratic turf inherent in PPS 51, the policy
paper aroused strident controversy within the State Department. Most
Europeanists (and a few Asianists) objected both to Kennan's conclusions
and his presumption in discussing questions over which they had a say.
Desk officers dealing with France and the Netherlands especially disliked
the recommendations to compel acceptance of independence movements
by the colonial powers whom they considered far more important than
Asians. Although he tried to forge a consensus for PPS 51, Acheson delayed
formal submission of the paper to the NSC.

The British government, for its part, seemed eager to assist American
efforts in Southeast Asia, just as Kennan hoped it would. In a briefing for
foreign secretary Ernest Bevin (scheduled to meet Acheson in April), Asia
specialist M. E. Dening echoed closely the view of the PPS. Dening urged
that Bevin consider the possibility of building a "common front" from
"Afghanistan to Indochina, inclusive. . . . " This would make it possible
to "contain the Russian advance southwards, to rehabilitate and stabilize
the area, and to preserve our communications across the middle of the
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world." A stable, pro Western Southeast Asia might even make it "possible
to redress the position" of the Communists in China. Although Dening
(like Kennan) still felt the "strategic necessities of Europe and the Middle
East" came first, the "requirements of Southeast Asia" were also of "vital"
importance.41

When Bevin met face to face with Acheson in April, the Briton stressed
the analogy between the Middle East and Southeast Asia. The Russians
had targeted the "primary producing countries," he warned, as an indirect
way of paralyzing their adversaries. The foreign secretary suggested that
his country along with the United States, Australia, and New Zealand form
a special economic mission to develop Southeast Asia. *

Although Acheson doubted the utility of a formal Pacific security pact,
he shared Bevin's anxiety about a redirected Soviet threat. President Tru-
man, in fact, had recently declared that the development and protection
of the Middle East and Southeast Asia must be "regarded as the other
side of the medal of Western European Recovery." If, when ERP aid
ceased in 1952, the recipients had not developed new markets and sources
of supply, Truman feared that the Soviet bloc would "exploit" the West's
needs through economic blackmail.42

Although both Acheson and Bevin found themselves in general agree-
ment that the Western powers ought to pursue a "realistic policy" respect-
ing the Communist victory in China, the United States showed much less
flexibility elsewhere in Asia. It had, of course, pressured the Dutch toward
a compromise settlement with the Indonesians, once the Republicans had
committed themselves to anti-Communism. But, Washington would not
push the French nearly as hard. France, of course, was of far greater
importance in Europe, and the Vietminh rebels were far more radical than
their Indonesian counterparts. Together, these two features locked Amer-
ican policy in step behind French colonialism.

Thus, although almost all American diplomats expressed private mis-
givings over the phony grant of autonomy to Bao Dai and admitted there
seemed "little chance the agreement would appeal to Vietnamese nation-
alists," they despaired over the lack of acceptable alternatives. A pair of
cables drafted by State Department Asia specialist Charlton Ogburn and
sent over Acheson's signature to foreign posts, lamented that while the
"Bao Dai solution" appeared inadequate, Washington hoped that respon-

* London had already appointed a special commissioner general for the United Kingdom in
Southeast Asia, Malcolm MacDonald. Based in Singapore, he advocated adopting a regional
economic and military policy, an Asian equivalent of the Marshall Plan and the Atlantic Pact.
He, too, believed the Russians had targeted Southeast Asia as a region of "vast importance
in the world-wide struggle between Democratic and Communist causes, quite out of pro-
portion to its industrial and political development."
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sible Vietnamese would "appreciate the true character of the menace ap-
proaching from China" and "prefer to cooperate" with Bao Dai "rather
than accept the alternative of continued resistance and risk the loss of real
autonomy to the Chinese Communists." A second Ogburn-Acheson cable
put the issue even more starkly. Ho Chi Minh, they asserted, was an
"outright Commie" under Kremlin control. The depth or sincerity of his
nationalism was "irrelevant" because, in colonial areas, "all Stalinists
. . . are nationalists" who would take power to open the way to either
"Kremlin control" or "Chi Commie hatchet men and armed forces."43

Lingering doubts about Bao Dai or French sincerity were subordinated
to the fears of Soviet and Chinese Communist expansion. Moreover, the
American Ambassador in Paris, Acheson's friend, David Bruce, fully sup-
ported the French and worked closely with them to bolster their case in
Washington. Bruce privately assured Acheson that Bao Dai enjoyed great
popularity and had been granted real authority. Against all evidence, he
insisted, the March 8 agreements represented a triumph for Asian nation-
alism and a "milestone" of reform. America could not afford to let down
its French and Vietnamese allies, Bruce argued. There was no point in
criticizing either Paris or Bao Dai, the Ambassador held, "since no alter-
native" existed.44

On June 14,1949, Bao Dai finally formed a government and proclaimed
the existence of a Vietnamese state within the French Union and under
French military protection. He made these pronouncements in a bizarre
ceremony, surrounded by a host of security guards representing numerous
secret criminal societies and religious sects (Caodaists, Hoa Hao, Ben
Nguyen, and a Catholic local defense corps), which formed the basis of
his local support. Although the American government waited some eight
months to extend formal recognition, Washington praised the establish-
ment of the "state of Vietnam" as a move toward the "reestablishment of
peace in that country." All "truly nationalist elements," the State De-
partment asserted, would cooperate with Bao Dai.45

These steps toward American involvement in the Indochina struggle
marked many cruel ironies, not the least of which was the distortion of
the PPS 51 study of Southeast Asia. Although providing a basic rationale
for commitment to this region, the PPS had also called for a tough approach
to the French and for extending American support for genuine nationalism.
Kennan and his staff certainly carried no brief for Ho Chi Minh, nonethe-
less, they considered Bao Dai-like solutions a dangerous fraud. Yet, as
with the implementation of his original containment doctrine, the admin-
istration had heard only part of Kennan's message. It accepted the argu-
ment that Southeast Asia formed a critical link in the Great Crescent, but
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it ignored the plea that the United States move with, as far as possible, a
real nationalist tide.

The fate of the PPS 51 report mirrored this confusion. Because many
Europeanists in the State Department opposed its harsh judgments of
colonialism, Acheson waited for several months before submitting the pa-
per to the NSC. When he did so, on July 1, the secretary of state did not
press for its formal adoption as national policy. Instead, he asked that it
serve as a reference point for other ongoing NSC studies of Asia. Two
weeks later, Acheson dispatched the report to diplomatic posts as a "source
of information" rather than as a formal policy statement.46

By the middle of 1949, the Truman administration seemed mired in a
bureaucratic debate over where and how to implement an Asian contain-
ment doctrine. Kennan urged linking Japan to Southeast Asia and Europe
while sitting out the last rounds of the Chinese civil war. Others, especially
those in the Defense Department, worried that the imminent Communist
victory in China would endanger Japan and accelerate the insurgencies in
colonial Southeast Asia. All agreed that an indefinite Japanese Occupation
would soon pay diminishing returns, requiring the United States to move
toward some form of peace settlement. But none agreed on just how the
overlapping interests of Japan, China, and Southeast Asia could be sat-
isfied. For the subsequent eighteen months, the factions within the Truman
administration structured their debate over containment in Southeast Asia
or China largely in terms of how it would affect Japan's future.



9
THE PEACE TREATY:

TRYING AGAIN

At an off-the-record press briefing on February 6, 1949, Army Secretary
Kenneth Royall stunned reporters by expressing "grave doubts as to the
strategic importance of Japan." In Tokyo to accompany newly appointed
economic czar, Joseph Dodge, Royall described Japan as a backwater,
distant from the Russian heartland, difficult to defend, expensive to sup-
port, and of little relevance in a new war. America could mount offensive
operations against Asian targets more easily from "Okinawa, Alaska or
possibly Formosa," the army secretary explained, and "with a great deal
less expense." He even went on to minimize the threat posed to the region
by the Chinese Communists. Under Prime Minister Yoshida, Royall com-
plained, the Japanese had tried to inflate their importance to the United
States as part of a scheme to squeeze more aid. The visiting American
made it clear he expected the journalists to leak his remarks so that all
concerned would "begin considering" arrangements for the "withdrawal"
of Occupation forces. As we "picked up our hat and coat to go," he
predicted, the Japanese would prove quite conciliatory. In the meantime,
he hoped SCAP would turn over more authority to both American and
Japanese civilians.1

Royall's blunt comments, so critical of both the Japanese and SCAP,

164
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shocked Yoshida, infuriated MacArthur, and confused almost everyone.
The British foreign secretary complained that the "sensational nature" of
the remarks would have the "most serious repercussions in Southeast Asia
and indeed on the interests of the Western powers in Asia as a whole."
The secretary of state had to provide assurances that the army secretary
had spoken his own mind, without official authorization. Even if this were
technically correct, Roy all clearly floated his ideas as a trial balloon, hoping
to move the discussion of Japan's future off dead center. It was time,
apparently, to begin thinking about post-Occupation military, political,
and economic arrangements and time, it seemed, to begin planning for
SCAP's dissolution.2

Of course, Royall knew that the United States would not write-off Japan,
nor did it really harbor grave doubts about its strategic importance. But he
did hope to prod MacArthur and the Japanese into considering a settlement
that satisfied the extensive appetite of the military establishment. Taking
shape early in 1949, the renewed discussion of a peace treaty pitted the State
Department (and some civilian military officials) against the JCS, the secre-
tary of defense, and Under Secretary of the Army, Tracy Voorhees. The
leadership of the state department, generally speaking, felt the implementa-
tion of new Occupation policies justified rapid movement toward a peace
treaty with Japan. In anticipation of a settlement, it urged the reduction of
SCAP's authority, the transfer of responsibility to both American civilian
administrators and the Japanese, and the making of efforts to minimize the
presence of post-Occupation American forces and base facilities. Unwilling
to encourage rearmament, they opposed creating a new army. A recentral-
ized police force seemed sufficient to maintain internal security. Given the
new direction of policies, Acheson and his advisers considered the Occupa-
tion nearly past its prime. Henceforth, they feared, it might pay diminishing
rewards and elicit greater Japanese resentment. In contrast, a rapid return
of sovereignty accompanied by continued economic assistance would en-
sure a stable Japanese-American relationship.

None of this seemed obvious to the JCS, Defense Secretary Louis John-
son, or Tracy Voorhees, all of whom opposed an early American with-
drawal. Military planners doubted that a delayed peace would sacrifice
Japan's friendship or that a quick settlement would ensure Tokyo's future
loyalty. But, most of all, they wanted to continue an arrangement that
provided the United States optimum influence and control. Besides wor-
rying about the possible loss to an enemy of Japan's military potential, the
JCS stressed the nation's importance as a forward military base in American
strategy. Aware that neither the Soviet Union nor China (not to mention
Japan) were eager to grant the United States unlimited military-base rights
in the post-Occupation period, the defense establishment was anxious to
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postpone a treaty. Furthermore, it had already urged (in May 1948) that
plans go forward to lay the groundwork for a small Japanese army able to
take over the duties of American ground forces. Because no progress had
been made in this direction, largely owing to MacArthur's objections, the
JCS and the defense secretary vigorously defended the status quo.3

Although unhappy with these views, neither General MacArthur nor
the Japanese government had much impact on the treaty debate in Wash-
ington until the spring of 1950. Both advocated positions much closer to
that of the State Department than to the military, however. Understand-
ably, the Japanese wanted to regain sovereignty as quickly as possible and
without having to accept permanent American bases or other restrictive
provisions. They especially hoped to avoid a treaty that would antagonize
their Communist neighbors, China and the Soviet Union. Only as a last
resort, in 1950, did the Japanese government bend to American pressure
to rearm and to sign a treaty wholly unacceptable to the Communist powers.

Although he still pined for a treaty to cap his achievements, MacArthur
voiced similar misgivings about rearmament or extracting permanent bases.
In his view, American forces based on Okinawa, the Philippines, and the
mandated islands would provide ample protection against any threat to
Japan. So long as Japan were not rearmed or turned into an offensive base,
the general thought that the Soviets would agree to honor Japanese neu-
trality. The nation could be, he hoped, the "Switzerland of the Pacific."
Only when he began to realize that virtually no one in Washington desired
Soviet cooperation, did MacArthur come to support a blend of State De-
partment and Defense Department positions.

In May 1949, President Truman approved a broadly worked NSC rec-
ommendation that plans be accelerated to remove "the regime of control"
in Tokyo. But, as usual, he took almost no personal interest in pursuing
this policy. Truman stood aside while his civilian and military advisers
continued to work at cross purposes. The State Department position, as
articulated by Dean Acheson, held that a treaty was needed to ease the
"growing uneasiness and restiveness among Japs," especially in light of
the Communist advance in China. (The military took the opposite view,
that the Chinese Revolution made a pull out from Japan too risky.) Post-
Occupation security would be assured by maintaining economic recovery,
creating a central police force, and, possibly, retaining a leased naval base
at Yokusuka. Unless given its sovereignty and encouraged to trade with
its neighbors, Acheson warned, Japan might prefer an accommodation
with the "Commie system in Asia." The longer the Occupation dragged
on, the greater the drain on American resources would grow and the more
"easy prey to Commie ideologies" Japan would become. The fact that the
Soviet Union had issued a standing offer to discuss a treaty in the CFM
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created a constant temptation for the Japanese, which America had to
counteract by an initiative of its own.4

The JCS ignored or disputed most of Acheson's appeal. Early in June,
they notified the defense secretary of their views in a report, NSC 49, later
circulated by the National Security Council. Although the secretary of state
had pointed to the imminent establishment of a Communist government
in China as a compelling reason to bind Japan to America by restoring its
sovereignty, the JCS turned this argument on its head. In light of the
"debacle" in China and the "developing chaos on the Asiatic mainland,
together with its communistic trend," they wrote, America must not allow
Japan to slip away. Continuing the Occupation, besides assuring the denial
of industrial and military potential to Moscow, provided "us with staging
areas from which to project our military power to the Asiatic mainland
and to USSR islands adjacent thereto." In this light, the JCS insisted on
prolonging the Occupation and pressing for the development of major bases
for use by American forces in the posttreaty period. In addition, they urged
serious efforts to prepare a Japanese army to take over from American
troops.5

MacArthur, typically, took issue with both these positions, objecting to
the JCS's demands for rearmament and bases as well as the State De-
partment's insistence that SCAP surrender power to civilians in advance
of a treaty. "By no stretch of the imagination," he informed Acheson,
could the State Department compel him to transfer authority to American
and Japanese civilians as had recently taken place in the Western zones of
Germany. Once again, the Supreme Commander asserted that his special
"international status" exempted him from normal control by Washington.
Any premature reduction in SCAP's power, he warned, would give "greater
impetus to the Communist drive to bring all Asia under control." In a jab
directed at the State Department's China policy, MacArthur boasted of
erecting a "strong spiritual front" against the "Communist advance." Un-
less Acheson was prepared to accept "catastrophic consequences," he ought
to drop loose talk of dismantling the bulwark. Claiming that the Japanese
viewed him with a "respect bordering on reverance and veneration," the
general urged that he alone be entrusted with arranging a treaty, possibly
through a "pledge on the part of the Soviet Union" to respect Japan's
neutrality.6

Over the next several months, MacArthur continued to offend both State
and Defense officials by asserting his right to define the pace and terms of
a peace settlement. He hampered implementation of NSC directives, blamed
Joseph Dodge for causing an economic crisis and "leaving SCAP to hold
the bag," and complained that all demands from Washington undermined
his authority. Gradually, however, the general resigned himself to the fact
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that virtually no one in a position of authority shared his interest in eliciting
a Soviet pledge guaranteeing Japanese neutrality. Acheson and his dip-
lomats simply distrusted Moscow. The JCS, in contrast, worried that Mos-
cow really would adhere to a neutrality agreement, thereby blocking
Japanese rearmament and offensive bases.

Late in July 1949, MacArthur began proposing a compromise between
the State and Defense departments. Although refusing to appoint a civilian
deputy, he privately stated that some American troops should remain in
Japan "until such time when their withdrawal becomes feasible." He also
withdrew his endorsement for negotiating a treaty directly with the Soviets
in the CFM. Instead, he urged that all members of the Far Eastern Com-
mission be invited to a peace conference, a forum more easily dominated
by the United States. Even if the Soviets participated and issued a pledge
to respect Japan, he explained, American troops should continue to gar-
rison Japan for "a minimum of two years" and possibly longer.7

By September 1949, MacArthur essentially endorsed the State Depart-
ment's initiative. Paraphrasing portions of NSC documents he had once
objected to, the general informed William Sebald he had "completely
changed his views regarding post-treaty controls for Japan." He now sup-
ported the State Department's idea of a simple treaty imposing few eco-
nomic, political, diplomatic, or military restrictions. The United States, he
agreed, should encourage the strengthening of Japanese "police forces and
perhaps allow them some light arms." Given the instability throughout
Asia, he also favored maintaining a protective American "military force
in Japan for the indefinite future." This should be negotiated on a bilateral
basis with Tokyo, outside the provisions of the formal peace treaty.
MacArthur asked only one concession for his conversion to the State De-
partment's position. He wanted the peace conference held in Tokyo with
himself named as a "neutral chairman of the Conference."8*

Besides the signs of flexibility from Tokyo, other international devel-
opments appeared to favor the treaty initiative. Northeast Asia specialist,
Marshall Green, noted the different circumstances in 1949 as compared to
1947. The "Communist successes in China and Communist threats to other
parts of the Far East" he believed, caused a decisive shift in how the British
Commonwealth and other Asian states viewed a treaty. Australia and New
Zealand, for example, now paid only lip service to the "Japanese threat."
Whatever fury they harbored about the past war, they had begun to rec-

* As part of the bait to convince Acheson to name him as the chair of a peace conference,
MacArthur offered to approve a long-standing request to expand the diplomatic mission in
Tokyo. He also invited the secretary of state to come for a visit. Reluctant to give the general
this spectacular forum, however, Acheson declined all three suggestions.
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ognize that Japan was no longer the "principal threat to their security."
Instead, they hoped a Japanese settlement might pave the way for a Pacific
equivalent of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) alliance,
which would protect them both against their former enemy, Japan, and
their future Communist opponents.9

Great Britain, America's key ally, also proved extremely accommodating
on the treaty issue. During September, Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin
and his top aide for Asia, M. E. Dening, met in Washington with their
State Department counterparts. Discussion centered on the Western re-
sponse to the formation of the Chinese Communist government and the
Japanese treaty. Only in partial agreement on the first question, the two
governments found much common ground on the second.

Dening chided W. W. Butterworth for Washington's delay in ending the
Occupation. In 1947, London and the Commonwealth had urged caution,
but they now believed that a prolonged Occupation would only alienate
Japan from the West. Dening suggested that the United States not worry
about whether China or the Soviet Union would support a treaty. Wash-
ington should devise a settlement of its choosing and protect its interests
through a "U.S.-Japanese bilateral pact providing for post-treaty U.S.
base facilities." Dening also suggested an American trusteeship over Oki-
nawa and was "fairly certain the Commonwealth countries would have no
objection" to the course of action he recommended. In any case, the
continued drift of policy and the piecemeal diffusion of power to the Jap-
anese represented the worst course. This made America's potential Asian
allies angry and left everyone confused about Washington's commitment
to the region.10

Bevin proved even more eager to assist a settlement. Acheson wanted
assurances of Commonwealth support for a prearranged treaty that might
be submitted to a peace conference. The British foreign secretary pledged
that if Acheson told him "in advance" what Washington required, he
"thought he could get the Commonwealth together to write the basic pro-
visions of the treat which would be satisfactory to us." Dean Acheson, in
turn, promised Bevin he would "line up" the JCS and the Defense De-
partment by January 1950 so that Bevin could present the case to a sched-
uled Commonwealth gathering.11

Buoyed by the support he found in Tokyo and London, Acheson pressed
Truman to put his weight behind the treaty effort. The president seldom
expressed an opinion on Japanese matters, preferring to have his subor-
dinates reach a consensus he could rubber-stamp. But the secretary of state
feared that unless Truman put pressure on the Defense Department, the
military establishment would block his effort to present the British with a
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treaty outline. On September 16, Acheson convinced the president to order
the JCS to report formally their views on the "essential security require-
ments" of a treaty.12

Hoping to persuade the JCS and Defense Department officials to support
the State Department's initiative, Acheson and several of his aides (in-
cluding W. W. Butterworth, John Allison, John B. Howard, and Robert
Feary) met frequently during the autumn months with military represen-
tatives. The secretary of state also laid the groundwork for a treaty in
testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Relying on
arguments drafted by John Davies, Acheson told both the JCS and the
senators that Japanese security depended far more on its "political, eco-
nomic and social health" than armed might. Only the "early conclusion of
a peace settlement" would counteract the impact of the Chinese Revolution
among Asians, he cautioned.13

In November, Acheson conferred with William Draper's successor as
under secretary of the army, Tracy Voorhees. The secretary of state made
a renewed appeal for army endorsement of a peace settlement. Pursuing
a line of argument developed by Butterworth and Davies, he sought to
refute the common assertion that Japan would be defenseless once the
bulk of American troops departed. Acheson insisted that only a treaty
could mobilize the Japanese behind American leadership. Without it, they
would have no positive incentives to cooperate with the United States.
Besides, he told Voorhees, the Soviets had made a standing offer to con-
sider a treaty in the CFM. By delaying a settlement, Washington threatened
to alienate Japan and leave it susceptible to all manner of Communist
blandishments.14

The confidence exuded by the secretary of state reflected, to a large
degree, the strides already made within the department toward writing a
treaty. Since January 1948, a working group had prepared a series of drafts
for periodic review by Kennan, Butterworth, and Davies. On October 13,
1949, they submitted a comprehensive draft treaty that Acheson circulated
widely in the administration. This new approach bore little resemblance
to the 1947 document but a close similarity to the final treaty of 1951.

Besides some extensive clauses on property claims, trademarks, and the
like, the political and security sections of the proposed treaty were short.
It confined Japan to the four major and specified minor islands. The United
States would gain a trusteeship over the former mandated islands and
portions of the Ryukyus. Tokyo must pledge to maintain representative
government, although it might amend Occupation reforms. By prior ar-
rangement, the United States and Japan would devise a security treaty
providing for American forces to be stationed in Japan after the Occupation
ended. The bilateral security pact would permit the United States to station
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heavy weapons in Japan and put down threats to internal security. Although
the draft retained a prohibition against rebuilding a formal Japanese army,
it suggested that the ban be reassessed after five years.

Aware that both the Soviets and Chinese Communists would bristle at
these provisions, Butterworth, Davies, and John Allison especially liked
the idea of trading Chinese and Russian claims to Taiwan and Sakhalin
for those nations' acceptance of the treaty. For example, Taiwan would
revert to China only if Peking (Beijing) signed the American draft, and
Washington would not formally cede Sakhalin (which the Russian's held
since 1945) until Moscow signed. The document included no suggestion
that Washington or Tokyo sound out the two Communist states about the
possibility of genuinely neutralizing Japan.15

Much to Acheson's surprise and disappointment, George Kennan, the
"father" of containment, evinced little enthusiasm for this approach. In
fact, Kennan's objections marked a step in the alienation that soon led
him to leave the department. His critique of Japan policy in 1949 resembled
many of the objections he raised to the creation of the NATO alliance.
As Kennan saw it, once Japan had been economically and politically sta-
bilized, it faced little danger of subversion or invasion. As the Soviets
realized this and so long as the United States did not appear to be turning
Japan into an armed camp, the Kremlin might show serious interest in
accepting a genuinely neutral solution. Acheson's effort to bring the mil-
itary establishment and Congress on board, Kennan feared, would over-
militarize Japan and turn containment in Asia (as in Europe) into more
of a provocation than a defense. The new approach of the State Depart-
ment, he lamented in his diary, reflected more an attempt to solve "internal
administrative difficulties with our own government" than to put Japan on
a stable course.16

SCAP's representative in Washington, Col. C. Stanton Babcock, ex-
pressed great enthusiasm for the draft treaty. Speaking on MacArthur's
behalf, the colonel not only endorsed its provisions but approved the idea
of cooperating with the Commonwealth nations to assure a friendly two-
thirds voting bloc in the Far Eastern Commission. SCAP remained opposed
to substantial Japanese rearmament, Babcock emphasized, but supported
the retention of a moderate sized post-Occupation American force in Ja-
pan. An expanded Japanese constabularly would "deal with Communist
or other internal attacks" and the American troops would serve as a trip
wire to deter foreign aggression. MacArthur also endorsed the idea of
placing all security provisions in a special bilateral pact, separate from the
main treaty.

Although in substantial agreement with the State Department's position,
MacArthur broke ranks on a related issue. Babcock told both State De-
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partment and JCS representatives that the Supreme Commander consid-
ered it "of the greatest importance that Formosa not fall under Communist
control" (Americans often used the name Formosa in place of the Chinese
name for the island, Taiwan). Although American control of the island
was not required, "by hook or by crook we must keep it out of Communist
hands." Speaking for MacArthur, Babcock proposed that Washington either
declare a "trusteeship" and put the island under control of a "safe nation"
or even return it to Japan for safekeeping.17

MacArthur, in fact, had recently grown more outspoken about the over-
all Communist threat in Asia. SCAP had invited British High Commis-
sioner for Southeast Asia, Sir Malcolm MacDonald, to visit Tokyo for
consultations. There, intelligence chief, Gen. Charles Willoughby, outlined
a proposal for a new "line of resistance against communism" that included
Japan, the Ryukyus, the Philippines, and Formosa. Criticizing the weak-
ness he saw in the Truman administration's approach, Willoughby said
SCAP placed "top priority on preventing Formosa from falling into com-
munist hands." He asked that MacDonald try to reverse London's policy
of seeking an accommodation with the Chinese Communists while MacArthur
pursued the same goal with Washington. The two men agreed to coordinate
future efforts and met several times over the following months.18

Douglas MacArthur, of course, was not unique in raising questions dur-
ing this period about the future of Taiwan. At various times in 1949 and
1950, Dean Acheson, George Kennan, John Davies, W. W. Butterworth,
and others in the State Department hatched ideas to foment coups or
uprisings against Jiang Jieshi in order to install an "independent," non-
Communist regime on the island. Circulated with varying degrees of se-
riousness, none of these schemes seemed practicable. Should they succeed,
they would undoubtedly drive Peking toward even closer ties with Moscow,
the opposite of what American policy intended. In this context, Mac-
Arthur's attempt to link the Formosa question to the Japanese treaty
represented a twist on administration policy but not a fundamental con-
tradiction.19

Far more serious than qualifications from SCAP were those emerging
from the Pentagon. Early on in their deliberations, JCS representatives
and Tracy Voorhees explicitly rejected the idea of a permanently demili-
tarized Japan. Speaking for Voorhees, Gen. Carter B. Magruder explained
that he and "certain others in the Pentagon" felt a large Japanese army
would be extremely useful as a supplement to American forces during a
war. Japan, Magruder emphasized, must become more than a passive ally
denied to an enemy. This theme underlay a critical report prepared for
Voorhees and the JCS by the Joint Strategic Survey Committee (JSSC) on
November 30. After weeks of deliberation, the committee dismissed the
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State Department's draft treaty as premature and ill advised. Before any
settlement came into effect, they insisted, the United States must possess
permanent bases both in Japan and the Ryukyus and insure that Formosa
remained out of Communist hands. Moreover, they considered it necessary
that the Soviet Union agree formally to all these provisions. The survey
committee realized, of course, that these provisions made a treaty nearly
impossible. But, they held, the threat of communism in Southeast Asia,
Korea, and Taiwan made the "continuation of our dominant position in
Japan of paramount importance to U.S. Security" and made it "dangerous
to take any action with respect to Japan now which might lead to an
irrevocable loss of influence there."20

Not only did the JSSC oppose the neutralization of Japan on its own
merits, but noted a clear connection between German and Japanese rearm-
ament. Although the situation in both occupied nations was not "identical,"
the "underlying objectives of the United States and the U.S.S.R. toward
both" appeared to be nearly the same, they said. Even if Japan could be
safeguarded by a bona fide pledge of Russian respect for its neutrality, the
military planners observed, this would have an undesirable impact "upon
our future position in Germany" and the extremely controversial possi-
bilities of rearming that country within NATO. After all, if Washington
could accept a neutralized, unarmed Japan, many Western Europeans
would question why a similar arrangement could not apply toward the still-
feared Germans.21

As the Joint Chiefs worked the survey committee's report into a formal
position paper, Tracy Voorhees also labored to undermine the treaty in-
itiative. Meeting with British Embassy counselor, Hubert Graves, the army
under secretary cited international law as a reason to stall a settlement.
Any treaty that unilaterally abolished SCAP, he warned, would violate
the Potsdam agreement and Moscow accords of 1945. Voorhees claimed
"greatly [to] fear what Russia might do should a treaty be concluded with-
out her." The Soviets might "seize Japanese ships and even bomb Japanese
cities inasmuch as they would still be at war." Rather than risk such a
confrontation, Voorhees suggested that Washington and London agree to
create a "stand-by SCAP" that would oversee limited home rule in Japan.
Instead of a formal settlement, the United States would simply allow the
Japanese to manage their own affairs under the ultimate supervision of a
skeletal SCAP and the protection of American forces. Technically, this
would leave international arrangements in tact, offering the Soviets no
excuse for interference. Meanwhile, Voorhees's aide, Goldthwaite Dorr,
discussed this proposal with Acheson's assistants and suggested that a par-
tial Occupation continue for as much as five more years.22

Voorhees even hoped he might persuade Douglas MacArthur to abandon
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support for a settlement at this time. In mid-December, the army under
secretary traveled to Tokyo and laid out the Defense Department's posi-
tion. But MacArthur hotly disputed Voorhees's contention that Japan must
be retained for use as an offensive military position. All Japanese, the
general insisted, wanted a genuine treaty now and resented bitterly the
stalling in Washington or the talk of a partial settlement. The Soviets, he
contended, would both honor Japanese neutrality and accept a treaty per-
mitting a small American force of some thirty-five thousand men to remain
afterwards. Instead of trying to "exploit its position in Japan for military
purposes," MacArthur told Voorhees, the United States ought to develop
bases in Okinawa and the Philippines and take the "necessary steps to
deny Formosa to the Communists."23

Even though, by early December, the JCS, Voorhees, and Defense
Secretary Louis Johnson had resolved to recommend that Truman not
authorize further steps toward a treaty, they delayed informing the pres-
ident of their opinion. First, the military leadership wanted to drag their
heels until after the informal deadline for informing the British of the
American position had passed. That way, Bevin would be unable to consult
with the Commonwealth members at their upcoming January conference.
Without assurances of Commonwealth support, Acheson could not place
a treaty before the Far Eastern Commission. The longer they delayed
consideration of a treaty, the military establishment believed, the greater
the likelihood they could extract concessions on rearmament and the pro-
tection of Formosa from Acheson and Truman.

In fact, Deputy Under Secretary of the Army Robert West made these
objections to a treaty quite explicit in discussions with British represen-
tatives. On December 2, Hubert Graves informed Dening that three major
issues blocked progress toward a treaty by the State and Defense depart-
ments. The Defense Department, he reported West as saying, had deter-
mined to preserve the status quo until they received promises to speed
Japanese rearmament, to protect Formosa, and not to recognize the Chinese
Communist regime. Moreover, West complained, Dening had W. W. But-
terworth "wrapped around [his] little finger."24

Still, Truman had instructed the JCS to make a formal report on their
views, and they eventually did so in a way that cut the ground from under
the State Department. Late in December, the JCS notified the State and
Defense departments and the NSC that

unsettled political and military conditions and uncertain military action on the
Asian continental areas near Japan . . . the highly unstable political and military
situation in Taiwan and in Southeast Asia . . . and the fact that a treaty consistent
with the terms of the armistice by which Japan surrendered could not at this
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time assure the denial of Japan's ultimate exploitation by the USSR or assure
her orientation toward the western powers made it important to postpone a
peace settlement.

If, despite this warning, the president wanted to pursue a treaty, the military
chiefs urged moves to bar the Soviets from stationing any forces south of
Sakhalin. The United States would require all its current Pacific bases as
well as permanent military facilities throughout the "four main islands of
Japan." Moreover, the JCS opposed concluding any treaty unless both the
Soviet and Chinese Communist governments accepted these provisions, an
event even the JCS described as "mutually exclusive." In something of a
tautology, they argued that the fact the Communist states would not ap-
prove a treaty partly directed against them confirmed that a settlement
with Japan remained "premature." Defense Secretary Louis Johnson added
insult to injury in forwarding his endorsement of these conclusions to
Acheson. Johnson suggested that the only major problem in Japanese-
American relations stemmed from too much loose "public discussion during
recent months about an early treaty," a debate, he said, incited solely by
the State Department.25

Nearly beside himself with frustration, Acheson hastily arranged a meet-
ing where he, Dean Rusk, and W. W. Butterworth could confront JCS
chairman, Gen. Omar Bradley and Maj. Gen. J. H. Burns, reprsenting
Louis Johnson. Acheson ridiculed the military's contention that Washing-
ton should solicit Soviet and Chinese support for a treaty confirming Japan
as a forward American base. This fixation on a short-term military advan-
tage, he charged, ignored Japan's greater political and economic impor-
tance to the United States. If also nullifed attempts to generate British
Commonwealth support for a unified Far Eastern policy.

Acheson hammered away at his most immediate problem, as well. Months
before he had promised British Foreign Secretary Bevin that the United
States would submit treaty terms that could be discussed at the upcoming
Commonwealth conference at Colombo, Ceylon (Sri Lanka). Because of
the Defense Department's calculated delays, he had to break this pledge.
If he offered no explanation or indication of where matters stood, he might
be accused of misleading vital allies whose cooperation was essential in an
eventual treaty. Consequently, Acheson proposed that Bradley and Burns
approve his sending Bevin a brief message about why the American gov-
ernment had been unable to resolve basic policy questions. He proposed
to say that different agencies in Washington favored alternative means of
resisting growing Soviet pressures on Japan and the rest of Asia. They also
were uncertain of how to assure non-Communist states in the region that
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Japan posed no future threat. Although the United States did not consider
the "rearming of Japan" an "acceptable" policy at present, the adminis-
tration was agreed that extensive military-base rights must be retained in
and around Japan after the Occupation ceased. Acheson admitted that a
treaty that contained provisions unacceptable to China and the Soviet
Union provided a "less secure basis" for peace than would otherwise be
true. Still, the United States did not believe that excluding them from a
settlement would impede an eventual treaty.26

Not surprisingly, Bradley and Burns appreciated Acheson's proposed
message to Bevin. It indicated the beginning of an important switch in the
State Department's position. Although still uncomfortable with the concept
of immediate rearmament, Acheson appeared to accept the inevitable cre-
ation of a new Japanese army. Also, he agreed that some troops and bases
should remain in Japan even after a peace settlement. Even though the
scope of these concessions remained unclear and the subject for many later
arguments, Acheson had framed his message to focus on the question of
military (rather than political or economic) security in light of a Soviet
threat. Bradley took this as the germ of a future agreement. He told the
secretary of state that, although the situation in China, Southeast Asia and
Taiwan remained too unstable to chance a treaty with Japan, in "six months
or a year" things might evolve "in such a way that we would know better
where we stood." Accordingly, the general suggested, why not lay prelim-
inary plans for rearmament because it would "probably be necessary at
some time to let Japan have armed forces."27

In effect, the JCS and the Defense Department had made Japan hostage
to a successful resolution of other crises in Asia. For months, the military
establishment had pressed Acheson and Truman to toughen opposition to
the Chinese Communists and consider means of defending Taiwan. They
wanted Japan as a strong link, an "active" not a passive ally in a military
alliance. If the administration wanted the military to endorse a treaty,
Bradley and Louis Johnson served notice, it had better swallow the Defense
Department's prescription for the remilitarization of Japan and for more
active opposition to Asian communism.

Nor was President Truman much help to Acheson. Although he resisted
many of the pressures to move against China and supported the principle
of a speedy settlement with Japan, Truman hesitated to overrule the JCS
and the Defense Department on the details of a treaty. For example, on
December 29, at the conclusion of a NSC meeting at which his civilian and
military advisers clashed over China policy, the president expressed con-
cern over the delayed Japanese settlement. The Soviets, he insisted, had
not played a great role in bringing about Japan's surrender. Washington
might permit the Russians to take part in a treaty, however, Truman had
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no doubt that the United States and the United Kingdom could negotiate
a peace treaty with Japan whether the USSR participated or not." Despite
this assertion, the president made little effort to press the Defense De-
partment to fall in behind Acheson's initiative. Serious consideration of a
settlement lapsed for several months, resuming only when the State De-
partment adopted many of the hard-line policies of the military planners.28

The British government and its Asia specialists expressed great disap-
pointment over the failure of the United States to put forward any terms.
Dening felt nothing whatever would be accomplished so "long as Mr. Tracy
Voorhees remained in office." It might be necessary, he advised his col-
leagues, for the foreign office to draft a "defense treaty between Japan
and the United States" and submit it to Washington because the Americans
seemed not to know how to secure their own "strategic interests." The
Ambassador to the United States, Sir Oliver Franks, felt the problem went
far beyond Voorhees. Actually, he complained, the Americans appeared
to lack "any real . . . policy for the whole Pacific area." As Chinese-
American relations deteriorated after January 1950, Franks noted, Japan
remained the "one area" in Asia where the position of the United States
"was for the time being secure." Any administration effort to improve
Sino-American relations or defy the Pentagon's position on Japan would
provide the Republican opposition new ammunition to attack an already
battered Far Eastern policy.

About the best Dening and Franks hoped for was that the United States
would salvage something in the region by increasing its involvement in
Southeast Asia. They guessed that Acheson would try to divert the admin-
istration's critics from their China campaign by doing something "sensa-
tional" in "regard to U.S. aid for Indochina." The British agreed this was
necessary both to change the terms of the debate in Washington and to
protect vital interests that affected Europe and Japan. Diplomats in London
and Washington believed that if the Truman administration hoped to im-
plement a rational Japan policy, it would have to adopt new approaches
toward events in China and Southeast Asia.29
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JAPANESE RECOVERY

PROSPECTS
IN THE WAKE OF

CHINA'S REVOLUTION

In October 1949, a few days after Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-tung) proclaimed
the establishment of the People's Republic of China (PRC), the State
Department convened a special meeting of diplomats and influential private
sector outsiders. This group of entrepreneurs, educators, journalists, and
China specialists discussed the implications of the regime for future policy.
The so-called Round Table Conference coincided with another reevalua-
tion of policy under the aegis of a blue-ribbon panel, the Far Eastern
Consultants, led by Ambassador-at-Large Philip C. Jessup. Common themes
emerged from the three-day conference as well as the several-month survey
of the Far Eastern Consultants. The Chinese Communists, both groups
agreed, took power through their own strength and the collapse of the
KMT. American opposition would do little to shake their rule. However,
if the United States maintained a low-keyed, noninterventionist approach
to China, the Communist regime would inevitably grow disillusioned with
its new Soviet ally. Those most familiar with China agreed that the United
States should avoid any further military actions on the mainland or Taiwan.
Instead, Washington ought to preserve informal links with Peking and await
opportunities provided by a Sino-Soviet split.1

Repeating a theme he and the State Departments' specialists had elab-
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orated since 1947, George Kennan told the Round Table that even a pro-
Soviet China posed little threat. As a desperately poor nation, it would
drain scarce Soviet resources, not enhance the Kremlin's power. Yet, he
continued, the Communist conquest of China might affect the United States
indirectly, especially through its impact on Japan. Kennan acknowledged
that Japan's recovery needs dictated some trade contacts with the new
regime but that long-term prosperity and security required a broader base.
"You have" the "terrific problem," Kennan explained, of how the "Jap-
anese are going to get along unless they again reopen some sort of empire
to the South. Clearly we have got, if we are going to retain any hope of
healthy civilization in Japan in the coming period, to achieve opening up
of trade possibilities, commercial possibilities for Japan on a scale very far
greater than anything Japan knew before." Another conference participant
(a veteran of the Occupation), Phillip Taylor, agreed, observing that be-
cause Communists controlled Northeast Asia, "we have got to get Japan
back into, I am afraid, the old Co-Prosperity Sphere. . . . "

In addition, Kennan noted, the United States had to devise a recovery
formula for Japan that both stimulated its economy and kept the former
enemy to safe paths once the Occupation ended. Japan, in other words,
must be made both commercially prosperous and politically dependent.
The key, he argued, lay in devising "controls, . . . foolproof enough and
cleverly enough exercised really to have power over what Japan imports
in the way of oil and other things. . . ."By means of this strategic economic
leash, "we could have veto power over what she does."2

At about the same time, a group of Army Department officials and
SCAP representatives (including Robert West, Gen. Robert Eichelberger,
and Col. Stanton Babcock) met with British Embassy counselor, Hubert
Graves. The group hoped to convince the Commonwealth countries to
permit Japan greater access to Southeast Asia in place of China and Korea.
"Commercial expansion," argued Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army
West, was vital "in keeping Japan to safe paths . . . since only a decently
prosperous Japan could be trusted to accommodate itself to Western stra-
tegic and political requirements." Now that China ("the continental mar-
ket") lay within the Communist zone, Americans must insure that its allies
agreed to bring Southeast Asia "into relation with [Japan's] economy.
. . ." Graves reported to London that he had "been struck by the repetition
of this theme in various sectors of the Administration."3

Some prominent journalists also picked up the theme of how China's
revolution might affect Japan. Among the most prolific were Stewart and
Joseph Alsop. During the Second World War Joseph served as an employee
of the Chinese Nationalist regime and as an aide to Gen. Claire Chennault.
Stewart shared his concern with Chinese affairs and took an extensive tour
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of Asia during the summer of 1949. He returned in August to prepare a
series of reports for his nationally syndicated column about a Communist
strategy to conquer the West by means of economic strangulation. Com-
munism would expand from its relatively unimportant Chinese base, he
predicted, to overrun resource-rich Southeast Asia. From this position, the
Soviets planned to starve Japanese and European industry.

Stewart Alsop's first report, of August 22, accused the Truman admin-
istration of a do-nothing policy in Asia. The State Department's Far East-
ern experts, he charged, ignored the fact that the Communist virus would
spread from China into Burma, Indochina, Siam, and Malaya, "not in the
distant future but in a matter of months, before the year is out." When
Japan's "vital industrial potential" had been added to the "Kremlin's vast
Asiatic empire," the global power balance would tilt fatally. Diplomats
who claimed that Japan was anchored securely to the United States failed
to realize that it was "nonsense to imagine that a non-communist Japan
could hold out against Communist pressure when her whole natural trading
area had been organized under Communist control."4

In subsequent installments, Stewart Alsop blended his own views with
information leaked by someone close to Defense Secretary Louis Johnson.
Reflecting a debate between Johnson and Acheson, he criticized the State
Department's policy as "feeble and diffuse." He advocated appointment
of a "supreme commander" to fight the cold war in Asia and an effort to
hold "the many independent remaining centers of resistance to the
Communists in South China." Slowing the Red tide for even a "few weeks"
might spell the difference between "holding Southeast Asia and
losing it."5

On August 29, Stewart Alsop charged the Soviets with planning to con-
struct a new Communist "Co-Prosperity Sphere." Besides directly helping
Russia, this bloc of Asian satellites would strangle Western Europe and
Japan. He warned:

If Southeast Asia goes, Japan should not prove a difficult target, unless American
troops are to hold Japan indefinitely by brute force. China and Southeast Asia
comprise Japan's whole natural trading area, and economic pressure alone could
be enough ultimately to bring Japan into the Soviet sphere. With Japan's in-
dustrial potential added to the great riches and huge population of Southeast
Asia and China, and the whole area under Soviet control, a vast upset in the
world power balance will have occurred. It is worth recalling that we fought a
long, cruel war with Japan to prevent such an upset in the balance of power.
It is also worth recalling that Japan was not a European power, and the Soviet
Union is.6

In mid-September, Joseph Alsop coauthored a more optimistic column
with his brother. Although both thought it doubtful that Truman or Ache-
son would reverse their China policy, they saw a hopeful sign in the ap-
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pointment of Philip Jessup to conduct a general review of programs in
Asia. Even though he had little use for the KMT, Jessup seemed to share
the Alsops' concern with Southeast Asia, viewing it as an appropriate and
practical place to draw the line against communism. They predicted Jessup
would recommend that a special $75 million appropriation (Title 303: Mu-
tual Defense Assistance Program [MDAP]), recently approved by Con-
gress, be spent as "seed money" in the region to finance a covert offensive
in the "battle for Asia."7

The debate within and outside the American government over East Asia
policy revealed deep tensions over how to contain the Communist threat
while building a core of stable, pro-American states in the region. Although
some in the administration, Congress, and the press argued for a military
solution (such as blockading or attacking China), others preferred to rely
on economic and political means to enhance security among the region's
vulnerable nations. Many expected that the Chinese Communists might
eventually be turned against the Kremlin and toward a partial accommo-
dation with the West. But would moderation or threats achieve this end
more quickly? Given Japan's desperate need for trade outlets, could a
limited relationship with China speed Tokyo's recovery and help to modify
China's radicalism? Or would such an arrangement only bolster the Com-
munist regime, providing it with an enhanced potential for blackmail? Yet,
if Japan was kept isolated from China, where could alternative markets be
found?

Before June 1950, the Truman administration never fully resolved these
questions. Most actions taken during this period reflected shifting sets of
alliances among competing elements in the policymaking community, as
they all jockeyed for presidential support. Truman confounded both hard-
and soft-liners by endorsing contradictory policies that reflected his own
divided instincts as well as those of his advisers. At the same time as he
approved Acheson's idea of maintaining private trade links with China,
for example, he followed the advice of Louis Johnson that America honor
the Nationalists' trade blockade of Chinese ports. Although halting military
aid to Taiwan, Truman refused to sever diplomatic ties with the KMT.
Although several American diplomats remained in China, he hesitated to
permit any serious discussions between them and Communist authorities.

Besides insisting on these conflicting approaches toward China, the State
and Defense departments disagreed bitterly over the terms of a Japanese
peace settlement. The military establishment envisioned Japan as a semi-
permanent military enclave. Diplomats, in contrast, stressed its value as
an economic and political ally helping to integrate Asian nations into a
pro-Western bloc. Its ultimate importance, they insisted could not be weighed
by conventional military standards. As George Kennan put the argument
to Dean Rusk, Japanese political and economic power in Northeast Asia
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held the only "realistic prospect for countering and moderating Soviet
influence" there. Dismissing calls for further aid to the KMT or other
Chinese anti-Communist factions, Kennan called for action to restore the
"natural balance of power." Quoting historian Tyler Dennet's account of
Thoeodore Roosevelt's policy during the Russo-Japanese War, he re-
marked that Washington should raise "no objection" to Japanese ascen-
dency in Korea and its surrounding territory. Control by Tokyo "was to
be preferred to Korean mismanagement, Chinese interference, or Russian
bureaucracy." Kennan particularly liked a phrase uttered by TR to Sen.
Henry Cabot Lodge in 1905. "It is best," he stated, that Russia "should
be left face to face with Japan so that each may have a moderative action
on the other."8

Dismissing China as a factor, Kennan proposed encouraging Japan to
resume its traditional role as "power broker" in Northeast Asia. But even
he realized that Japanese power depended on a sustained recovery. Con-
ditions in East and Southeast Asia must not be allowed to deteriorate in
a way that threatened Japan. How the Truman administration handled the
demise of the KMT and the policy it adopted toward Southeast Asian
nationalism would, as much as anything else, lay the foundation for Tokyo's
future role, he concluded.

Broadly speaking, key decision makers in Washington fell into two an-
tagonistic camps, with President Truman straddling the gap. The JCS and
Defense Secretary Louis Johnson along with a small bloc of Congressmen
advocated a high-profile anti-Communist policy toward China. They op-
posed recognition of the Peking regime, supported military aid both to
forces on the mainland and to defend Taiwan, and favored imposing strict
trade sanctions against the Communist regime. Both Secretary of Defense
Forrestal (1947-49) and his successor, Louis Johnson (1949-50), typified
this attitude. This group favored holding bases in Japan indefinitely as part
of an overall aggressive strategy. They conceived of containment and se-
curity interests largely as military problems. In their view, active hostility
toward the Chinese Communists would prevent the Soviets and their prox-
ies from consolidating a victory or winning new victories beyond China.

No less anti-Communist, but far more sensitive to the complexities of
Asian politics, the PPS and the Far Eastern Division of the State Depart-
ment fought a spirited campaign to minimize further involvement in China's
civil war. George C. Marshall and his successor, Dean Acheson, paid close
attention to the advice of W.W. Butterworth, Philip Jessup, George Ken-
nan, John Davies, and China specialist Philip Sprouse, who insisted that
futile acts against the Communists would only drive the CCP closer to the
Kremlin. Arming KMT remnants in China or Taiwan, this group argued,
would encourage a shotgun wedding between Moscow and Peking, with
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the United States providing the shotgun. Not just the Communists, but
most Chinese, they insisted, preferred the civil war to end quickly so they
might resume normal living. Acheson and his advisers believed that allow-
ing limited Sino-American trade and holding the door open to possible
diplomatic recognition might induce Peking to behave moderately. More-
over, these diplomats knew, any strict trade embargo would sabotage Jap-
anese recovery, boost Occupation costs, and cause bitter resentment in
Tokyo and Western Europe. Besides the State Department's Asia area
experts, certain civilian army administrators and most SCAP officials shared
this concern about the value of trade with China.

Debate over China policy in 1949 often assumed grotesque proportions.
Vociferous pro-Nationalist support ranged from the "comic" antics of Sen.
Pat McCarran (D-Nevada) to the vitriolic attacks of Sen. William Know-
land (R-California) and Gen. Claire Chennault. In February 1949, for
example, McCarran sponsored a bill that called for $1.5 billion in new
loans to China. Some fifty senators (nearly half of them Democrats) en-
dorsed this proposal along with a call to send American combat advisers
into Chinese battlefields. It soon became clear, however, that neither
McCarran nor most of his nominal cosponsors really cared about the Na-
tionalist cause. At its core, the aid bill actually represented the latest
McCarran scheme for dumping surplus Nevada silver on world markets.
The proposal, which its sponsor neglected to clear with other pro-Nation-
alist senators, soon collapsed.9

The tireless adventurer and flying ace, Claire Chennault, advocated other
rescue schemes between May and August 1949. Encouraged by Sens. Wil-
liam Knowland and Sen. H. Alexander Smith [R-New Jersey], Chennault
returned from China in April 1949 to lobby for covert military assistance
to anti-Communist forces still active in western China. In congressional
testimony and in several popular magazine articles (which bore titles like
"Hold 'Em, Harass 'Em, Hamstring 'Em," and "Last Call for China") this
Jiang family confidante and business associate claimed that a "modest"
airlift costing several hundred million dollars per year could indefinitely
sustain anti-Communist forces.10

Besides the logistical and political problems in the Chennault plan, sev-
eral critics observed that the proposal hinged on giving a lucrative transport
contract to Chennault's personal airline in China, Civil Air Transport. As
with his misguided air-war strategy during the Second World War, the
flying ace completely intertwined national policy with his own commercial
and career success. Whatever enthusiasm existed for the idea of covert aid
to Moslem anti-Communist forces in western China disappeared during
the summer of 1949 when the leading candidates for aid, two generals
surnamed Ma, suddenly opted to leave on a pilgrimage to Mecca.11
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While the congressional China bloc and the private China lobby harassed
the administration, more serious debate occurred internally. As had been
true since the end of the war, the military establishment pressed Truman
to expand economic and military aid to China. Army officials insisted that
China was no worse adsministered than, for example, Greece. Like that
nation, they claimed, it occupied a strategic location. In an attack on the
State Department, Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer told Defense Secretary
Forrestal that, following the loss of China, Soviet forces would be "free
to devote [their] entire energies and efforts to over-running Western Eu-
rope and the Near East." Russia could also proceed to dominate all con-
tinental and Southeast Asia, jeopardizing access to vital raw materials.
Perhaps the greatest danger, he argued, would be:

[the] interposition of an "iron curtain" between the Asiatic continent and Japan,
foredooming to failure present U.S. efforts to make the Japanese economy self-
sufficient. Japan would be deprived of the opportunity of establishing necessary
markets in Asia, thus either imposing Japanese economic survival as a permanent
burden on the U.S. taxpayer, or, failing that, forcing the Japanese to join the
Soviet orbit as the only remaining means of survival.12

By late 1948, however, the JCS acknowledged the bleak prospects facing
Jiang's regime. In February 1949, even so ardent a China supporter as
James Forrestal admitted that the pace of the Red advance dictated a
reduction or suspension of further military assistance. Belatedly, he rec-
ognized that much of the military equipment delivered to China soon found
its way into the enemy camp. After discussions with members of Congress
and the NSC, President Truman decided against formally terminating aid
to China, lest it totally discourage "resistance to communist aggression."
However, he ordered that "no effort would be made to expedite deliveries"
to the mainland, in effect insuring that few military supplies would reach
their destination before the KMT collapse.13

The pace of the Communist advance as 1949 began posed an additional
problem for American policy. Should economic assistance, administered
by the EC A under the terms of the China Aid Act, be continued in areas
under de facto Communist control? Officials of the ECA serving in China,
especially Roger Lapham, favored maintaining a low-key program that
might help the civilian population and, perhaps, separate the CCP from
the Soviets. However, when ECA officials suggested this tactic to the State
Department in December 1948, both Acting Secretary Robert Lovett and
the FE head, W. W. Butterworth, opposed the idea. In part, they feared
a congressional retaliation against providing aid to the Communist areas.
Discussions with Truman on December 20 revealed the president's op-
position as well. The idea of such "positive" action to wean the Communists
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away from Moscow had, apparently, found little favor outside the State
Department's PPS.14

However, a reluctance to permit aid to Communist areas did not mean
the State Department desired to expand assistance to the Nationalist rem-
nants on the mainland. In March 1949, as the China Aid Act neared
expiration, the State Department sought to reword the law, permitting a
more flexible interpretation. In early April, after much haggling with Sen-
ator Knowland, among others, the department got its way. An extended
and amended China Aid Act, utilizing $100 million in unexpended funds
from 1948, now permitted support to groups other than the "Government
of China," including a possible successor regime on the mainland or on
Taiwan. The new law did accede to the demands of the China bloc in
Congress that aid only be given to the "non-communist areas of China."
Nevertheless, as Dean Acheson explained, the State Department sup-
ported the revised act "in large measure" because it permitted extension
of economic aid to Taiwan.15 in fact, the overall policy of the State De-
partment reflected this new preference for assisting a non-Communist is-
land bastion, detached from the mainland and, hopefully, ruled by someone
other than Jiang Jieshi.

In contrast the JCS and the secretary of defense continued to urge a
last-ditch effort at military assistance to the mainland and an explicit Amer-
ican commitment to defend Taiwan. Not only might selective arms ship-
ments to anti-Communist forces delay a complete Communist victory, they
argued, but enemy control of Taiwan threatened the entire offshore defense
line. If "Kremlin-directed Communists" held Taiwan, the JCS maintained,
it would allow them to dominate the sea-lanes on which Japan, Malaya,
and the Philippines depended.16

General MacArthur added to the din, claiming that if Taiwan passed
under Communist control, "our whole defensive position in the Far East
was definitely lost." America would be forced to move its "defensive line
back to the west coast of the continental United States." MacArthur gave
verbal support to a plan to provide Claire Chennault a five-hundred-plane
airforce flown by American "volunteers" and even suggested transferring
warships to the KMT navy to "blockade and destroy China's coastal cities."
Late in 1949, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) uncovered evidence
that SCAP permitted some Japanese aviators to assist Jiang on Taiwan.
Yet, despite this rhetoric and encouragment, neither MacArthur nor the
JCS favored committing American forces to the defense of Taiwan. They
mitigated their tough talk by adovcating only indirect assistance and in-
creased military aid.17

President Truman vacillated between support of the State Department
and the arguments presented by hard-liners that China must be isolated
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by military pressure and Japan protected by rearmament. As a politician,
he responded to pressures applied by members of Congress and some pro-
KMT lobbying groups. Although not enamored of the Nationalists, he
shared many of the gut-level, anti-Communist impulses so common among
the military establishment. Despite his temperament, however, he usually
allowed himself to be swayed by the more measured advice of Dean Ache-
son. The influence of the secretary of state remained especially strong from
the spring of 1949 until January 1950. Thereafter, domestic pressures, a
series of confrontations with the Chinese Communists, and personnel shifts
within the state department undermined moderate elements and led Tru-
man to support a tougher approach throughout Asia.18

During the spring of 1949, Acheson's advisers succeeded in pushing a
relatively moderate program through the NSC, an approach geared toward
buying time in East Asia. The diplomats predicted Communist forces would
quickly consolidate control of the Chinese mainland and, probably, Tai-
wan, But on achieving victory, Mao's forces would face an immense task
of national development. By avoiding provocations, Washington could
encourage the "full force of nationalism" to turn against the Kremlin, which
represented a new imperialism. Dismissing the anti-Communist remnants
in China as only "slightly less impotent than Yugoslav royalists," the State
Department's China specialists advocated a wait-and-see stance, guessing
that internal cleavages would eventually moderate the Chinese Revolution.
Internal pressures might then impel the Communists to seek "amicable
relations with the world community." This evolution might take as long
as twenty-five years, and thoughtless hostility would only delay its occur-
rence.

These arguments persuaded the NSC and Truman to heed Acheson's
plea to avoid "military and political support of any non-communist regimes
in China" unless they showed a real capacity to mount, on their own,
"successful resistance to the Communists." Meanwhile, the administration
ought to permit private business and philanthropic contacts with the "Chinese
people" as one method of exploiting "any rifts between the Chinese Com-
munists and the USSR and between the Stalinists and other elements in
China both within and outside of the communist structure."19

Acheson also presented arguments against extending military protection
to the Nationalists on Taiwan. He and his aides would have preferred to
remove Jiang Jieshi as a prelude to assisting an independent Taiwanese
regime. But they discovered such plans were complicated and dangerous.
Almost any ruse, if successful, would still foster intense anti-American
sentiment within China, just when Washington hoped to stimulate anti-
Soviet feelings there in response to Russian meddling in Manchuria and
Sinkiang (Xinjiang). If American tinkering with the island's future was to
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"have any hope of success," Acheson told an aide, "we must carefully
conceal our wish to separate the island from mainland control." Early in
March, the NSC and the president approved this formula. Although willing
to provide some economic assistance to the island while sounding out
options for local autonomy, Acheson convinced the administration not to
commit American forces in the defense of Taiwan.20

Truman's agreement not to challenge the Communist regime directly
preserved some latitude for informal Sino-American contacts. Acheson,
Butterworth, and Kennan all guessed that China's need for trade and
technology unavailable from the Soviet Union would, eventually, moderate
Peking's behavior at home and abroad. Within the administration, the
hard-liners and moderates continued to argue the significance of this fact.
Some believed an economic sword would compel the Chinese to act ac-
ceptably or else perish. Others insisted that China could not only survive
a long period of economic isolation, but that any trade blockade would
have a dire impact on Japanese recovery plans. The United States and its
allies, in other words, would pay the high costs for any economic warfare
waged against the Communists.

Despite termination of ECA activities in China at the close of 1948,
Truman's diplomatic advisers urged him to permit continuation of private
trade. W. W. Butterworth stressed the advantages of procuring from China
"exports vital to the Japanese economy" that would cost more elsewhere.
The more foreign economic outlets it possessed, Butterworth argued, the
less likely would be the "early application . . . of doctrinaire totalitarian
controls by the Chinese Communists." Carefully regulated trade (which
excluded strategic items), he insisted, would mostly benefit China's non-
Communist partners, thus easing the Japanese and European economic
drain on the United States. Attempts to use trade as a political bludgeon
against Peking, he warned, would probably elicit "retaliatory measures"
of greater cost to non-Communist economies.21

The question of Japanese recovery and trade had vexed Chinese of all
political factions since 1947. Opposition to the "reverse course," the end
of reparations, and American subsidies for industrial reconstruction had
mobilized both Nationalists and Communists in China to denounce favor-
itism toward a hated enemy. Besides real fears of resurgent Japanese mil-
itarism, most Chinese expressed outrage at Washington's willingness to
expend dollars on a former enemy while abandoning a former ally. As the
Nationalists fled the mainland in 1949, Chinese Communist spokesmen
took up the campaign against the threat of United States-Japanese im-
perialism.22

China's new rulers, however, retained a realistic understanding of their
need for foreign trade, especially with Japan. Much of China's industrial
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infrastructure had Japanese components, and Japanese industry eagerly
consumed exports of food, coal, and iron ore. Trade between the two
countries grew to nearly $250 million during the 1930s and to over $600
million during the war years. As America's naval blockade tightened, China
became the predominant source of Japan's imported raw materials. How-
ever, with surrender and China's civil war, Sino-Japanese trade shrunk to
a tiny fraction of its earlier levels, fluctuating between $7 and $20 million
per year.

For Communist leaders, like Mao, renewed trade promised to provide
needed foreign exchange, access to technology, and a safety valve from
complete dependence on the Soviet Union. In Peking, Communist officials
approached Consul General O. Edmund Clubb in the spring of 1949 to
inquire about reopening trade with Japan, especially exchanging coal, soy-
beans, and fibers for machinery. Clubb believed they were so eager for
this commerce that Washington might use it to extract at least some political
concessions. Meanwhile, economic specialists in the State Department agreed
with the principle of replacing high-priced American raw materials im-
ported by Japan with far less costly Chinese commodities. Some economists
estimated that if political barriers came down, Sino-Japanese trade could
rise quickly to $50 million in 1950 and five times that amount by 1953.23

Faced with a stagnant economy, limited outlets, and uncertain American-
aid prospects, most Japanese were eager to conduct "business as usual,"
with the new Communist regime. Both leftists and conservative elements
in Japanese political and business circles appeared reconciled to the Chinese
Revolution. The predominant Right expected that any semblance of order
in China would create major commercial opportunities. At the same time,
they guessed, the Communists' victory in China would stimulate further
the latent anticommunism among Japan's masses, thus augmenting the
conservatives' domination in Tokyo.

In November 1948, Prime Minister Yoshida allegedly stated that he
envisaged "without any anxiety the possibility of a total [seizure] of China
by the Communists. . . . " the feisty conservative leader believed that the
CCP would soon turn as nationalistic and antiforeign as previous Chinese
regimes. Insisting that the CCP actually helped mitigate Soviet power in
Asia, the prime minister believed Sino-Japanese contacts could be rebuilt
to mutual advantage.

Yoshida's remarks typified the conservatives' hope that the Communist
victory in China would both restrain the Soviets and give Tokyo new
leverage over Washington. Peace on the Asian mainland promised to re-
store favorable trade conditions absent for years. In the spring of 1949,
Yoshida told an American journalist, "I hate communism so much I avoid
even reading about it." Still, he continued, he did not "care whether China
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is red or green. China is a natural market, and it has become necessary
for Japan to think about markets."24

These jaunty remarks echoed other sentiments voiced in business circles.
American economic analysts noted how distinctly assertive, unified, and
confident the Japanese appeared on this issue, as compared to the almost
cowering remarks on foreign policy that usually emanated from Tokyo.
Perhaps, China's expulsion of American influence stimulated the Japanese
desire for self-determination. The lure of trade with Peking as well as the
symbolic impact of the CCP victory certainly stimulated desires for a res-
toration of sovereignty. As some Americans noted, this pattern held true
especially for conservative politicians and industrialists. It would be "naive"
to assume that the Japanese oligarchy would "remain a passive instrument
for achieving American objectives in the Far East." Following a peace
settlement, it was reported, Yoshida's political and business allies would
"be ready to gamble on their own skill in pursuing an independent foreign
policy, which will not necessarily be in accord with either the American
or Soviet objectives." Late in 1949, Inagaki Heitaro, Japan's trade minister,
confirmed this point, explaining that Tokyo hoped to conduct between one
fourth and one third of its total foreign trade with China.25

The army's Civil Affairs and P&O divisions, both concerned with bal-
ancing Japan's foreign trade accounts through expanded access to nondollar
markets, also considered trade with China as a vital element in any re-
covery. At a conference—including Butterworth, Niles Bond (of the State
Department), Gen. Edward M. Almond (of SCAP), and officers repre-
senting the Civil Affairs Division and the under secretary of the army—it
was agreed that Sino-Japanese trade ought to be permitted. The military
officials who actually oversaw Japan's economy shared little of the enthu-
siasm of the JCS to pump aid to the KMT or blockade the mainland. It
was not so much a matter of principle as one of "hard headed business,"
they reasoned. The Civil Affairs Division, under Gen. G. L. Eberlie,
prepared a general guide for SCAP use, stating that trade with "Korea,
Formosa, North China and Manchuria" remained "vital to the economic
recovery of Japan." The guide also proposed that SCAP should permit
China trade consistent with restrictions on trade with Russia and its Eu-
ropean satellites. In many categories, Japan was to enjoy the same privi-
leges as the ERP countries. Encouraged by their ideas, the Civil Affairs
Division and Army Under Secretary Draper prodded MacArthur to expand
Sino-Japanese commerce "to a maximum consistent with the economic
requirements of the respective [Communist] areas and Japan."26

Eager to reduce its own costs and responsibility under GARIOA, the
army's civilian command—Secretary Kenneth Royall and Under Secretary
William Draper—broke ranks with the JCS and the secretary of defense.
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Early in February 1949, while accompanying Joseph Dodge to Japan, Roy-
all raised the sensitive issue of trade with China. During the same news
conference at which he called for an early treaty and blasted SCAP, he
also discussed the importance of restoring Japan's commerce in Asia.

The army secretary bid good riddance to the KMT and suggested that
the Communist Chinese posed little threat. In fact, the restoration of peace
on the mainland was probably "the best thing for China." It would permit
both Washington and Tokyo to resume normal trade and provide them
with "bargaining points" and "greater advantages for exploitation of China."
So long as Peking did not face an implacably hostile America, Royall
believed, the Chinese Communists would prove "tough babies" for Mos-
cow to control.27

However, State Department and Army Department officials excited by
the prospect of Sino-Japanese trade still voiced concern over its implica-
tions. Some worried that a Japan not at all dependent on non-Communist
trading partners might loosen its political ties to the United States. Even-
tually, overdependence on China might even force a change in "Japan's
political and strategic orientation." Promises of preferred access to markets
and raw materials or threats of a "possible economic boycott by China"
might pull Japan "into the Communist bloc."28

For example, if Japan's steel industry recovered through utilizing Chinese
ore and coking coal, what would prevent Peking from someday abruptly
halting these supplies to "create a serious economic crisis" or to blackmail
Japan? For political security, both State Department and Army Depart-
ment planners believed that Tokyo must have diversified outlets if it ex-
pected to rely on China while avoiding Communist pressure. The solution
might be to pursue a dual policy, promoting immediate trade with China
and laying the groundwork for a commercial development program in
Southeast Asia at the same time. Chinese exports could "reduce signifi-
cantly" Japan's current dependence on American raw materials and food.
They would also provide a vital "breathing space before the development
of better trade conditions for Japan in Southeast Asia." As one State
Department survey concluded early in 1949, American development aid
to Southeast Asia should serve the "dual purpose" of consolidating Amer-
ican influence in that region while "providing insurance not only for Japan's
future economic independence" but also for the degree of economic sta-
bility required for "political independence throughout the Far East."29

On March 3,1949, at a meeting of the NSC, the secretary of state pushed
through a policy directive reflecting these views. NSC 41, "U.S. Policy
Regarding Trade with China," called for tolerance of private trade between
China and the non-Communist world. The report asserted that any em-
bargo or attempt at economic warfare would not only be ineffective but,
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most likely, would backfire. Not only could China probably withstand any
trade restrictions but the United States would find its own allies bitterly
opposed to a quarantine. In contrast, a "positive" trade policy might serve
as a carrot encouraging acceptable political behavior by China. In the
absence of any effective "instrument," to cause the "defeat or containment
of Chinese Communism," the State Department considered it preferable
to "augment, through permitting restoration of ordinary economic relations
with China, such forces as might operate to bring about serious rifts be-
tween Moscow and a Chinese Communist regime." An embargo, on the
other hand, would only drive China closer to the Soviet Union, the opposite
of what Washington desired.

But the core of the economic argument in the case Acheson presented to
the NSC related to Japan. Chinese exports would be of "significant impor-
tance" to the goal of Japan's recovery and self-sufficiency. "Severe restric-
tion on trade" would make it difficult or impossible to purchase raw materials
from North China and Manchuria. This raised the awful prospect of "indefi-
nite support of the Japanese economy by the United States." Acheson ac-
knowledged that commercial relations between Japan and China constituted
a risky proposition. Although China desired Japanese capital goods in ex-
change for raw materials, Japanese dependence on China "would provide
the Communists with a potentially powerful leverage over Japan after the
United States Occupation and financial support had been withdrawn." How-
ever, because America could not "underwrite the Japanese economy indefi-
nitely," this had to be accepted as a "calculated risk." In the short run, SCAP
would have to regulate trade carefully, halting any trend toward overdepend-
ence on China. This policy also sought to encourage the Japanese govern-
ment to maintain controls on trade with China once it regained sovereignty.

NSC 41 proposed implementing the "R-procedure," originally devel-
oped for regulating commerce with the Soviet bloc. Certain strategic and
high technology items in a "1-A" category were barred as well as certain
less sensitive "1-B" goods. But most raw materials, food, and consumer
products could be bought from or sold to China in accordance with normal
commercial considerations. Meanwhile, the NSC and President Truman
agreed that SCAP

[should] encourage trade with China on a quid-pro-quo basis but should avoid
preponderant dependence on Chinese sources for Japan's critical food and raw
material requirements. Every effort should be made to develop alternative re-
sources on an economic basis, particularly in such areas as southern Asia where
a need exists for Japanese exports.

From March 3, 1949 until the outbreak of the Korean War, this relatively
flexible trade policy remained in effect. Some officials in the Office of the
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Secretary of Defense and the JCS (although not the Army Department)
tried to restrict Sino-Japanese commerce, but the exchange of products
totaled some "40 million during the twelve months ending June 1950, nearly
double the previous year's value.30

Even before approval of NSC 41, the Army Department had notified
MacArthur that it, too, supported increased trade with China. In May,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army Robert West told SCAP in detail
about Communist approaches to Consul General O. Edmund Clubb in
Peking, noting that the State Department wanted the Chinese to make
commercial deals through American consular officials. (The Communists
refused to work through the consuls because Washington refused to rec-
ognize the PRC and maintained diplomatic relations with the Nationalist's
on Taiwan.) Although eager to encourage trade, West also urged SCAP
to avoid giving any impression that Japan desperately needed Chinese
exports, nor should it permit any official trade missions to travel between
Peking and Tokyo. But except for restrictions on 1-A and certain 1-B
items, he explained, Japan was free to conduct business on a cash or barter
basis.31

MacArthur, as ever, showed several faces on this issue. Despite his oft-
stated sympathy for the KMT, he acknowledged the importance to Japan
of expanded trade with China. Although barring official dealing or visits
by Communist trade delegations to Tokyo (which might imply a shift in
diplomatic recognition), SCAP encouraged commerce in even wider cat-
egories and with less regulation than the State Department preferred. In
defiance of the State Department's preferences, he urged proceeding with
trade even when Communist authorities insisted on bypassing Ameri-
can consular officials, who normally certified invoices. He took this
position both to avoid delays and to make certain that diplomatic of-
ficers gained no added leverage over SCAP. In effect, State Department
officials complained, MacArthur wanted "no procedural limitation
on the development of Sino-Japanese trade that are beyond SCAP's
control."

Yet, the general could make statements that seemed to defy all of his
actions to stimulate commerce. In October and November of 1949, he
informed British diplomats in Tokyo that, despite the importance of Sino-
Japanese trade, he supported a blockade of China that would force the
Communist regime from power. At the same time, his staff sought even
greater latitude from the State and Army departments to expand Japanese
access to Chinese markets.32

Ultimately, prospects for Sino-Japanese trade excited MacArthur be-
cause he, like Acheson, knew it benefited Japan directly. Thus, the general
continually resisted pressure from the JCS and Defense Secretary Louis
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Johnson to alter his position. In September 1949, he declined to endorse
Johnson's proposal to amend the flexible trade policy. By then, President
Truman had actually come around to Johnson's side, telling Acheson he
considered NSC 41 "out of date." Yet, on November 4, with implicit
support from SCAP, Acheson convinced Truman to maintain the status
quo. Implementing a trade embargo, the secretary cautioned, would enrage
the Europeans and Japanese and only marginally affect China. Over the
long run, he warned, severe restrictions on Japanese trade with China
would "pose a serious obstacle to achievement of Japanese self-support
and would require a major" increase in the "future magnitude and duration
of United States financial support for the Japanese economy."33

Acheson stuck to this argument into January 1950, when he explicated
his policy before a closed session of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee. Describing his approach to Asia, the secretary urged patience. At
present Washington must do nothing to drive Peking closer to Moscow.
While awaiting a Sino-Soviet rift, the United States could shift its "real
center of interest" to the countries bordering China. Rather than playing
with counterrevolution in China, Acheson called for making containment
work in the "crescent or semicircle which goes around . . . Japan at one
end and India at the other.'' This required implementing a policy of regional
integration for Japan, resembling that in Western Europe. Concentrating
American efforts on an economic or military crusade against China, he
warned, would actually devastate Japan, which "lived on foreign trade."
Ironically, success in isolating China would make Tokyo a semipermanent
"pensioner of the United States. . . ,"34

In his testimony, Acheson countered almost all questions about aiding
anti-Communist Chinese by stressing the need to assure Japan of trade
opportunities. For the present, at least, China seemed Japan's only ready
source of raw materials and its most appropriate market. In the long run,
he hoped, defending and developing the Southeast Asia portion of the
Great Crescent might provide an alternative economic zone. "At the pres-
ent time," Acheson asserted, Japan could resist blackmail because it had
"more to offer North China than North China had to offer Japan." In the
"pull between them," the Japanese held the "superior" position. However,
he doubted his leverage could be maintained "over a long period of time"
if nothing changed. To build a more secure system, Acheson explained,
all future assistance to the Far East should be extended "in such a way
that we can get double benefits for them." By this he meant that devel-
opment projects in East and Southeast Asia would be designed to help
both the direct recipients as well as Japan.35

The idea of programming assistance in ways that would eventually benefit
Japan gained additional adherents during early 1950. The JCS, Defense
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Secretary Louis Johnson, Army Under Secretary Tracy Voorhees, and
others championed a "southern strategy" to isolate China while making
Japan the anchor of Asian containment. However, unlike Acheson or
Kennan, they had little interest or faith in the prospect of separating China
from the Soviet Union. Uneasy with permitting any non-Communist trade
with China, they hoped to minimize Sino-Japanese links by developing
alternative Asian outlets. For these varied reasons, a cadre of enthusiasts
emerged who took the remarks made by George Kennan and Philip Taylor
at the October Round Table Conference rather literally. Japan had to
regain "some sort of empire to the South," something like "the old Co-
Prosperity sphere. . . . "



11
NSC 48 AND THE

RENEWED DEBATE
OVER ASIAN
COMMUNISM

The impasse over the Japanese treaty and still-contested policy toward
China revealed a widening rift within the Truman administration. Rival
civilian and military agencies disputed not only the details of a treaty or
trade regulations but also what kind of threat Asian communism presented
to American security. Acheson and his advisers considered it plausible to
downplay China's significance while building alternative centers of strength
in Japan and Southeast Asia. In contrast, Defense Secretary Johnson and
the JCS wanted to utilize Japan, Taiwan, and Southeast Asia as advanced
military outposts in an active campaign against Chinese communism.
MacArthur, again, remained somewhere in between. Although opposed
to moves aimed at remilitarizing Japan, he supported proposals to augment
anti-Communist movements in Southeast Asia and argued for a commit-
ment to Taiwan. Given these diverse concepts of containment and a defense
perimeter, all three factions operated at cross purposes.1

The ambitious and acerbic Secretary of Defense, Louis Johnson, began
to challenge Acheson's influence over Truman shortly after he replaced
the ailing James Forrestal early in 1949. An influential Washington attorney
and major Democratic fund raiser, Johnson had little respect for bureau-
cratic turf or professional diplomats. Unlike Forrestal or Acheson, the new
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defense chief surrounded himself with political cronies positioned to ad-
vance his own career. David Lilienthal, Chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC), described his discomfort at the sight of those who
flanked Johnson: the "overfed, cigar-chewing, red faced . . . characters,"
the kind of "vultures" one saw "hanging around the courthouse" looking
for public contracts. Lilienthal prediced the defense secretary's tenure would
prove a "terrible strain for democracy."2 Subsequent developments con-
firmed Lilienthal's predictions. The defense chiefs' petulant and unpre-
dictable behavior compelled Truman to fire him in the autumn of 1950.

Unhappy with the recent NSC and presidential approval of the State
Department's "moderate" program toward China, Johnson demanded a
wide-ranging reexamination of policy. Through the NSC, he circulated a
complaint that the "course of events in Asia," particularly the "successes
of communism in China," threatened the "future security of the United
States." Johnson stated that the relatively passive reaction to events in
China overlooked "our best long-range interests." Because, he argued,
containing communism required a "carefully considered and comprehen-
sive plan," the defense secretary wanted the NSC to reexamine basic pol-
icies and devise "new courses of action—political, economic and military—
which might be undertaken" in Asia.3

Johnson did not say so, but his interest in a new "plan of action" was
stimulated by the administration's introduction of a large aid package to
Congress. In July, Truman asked Congress to approve the Mutual Defense
Assistance Act, which included the MDAP, a program that would provide
funds for arms, defense production, and other activities in Europe and
Asia. A billion-dollar plum that both State Department and Defense De-
partment officials wanted to control, MDAP opened a new round of bu-
reaucratic infighting in Washington.*

The idea of a large fund for supplying aid to allies originated as part of
the SWNCC 360 study in April 1947. Superceded by the Truman Doctrine
and Marshall Plan, the proposal languished for two years. Many members
of Congress objected to the concept of giving the president nearly complete
discretion over foreign aid and others felt the giveaway would only make
the Europeans less willing to improve their own defense capacity. However,
right after he signed the NATO treaty on July 23, 1949, Truman formally
proposed creation of a $1.5 billiion MDAP. The administration claimed
the program would put teeth in NATO by buttressing the European allies
against either internal uprisings or the initial phase of a Soviet attack. In
addition to granting weapons from American stockpiles, money might be
used to stimulate European defense production. Implicitly, MDAP dove-

* The MDAP, in turn, funded Military Assistance Programs, or MAPs, in recipient countries.
The acronyms were often used interchangeably.
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tailed with Marshall Plan funding and represented a sort of "military"
Keynesian foreign aid program. Later, after the ERP ended, many of its
functions were continued under this military-aid program.

The bill encountered fierce opposition when first introduced to the Con-
gress, however. Several senators cited criticism from journalist Walter
Lippmann who condemned the proposed law as a "general license to in-
tervene and to commit the U.S. all over the globe, as, when and how the
President and his appointees decide secretly that they deem it desirable to
intervene." Charging that Truman wanted a "diplomatic slush fund and
military pork barrel," Lippmann predicted the law would lead to secret
military commitments and interventions around the world. An irate coa-
lition of liberals and conservatives dismissed Dean Acheson's explanations
and compelled him to withdraw the bill. On August 5, the Senate re-
ceived a hastily revised draft with some of the discretionary provisions
deleted.4

The most strident members of the congressional China block (Sens. H.
Alexander Smith, Owen Brewster, Styles Bridges, and William Knowland;
Representatives Walter Judd and John Vorys) sized on the MDAP as a
vehicle to reinvolve the United States in China's civil war. Although most
of its provisions applied to NATO and, possibly Austria, MDAP might be
utilized to extend aid to the Nationalist forces in Taiwan and the mainland.
By making this demand their price for cooperation, the China bloc hoped
to force the Truman administration to accede to its views.

Sen. H. Alexander Smith described how the China bloc hoped to extract
concessions. The "strange combination of supporters" as he described
them, included representatives who acted from a variety of motivations.
Congressman Walter Judd was "completely emotional on the subject" of
China. Sen. Pat McCarran made outlandish aid proposals "in part at least
to create a market for the silver-producing states of the West." Sens. Owen
Brewster and Styles Bridges, Smith admitted, "were motivated . . . by the
desire to make the China crisis a partisan issue of the campaigns of 1950
and 1952." However, Smith felt that he himself and Sen. William Knowland
were motivated by purer instincts. Also, they held seats on the key com-
mittees conducting the MDAP hearings.5

Knowland took the lead in proposing that MDAP be amended to include
about $200 million for use "in the Far East to stop the spread of communism
in that area." The wording was designed to permit activities outside of
China because, Smith admitted, even KMT loyalists were "virtually agreed
that further aid to the Nationalist Government would be money poured
down the rat hole. . . . " Instead of locking funds into one project, it might
be valuable to place a special economic weapon in the hands of the pres-
ident, "to use at his discretion," to block Communist expansion in other
parts of Asia.
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Working with Senators Knowland, Vandenberg, and John Foster Dulles,
(R-New York—filling out the term of the deceased Robert F. Wagner),
Smith drafted the desired amendment. They hoped to make the MDAP
hearings a forum to dramatize the "importance of the whole Far Eastern
picture, . . . including] Japan and the islands of the Pacific, as well as
Burma, Indonesia, Malaya and even India, as well as the specific crisis in
China." Smith even invited MacArthur to testify, although the general
declined in a flip manner, which angered his supporters in Congress. Ul-
timately, Smith believed the proposal to fund an Asian MDAP might even
convince the "State Department leadership to work with us rather than
against us."6

From August through September, the Senate Foreign Relations and
Armed Services committees held joint hearings on the MDAP bill. Most
Senators were far more concerned with technical features of how the bill
would fund European defense industry than with its application to East
Asia. Nevertheless, Knowland and Smith kept the China issue before their
committees by continually charging that it made no sense to spend billions
of dollars in Europe while denying a few million to halt the Red advance
in Asia. Even some fellow Republicans, like Henry Cabot Lodge (R-
Massachusetts), grew frustrated with Knowland's behavior. Lodge re-
ported that he heard from reputable sources that the Nationalists were
openly selling American weapons to the Communists. "If the Senators who
want to send arms to China could see the procession of American weapons
going down the streets of Shanghai carried by Communists, they would
damned soon stop it." But Knowland persisted in his demands and on
August 26 offered an amendment to allocate $175 million for China.7

Hearings in the House of Representatives followed a similar pattern.
There, Congressmen John Vorys and Walter Judd berated the adminis-
tration's desertion of China. Profound ignorance, if not treason, caused
this failure to stand with a noble ally, they charged. The House Committee
on Foreign Affairs, although quite willing to include some vague symbolic
wording about stopping communism in Asia, refused to recommend that
any China aid be included in the MDAP bill.

Both Gen. Omar Bradley and Secretary of State Acheson testified against
funding a new China aid package. Bradley explained that as a "practical
point," the Nationalists were finished on the mainland. Acheson offered
a detailed analysis of Asian politics, citing the historical reasons for the
Communist victory. He went on to caution members of Congress against
concentrating "every thought we have on China." Now the time had come
to refocus policy on how to "prevent the spread of this communist menace
throughout Southeast Asia," Acheson explained. He promised that his
aides would soon recommend new policies in this regard.
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Even Acheson saw some benefits in making life "difficult" for the Chinese
Communists through conducting limited guerrilla operations, but he pre-
ferred to expend major resources elsewhere. The secretary again stressed
the importance of the "vast area which extends from Pakistan to Japan,"
convulsed by nationalism and hungering for change. America should direct
its efforts toward winning the loyalty of these other Asians. This was es-
pecially important to America's most important regional ally, Japan, he
noted, because it required strong economic ties with the nations of the
Great Crescent.8

To speed passage of the MDAP legislation, Acheson proposed a com-
promise being discussed by several senators. Congress ought to "give the
administration some money—not very much—which could be used in Asia
on a confidential basis" at the president's discretion. The administration
would pledge to use the money to fight communism "in China and else-
where." But his suggestion at first fell flat. The House committee preferred
to spend nothing on covert aid and Senators Smith and Knowland wanted
a large sum committed to China.

Acheson pressed forward with a compromise. Covert funding, he sug-
gested, should be pegged at no more than $75 million (instead of $175
million), and the president should be given the right to expend the money
secretly, in any way he saw fit. Although most senators had opposed this
principle in the original MDAP bill, the idea of a small, clandestine, un-
vouchered fund for Asia worried them less. Eager to pass the bill and
appease their contentious China bloc colleagues, a majority of both com-
mittees expressed support for Acheson's proposal.9

Some additional problems arose as the Senate committee tried to write
the text of an amendment. Knowland insisted that any money spent must
actually benefit anti-Communist Chinese. At one point, he and Smith even
demanded that Truman be compelled to confer with General MacArthur
before spending any covert funds. But, eventually, most senators approved
wording for Section 303 of the MDAP bill that appropriated an unvouch-
ered fund for the containment of communism "in the general area of
China."10

The formal committee report sent to the full Senate in September de-
tailed the exceptional nature of the secret provisions. In effect, Section
303 provided money not for China, but for the nations on its periphery.
Because the political situation in Asia was far less stable than in Europe,
the report asserted, the president must be granted wider leverage. There-
fore, Section 303 allowed the chief executive to transfer money, weapons,
or services—with no accounting—to any part of Asia "threatened by com-
munism."11

By early September, a few problems remained in reconciling the House
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and Senate versions of the bill. Following negotiations, the House dropped
its provocative but empty call for the United States to sponsor an anti-
Communist Pacific pact, a sort of toothless Asian NATO. Instead, it ac-
cepted the Senate amendment to create a special fund for containment in
the "general area of China." The two chambers approved identical versions
of the bill on September 28, which Truman signed as PL 329 on October
6, 1949.*

Louis Johnson already had this money and something like Section 303
in mind when he pressed the NSC to come up with an "action plan."
Although the initial funds were comparatively tiny, any program begun
under MDAP was almost certain to grow. If the Defense Department
seized the initiative in proposing novel ways to use the money, it would
stand a good chance of dominating both the president's attention and an
overall Asian containment program. At a tactical level, Johnson also took
advantage of the fact that the small, permanent NSC staff he asked to
prepare the Asian policy paper tended to reflect the military's influence.
Before this, most foreign policy studies were actually drafted by the State
Department and merely circulated by the NSC for consideration.

Dean Acheson understood at once what Johnson had attempted. He,
too, formed a special working group to devise a "new" Asia program for
Congress and the president. On July 18, 1949, Acheson appointed Am-
bassador-at-Large Philip C. Jessup (a close friend) and two prominent
"outsiders," Everett Case, Colgate University president, and Raymond
Fosdick, former Rockefeller Foundation president, as special Far Eastern
Consultants. Jessup assumed this task in addition to the related job Ache-
son had already given him, that of assembling the China White Paper. This
expose of KMT misuse of American aid since 1941 was designed to deflate
those critics who charged the Nationalists had lost to the Communists
because of inadequate foreign support. When released, Acheson guessed,
the White Paper would contain any domestic political damage caused by
the Communist victory in China. Meanwhile, his blue-ribbon panel would
survey Asian policy and recommend forward-looking actions that might
be taken outside of China. Together, the secretary of state hoped, these
moves should dampen attacks by the congressional China bloc, partisan
critics, and hard-liners within the administration—making it much simpler
for Truman to support a moderate line.

Acheson phrased Jessup's appointment partly to undercut criticism from
Louis Johnson and the congressional China bloc. "Take as your assump-

* Key supporters of this grant of power to the president included J. W. Fulbright (D-
Arkansas), Jacob Javits (R-New York), and Wayne Morse (Ind.-Oregon). Ironically, all
became leading critics of executive misuse of covert power in Asia during the 1960s.
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tion," he instructed Jessup, that it is a "fundamental decision of American
policy that the United States does not intend to permit further extension
of Communist domination on the continent of Asia or in the Southeast
Asia area." He ordered the consultants to devise "programs of action" for
repelling any Communist thrust beyond China. The department, he said,
would "make absolutely certain" it neglected "no opportunity that would
be within our capabilities to achieve the purpose of halting the spread of
totalitarian communism in Asia."12

Besides dispelling criticism that his department was doing nothing to
resist Communist threats, Acheson thought the Far Eastern Consultants
might offer suggestions on how to use MDAP funds or other aid money
in Asia. The secretary considered it vital that civilians control any future
aid program in East and Southeast Asia. Thus, during the remainder of
1949, the Far Eastern Consultants and the drafters of Johnson's alternative
proposals, now labeled NSC 48, really fought to dominate the direction of
Asian policy.

Early in August, Acheson tried to control terms of the debate by re-
leasing the thousand-page China White Paper. This remarkably detailed
chronicle recorded Washington's ten years of frustration with an inept and
corrupt KMT regime. The message seemed clear, at least to those in the
State Department: the Nationalists were doomed and not worth saving.
However, to appease conservatives, Acheson added to the report a brief
cover letter composed by a committee. It managed to offend nearly every-
one through its hostile description of the Chinese Communists as Russian
stooges and the KMT as inept, corrupt bunglers. Mao, Jiang, the China
bloc, and many others dismissed the whole exercise as an American alibi,
largely on the basis of this ill-tempered preface. The public and most
members of Congress heard far more about the cover letter than the con-
tents of the full report and remained as confused as ever about the admin-
istration's policy.13

Meanwhile, the NSC staff set to work on the task assigned them by Louis
Johnson. From August through October, this group reduced hundreds of
pages of data into a forty-page study that called on the United States to
resist a Soviet breakthrough in Asia. In a neat twist, the NSC 48 draft
depicted an effort by the Kremlin to build its own "Co-Prosperity Sphere"
as a mirror image of the earlier Japanese version. Soviet proxies would
use control of China and Taiwan to isolate and seize Southeast Asia. Once
they dominated the region's transportation routes, markets, and raw ma-
terials, the Russians would have placed a noose around the neck of Japan.

The economic dimensions of the threat to Japan and the West loomed
larger in these background studies than in most earlier assessments of East
Asia. Previously, planners had focused on the internal recovery crisis re-
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suiting from Japan's economic isolation and the shift in world trading
patterns. This, of course, remained a major consideration, but the NSC
48 drafts also indicated a growing concern about the consequences of Soviet
control over Japan and Southeast Asia for American economic security.
The NSC staff carefully weighed the effects of what would result from the
Kremlin's harnessing of Japan's industrial base to its own base. They es-
timated that this would boost by some 25 percent Russia's military-indus-
trial complex. If Northeast Asia as an economic unit (including Siberia,
Manchuria, North China, and Korea) were rationally integrated, the So-
viets could quickly alter the balance of world economic power.

In weighing the consequences of a Soviet breakthrough in Southeast
Asia, the NSC staff perceived a grave danger to the interdependence of
world trade. Although the direct American economic stake in the region
might not be vital, that of Western Europe and Japan was, or might become
so. As nationalist political agitation and rebellion drove out the colonial
powers, these planners predicted, Communist elements would begin to
close off the region's resources, with disastrous results. Hoping to prevent
this shock and still avoid direct American intervention, the planners sug-
gested that the United States encourage, or even underwrite, a new Jap-
anese presence. Ignoring the fact that most Southeast Asians remained
terrified of renewed Japanese influence, the NSC staff argued that an influx
of Japanese technical personnel could replace departing Europeans and
provide a vital cushion of "social and political stability" as the area trav-
ersed from colonialism to self-rule. Simultaneously, this strategy would
provide a substitute for the promises, influence, and technical expertise of
Communist agents and secure Japan a future role in Southeast Asia.14

Proposing a European analogy, the draft report described Manchuria as
similar to central Europe and Japan as another England:

The powder keg—Southeast Asia (Balkans, Middle East) occupies a similar
position with the more or less secondary, but not to be overlooked India (Iberian
Peninsula) in the offing. Therefore, to carry the analogy further, it must be
concluded (tempered only by the broad concept of defense in the East and
offense in the West) that a strong Western-oriented Japan, with access to the
raw materials of as much of the rest of Asia as possible, is essential to the U.S.

Expanding on this domino theory, the NSC staff dismissed the likelihood
or value of Chinese "Titoism" mitigating Peking's threat. Whatever face
Mao showed, the United States must oppose "communism because of its
basic evil." In this hierarchy, Japanese security rested on defense of, and
access to, Southeast Asia. This, in turn, required a renewed campaign
against Chinese communism and the defense of Taiwan. Despite initial
losses, by "aggressively and effectively" backing "indigenous forces," the
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United States could "commence the rollback of Soviet control" everywhere
in Asia. Success depended on quick action and the appointment of a "high-
ranking individual—military or civilian—to direct all United States efforts
against Communism in China."15

The NSC 48 drafts produced by mid-October met all of Louis Johnson's
criteria for undermining the State Department's policy. In contrast to the
"moderate" view of the Chinese Revolution, the NSC portrayed the rev-
olution as a first act in the conquest of Southeast Asia and Japan, with
drastic repercussions inevitable in the West. To stifle Chinese communism
in its cradle, the report called for a halt in all trade, a ban on all private
contacts, and active support for anti-Communist guerrilla activities. Acting
under the fig leaf of an American-organized, anti-Communist "Pacific As-
sociation ,'' the NSC staff urged U.S. control of Taiwan. Even more pleasing
to the defense secretary, the draft recommended that a wholly new, mil-
itary-oriented agency be created to wage a "cold war in Asia."16

As word of the NSC deliberations filtered back to the State Department,
Acheson redoubled his efforts to contain the offensive by the hard-liners
in Congress and the Defense Department. The wording of Section 303 to
the MDAP bill had prevented the China bloc from transforming that pro-
gram into a vehicle solely for fighting the Chinese. In his testimony, the
secretary of state redirected the anti-Communist impulse away from mil-
itary actions in China and toward support for economic and military as-
sistance in Southeast Asia and Japan. But when the issue resurfaced once
more with the appearance of NSC 48, Acheson and his Far Eastern Con-
sultants worked even harder to keep Congress and President Truman on
track.

At the same time as the NSC staff developed their agenda for Johnson,
Acheson's Far Eastern Consultants lobbied with members of Congress,
journalists, business leaders, and the president on behalf of a "regional"
strategy. Dismissing China's importance, even should it become a Soviet
satellite, the Far Eastern Consultants urged policymakers to concentrate
attention on the more important sectors of the Great Crescent. As early
as August 29, they presented a package of recommendations to the sec-
retary of state. To capture the psychological initiative at home and abroad,
Jessup, Fosdick, and Case urged a bold statement endorsing non-Com-
munist nationalism in Southeast Asia, renewed efforts to have Congress
fund the Point 4 economic-aid program, appointment of a special high
commissioner to Asia, rapid conclusion of a Japanese peace treaty, and
special assistance to the Philippines and India so that they might serve as
models of "the good life in a non-communist society."17

Early in October 1949, the Far Eastern Consultants helped conduct the
department's Round Table Conference on China, where they presented
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their concepts to influential members of the business, press, and academic
communities. At the end of that month, Jessup's group made a formal
presentation to the secretary and the department's Asian specialists. To
insure that Moscow did not "capture" Asian nationalism, they explained,
the United States must encourage Chinese "deviation" from the Kremlin
while turning Japan, Korea, Okinawa, and the Philippines into "demon-
stration projects." Achieving these goals, Jessup and the others stressed,
required that Washington coexist with the new regime in Peking, do nothing
to detach Formosa from the mainland, and remove "barriers to trade in
non-military goods between Japan and China." However, the Far Eastern
Consultants opposed any accommodation with Ho Chi Minh's guerrillas
and endorsed the French scheme to transfer power to the Bao Dai regime
in Indochina.18

Although Acheson's strategy appeared to gain adherents in Congress
and in the private sector during the closing months of 1949, he found it
difficult to hold Truman in check. The president had remarkably little feel
or understanding of Asian politics and expressed contempt for both warring
factions in China. Although disgusted by KMT corruption, he had a gut-
level fear of the Communists that often set him thinking in a bellicose
direction. In June 1949, for example, Truman vetoed an invitation (which
Acheson, in any case was not keen to accept) for Ambassador John Leigh-
ton Stuart (then in Nanking [Nanjing]) to visit several of his former pupils,
now important Communist officials in Peking.

During the summer and fall, Truman grew furious at the Chinese for
holding Consul General Angus Ward under house arrest in Mukden (Shen-
yang) on charges of espionage.* He spoke of cutting off all trade with
China and even blockading ports in retaliation. In October, the president
told Acting Secretary of State James Webb of an idea to use the $75 million
of covert funds in the MDAP bill to incite an uprising by anti-Communist
Chinese Muslims. In mid-November he mentioned a plan to have the
American Navy blockade North China and also to use Section 303 funds
to sponsor guerrilla actions. Although all these references were vague and
emotional, they revealed the president's inclination to listen with partial
attention, at least, to ideas whispered by Louis Johnson.19

Given the president's skittishness, Acheson hoped the respected team
of Jessup, Case, and Fosdick—none of whom were "tainted" as "China
experts soft on communism—would soothe Truman's temper. After all,
they, too, had an action plan, but one devoted to the positive goal of

* Some evidence indicates Ward's subordinates may have been spying. He was held partly
as a scapegoat and partly as a bargaining chip by the Communists. Ironically, the CCP may
have wanted to trade his release for recognition by the United States.
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building positions of strength rather than the negative impulse to fight the
Chinese. Early in November, the secretary met with the Far Eastern Con-
sultants to prepare them for a meeeting, two weeks later, with the presi-
dent.

Jessup ran through what he intended to tell Truman. An area approach
that would knit together Japan and Southeast Asia would limit the advance
of communism more effectively than any half-baked scheme to refight the
Chinese civil war. Supporting nationalism and developing regional ties
among the Japanese, Indians, and Southeast Asians, Jessup emphasized,
would create a viable network of pro-Western, anti-Communist states. In
this regard, the ambassador continued, the United States could utilize
Japan to "influence . . . the countries of SEA" as they achieved indepen-
dence. He even advocated formation of a new "Co-Prosperity sphere" with
the "same phychology" minus the militarism of the 1930s. This time around,
the United States could provide the temporary financing for "Japanese
personnel to fill in shortages" as the Europeans left Southeast Asia. Even-
tually, he believed, just as the United States used the cover of "Pan-
Americanism" to become the "indispensable" leader "economically and
politically" of the Western Hemisphere, Japan and India might "become
similarly indispensable in the Asian area."20

In view of Jessup's emphatic support for encouraging Japan's reentry
into Southeast Asia, questions arise about the degree of differences be-
tween the State Department's agenda and that proposed by the Defense
Department and the NSC staff. Both glibly spoke of sponsoring a new
"Co-Prosperity Sphere," were committed to containment on China's pe-
riphery, and accepted the need to assist Japanese recovery. But they broke
ranks sharply when it came to defending Taiwan, sponsoring military ac-
tions against China, and permitting Sino-Japanese trade. Defense De-
partment enthusiasm for Japanese rearmament and opposition to an early
peace treaty also divided the departments. MacArthur kept a foot in both
camps, endorsing Acheson's views of the treaty, disarmament, and trade
but also Johnson's attitude toward China and Taiwan. Given these diver-
gent opinions, Acheson placed great stock in the impact of Jessup on Harry
S Truman.

Jessup's group met with the president on November 17, making these
points in some detail. Truman told Acheson that the presentation had been
"tremendously helpful," providing him with a "new insight into the reasons
for the Communist success in China" and a "better understanding of the
whole situation" in Asia. Buoyed by this response, the secretary reiterated
his own and the Far Eastern Consultants' main point: the best way to
contain communism and modify Chinese behavior was to avoid provoca-
tions and encourage those "vigorous influences" that would drive Moscow
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and Peking apart. The entire situation, in fact, resembled closely "the case
of Tito." Truman, however, would not so easily abandon his own visceral
reaction to communism. He told Acheson that although he agreed, in a
"broad sense," that a moderate, constructive policy might provide a long-
term solution, he still lacked a "thorough understanding" of all the facts
needed in "deciding the question."21

The president's wavering response—and well-known tendency to agree
with whomever he last spoke—worried Acheson. The secretary of state
knew that Louis Johnson was ready and eager to supply additional "facts"
in the form of NSC 48. When Acheson and the Far Eastern Consultants
finally saw the draft report in the latter part of October, they feared its
"unrealistic, impractical and even starry-eyed" anticommunism might be
exactly the kind of solution that appealed to Truman. If nothing else, its
conclusions would be much easier to sell to a mass audience than the more
subtle and sophisticated recommendations of the Far Eastern Consult-
ants.22

The reaction of Everett Case typified that of most State Department
officials. The concepts advanced by NSC 48, he exclaimed, varied from
the "merely wishful and unrealistic... to the dubious and even disastrous."
Talk about a Pacific pact or a UN-sanctioned American takeover of Taiwan
was fanciful and baseless. How would Washington reconcile "refusal to
recognize or do business on any terms" with Peking vis-a-vis "trade re-
quirements basic to reconstruction of a sound Japanese economy? If Amer-
ica isolated China, how could it hope to "enlighten" the Chinese with
respect to the Soviet Union? Negotiations and trade with the Communists
must serve as carrots, not bludgeons. All references to seizing Taiwan,
blockading trade, or backing guerrillas, Case insisted, must be stripped
from NSC 48. As area specialists in the Office of Chinese Affairs pointed
out, American attacks on China would do little to dislodge the Communists
but would provide the new regime with a perfect alibi for its own failures
and give them "no incentive to change their attitudes and policies toward
us."23

Alerted by his staff, Acheson quickly appointed a special working com-
mittee headed by John Allison to emasculate NSC 48 before it caught the
president's fancy. The trick, they believed, was to preserve the flamboyant
anti-Communist rhetoric of the original draft and at the same time gut its
conclusions and recommendations for action. Besides their determination
to cut the plan's call for intervention in China and Taiwan, Acheson and
Allison hoped to recast NSC 48 in a manner that boosted their program
for Japan. As it stood now, Allison noted, a "policy paper purporting to
deal with all Asia" but that made no provisions for a treaty with Japan
was as "satisfactory as Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark." The State
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Department revision would show that "economic warfare" against China
would actually undermine the "possibility of Japan's achieving economic
self-sufficiency in the foreseeable future." The addition of Japan, not China,
to the Soviet bloc, represented the real danger to American interests, the
one development in Asia "capable of shifting the balance of world power
to the disadvantage of the United States."24

By late December, the State Department committees reworked the orig-
inal draft of NSC 48 into a curious hybrid. At one level, it called on
American policy to "contain and, where feasible, reduce the power and
influence of the U.S.S.R." Yet, it also pointed out Japanese dependence
on China for short-term recovery. The paper warned that additional med-
dling on Taiwan or support for anti-Communist forces on the mainland
would only "rally all the anti-foreign sentiment in China" to the side of
the Communists and the Soviets. Placing greater emphasis on Japan than
China, the new draft directed attention away from Northeast Asia and
toward the Great Crescent. As a long-term strategy, the United States
would have to allow regulated Sino-Japanese trade while Japan developed
new markets and sources of raw materials, particularly in Southeast Asia.
Not surprisingly, this complete revision of NSC 48 elicited fierce opposition
from the Defense Department, the JCS, and the congressional China bloc.25

Johnson, the JCS, and MacArthur all hoped that domestic political pres-
sures would push Truman toward a more aggressive stance in Asia. While
the NSC staff worked on the NSC paper, MacArthur and Pentagon planners
pursued their own efforts to free up some of the MDAP money without
restrictions imposed by the State Department. As early as October 1949,
the Army Chief of Staff, Gen. J. Lawton Collins, asked the P&O Division
to devise a "special operations" plan for spending the $75 million in the
303 fund. On November 10, Maj. Gen. Charles L. Bolte proposed to spend
about half that sum supporting "legitimate governments or anti-communist
groups" in Thailand, Burma, Indonesia, and China (including Tibet and
Taiwan). The remainder would be kept in a contingency fund for Taiwan
and Southeast Asia. However, these and similar air force proposals for
covert military aid awaited the NSC's approval of either the Johnson or
the Acheson version of NSC 48.26

Sen. H. Alexander Smith and William F. Knowland tried to generate
enthusiasm for a renewed anti-Communist campaign by visiting the con-
tested regions of Asia during September, October, and November. Smith's
arrival in Tokyo (en route to Taiwan and Southeast Asia) coincided with
a new SCAP campaign to highlight Taiwan's strategic value. Early in Sep-
tember, MacArthur told a visiting congressional delegation that the Soviet
Union intended to conquer Europe through an Asian backdoor. To block
this threat, he urged actions to weaken China and strengthen Taiwan. He
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would give Chennault a five-hundred-plane air force staffed by American
"volunteers" and transfer enough ships to the Nationalist navy to shield
Formosa and "blockade and destroy China's coastal cities."27 At the same
time (as noted earlier), MacArthur encouraged Sino-Japanese trade.

During October, MacArthur's deputies told State Department and De-
fense Department officials that any Japanese peace settlement must insure
Taiwan remained in friendly hands. In Tokyo, meanwhile, Gen. Charles
Willoughby, SCAP's intelligence chief, warned a visiting group of advisers
to the JCS about future Communist plans to sever Japan's trade routes by
using air and naval units operating on Taiwan. Once that island passed
under enemy control, he predicted, the entire Pacific defense perimeter
would become useless.28

Reports soon circulated in Washington and in Asian capitals that SCAP
was encouraging skilled Japanese war veterans to assist Taiwan as the first
stage in a plan to defend the island. The consul general in Taipei reported
rumors that "SCAP will bring forces here on October 15 to thwart a
Communist takeover." Prominent KMT officials both spread and believed
the claim that MacArthur would pull hidden strings to block an invasion.
The CIA (as noted earlier) reported that MacArthur was coooperating
with Chennault's scheme to patch together an air force and might transfer
some equipment to the free-lance warrior. Senator Smith's well-publicized
visits to Tokyo and Taipei also suggested that SCAP enjoyed some influ-
ential political backing for these activities in Washington.29

During November, Sen. William Knowland also beat a path through the
Asian badlands with Claire Chennault as his guide. They visited the few
remaining KMT strongpoints in China, adding an element of drama to the
junket. Knowland's trip coincided with the arrest and threatened trial of
Angus Ward by Communist authorities in Mukden (Shenyang). The two
events generated renewed attention from some American journalist who
had grown bored with reporting the nearly finished civil war. This flurry
of interest caused General Bolte to suggest to his superiors that the time
appeared "psychologically right for public opinion and the Congress to
support positive measures with respect to Taiwan."30

By December, Defense Department officials were anxious to bring
MacArthur into line on two outstanding Asian problems, the China-Tai-
wan issue and the Japanese treaty. Tracy Voorhees traveled to Tokyo in
a vain effort to convince the general to soft pedal a treaty still opposed by
the entire top echelon of the Defense Department. Although MacArthur
refused to comply, he proved more than willing to cooperate with the effort
of Johnson and the JCS on behalf of Taiwan. A Chinese Communist take-
over of the island, he announced, would deal a "fatal" blow to American
security in the Pacific. Even "Japan in enemy hands" was not "so dangerous
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as is Formosa in a like situation." MacArthur outlined a plan to safeguard
the island by simply declaring it "neutral" and off limits to the Communists.
Nor would he allow the Nationalists to launch attacks against the mainland.
After stabilizing the situation, he would shore up an independent regime
(whether or not under the current KMT leadership is unclear) by expending
MDAP funds. Voorhees endorsed this proposal and sent it on to Louis
Johnson in the form of a letter for the secretary to pass on to Truman.31

Based on these developments and on reports from the JCS intelligence
staff that preserving a non-Communist Taiwan would at least delay inter-
national recognition of the PRC while deflecting Communist pressure from
Southeast Asia, the JCS renewed a formal appeal for American protection
of the island. Both the JCS and Louis Johnson realized that in making a
case for Taiwan, they would simultaneously make a case to stiffen the
terms of NSC 48, which was due for formal consideration shortly. On
December 23, the JCS recommended that Johnson ask Truman to permit
"limited military measures," including the stationing of fleet elements in
Taiwanese waters to shield the island. As a step toward expanding military
assistance, they also urged that MacArthur and the Seventh Fleet Com-
mander, Adm. Russell S. Berkey, "make an immediate survey" of the
island's defense requirements.32

The Nationalist regime learned of these proposals almost immediately
from word leaked by sympathizers in the Defense Department and SCAP
headquarters. Since August, Chinese Ambassador V. K. Wellington Koo
had made the rounds of official Washington telling everyone that if his
government survived, it could help shield Japan and Southeast Asia. This
certainly had a more credible ring than trying to convince anyone that the
KMT deserved help on its own merits. Now, it appeared, his own lobbying
efforts dovetailed with proposals from the Defense Department.33

Buoyed by signs of renewed support, on December 23, Koo handed
State Department officials a request for major new military assistance. The
proposal outraged W. W. Butterworth who considered it a plan to "carry
the war to the mainland." He found it even more disturbing that the request
was nearly identical to the recommendations put forward by the Defense
Department that same day. Butterworth alerted Acheson to the fact that
the Pentagon and their Chinese allies really wanted to sabotage the State
Department's moderate policy by underwriting the bellicose agenda of NSC
48. In essence, they wanted the United States actively back in the Chinese
civil war. Johnson, Butterworth complained, would not rest until he saw
American interests "nailed firmly to the mast of a discredited regime to
the dismay of our friends in Asia and the delight of the Communists [who]
would unite all mainland China on the issue of U.S. military interven-
tion."34
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State Department officials understood that this enthusiasm for Taiwan
really aimed at making it impossible to achieve the goals of the "moderate"
strategy in East Asia. Acheson's policy rested on dual pillars. He antici-
pated a reduction in Sino-American hostility once the KMT regime fell.
Also, the American withdrawal from further involvement on Taiwan would
free attention and resources for other, more important areas in Asia. As-
suming the burden of defending Taiwan would not only outrage Peking—
for no good purpose—but would tie the United States to a costly open-
ended investment that starved more worthy projects.

Hoping to undermine this strategy on the eve of the crucial NSC meeting
scheduled for late on December 29, Acheson confronted the JCS at a
private morning session. He demanded that Gen. Omar Bradley explain
why he and his colleagues had reversed their earlier positions to favor a
direct commitment to Taiwan. Bradley replied that they had always "con-
sidered Formosa important" but had lacked enough funds to make it a
priority. (Louis Johnson, ironically, had actually pledged to prune military
spending.) Now, with the possibility of tapping into the $75 million MDAP
303 fund, the JCS had a source and a use for the money. Gen. J. Lawton
Collins made another point. The Chinese Communist threat to Southeast
Asia "might be deflected so long as they had Formosa to contend with or
subdue."35

Acheson attacked these justifications as self-serving and primarily aimed
at scaring Truman back into the Chinese struggle. The civil war was over,
he insisted, lost because of KMT corruption and incompetence. If the
military really wanted to contain communism, they ought to endorse the
State Department's attempt to strengthen the "neighbors of China." Ad-
ventures and provocation in Taiwan or mainland China would only destroy
Mao Zedong's core of independence from Moscow, America's "one im-
portant asset in China." Calls for economic warfare were equally dangerous
because it would make Japan a "pensioner of the American taxpayer."

After raising some further half-hearted reasons for protecting the island,
the JCS admitted that a communist Taiwan actually posed no special threat
to Japan, Okinawa, or the Philippines—in contrast to what MacArthur
claimed. Bradley conceded that Acheson's political considerations ap-
peared to outweigh the military significance of what the JCS recommended.
But he still tried to justify their position by reference to the MDAP Asia
fund. Congress had "appropriated money to support these people who
were resisting communism" and the JCS were simply trying to make good
use of it.36

Temporarily, at least, the fight seemed to have gone out of the JCS and
Louis Johnson. Acheson had lobbied successfully within the NSC and with
the president to support the State Department's revision of the Asia policy
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paper. Once he realized NSC 48 would not mandate spending MDAP funds
on a Defense Department controlled crusade, Johnson beat a tactical re-
treat. In fact, he arranged to leave Washington just before the critical NSC
vote on December 29.

The NSC met on December 29 and 30 to pass judgment on the contro-
versial Asia policy paper. The council easily approved the modified State
Department draft, known as NSC 48/1. With President Truman presiding
on December 30, the conclusions of the long document (under the heading
NSC 48/2) were adopted as policy. The paper, replete with much anti-
Communist rhetoric, basically sustained the "moderate" program of the
last several months. Unless Asian states genuinely took the initiative, it
did not even recommend formation of an American dominated Pacific
military alliance. Although some "diplomatic and economic" aid to Taiwan
might continue, NSC 48/2 placed the administration on record against
defending the island or sustaining anti-Communist forces within China.
Diplomatic ties with Taipei would be continued, but the Peking regime
might be recognized when "it is clearly in the U.S. interest to do so."
Meanwhile, Washington would not agitate against others recognizing the
PRC nor would it forbid American or Japanese trade with the regime.

To protect regional American interests, NSC 48/2 called for greater
pressure on France to transfer power to Bao Dai. Waffling on the thorny
issue of the Japan treaty, nonetheless, the paper called for "improving"
the American position in that nation, Okinawa, and the Philippines. Fi-
nally, to assuage both State Department and Defense Department plan-
ners, the document concluded with a recommendation that the $75 million
available for the "general area of China" under Section 303 of the MDAP
"be programmed as a matter of urgency."37

This admonition revealed how central the MDAP remained in the visions
of both moderates and hard-liners at the close of 1949. Acheson would
use the funds to begin assistance for Southeast Asian and Japanese de-
velopment. Johnson and the JCS were eager to apply the funds toward
military projects and adventures in Taiwan, China, and Southeast Asia.
During the next six months, these two agencies fought constantly to control
this money and the expanding MDAP. Their struggle had major impli-
cations for all the nations along the Great Crescent.
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CONTAINMENT AND
RECOVERY IN JAPAN

AND SOUTHEAST ASIA

Early in 1950, Dean Acheson attempted to regain the policy-setting ini-
tiative by outlining a regional program for East and Southeast Asia. By
assisting Japanese-Southeast Asian cooperation, he asserted, the United
States could restrain further Communist expansion and insure political
stability and economic progress. Although Acheson's many critics within
the military establishment adopted the vocabulary of regional integration,
they used it as a tool to undermine the State Department's influence over
President Truman. Acheson and his advisers advocated selective military
assistance, trade, and development as a key to containment. Military plan-
ners, in contrast, promoted several schemes for extensive military aid and
for developing Japan as an arsenal supplying a coalition of anti-Communist
regimes along China's periphery.

The secretary of state spoke of regional programs that spurred economic
development, assisted moderate nationalism, and solidified the ties of East
and Southeast Asia to the world economy. As stronger links developed be-
tween Japan and its non-Communist neighbors, China would diminish as a
destabilizing factor. This should permit the United States and its regional
allies to wait out the "radical" phase of China's revolution and its alliance
with the Soviet Union. In contrast, most military planners rejected the prem-

272
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ise and the conclusion of these assertions. After all, as the original drafters of
NSC 48 declared, the United States should not await or reward Chinese
' Titoism.'' Communism had to be opposed because of its' 'basic evil.''

Like their State Department counterparts, Defense Secretary Johnson,
Army Undersecretary Voorhees, and the JCS also favored expanding Ja-
pan's trade with Southeast Asia. However, this reduced dependence on
China did not imply a willingness to tolerate or ignore the Communist
regime. Freeing Japan from links to Northeast Asia, they argued, would
permit a more active military stance against Peking. Eventually, Japan
might coordinate a regional anti-Chinese alliance, linking Taiwan and
Southeast Asia. For the first six months of 1950, up to the outbreak of the
Korean War, these several factions jockeyed for control over the expanding
MDAP budget, viewing that military and economic aid program as a vital
lever in shifting American policy in their favored direction.

In January 1950, Harry Truman and Dean Acheson both publicized their
determination to minimize further involvement in China's civil war. In-
stead, they sought to build new positions of strength outside China. Truman
took the initiative at a news conference on January 5, announcing an end
to "military aid or advice to Chinese forces" on Taiwan. The Nationalists
would still be permitted to purchase arms with previously appropriated
dollars and would continue to receive small amounts of nonmilitary aid,
but the United States did not "desire to obtain special rights or privileges,
or to establish military bases on Formosa at this time." Even though the
president bowed to the pleas of Gen. Omar Bradley to insert the modifier
"at this time" (implying that, in case of war, policy might change), Truman
left little doubt that he intended to broaden the distance between his
administration and the KMT remnants.1

Acheson offered a more comprehensive explanation of the administra-
tion's intentions during executive testimony to the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on January 10. Like Truman, he revealed the essence, if not
the text, of the NSC 48/2 decision. Here, as in a subsequent public speech,
Acheson distinguished between the Soviet threat and the more amorphous
economic and political chaos sweeping the world. The Russians and their
proxies might take opportunistic advantage of this disorder, he admitted,
but Europe and Asia faced deep problems unrelated to Communist in-
trigue. For example, the nationalist revolts against colonialism sprang from
indigenous roots. To deflect the appeal of communism, both American
and European policy must soothe the underlying causes of conflict, not
just counter Soviet ambitions. Similarly, the collapse of world trade, Ache-
son argued, stemmed more from the dislocations of the Second World War
than from Moscow's disruptions. Current economic problems challenged
America's ability to "incorporate" Germany and Japan "into something
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larger than themselves." Both former enemies required cheap raw mate-
rials and markets, problems that stretched back to even before the war.

The Chinese Revolution, too, stemmed largely from internal causes, the
secretary told the senators. As had happened with Tito, he expected that
Soviet pressure on China would provoke a sharp rift. The Chinese, how-
ever, were so unpredictable that they might compensate for losses to the
Russians by expanding into Southeast Asia. In light of these uncertainties,
he felt Washington would do best to avoid antagonizing China while build-
ing secure positions on its periphery.2

"The real center" of American interest, Acheson stressed, lay "in these
other countries" along the "crescent or semi-circle which goes around
. . . Japan, at one end, and India at the other." Although Japan comprised
the anchor of this line, its economy still had to be reckoned a weak link.
Because Japanese industry survived "on foreign trade," the United States
could risk neither its dependence on, nor isolation from, China. The kind
of blockade some officials and politicians favored, Acheson aserted, would
make Tokyo's problems "quite insoluble." Japan would be reduced to an
increasingly restive "pensioner of the U.S."

The secretary of state saw only one solution to the dilemma. Although
permitting regulated Sino-Japanese trade, the United States could en-
courage alternative outlets for Japan. Dollars appropriated for the MDAP
program, the $100 million remaining unexpended in the China Aid Act of
1948, and money that might become available under the (as yet unap-
proved) Point 4 development program might all be spent in "the Far East
in such a way that we can get double benefits from them."

Rejecting the claims of Senators Arthur Vandenberg and H. Alexander
Smith that more be done to save Taiwan, Acheson dismissed the Nationalist
regime as a doomed anachronism. Instead, he repeated his reference to
the "semi-circle of nations" anchored by Japan. If some way could be
found to solve the "great question" of Tokyo's economic needs, he thought
the entire region could be secured. If not, the Japanese might undertake
their own expansion, seek a deal with the Soviets, or "ask for bids back
and forth between the two sides."3

Although much of Southeast Asia remained in dreadful shape, Acheson
portrayed Indonesia and French Indochina as the two most hopeful spots.
Just a month before, the Dutch had finally relinquished power to the
Indonesian Republic and now the French seemed ready to implement the
March 8, 1949, agreement giving greater sovereignty to Bao Dai in In-
dochina. Acheson even felt the French had retaken the military initiative
by constructing elevated blockhouses (resembling "the little forts we had
in fighting the Indians") in contested areas. This, he expected, would rally
more Vietnamese behind Bao Dai. Despite the expected collapse of Tai-
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wan, then, progress in Indonesia and Indochina as well as Japan's gradual
recovery promised to contain the spread of China's revolution.4

Acheson made these points publicly on January 12 in a speech to the
National Press Club in Washington. He reaffirmed what he had said pri-
vately to the Senate, stressing the need to meet the "crisis in Asia" by
accommodating the tide of nationalism. The people of Asia refused to
accept any longer "misery and poverty as the normal condition of life."
Even though Acheson doubted that colonialism bore much blame for un-
derdevelopment, he acknowledged the power of this idea among most
Asians. This explained why the Communists hitched their revolution to
the nationalist banner and why the West must abandon efforts to maintain
the status quo.

Speaking more specifically, the secretary of state called for standing aside
and allowing China's wrath to be visited on Soviet, not American, inter-
ference in their affairs. Although the United States would provide military
security for a defense perimeter including Japan, the Aleutians, the Ryu-
kyus, and the Philippines, the greatest challenge lay in promoting stable
regimes in Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia. Japan required special help
in regaining commercial access to the "mainland of Asia, in Southeast Asia
and in other parts of the world." Along with this, Washington would push
ahead with either a peace treaty or some "other mechanism" that would
restore Japan's sovereignty. Over all, Acheson declared, the promotion of
regional trade along the Great Crescent from Japan to India represented
the wisest course in Asia.5

The successive statements by Truman and his secretary of state refo-
cused, if only briefly, public discussion. Louis Johnson and Gen. Omar
Bradley in Senate testimony of January 26 both obscured their former
positions by denying they ever really favored an American defense of
Taiwan. Sir Oliver Franks, the British ambassador to the United States,
reported to London that the president and Acheson had resolved the policy
debate definitively against the KMT. Eventually, he predicted, America
would follow the British lead and recognize the PRC.

The British government's view of containment in Asia paralleled closely
that articulated by Acheson. For two years, London had worried about
American antagonism toward the Chinese Communists and feared that,
in blocking Sino-Japanese trade, Washington would push Tokyo toward
an exclusive economic relationship with Southeast Asia. Signs of a potential
American accommodation with Peking promised to provide Japan diverse
outlets and shelter the British sphere in Southeast Asia. Meanwhile, instead
of its "fantastic" policy of tilting at Chinese windmills, the United States
seemed ready to apply its great power at the "front line of the cold war
in Asia . . . in Indochina."
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The British were far more concerned about a Red advance south of
China—into a vital economic zone—than over Mao's victory. If commu-
nism triumphed in Indochina, British diplomats believed, the Soviets would
gam a "stranglehold on all Asia through control of their food supply." By
abandoning the KMT and Taiwan, Ambassador Franks informed the Brit-
ish Foreign Office, the American government (or, at least, Truman and
Acheson) had taken a giant stride in the direction of a rationale contain-
ment policy.6

Frank's description of unity in Washington, just as the professed mod-
eration of Johnson and Bradley, proved to be temporary. Beneath the
facade of cooperation, old rivalries and bureaucratic conflict simmered and
intensified. Planners in the State and Defense departments, the Army, and
SCAP as well as the ECA and the JCS all retained mutually exclusive
designs on the money to be made available by Section 303 of the MDAP.
Although the pot at first glance appeared quite meager (only $75 million),
it represented only a down payment on a larger program. Slightly over
$100 million remained unexpended from the China Aid Act of 1948 and
Truman would probably request additional MAP money in the spring of
1950 (for fiscal 1951). In other words, about $200 to $300 million would
soon be available, with few strings, for use in East and Southeast Asia.
These stakes were certainly worth fighting for.

The JCS and the army (as mentioned before) had initiated studies of
how to use MAP money as early as October 1949.* That same month,
Acheson learned that Louis Johnson claimed to have reached an informal
"understanding" with Truman securing Defense Department control over
the fund. When the secretary of state questioned the president on this
point, Truman did not explicitly deny a private arrangement with Johnson
but assured Acheson he would honor only those requests coming jointly
from the two departments via the Bureau of the Budget. Despite this
reassurance, Acheson later discovered that Johnson continued to press
schemes involving covert, MAP funded operations. During a trip to Paris
in October, Johnson reportedly offered the French assistance in Indochina
from the $75 million fund without bothering to inform the State Depart-
ment.7

By January 1950, Johnson's efforts to control the MDAP program were
rivaled by the other components of the Defense Department, the ECA,
and, of course, the State Department. Each advocated a plan tailored to

* A small amount of money for covert activities in China was already being funneled by the
CIA to Claire Chennault's airline, CAT. The State Department knew of this and, apparently,
did not object to such limited operations.
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its own needs and aspirations. New money and new programs promised
something for everyone.

On January 10, Army Under Secretary Tracy Voorhees jumped into the
competition by asking the NSC to undertake a study of how to coordinate
assistance programs in Japan, China, and Southeast Asia. Voorhees de-
clared:

Continuing or even maintaining Japan's economic recovery depends upon keep-
ing Communism out of Southeast Asia, promoting economic recovery there and
in further developing those countries, together with Indonesia, the Philippines,
Southern Korea and India as principal trading areas for Japan.

He also emphasized the importance of increasing the flow of Southeast
Asian raw materials to Western Europe.8

Voorhees complained that a lack of coordination resulted in wasteful
aid programs throughout Asia. He wanted existing agencies with overlap-
ping jurisdictions replaced by a new agency making more efficient use of
every aid dollar. This would permit assistance programs to be focused on
the great "technical workshop" of Japan, with its nearly 50 percent unused
capacity. Only if a new agency operated through this "central workshop"
could every dollar be made to perform "double duty." Dollars, distributed
through Japan, would finance exchanges of Southeast Asian raw materials
for Japanese manufactured goods.

For example, Washington could provide financing and materials for the
sale of Japanese irrigation equipment to Thailand. The increased rice pro-
duction in Thailand would be sold to Japan as repayment. Soon, the United
States would no longer have to expend dollars on food aid for Tokyo and
Thailand would have a new outlet for commodities and an affordable source
of consumer and light industrial products. As the exchanges grew to include
more items, Japan's dependence on foreign assistance would diminish and
the outflow of Southeast Asia raw materials would stimulate production
both in Japan and the ERP countries.

Because manufactured products would yield greater profits, Japan could
soon realize a hefty trade surplus with Southeast Asia and begin to perform
regional credit functions. Although American seed money and some raw
materials would still be needed to prime the pump, Voorhees argued, the
trade relationship would quickly become self-sustaining, mutually benefi-
cial, and an important basis of political stability.9

These proposals reflected, once again, the ideas of army economist Ralph
Reid, adviser to Voorhees and Joseph Dodge. Reid emphasized Southeast
Asia's future importance to Japan and warned that its loss would affect
vital American interests. The Soviets and Chinese Communists supported
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nationalist insurgencies, Reid insisted, not so much to benefit themselves
as to cripple American allies. The Kremlin leadership expected that Japan,
"unless sustained indefinitely on an American dole, will be dependent upon
Russia and her satellites for the bulk of her market and raw materials."
Stalin assumed that Japan would "fall of its own weight once [the] [Com-
munists] control the resources and markets of South and East Asia and
U.S. aid to Japan comes to an inevitable end."10

At first glance, Voorhees and Reid appeared to make a fairly routine
argument about integration speeding Japanese recovery, Southeast Asian
development, and the saving of American-aid dollars. The army under-
secretary had not yet included an anti-Communist military component in
his proposal. However, as Voorhees revealed in the spring, he expected
MDAP assistance actually to prime the pump of Japanese military pro-
duction for export to Southeast Asia. This special trade would solve the
lingering problem of what Japan would actually sell to whom. Although
initiated with both American aid and American raw materials, the exchange
would eventually become self-supporting through the provision of South-
east Asian industrial commodities to Japan. In the proces, Japan would
become a "subcontractor" for containment and a military supplier, what-
ever the course of its own rearmament.

On the same day that Voorhees asked the NSC to begin a review of
Asian economic policy, Defense Secretary Johnson ordered the JCS to
formulate a new plan for spending the 303 fund. He intended to make
certain that Acheson did not monopolize the MDAP program by submitting
his own Defense Department agenda to Truman. Moreover, he encouraged
the JCS to develop ideas for "covert assistance or operations" in China
and Taiwan.11 Although not opposed to Voorhees's long-range military-
production scheme for MDAP, the defense secretary and the JCS wanted
to make immediate use of the fund for supplying weapons.

Not surprisingly, in January 1950, the JCS appointed an ad hoc com-
mittee on aid to Southeast Asia that recommended that MAP money be
spent almost exclusively on military rather than economic assistance. Its
head, Maj. Gen. Robinson Duff supervised a report calling for creation
of a special group to provide immediately $15 million for Indochina, $5
million for Indonesia, and $10 million for Thailand; also, $45 million would
remain in reserve, for possible covert operations in China and Taiwan.12

Besides repeating much standard anti-Communist rhetoric, the report
presented a new twist. Echoing an argument put forward by Acheson, the
JCS planners emphasized Japan's vulnerability to Communist economic
blackmail. Southeast Asia must be controlled by non-Communist govern-
ments to prevent Japan from "being drawn eventually into the Communist
economic sphere," they wrote. Because Indochina represented the strategic
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center of the contest for power in Southeast Asia, the planning committee
urged direct American support for the French military campaign there. By
crushing the Vietminh, Washington would insure future access to the re-
gion's resources and materials. The "security interest of the United States"
in Asia, the report held, hinged on "finding and securing an area to com-
plement Japan as did Manchuria and Korea prior to World War II." Be-
cause China was likely to remain Communist for some time and any de-
pendence on its resources could "draw Japan into the Communist orbit,"
the "urgency, strategically, of an arrangement with Southeast Asia" stood
out "strongly." The "first priority for use of the President's emergency
fund," the JCS staff concluded, should be for "stabilizing and securing
Southeast Asia for its food and raw materials" so vital to America's allies.13

Although concerned with Southeast Asia's ultimate economic impor-
tance, the JCS and the Army and Defense departments still thought pri-
marily in terms of using MAP to fund current military-assistance programs.
Moreover, they wanted the control and distribution of this aid placed in
the hands of a special agency rather than the Department of State. In early
February, while Louis Johnson forwarded the JCS report to Dean Acheson
(declaring it represented the "military point of view" that must be pre-
sented to Truman), Tracy Voorhees hurried to stake out the army's (and
his own) position by organizing a special mission to Japan and Southeast
Asia.14

Understandably, Acheson and Butterworth worried about losing the
initiative to the Defense Department. To show Truman that they, too, had
a plan for regional containment (although one not premised on covert
military intervention in China and Southeast Asia), the two diplomats
decided to field their own "experts." Acheson assigned Dean Rusk, who
enjoyed good relations with many Defense Department officials, to discuss
ideas for MAP with the Pentagon. Presumably, he could discover and short-
circuit any particularly harebrained schemes. At the same time, the State
Department dispatched its own experts to Southeast Asia, hoping to blunt
the army's campaign. Early in January, Ambassador-at-Large Philip Jessup
left for an extended tour of Asia, culminating in a security conference in
Bangkok. Later that month, Acheson appointed R. Allen Griffin, a former
deputy director of the EGA in China, to lead a special Southeast Asian
mission. As a Republican from California on reasonably good terms with
Senator Knowland, Butterworth and Acheson hoped his selection would
demonstrate to the "Republicans in Congress that we were going to do
something about Southeast Asia."15

From the perspectives of the rival bureaucracies, the access to additional
money and control over new programs made MAP worth fighting for. Early
in the year, it seemed clear that additional funds would soon flow into the
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unvouchered Asia account. In January, Acheson went before Congress to
make the case for more aid to Korea and Southeast Asia. Owing to in-
adequate lobbying and Republican opposition, the House narrowly de-
feated an extension of the Korean aid bill that month. The clock was about
to run out (in February) on the already extended China Aid Act, with
nearly $105 million remaining in unexpended funds. The secretary of state
now urged the Senate Foreign Relations Committee both to restore aid
for Korea and to pass an amendment permitting funds from the original
China Aid Act to be used in "the general area of China" through June
1951.

Of the $105 million in question, the administration intended to spend
only some $28 million for economic assistance to Taiwan. It wanted the
remainder of the money appropriated without strings. Acheson suggested
it might be spent in Indochina, Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines
for development projects. It might substitute for the president's Point 4
aid proposal mired in Congress. Although most senators endorsed this
idea, Knowland continued to demand assurances of more aid for Taiwan.
Fearing this dispute would delay the Korean aid portion of the bill, Acheson
modified his original request.

The committee reported out a bill that extended the China Aid Act
funds only until June 30, 1950 (instead of 1951) and deleted the "general
area" clause. However, the State Department was relieved to win assist-
ance for Korea, a six-month extension of the China Aid Act, and an
informal assurance that it would get a favorable hearing in the future for
a request to use the China Aid Act funds mostly in Southeast Asia. In
May 1950, the department won approval on this point and also soon re-
ceived fiscal 1951 MDAP funding as well.16

THE JESSUP MISSION

During the first two months of 1950, Ambassador-at-Large Phillip C. Jessup
crisscrossed Asia on an extended tour. He had initially proposed the trip
as a way of confirming American support for its nascent allies along the
Great Crescent. Besides stops in Japan, South Korea, Indochina, Singa-
pore, Thailand, Indonesia, and India, Jessup initially considered a visit
with the new Communist leaders in Peking. In Bangkok, the ambassador
planned to preside over a meeting of American diplomats from throughout
Asia. Jessup hoped this itinerary would demonstrate the Truman admin-
istration's willingness to live with the Peking regime even as it worked to
bolster Japan and Southeast Asia against communism.17

The prospects for a China visit, however, deteriorated as Sino-American
tensions increased late in 1949. During the extended detention of Angus
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Ward in Mukden (Shenyang), Truman considered some kind of military
retaliation. Even after the diplomat's trial and expulsion in November,
other incidents continued to plague the two nations. Early in January, for
example, the Chinese government announced it would seize a portion of
the American consular compound in Peking, ostensibly because the build-
ings were occupied as a result of an imperialist "unequal treaty imposed
on the Ch'ing Dynasty." The real motive might have been to impress the
Kremlin with Peking's militancy during the current Mao/Stalin negotiations
in Moscow. Alternatively, the Chinese may have been applying crude
pressure to force Washington to extend diplomatic recognition as the price
of protection. In fact, the Chinese dropped earlier announced plans to
seize British property after London recognized the PRC, even though the
British decision was unrelated to the threat.

In any event, confiscation of the disputed property and subsequent in-
terference with Consul General O. Edmund Clubb's radio communications
prompted Dean Acheson to order the withdrawal of all diplomatic per-
sonnel. Even though he meant this partially as a temporary measure to
avoid incidents, it placed a pall over relations. After the American de-
parture, reestablishing contact would be far more difficult. Almost cer-
tainly, the administration could not move until after the 1950 elections.
These incidents dashed any remaining possibility that Jessup might visit
Peking. Ironically, he ended up calling on Jiang in Taiwan, a very bad
omen.18

The roving ambassador conferred first with Douglas MacArthur at the
beginning of January. The general proved unusually cordial, possibly be-
cause both he and Jessup shared their rage over the Defense Department's
success in blocking a Japanese peace settlement. Instead of criticizing Ache-
son, MacArthur turned on the retired Gen. George Marshall. Had he,
rather than Marshall, been sent to China during 1946, MacArthur claimed,
"we would have made the military decision to meet [the Communist drive]
and it would have been easily handled." In the interim, Jiang had botched
things so badly that nothing could save the mainland.

Despite this complaint, the Supreme Commander appeared to agree
with Acheson's emphasis on regional security rather than remilitarizing
Japan. He told Jessup that there was "very little communism in Japan"
and no threat of a takeover. MacArthur felt the "area approach" described
by his visitor resembled the "basically sound concept behind the Japanese
co-prosperity sphere," minus the misguided attempt by Tokyo at military
domination. Both Jessup and his host agreed that a generous peace set-
tlement that assigned Japan a central economic and political role in the
region would prove to other Asians that "we were not imperialist but were
ready to satisfy the legitimate desires of the people."19
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Just like the State Department leadership, MacArthur blamed the De-
fense Department rather than the Russians for the failure to achieve a
settlement with Tokyo. He believed the Soviets would agree to almost any
reasonable terms, including provisions for a small post-Occupation Amer-
ican force. But the JCS, whom he characterized as ignorant and easily
bullied by Louis Johnson, feared any change in the status quo.

Because the administration had overruled the military establishment on
the China-Taiwan issue, MacArthur professed not to understand why John-
son and the JCS had been given a near veto on a peace treaty. Pledging
to support Truman and Acheson if they defied the defense establishment,
he declared that "when decisions were made by the Secretary of State,"
they were "decisions of the United States and he would loyally carry them
out." MacArthur even implied that if the State Department could deliver
a peace treaty, he would at least tone down his criticism of administration
china policy.20

While in Tokyo, Jessup also met with Japanese political and business
representatives to discuss their concerns. Although unable to offer much
encouragement about the stalled treaty, he did lobby on behalf of Southeast
Asia. The ambassador urged the Japanese to send technical specialists and
trade representatives to the region and indicated that Washington would
soon begin a major assistance program to confront the "immediate danger"
confronting "vitally important" Indochina.21

From Japan, Jessup visited Taiwan briefly for courtesy talks with the
Nationalist leadership. Jiang Jieshi described his island as the primary front
of a global war and as one of the only anti-Communist bastions left in
Asia. The ambassador, however, was unimpressed by Jiang's claim that
"American aid to him was the only way in which the world could be saved."
He departed more sure than before that the regime should be allowed to
collapse.22

Late in January, Jessup reached Indochina. Traveling widely through
the war-torn colony, he conducted extensive discussions both with Bao
Dai and his French masters. The American's visit followed the long-delayed
ratification in Paris of the March 8, 1949, agreement transferring nominal
home rule to Vietnam. Jessup's arrival also coincided with a Soviet decision
to formally recognize the government of Ho Chi Minh. The public and
private endorsements lavished on Bao Dai's regime by Jessup served as
the precursor of formal diplomatic recognition, which came a few weeks
later.23

After conferring with British High Commissioner Sir Malcolm Mac-
Donald in Singapore, the Ambassador-at-Large finally reached Bangkok.
A large delegation of diplomats, EGA officials, Defense Department, and
SCAP representatives had gathered there in mid-February for a security
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conference. Jessup and Butterworth attended as State Department dele-
gates, presiding over discussions on how to counter Communist threats to
the region while cultivating Southeast Asia as a Japanese economic zone.
The two diplomats told the conference that in order for Japan to "regain
its prewar trade position," the United States must provide both security
assistance and invest in large-scale development projects. Because the So-
viets were probing relentlessly for "soft spots," Jessup declared, greater
American involvement would demonstrate that Southeast Asia was not
ripe for Soviet harvesting.24

Both Army Department and State Department representatives came
away enthusiastic about the consensus in favor of American support for
Japanese links with Southeast Asia. For example, William Sebald returned
to Tokyo and informed Sir Alvary Gascoigne that the Bangkok conference
marked the first step in a real program to check Asian communism. The
stress on Southeast Asia would help keep that area "out of the communist
fold" and insure economic access for "the good of Japan." In his enthu-
siasm, Sebald sided with his military colleagues in urging that most MAP
money be expended in defending Indochina, which he described as Japan's
defense perimeter.25

THE ANDREWS/WEST MISSION

The Army Department mission dispatched in late January tried to capitalize
on the momentum generated at Bangkok. Voorhees sent his Deputy Under
Secretary, Robert West, and Stanley Andrews, Director of the Agriculture
Department's Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations, to make a "broad
appraisal of the food and trade situation" in Southeast Asia as it related
to the "food and raw material supply for Japan in exchange for Japanese
goods." The team was to explore how future regional assistance "might
be pooled and administered under a coordinated arrangement" to improve
efficiency and lower costs. They would determine the extent that "Japan,
through development of trade, through extension of credit, supplying of
materials, and the supply of technical knowledge and personnel" could
assist the "improvement of the total economies and the total food supply
and stability of Southeast and South Asia."26

The survey team worried that radical, anticolonial insurgencies, espe-
cially in Indochina, imperiled regional integration. Andrews and West
considered it imperative for the United States to help restore "internal
order" within the "rice bowl" of Southeast Asia. If the Indochina peninsula
went the "way of China," they warned, Japan would be reduced to de-
pendence on American charity or acceptance of a Communist offer for it
to come "behind the iron curtain." Yet, with sufficient assistance, they
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believed, Southeast Asia could eventually supply "about two-thirds" or
more of Japan's food imports and raw material requirements. The region
would also become an "assured market" for Japanese "knick-knacks" and
other products suitable for less developed peoples. Tokyo's influence,
moreover, would promote political stability in the wake of the European
exodus and Communist advance.27

In their reports to Voorhees, the army survey team recommended that
the United States begin immediately to extend capital either directly to
Japan or to Southeast Asian states. This ought to be done through the
unification of all Asian assistance programs into a single agency concen-
trating on integrated trade. Dollars would initiate the Japan-Southeast
Asia exchange, but it would become self-sustaining as commodity produc-
tion increased and Japanese industry expanded. Describing the moment
as "critical," Andrews and West urged expending the coveted MAP funds
immediately under the aegis of a new "authoritative central" planning
agency.28

THE GRIFFIN MISSION

Traipsing through Southeast Asia, Andrews and West crossed paths with
what amounted to a rival mission sent by the State Department. Since his
selection to lead that survey, R. Allen Griffin had spent weeks assembling
a team of economic experts drawn from State, Treasury, and EGA ranks.
Late in February, the Defense Department asked that an army and navy
officer be included, to which Griffin reluctantly acceded. In an attmept to
insure that this team buttressed the work of Andrews and West, Tracy
Voorhees lectured the mission members on the eve of their departure.29

Griffin insisted that his first stop be Tokyo, explaining that it made no
sense to send an "economic mission to that part of the world without
communicating with the guy who is supreme commander." Good relations
with MacArthur were important, he believed because a major purpose of
the survey was to lay the groundwork for "an expanded trade between the
countries visited and Japan." Besides this long-term strategy, Acheson and
Butterworth expected Griffin to recommend emergency financing of se-
lected projects in Southeast Asia to demonstrate the "immediate political
significance" of the area.30

In Tokyo, Griffin conferred with Robert West who was then completing
the army's survey. As had Voorhees, West harangued Griffin with justi-
fications for channeling all MAP dollars for Southeast Asia first through
Japan. Making each dollar "do the work of two," West said, would stim-
ulate Japanese recovery even as it helped those Southeast Asian nations
threatened by communism. MacArthur's intelligence chief, General Wil-
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loughby, made a related appeal. Recently, he had traveled throughout the
region, conferring with colonial officials and local politicians. Vietnam
represented the "strategic key" to Asian security, he told the group, com-
paring its importance to Greece in 1947. Willoughby urged that all available
MAP funds be used to restore "law and order" in Indochina through the
provision of military aid.31

Although Griffin agreed on Indochina's strategic importance, he felt
strongly that his mission ought to concentrate on preparing an economic
development agenda for the area. Although military assistance might come
from other sources, he wanted MAP money used for a quick infusion of
highly visible nonmilitary aid. Samuel Hayes, an economist with the group,
recalled that the staff spent much of its time discussing Southeast Asia's
role in the world economy. They predicted that Japan might eventually
surpass Western Europe as the region's major trading partner. Assuming
Japan sold "its services and capital goods in Southeast Asia, and if it could
buy rice, coal and raw materials cheaply there, its dependence on American
aid would be lessened," Hayes noted.32

In Saigon, however, Griffin discovered that his military colleagues, Col.
E. A. Duff and Capt. Frederick Warder, had secretly conferred with Bao
Dai and promised to provide him with extensive armaments through MAP.
Also, units of the 7th fleet paid courtesy calls on the just recognized regime.
Fearing these signs would undermine a more balanced program, Griffin
ordered the two officers to quit the group and travel on their own. His
concerns were justified because Duff and Warder promptly urged the De-
fense Department to restrict all MAP-funded assistance to military ex-
penditures in Southeast Asia.33 Warder even accompanied French forces
in combat against the Vietminh.

The cables sent by Griffin and his aides during March radiated enthu-
siasm over the prospects for building a viable anti-Communist state in
Vietnam. The Americans dismissed allegations that Bao Dai was a puppet,
preferring to describe his government as "intensely nationalistic" and
"struggling to secure more control and authority from the French." In this
regard, a quick, well-publicized aid program, with grants made directly to
Bao Dai rather than the French, would bolster his fledgling regime by
providing the "appearance of independence" and help "win from Ho" the
loyalty of non-communist nationalists and "fence-sitters." This infusion of
aid ought to follow "closely in the wake of military operations," building
support for Bao Dai on a village-by-village basis, Griffin argued.34

During the spring, Griffin submitted a series of tentative proposals to-
taling nearly $65 million for agricultural, health, educational, propaganda,
and security programs. Of this, about a third would go to Indochina.
However, he and his team opposed putting the American military in charge
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of the program or creating a new agency to administer it, as Tracy Voorhees
urged. Griffin preferred to have the State Department and ECA along
with the Defense Department create a series of STEMs, Special Technical
and Economic Missions, attached to the U.S. Embassy in each Southeast
Asian nation. These would provide expert advice on the need for, and
utilization of, foreign economic and military assistance.35

Acheson applauded Griffin's preliminary recommendations because they
reflected his own preferences about the need to balance military and civilian
assistance. Not incidentally, they also stole some of the Defense Depart-
ment's thunder. Furthermore, the mission provided highly visible evidence
of an American commitment to what was seen as a vital and vulnerable
area. During a major address before the San Francisco commonwealth
Club on March 15, Acheson stressed all these points. In a significant tough-
ening of his attitude toward Peking, the secretary of state accused the
Chinese Communists of acting as Soviet puppets in a plan to initiate "ad-
ventures beyond their borders." He referred specifically to dangers con-
fronting South Korea and the states of Southeast Asia, proclaiming that
these nations were now protected by the umbrella of the Truman Doctrine.
Griffin's reports, he explained, established the basis for American support
of these "free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed
minorities or by outside pressure."36

BUREAUCRATIC RESISTANCE TO INTEGRATION

By early 1950, a variety of sometimes-contradictory schemes huddled under
the umbrella concept of regional integration. Tracy Voorhees and his aides
spoke of utilizing MDAP and other aid sources to bind Japanese industry
to Southeast Asian resources, with the goal of producing military equip-
ment. This, he believed, would cut dollar costs, assure Japan export mar-
kets, and forge an active anti-Communist alliance. Others in the defense
establishment and some of MacArthur's aides called for channeling all
possible military assistance directly to Southeast Asia on an emergency
basis. This, they argued, would provide an interim defense shield for Japan.
The State Department's Griffin mission and the Far Eastern consultants
regarded MDAP as an investment in long-term development for Southeast
Asia. This would create a visible sign of American commitment and insure
growth opportunities for Japan. Ultimately, Voorhees, Johnson, and the
JCS envisioned integration as a military lever to maximize pressure against
China at reduced cost and risk to the United States. Concerned about
Communist pressures beyond China, State Department planners consid-
ered it feasible to construct a containment zone primarily through economic
assistance.
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Late in February, spurred by the initial findings of the Andrews/West
mission, Tracy Voorhees convened a special interagency "working group"
on aid to Far Eastern areas. Just before their February 28 meeting, del-
egates from the State, Treasury, Commerce, and Defense departments as
well as from the NSC and the EGA received from Voorhees copies of the
Reid memorandum warning that Japan would quickly succumb to com-
munism following an insurgent victory in Indochina.

Dean Rusk, representing Secretary of State Acheson on the panel, op-
posed Voorhees's effort to have the working group recommend creation
of a special agency to oversee Asian assistance. Speaking at length on the
"possibility of developing trade between Japan and other parts of Asia and
thereby cheapening the process of assisting" recovery, Voorhees empha-
sized the importance of preventing Japan from "being dependent on China."
The only way to cut across bureaucratic lines in Washington and Tokyo,
he insisted, was to appoint a "czar" in the Executive Office of the president
to "control all of the programs for Asia."37

MacArthur, like Acheson, recognized Voorhees's new scheme as a bold
attempt to cut both the State Department and SCAP out of formulating
and implementing economic and security programs. In February, the gen-
eral complained to W. W. Butterworth (then visiting Tokyo en route to
Bangkok) that Voorhees imagined himself directing Japan's resurgence as
a great regional military power. Presumably, he reached this judgment, in
part, during the army undersecretary's December 1949 visit to Tokyo. The
Defense Department leadership opposed a reasonable peace settlement,
MacArthur charged, because it conflicted with Voorhees's "fantastic scheme
for Asiatic trade which no doubt he conceived he would head."38

During March, the State Department, the Treasury Department, and
ECA all joined forces in opposition to Voorhees's call for a new "super
agency." They objected both to the army's attempt to dominate what had
previously been a sphere reserved for civilian agencies as well as to the
program's likely impact on overall policy. For example, ECA represen-
tatives on the working group complained that programs giving Japan special
assistance and privileges in Southeast Asia would seriously hamper the
access of the Western European nations to low-cost raw materials. Money
saved in East Asia would only be added to the European dollar gap financed
by the Marshall Plan.39

These criticisms forced Voorhees to drop his demands to appoint a White
House-level coordinator for Japan-Southeast Asia assistance. Instead, he
settled for an agreement to upgrade the status of the working group. Early
in April, a new ad hoc Interdepartmental Committee on the Coordination
of Far Eastern Programs met, only to bog down immediately in a dispute
over preferential treatment for Japan. Voorhees's representatives urged
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that all procurements for Southeast Asia purchased with MDAP funds
should be obtained in Japan, regardless of cost. In effect, this would partly
transform MDAP into a financing program for Japanese industry. Harlan
Cleveland of the EGA condemned this as both a violation of basic free
trading principles and a direct threat to European recovery, if Southeast
Asia became Japan's preserve.40

State Department officials, although enthusiastic about the concept of
regional trade, believed such blatant favoritism would elicit a backlash
against Washington and Tokyo. For example, during April, American
diplomatic representatives from throughout Asia met in Tokyo and agreed
that the wartime legacy of mistrust toward Japan made most Southeast
Asian states reluctant to link, or subordinate, their economies with Tokyo.
For the present, the Tokyo conference recommended education efforts to
soften local resistance to a return of Japanese technical personnel and
traders. The diplomats also suggested encouraging the Japanese govern-
ment to begin granting yen credits to potential Southeast Asian customers
in order to open markets.41

The Tokyo economic conference stimulated greater efforts among State
Department personnel in Washington to devise an alternative program to
that promoted by Voorhees. Both Japan and Southeast Asia specialists in
the department had taken to ridiculing the army under secretary for his
interest in recreating what they called Voorhees's Greater East Asia Co-
Prosperity Sphere. Arm twisting the Southeast Asian states into economic
dependence on Tokyo, they complained, would elicit "maximum ill will"
and alienate, not integrate, the region. During March and April, William
S. B. Lacy, C. H. Shohan, E. M. Doherty, John Allison, and Willard
Thorp all explored methods for having Japan extend voluntary yen credits
that would make trade attractive but not compulsory.42

State Department officials were attracted to the idea of a yen credit fund
targeted especially on Southeast Asia. These credits could finance such
things as textile sales and irrigation equipment needed by Japan's neigh-
bors. Although Japan would still require some $200 million per year to
finance food and commodity imports, Tokyo should be able to boost ex-
ports to Southeast Asia by at least that amount. In effect, the money owed
to the United States could be paid out in yen and then used to establish
the credit fund for Southeast Asia. As commodity production in the region
increased, Japan would become less dependent on American financed raw
materials, thus reducing the dollar deficit. Ideally, this coordinated ap-
proach would promote regional recovery and stability with minimal new
dollar costs. It also avoided the appearance of the United States compelling
Southeast Asia to subordinate itself to Japan.43

By the middle of April, the State Department circulated a proposal,
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Utilization of Japanese Capacity to Promote Economic Development in
South and Southeast Asia. Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs Wil-
lard Thorp suggested that Japan be required to create a yen counterpart
fund for investment in Southeast Asian food and mineral production as
payment for some $200 million provided annually in the form of raw ma-
terials by the United States. Japan's growing investment in the region,
Thorp argued, would reduce "potential undue dependence on Chinese
sources of supply" and provide for the "stability and welfare of Southeast
Asia."44

Even this modification of Voorhees's ideas still troubled ECA represen-
tatives. John Sumner of ECA, for example, told Harlan Cleveland that
the yen credits proposal held "grave dangers along both economic and
political lines" by giving Tokyo "terrific bargaining advantages" over Eu-
ropean competitors. Southeast Asia could not be of much use to the ERP
countries if Washington helped Japan to "restore a pre-war trading posi-
tion" in the region.45

Despite ECA's opposition, SCAP officials expressed support for the
State Department's new initiative. Although Voorhees's proposal threat-
ened to monopolize virtually all GARIOA and other funds expended in
Asia—leaving SCAP with little money or leverage—the yen-credits pro-
posal neither reduced the flow of GARIOA dollars into Tokyo nor dis-
placed SCAP's influence. Credits provided from a counterpart fund would
tend to "establish an area economy in the Far East more nearly than any
of the other alternatives" by giving Southeast Asian countries a positive
incentive to trade with Japan. SCAP economic specialists in Washington
and Tokyo clearly endorsed this approach as the one most likely to benefit
Japan while leaving their organization intact.46

Japanese political and financial leaders also favored the idea of providing
credits from counterpart funds. The severe economic contraction brought
on by the Dodge austerity plan increased pressure to boost foreign sales.
But Japan remained largely shut out of the Southeast Asia market as
deteriorating Sino-American relations threatened to preclude commerce
with China. Caught in this squeeze and with diminishing likelihood of a
quick peace settlement, Prime Minister Yoshida sent his finance minister,
Ikeda Hayato, on a mission to Washington.

Early in May, Ikeda conferred with Joseph Dodge and Ralph Reid about
prospects for increased financial assistance and movement toward a treaty.
He also transmitted a secret feeler from Yoshida that offered to provide
post-Occupation bases for American forces. As will be discussed later,
Yoshida hoped this offer might speed a settlement. But the appeal for
economic assistance took priority.47

The finance minister wanted pledges for additional dollar aid and as-
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sistance in promoting trade with Southeast Asia. As a result of discussions
with Dodge, Reid, and Treasury Department officials, Ikeda proposed that
the Japanese government create a new Export Finance Corporation cap-
italized at two billion yen. It would issue credits up to forty billion yen,
providing "export trades and manufacturers with long-term loans and also
extend credit to overseas importers and importing nations." Instead of
holding back the existing counterpart fund in Tokyo for debt retirement
(as Dodge originally proposed), Ikeda wanted to utilize it for this new
purpose. Later in May, Yoshida forwarded Ikeda's report to MacArthur
and asked that SCAP help campaign for Japanese and American approval
for the credits plan.48

Nearly all the concerned officials of the State and Treasury departments
as well as SCAP expressed support for the credit proposal. This proposal
would block the Army Department's power grab and it would still generate
increased trade and other ties on a regional basis. By the middle of June,
the Department of State notified Joseph Dodge it had tentatively approved
the "yen fund proposal" as the best way to coordinate Japan's new rela-
tionship with Southeast Asia.49

Tracy Voorhees reacted to these developments with mounting frustra-
tion. By April, he decided to resign as army under secretary, although he
continued to badger the State Department and EGA with additional pro-
posals for channeling Southeast Asian assistance through Japan. Before
leaving office, he circulated a proposal to "coordinate" the cold war by
"modernizing", or militarizing, the Marshall Plan. Although his opponents
could not guess so at the time, this report foretold developments brought
about by the Korean War.50

Voorhees's report noted that although the ERP would end in less than
two years and despite its success in restoring production, both Europe and
Japan continued to labor under a chronic dollar gap. Abundant productive
capacity now existed in these formerly war-ravaged economies, but they
still lacked sufficient export markets and access to secure sources of non-
dollar raw materials. Voorhees proposed supplanting the Marshall Plan
with a program to encourage the "production of defensive weapons." Dol-
lars given to Europe and Japan for arms production (or the dollars earned
by the sale of weapons) would then "purchase our wheat, cotton and
tobacco," making each dollar do the work of two. The army under secretary
predicted this military aid scheme would find more support in Congress
than mere proposals to extend the Marshall Plan.51

This program might operate by assisting the expansion of German steel
production, with the product sold to other Western Europeans for fabri-
cation into weapons. In effect, ECA and MDAP funds would be combined
into one pool, providing dollars and raw materials for military production
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among American allies. If the United States expected to sustain foreign
demand for its own exports, it must realize that military and economic aid
"were now obviously inextricably interrelated," Voorhees asserted. Al-
though focused primarily on Europe, the new program would supercede
all assistance plans in Asia, as well. The Japanese would be expected to
"earn their dollars by agreeing to provide most of the economic assistance
required for Southeast Asia." As the price for receiving dollar assistance,
Tokyo would become the supplier of low-cost military equipment to South-
east Asia, meeting the region's defense needs at little direct expense to
Washington while developing a new line of exports for Japan. To a great
extent, the Off-Shore Procurement Program begun during the Korean War
met these specifications.52

Even though Voorhees was departing (temporarily, it developed) from
the administration, Joseph Dodge presented a similar message to both
Congress and EGA. In April, he told a congressional committee that Wash-
ington must inevitably rely on Japan as a "springboard" supplying the
"material goods required for American aid to the Far East." Later that
month, he explained his belief that Japan would serve as the "bulwark"
protecting the "states newly created in Southeast Asia" and beset by "eco-
nomic problems and political stability" from "communist expansion." The
United States could, in one sweep, restore the "natural workshop of the
East," get the Japanese "off our shoulder," and restrain Communist ex-
pansion—if it coordinated aid to Japan and Southeast Asia.53

Suggestions by Voorhees and Dodge about merging economic assistance
with military production in Europe and Japan coincided with other trends
in the Truman administration. During April, a special State Department/
Defense Department draft study of national security requirements in light
of the Soviet atomic bomb and Chinese Revolution (NSC 68) revealed
parallel concerns. Under the guiding influence of the new PPS head, Paul
Nitze, the NSC 68 draft urged vastly increased defense spending both to
counter Soviet power and to stimulate the troubled economies of America's
allies. Also, that spring, Truman appointed former Army Secretary Gordon
Gray to study the persistent dollar-gap crisis, with a view toward forging
a foreign economic program to supplant the Marshall Plan. American
support of European and Japanese military production, Voorhees believed,
would sustain foreign economies, earn dollars for the purchase of American
exports, and solidify the strength of the non-communist camp.

The Voorhees plan found public expression in the writings of journalist
Stewart Alsop. Returning from another Asian tour, he published an article
in the Saturday Evening Post with the pessimistic title, "We Are Losing
Asia Fast." In the working draft (more clearly than in the printed version),
Alsop revealed his debt to Voorhees and Louis Johnson.
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The loss of China, he warned, placed a dagger at the throat of Southeast
Asia. As the world's "greatest reservoir of untapped natural wealth," it
could become the catalyst to mobilize Asia's "unlimited manpower." Just
as Japan, in 1941, risked everything to seize control of its Co-Prosperity
Sphere, Alsop explained, the Kremlin had resolved to "organize another,
infinitely vaster Asiatic Co-Prosperity Sphere." In an ironic reversal of the
earlier adventure, the Soviets intended to move from China through main-
land and island Southeast Asia to Formosa, South Korea, and, finally,
Japan.

The whole process, Alsop explained, had an analogy with bowling. What
would happen in Asia occurred when "a good bowler hit the head pin
hard."

The head pin was China. It is down already. The two pins in the second row
are Burma and Indo-China. If they go, the three pins in the third row, Siam,
Malaya and Indonesia, are pretty sure to topple in their turn. And if all the rest
of Asia goes, the resulting psychological, political and economic magnetism will
almost certainly drag down the four pins of the fourth row, India, Pakistan,
Japan and the Philippines.

Only two hopeful signs appeared in Southeast Asia, Alsop wrote. The
unexpected courage of Bao Dai and evidence of his complete support by
Washington had delayed Ho Chi Minh's anticipated victory in Vietnam.
The emperor had emerged as the "Indo-Chinese hope of the Western
World." Similarly, in Indonesia, adroit support for the Republicans had
convinced Sukarno and Hatta to cast their lot with the West. When the
Communist insurgent, Musso, led a revolt late in 1948, Hatta and Sukarno,
Alsop reported with glee, immediately had the rebels "stood up against a
wall and shot."

The journalist then came around to his major point, Japan's vulnerability
to the Red Conquest of Asia. Stewart Alsop recounted a discussion with
Nozaka Sanzo, Japan's Communist party head, "intimate" of Mao, and a
leader reputedly so powerful he could defy Stalin's criticism of his political
line (an interesting point, although one contradicting Alsop's argument).
In the version of the meeting with Nozaka that appeared in his notes
(different only in a few details from the published account), Alsop described
the lifelong revolutionary as "probably the most interesting political figure
in Japan" and a politician who exercised more power there "than any other
single individual" except MacArthur.

Nozaka, Alsop claimed, boasted about the Communist master plan.
Making a curving gesture, he outlined a giant crescent of Soviet power,
extending from "Northern Siberia all the way to New Guinea, surrounding
Japan and embracing all its natural trading area." With a "shrug of his
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shoulders," Nozaka implied that this "immense new Russian empire in
Asia" along with other pressures" would drive Japan into the Kremlin's
corner. With a "broad, cheerful grin," the diminutive conspirator re-
marked, "It won't be long now."

The loss of Southeast Asia, Alsop concluded, made Japan's loss inevi-
table. Americans, both in the government and private life, must mobilize
their energies to develop immediately an Asiatic Recovery Administration
with "authority to employ the full strategic, political and economic weight
of this country in Asia as each local situation may demand." A lesser
response, or toleration of the loss of Southeast Asia, would create the
"nightmare of Japanese industry married to the raw material wealth of
Asia and the growing power of the existing Soviet empire in Europe."54

Alsop's awkward conjuring of a "bowling pin theory" gave birth, of
course, to the fabled domino theory of the 1950s. Terminology aside, the
events of the spring of 1950 eroded the pillars of a moderate foreign policy.
The deterioration of Sino-American relations, the critical military situation
in French Indochina, the inability among Americans to agree on terms of
a Japanese settlement, and disputes over the nature of assistance to East
and Southeast Asia all diminished Acheson's leverage. The resurgence of
Defense Department influence over Truman and widespread fears of a
Communist breakthrough in Asia pushed policy into ever more militarized
channels. Actions taken all along the Great Crescent confirmed this dan-
gerous trend.



13
A COMMITMENT

TO VIETNAM

Despite the later tragic results of the decisions taken in 1950, the most
thoughtful and moderate as well as the most bellicose foreign policy experts
in the American government considered aid to Vietnam the centerpiece
of constructive policy. Although the State and Defense departments quib-
bled endlessly over the details of involvement in Indochina, both agencies
embraced the troubled colony and emerging nation as a testing ground
where the United States could employ new techniques to restrain com-
munism, promote moderate nationalism, and lay the foundation for re-
gional stability. For many in the State Department, involvement in Vietnam
seemed the ideal way both to contain Chinese pressure while deflecting
American military power away from a direct confrontation with Peking.
Defense officials, stymied in their efforts to shield Taiwan and fight com-
munism inside China, saw the new policy as a way to sustain American
military pressure on China's threshold. After Taiwan fell and Japan re-
covered its sovereignty, Vietnam might serve as an important lever to apply
pressure against Peking.

Late in 1949, an intelligence report circulated by the CIA warned of an
imminent Communist victory in Indochina unless the United States became
more directly involved in the conflict. In about six months, the report

234
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predicted, the Chinese Communists would begin furnishing extensive as-
sistance to the Vietminh guerrillas, making the French position hopeless.
Inevitably, a French defeat would weaken the Western European contain-
ment barrier. In Asia, a victory by Ho's guerrillas would lead quickly to
Communist takeovers in Burma, Thailand, and Indonesia. To reverse this
slide, the French had no choice but to grant moderate Vietnamese na-
tionalists partial independence, American analysts concluded. Once local
support was assured, providing "U.S. military assistance" might then stem
the tide. But even this policy represented a "calculated risk with only a
moderate chance of success." Unfortunately, about 80 percent of the
Vietnamese, the CIA estimated, professed loyalty to Ho Chi Minh and
viewed Bao Dai as an unworthy puppet. Given the dangers of a Communist
victory, however, the intelligence staff felt Washington had little choice
but to commit itself to the French cause.1

Although American estimates of the Vietnamese internal situation re-
mained pretty grim, international developments pushed the United States
ever closer to a direct commitment. Early in 1950, the French government
ratified the March 8, 1949, agreements transferring nominal sovereignty
to Bao Dai's regime. When the Soviet block responded by recognizing
Ho's Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV), Dean Acheson issued a
statement claiming this act removed "any illusions as to the 'nationalist'
nature of Ho Chi Minh's aims and reveals Ho in his true colors as the
mortal enemy of native independence in Indochina." In contrast, the sec-
retary of state lavaished praise on French moves to transfer power to the
governments of Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam. He also instructed Philip
Jessup to pledge American support during his upcoming meeting with Bao
Dai. On February 2, Acheson urged Truman to recognize formally the
new Vietnamese regime, an action taken by the president on February 7.2

During February and March, of course, Jessup, the Andrews/West mis-
sion, units of the 7th Fleet, and the Griffin mission all visited Vietnam,
discussing with Bao Dai various options for American military and
economic assistance. While attending the Bangkok regional conference in
mid-February, Jessup cabled Acheson with the advice that he make a well-
publicized speech outlining the importance of Vietnam. Such a declaration,
Jessup felt, should emphasize America's commitment to the security of all
the nations on China's periphery.

As noted earlier, the JCS and Louis Johnson had, in January, proposed
immediate allocation of $15 million from the MAP fund for military aid
to Indochina. The Defense Department also insisted on its right to co-
determine with the State Department the contours of any future aid pro-
gram. Although the two agencies quickly reached agreement to spend
about $5 million arming the Indonesian police and for expenditures of
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some $6 million on improving Japanese airfields for heavy bombers, they
parted ways on the question of assistance for Indochina. The State De-
partment did not quibble over the importance of underwriting Bao Dai,
but it felt the United States had to supply more than weapons.

Within the State Department, a special working group of officers from
the Western European division, the Office of Philippine and Southeast
Asian Affairs and the MDAP outlined their concerns in a paper shared
with their Defense Department counterparts. Revising previous assump-
tions, they now dismissed the likelihood of "an effective split between the
USSR and Communist China within the next three years." In light of this,
they predicted, Moscow would utilize Chinese and "indigenous commu-
nists" to seize power in Vietnam. Although acknowledging the shallow
local support for Bao Dai, the State Department experts vehemently op-
posed any accommodation with Ho Chi Minh. Ho's taking power, whatever
the circumstances, would quickly "open the door to complete communist
domination of Southeast Asia," with "severe repercussions" throughout
the "non-communist world." Because a failure to support the French and
their puppet would bring about a Communist triumph over the "remainder
of the continental area of Southeast Asia, and possibly further westward,"
the United States would have to make "staggering investments" to hold a
"much protracted" Pacific line. Denying support to the French and Bao
Dai because of their shortcomings would seem a case of "Penny wise,
pound foolish," they declared. Accordingly, even the State Department
study group recommended extending part of the 303 fund for military aid
to the French and their "French Union" Vietnamese allies.3

Early in March, Acheson and Johnson jointly recommended that Truman
respond favorably to a renewed French request for assistance. They urged
the president to authorize expenditures of about $15 million for Indochina
and $10 million for Thailand. Truman responded almost immediately to
their appeal (which echoed the report of the special working group), in-
structing the two secretaries to submit specific allocation requests to him
through the Bureau of the Budget. Over the next three months, they called
on Truman to release funds for a variety of overt and covert projects
totaling some $50 million. Of this, nearly $21 million went to Indochina.
Meanwhile, of course, the Griffin and Andrews/West missions recom-
mended a variety of assistance projects for funding by MDAP, the China
Aid Act, or Point 4.4

Having crossed the threshold of direct aid, State Department and De-
fense Department planners now hastened to develop formal justifications
for the strategic significance of Southeast Asia. On February 27, the State
Department submitted a brief report on Indochina for consideration by
the NSC. Enlisting a view originating with PPS 51 the year before, Acheson
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hoped that swift acceptance by the NSC would provide additional leverage
in upcoming negotiations with the military. NSC 64, as the draft was known,
declared that a Communist victory in Indochina would threaten vital Amer-
ican interests throughout Southeast Asia. This challenge demanded full
civilian-military cooperation to develop a program to protect Indochina
"as a matter or priority."5

Acheson also appointed Under Secretary of State Dean Rusk (soon
named assistant secretary for the Far East) as a liaison to the Defense
Department. Rusk, he hoped, would coordinate the State Department's
economic aid programs with military projects favored by the Pentagon.
Although pleased by this gesture, Defense Department officials planned
to extract maximum benefits as their price for cooperation. Essentially,
they wanted to insure that as much of the MDAP fund as possible went
for military rather than economic assistance.6

Following recognition of the Bao Dai regime, Acheson undertook a
variety of other initiatives to emphasize the administration's interest in
Vietnam and to strengthen the State Department's grip over policy for-
mulation. On March 15 (as mentioned earlier), he publicly warned China
and the Soviet Union against threatening the non-Communist states of
East and Southeast Asia by declaring them under the umbrella of the
Truman Doctrine. In the same speech, he announced tentative acceptance
of the Griffin mission's agenda, for future assistance to Southeast Asia.
Two weeks later, he, Jessup, and Butterworth appeared before an exec-
utive session of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee where they de-
scribed Southeast Asia as an area of "key importance." The pro-American
regimes in Korea, the Philippines, Burma, and Vietnam already faced a
"hot war" against communism, the diplomats noted. Jessup made an es-
pecially strong plea for additional economic and military assistance as well
as for congressional support in speeding a Japanese peace settlement.7

Acheson explained that much of the money destined for Southeast Asia
would come out of current or future MDAP funds. Many of these projects
were so secret that he declined to provide details, although he did state
that a portion would go toward providing military hardware to Vietnam.
When Sen. Theorodore Green (D-Vermont) disputed the wisdom of sup-
porting what still amounted to a colonial war, Acheson insisted America
had no alternative. If the United States imposed strict political conditions,
the French might say, "All right, take over the damned country. We don't
want it" and put their soldiers on ships and send them back to France.
Then, the United States would either have to intervene directly or risk a
terrible loss, Acheson retorted.8

The three ranking diplomatic officials agreed that a peace treaty with
Japan still remained the "number one problem" of Asia. Normalizing
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Japan's status would do more to stabilize the region, they insisted, than
futile attacks on China or harping on the Taiwan issue. They also described
the security of Japan and Southeast Asia as interdependent. Butterworth
remarked that Japan desperately required an Asian trading zone to com-
plement Northeast Asia, and most of the Senators appeared to share his
concern. Even Republican Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge remarked that the
larger Communist plan probably placed a lower value on the conquest of
Formosa as compared to the domination of Japan through economic black-
mail. When Jessup interjected that Tokyo's plight justified permitting some
Sino-Japanese trade, Lodge felt this made assistance to Southeast Asia
even more imperative. Both agreed that "the importance of keeping the
Chinese Communists out of the Southeast" was more important than "hold-
ing a little island like Formosa."9

Over the following months, Congress proved sympathetic toward this
strategy, as shown by a new willingness to reprogram the $100 million
remaining in the old China Aid Act. The administration wanted modifi-
cations to extend the bill through June 30, 1951. Under pressure from its
China bloc, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee reported out a bill
providing about $50 million for non-Communist areas of China (i.e., Tai-
wan) if the president deemed such aid "practicable." But the Senate finally
accepted a modified House version, appropriating $40 million for Taiwan,
$40 million for the "general area of China" (meaning anywhere in Asia),
$6 million for educating Chinese in America, and $8 million for famine
relief in China. But now the president retained discretionary authority over
Taiwan aid, as the State Department desired. This law, the China Area
Aid Act, passed Congress on June 5 and Truman signed it quickly. As a
result, an additional $40 million became available immediately for South-
east Asia, beyond the already appropriated $75 million in the 1949 MDAP
account. More could be expected shortly for technical aid to underdevel-
oped countries, such as in Southeast Asia, from the 1950 MDAP request
and from pending Point 4 legislation.10*

Even though this growing stream of money pleased members of the
administration, they continually differed on its intended use. The JCS and
Louis Johnson, especially, still hoped to use MDAP as a means of increas-
ing military aid to Southeast Asia and, if possible, as a wedge to reenter
the Chinese civil war. Commenting on the State Department's Vietnam
proposal (NSC 64) the JCS emphasized that a communist victory in In-
dochina would destroy the integrity of the "offshore island chain from

* The omnibus Foreign Economic Assistance Act of 1950 included the China area bill and,
as Title IV, the Act for International Development. The latter, derived form Truman's Point
4 proposal in his 1949 inaugural speech, appropriated about $27 million for technological
assistance to less developed regions, including Southeast Asia.
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Japan to Indonesia." A Communist Vietnam, they warned, would soon
dominate all Southeast Asia, "affecting the balance of power between the
United States and the U.S.S.R." Soviet domination of the region would
imperil Japan "since that country could thereby be denied its Asian mar-
kets, sources of food and other raw materials." This prospect so troubled
the JCS that they wanted the NSC to expedite aid to all Southeast Asia
on a priority basis, including an expected $100 million from the extension
of the MDAP into fiscal 1951 (July 1950-June 1951). The military also
insisted that the Defense Department representatives be included in a series
of upcoming missions scheduled to report on security needs in Southeast
Asia.11

After appending these demands to the State Department's Vietnam pol-
icy paper before the NSC, Johnson and the JCS upped the ante further.
Although agreeing to the importance of blocking a Communist victory in
Vietnam, they also asserted that China still remained the "vital strategic
area in Asia." Protecting Southeast Asia really depended on "prompt and
continuing measures . . . to reduce the pressure from Communist China."
As a first step, Johnson and the JCS urged Truman to reconsider protecting
Taiwan, resuming military and economic assistance to the KMT regime
and, possibly, assisting the Nationalists' blockade of Chinese ports. To
assure Japan access to food, raw materials, and markets while the campaign
against China proceeded, the JCS recommended "long-term measures" to
secure these items from "non-communist held areas in the Far East." The
Andrews/West mission, of course, represented a move in this direction.12

Johnson's subordinates hoped to take advantage of the State Depart-
ment's eagerness to assist Vietnam by demanding greater license to oppose
China. On April 6, for example, John Magruder urged Johnson to insist
on creation of a special executive agency to conduct warfare throughout
the Far East. He felt a defense of Southeast Asia must be coupled with
"establishment in China of a non-communist regime or at least a regime
free from dominance by the Kremlin." So long as "China remained a base
for Soviet-inspired imperialism," there was little point in defending In-
dochina. If the "cold war in China" was lost, he told Johnson, all Asia
was in jeopardy. He recommended a well-planned campaign employing
covert military, political, and economic sabotage to paralyze China. The
executive agency could bring about "decisive results," Magruder assured
his boss.13

In a compromise resembling the way NSC 48 had been finessed the
previous December, the NSC and Truman approved on April 18 the es-
sence of the State Department's Indochina paper. To assuage the Defense
Department planners, the NSC included part of their flamboyant anti-
China rhetoric, noting, however, that the proposals for widening the cam-
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paign against China should be employed for "advisory purposes" rather
than for immediate implementation. In any case, the president signed the
document on April 24, thus confirming the decision to expedite aid to
Indochina as a vital American interest. This action cleared the way for a
May 1 presidential authorization to release $13 million to the Defense
Department and $5 million to the State Department from Section 303
funds.14

Few voices within or outside the administration questioned the basic
wisdom or necessity of the path being undertaken in Vietnam. Southeast
Asia, even more than China, remained nearly a total mystery to Americans,
with few journalists, missionaries, diplomats, soldiers, or entrepreneurs
knowing the region. The handful of State Department officers concerned
with Southeast Asia usually had professional training as Europeanists,
whereas those with actual field expertise were dismissed as "junior" or
"too close to the natives."

One of the few "private sector" specialists on Southeast Asia, Newsweek
reporter Harold Isaacs, presented a unique challenge to the administra-
tion's policy. More prescient than influential, he pled, in vain, for a halt
to involvement. A veteran of both the China and Indochina struggles,
Isaacs had traveled with Viet Minh guerrillas and interviewed their leaders,
including Ho Chi Minh. In mid-April, when he learned that American
military aid would go to Bao Dai and the French, the journalist made a
pilgrimage to the State Department.

Rebuffed in his attempt to speak with "important" officials, he was
received by a relatively junior Southeast Asia specialist, Charlton Ogburn.
Although Isaacs did not know it, Ogburn secretly shared many of his doubts
about the wisdom of supporting the Bao Dai regime. Nevertheless, the
diplomat doggedly defended the official line and served as a foil to Isaacs's
critique.

Bao Dai, Isaacs declared, symbolized the problem in Vietnam, not the
solution. He asked, rhetorically, if American diplomacy was really so ob-
tuse that it failed to understand that support of a colonial puppet would
backfire and "lead to the alienation of the entire region and its loss to
communism." During a ninety-minute diatribe, the reporter characterized
Bao Dai (and his regime) as a "figure deserving of the ridicule and contempt
with which he is generally regarded by the Vietnamese." Only foreign
fools, totally "ignorant of Asian realties," could imagine this regime would
survive, no less thrive, as an American asset.15

Isaacs dismissed Ogburn's rehashing of American efforts to contain
Sino-Soviet expansion and support true nationalism as nothing but five
years of American "ineptitude." No one really familiar with Asian na-
tionalism would reduce the struggle in Vietnam to a stepchild of the cold
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war. The American mind set, the jouranlist insisted, reflected the views
of "officers on the European desk who had no knowledge or understanding
of what was going on in Asia and did not really care what happened there."

If Washington went ahead with its plan to subsidize the French and their
puppets, Isaacs prophesied, the "best" outcome would be an "unlimited
military commitment," the eventual dispatch of an "American army of
occupation," and the devastation of Indochina as the United States sought
to control a "bitterly hostile and vengeful population." Before too long,
he warned, some "madman" in Washington would see no alternative to
sending "American bombers over Saigon." Ultimately, all Asians would
look on the United States (rather than Russia or China) as the true threat
to their independence.16

Ogburn hushed his own doubts about Acheson's policy and fell back on
a reference to congressional demands that the administration block Asian
communism. Redbaiting, Isaacs retorted, was no substitute for policy. A
somewhat dejected Ogburn did try to arrange a subsequent meeting be-
tween Isaacs and senior diplomats, but the latter refused. No one in a
position of authority wanted to hear this Cassandra.

With supplies and money in the pipeline and a consensus within the
administration, Acheson had no time to entertain critics from the Left. By
late April, he concerned himself most with opening up formal discussion
with the French and British, an opportunity provided by the upcoming
foreign ministers' meeting in London. Immediately before departing for
Europe, the secretary briefed an executive session of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. After providing a standard litany about the Soviet
military threat, he discussed the equally stubborn economic danger faced
by America's allies. Acheson noted that the Marshall Plan had succeeded
almost too well in restoring production, thus "more productive power"
existed today "than there are markets to buy the stuff." The Europeans
desperately required new markets and cheap sources of raw material, per-
haps by "opening up" Africa, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia. Unless
new sources for the "raw materials to keep you going—food and otherwise"
were found, the foundations of Western stability would crumble through
"lack of a broad enough economic base."17

Although Europe always remained the major focus of his remarks, Ache-
son also stressed the importance of assisting the French in Indochina. To
forestall a Communist victory, he told the senators, the United States must
temper its traditional support for nationalism and do anything necessary
to "keep the French in there." Admitting that this made American policy
appear "quite inconsistent," Acheson justified temporary support for co-
lonialism because Washington needed "the French to stay until this crisis
is in better shape than it is now." Meanwhile, the United States must try
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to "convince the French they should go forward and play with this na-
tionalist movement and give Bao Dai a chance, really, to get the nationalists
on his side." Although he acknowledged the risks in relying on Bao Dai,
Acheson considered it a necessary gamble "because Ho Chi Minn, who is
the other possibility, is a very clear enemy of ours and we can't expect
anything from him except to go along with Moscow." He concluded, "Those
are our choices," with no alternative in sight.18

Acheson and many of his aides later complained that the French "black-
mailed" the United States—by insisting on aid for Indochina as the price
of French support for a unified European force and possible German rear-
mament. However, the contemporary record suggests that although Amer-
ican policymakers were eager to win French support for European military
reorganization, virtually all top diplomatic and military officials cooperated
enthusiastically with the French and considered their Indochinese war effort
vital. Americans frequently quibbled about French reluctance to devolve
power quickly enough on the Bao Dai regime and their hesitation in fol-
lowing outside advice, but the United States was as eager to provide as-
sistance as their ally was to receive it.

Even when American diplomats differed with their Anglo-French coun-
terparts over the Europeans' desire to improve relations with China, they
generally found common ground on the issue of Vietnam. In March, for
example, Philip Jessup urged British and French representatives to press
the Vatican to "exert its influence on the Catholic area of Indochina with
a view to winning over the Catholics to Bao Dai," an idea that appealed
to French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman. In May, Jessup and other
State Department officials reached quick agreement with their Western
European counterparts on preparing an agenda on Southeast Asia for a
foreign ministers' conference.19

Acheson met with Schuman in Paris before reaching London and praised
effusively the "wise and progressive" actions taken by the French in trans-
ferring sovereignty to Bao Dai. The secretary of state took the occasion
to inform Schuman, "on a confidential basis," that about $20 million of
aid would become available for Indochina during the next two months. If
Congress modified the China Aid Act and extended MDAP as expected,
the amount should grow larger. Acheson did implore the French to ac-
celerate the transfer of power to Bao Dai, warning that unless the native
regime acquired greater legitimacy, Ho Chi Minh would capture the halo
of Vietnamese nationalism. Speaking emotionally, the secretary of state
declared that the moment of truth in Vietnam had entered a "critical period
which must be measured in weeks, not months."20*

* After two months in the pipeline, the first military equipment, eight C-47 cargo planes,
were transferred to Saigon on June 29, 1950.
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On the American side, the State and Defense departments along with
the ECA moved to expedite current and projected assistance. The new
Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, Dean Rusk, worked
closely with his Defense Department counterpart, Gen. James Burns, on
the Vietnam program. They lobbied jointly for an augmented MDAP Asia
program and to establish a special Southeast Asia Aid Committee chaired
by Rusk. They also agreed to invite the ECA to join representatives
of their two departments on a series of MDAP survey teams scheduled
to tour Southeast Asia in preparation for expanded aid requests to Con-
gress.21

Because all this depended on additional congressional funding, the group
began pressing an augmented $1.25 billion MDAP appropriation on June
1. The proposal included an additional $75 million for the East Asia 303
fund. Rusk, John Ohly (an MDAP specialist with the State Department),
and Gen. Lyman Lemnitzer (of the Defense Department), all praised the
303 fund as a vital element in stemming the Communist tide menacing
Southeast Asia. To assuage both the Defense Department and the con-
gressional China bloc, Rusk promised to consider spending some MDAP
money in Formosa if Congress agreed to renew the fund on an unvouchered
basis.22

During previous, informal testimony before members of the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee, Rusk, Ohly, and Lemnitzer were even more
emphatic about uses of the MDAP fund. The unvouchered appropriation,
Rusk declared, provided an "extremely useful" tool in the American effort
to halt Chinese penetration of Southeast Asia. The nature of guerrilla
warfare required just this type of flexible, unvouchered account to support
overt and covert operations. Rusk told the senators that it played an es-
pecially important part in operations against China, the details of which
he declined to reveal. About $50 million of the 1949 appropriations had
already been allocated with almost $21 million slated for Indochina, $10
million for Thailand, $3.5 million for Burma, $6.5 million for airfields
in Japan, about $5 million for Indonesia, "and an unstated amount for
covered [sic] activity in and around China." These totals suggested that
$6 or $7 million had been spent on undercover operations, possibly
intelligence-gathering missions in China and that about $25 mil-
lion remained unexpended. The administration, Rusk indicated,
wanted an additional $40 million for secret operations in the upcoming
year.23

Sen. Elbert Thomas (D-Utah) explained that if the administration wanted
permission to carry over the approximately $25 million remaining from
1949-50 in addition to new appropriations for 1950-51, it must convince
the Senate that Southeast Asian operations were really vital. Except for
the small group committed to Taiwan, Thomas and the other senators
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stressed the need to correlate Southeast Asian assistance with the se-
curity of Japan and the Philippines. Those nations, he insisted, were of
primary importance to the United States. "Our interest in the rest
of Southeast Asia was secondary, and important only as it contributed
to the performance of our primary obligations in the Philippines
and Japan." Thomas even coached Rusk on how to persuade the
full committee to grant the desired discretionary control over MDAP
funds:

Build your strategy around the Philippines and Japan and show how Indochina
and the other areas would threaten the Philippines and Japan if they were
subjected to communist conquest—Relate what you are trying to do in the
Southeast Asia area to what you have to do in the Philippines and Japan—just
to try to stop communism in Southeast Asia is merely putting your finger in the
dike—We have only relative obligations in Southeast Asia, but in the Philippines
and Japan we have direct and primary obligations which must be protected and
which must be discharged.24

John Ohly and General Lemnitzer quickly took the bait, telling Senator
Thomas that they shared his judgment. Ohly declared that "Southeast Asia
is, of course, the ricebowl and breadbasket of Japan." Lemnitzer empha-
sized "the importance of Southeast Asia as the principal market for Jap-
anese finished products and, of course, its principal source of the raw
materials." Although neither of these assertions were true in 1950, they
indicated the direction of American hopes as well as the eagerness of Ohly
and Lemnitzer to stroke a friendly senator whose support they counted
on.

Further negotiations led to an agreement between Rusk and the senators
over how to camouflage funds for covert activities under Section 303.
Thomas and his colleagues made it easy, admitting they did not really want
to know details of the secret expenditures. But all agreed that even if Japan
were not specifically named as the intended recipient of the 303 fund, the
administration should specify informally that aid for the "general area of
China" primarily meant protecting Japan and the Philippines by drawing
the line in Indochina.25

After perfunctory hearings in June, the Mutual Defense Assistance Act
of 1950 sailed through the upper chamber. At the insistence of Sen. H.
Alexander Smith and William Knowland, the administration accepted a
partial-reporting formula (in contrast to the wholly unvouchered 1949 pro-
vision) in the 1950 act. Hoping to insure that at least something went to
Taiwan, the two senators convinced their colleagues to specify that of the
$75 million total, $40 million must be publicly accounted for. The use of
the remaining $35 million need only be reported to the Senate Foreign
Relations and Armed Services committees as well as to the House Foreign
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Affairs Committee. However, if the president desired, $7.5 million of the
$35 million could be spent on an entirely unvouchered basis.*

The Foreign Relations Committee reported the bill on June 21, four
days before the clash in Korea. The full Senate passed it without dissent
on June 30, followed by the House on July 19. With the Korean crisis as
a backdrop, only one member of Congress opposed the legislation. The
president signed the bill, PL621, on July 26. He thereby formalized actions
already taken by administrative fiat because a month before, in response
to the North Korean attack, Truman had issued emergency orders to aug-
ment assistance to Southeast Asia. The president called for an "acceleration
in the furnishing of military assistance to the forces of France and the
Associated States in Indochina and the dispatch of a military mission to
provide close working relations with these forces." Still the basic decision
to expand aid and send an advisory team had been reached long before
North Korean forces crossed the thirty-eighth parallel.26

The decision to support directly the French war effort in Vietnam re-
flected a broad consensus within the Truman administration and Congress.
Any misgivings about French policy paled in comparison to the value placed
on Southeast Asia by both civilian and military experts. Tactically, Dean
Acheson hoped that the commitment would deflect the attention of military
officials away from China and toward support of a nascent Japan-Southeast
Asia partnership. Although he succeeded only too well in cultivating in-
terest in Vietnam's vital importance, Acheson failed dismally to bury the
China issue or to enlist Defense Department support behind a Japanese
settlement. Only a military crisis proved capable of unifying American
policy, and then largely on the Defense Department's terms.

* Actually, more than the $75 million allotted in Section 303 of MDAP was potentially
available for the "general area of China." The MDAP bill allowed the administration to
transfer a small percentage of funds among the various provisions of the billion-dollar MDAP
program. Thus, some money initially scheduled for Europe could be reallocated for Asia at
a later time.



14
JAPAN

AND THE REKINDLED
CRISIS WITH CHINA

Although in retrospect quite peculiar, during the spring of 1950, Vietnam
appeared almost a bright spot on the Great Crescent. In contrast to their
disputes over China and Japan, the administration's feuding factions co-
operated, more or less, in support of France's anti-Vietminh struggle. With
most progress toward a Japanese settlement stalled and Sino-American
relations steadily deteriorating, moderates in the American government
reluctantly concluded that only a militarized policy toward China, Japan,
and Southeast Asia might salvage some form of regional integration.

On the final day of 1949, at an NSC meeting that confirmed NSC 48/2,
President Truman made one of his infrequent comments about Japan.
Debunking the Defense Department's claim that Washington must win
both Chinese and Soviet backing before formally offering a peace treaty,
he stressed the nearly exclusive American character of the Occupation.
Although the Soviets might eventually be invited to endorse a settlement,
Truman had "no doubt the United States and the United Kingdom could
negotiate a treaty with Japan whether the USSR participated or not."1

Although the president's comment did not comprise a definite program
of action, it was welcome news to the secretary of state. If nothing else,
Truman had undercut a major objection to a treaty touted by the Pentagon.

246
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For some time, the JCS, Louis Johnson, and Tracy Voorhees had all
insisted that a treaty must both grant American forces nearly unlimited
use of Japan and be acceptable to Moscow and Peking. The extent of the
military's appetite, of course, made the demands mutually exclusive. Yet,
military spokesmen warned that a settlement not approved and signed by
the Soviet Union would lack legal validity and provide some justification
for a Russian attempt to garrison the islands themselves. However, the
United States could choose simply to return "home rule" to the Japanese
through a limited settlement that preserved SCAP on a standby basis and
left American forces intact. Technically, no change would have occurred
in Japan's status, thus preventing Moscow from charging a violation of
international accords. Besides preserving unimpeded military use and freezing
out the Soviet Union, Defense Department officials believed this partial
restoration of sovereignty would assuage Japanese opinion.

During months of debate, Acheson, supported by General MacArthur,
refuted these contentions. State Department specialists insisted that al-
though the Soviets should be invited to sign an American-authored treaty,
their approval was not a prerequisite for the restoration of full Japanese
sovereignty. As for defense, a peace settlement could easily be coupled to
a pair of security pacts. One would give the United States specified, and
exclusive, base rights, whereas another bound the non-Communist states
of the Pacific region to a pact barring aggression by or against Japan.2

By early 1950, the range of differences between the State and Defense
departments (MacArthur, broadly speaking, stood in the diplomat's corner
on this issue) regarding a treaty with Japan had, in fact, narrowed consid-
erably. Both agencies agreed to several important questions of principle.
Neither thought a direct Soviet military assault on Japan likely. They ac-
cepted the need for limited rearmament of Japan, the restoration of some
military production, and the retention of American bases and troops in
the post-Occupation period. Security would be maintained through a spe-
cial bilateral defense arrangement accompanying a treaty as well as through
the promotion of some form of defense arrangement with regional non-
Communist states.

However, the two groups continued to dispute important questions of
quantity (as compared to quality) and the timing of any settlement. The
military establishment insisted on explicit assurances of speedy Japanese
rearmament, greater emphasis on industrial rearmament, and guarantees
of extensive American base and troop dispositions throughout Japan. The
military voiced more concern with using Japan as a forward base in a war
with the Soviet Union than in merely protecting it from conquest by an
enemy. A case in point, defense planners favored a Pacific pact as an
active, anti-Communist mechanism to ally friendly nations with the United
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States and Japan against China and the Soviet Union. When State De-
partment officials considered this arrangement, they described it as a method
to stabilize the region by assuaging fears of both Communist and future
Japanese expansion among those nations with whom a revived Japan must
trade.

Finally, the positions of the two departments reflected a different as-
sessment of the political psychology within Japan. The Defense Depart-
ment and the JCS retained a deep suspicion about Japanese loyalties and
feared that Tokyo might take advantage of its sovereignty by becoming
neutral or even reaching an accord with the Soviet bloc. Hence, a treaty
ought to be postponed as long as possible and must include ironclad pro-
visions for keeping Japan in the Western camp. Acheson and his advisers
shared some doubts about Tokyo's inclinations, but they argued that a
prolonged Occupation would only undermine the still predominant pro-
American, anti-Communist consensus. Thus, a "reasonable" treaty pro-
viding for limited bases and a general commitment to limited rearmament
represented the surest way to affirm Japanese-American ties.

In light of Truman's expression of support for this position, Acheson
and his under secretary, Dean Rusk, presented a fuller case to the president
on February 20. They ridiculed the military's concept of a partial or post-
poned treaty and insisted that unless Japan achieved full sovereignty, its
alliance with the United States would count for little. The Soviet Union,
Acheson claimed, had slight interest in reaching a settlement. Instead,
Moscow intended to "concentrate its attention on China and Southeast
Asia," creating a puppet empire from which to blackmail Japan. Nothing
Washington did would "materially alter Soviet actions with respect to Japan
or the Soviet timetable in Southeast Asia," he added, fatalistically. Con-
sequently, Acheson asked that Truman and the NSC approve, as a "matter
of urgency," discussions with friendly governments leading toward a peace
treaty and a "Pacific collective security arrangement." Together, these
pacts would enhance the security of, and economic cooperation among,
"individual countries such as Korea, the Philippines, Indonesia and In-
dochina."3 The briefing papers for Acheson's meeting with Truman also
emphasized the belief that a Japanese security pact with Canada, the Phil-
ippines, Australia, and New Zealand would provide a psychological "back-
stop" for Indochina and all Southeast Asia in its struggle against "Soviet
expansion." In seed form, here were the inspirations for the half-dozen
Pacific security pacts implemented during and after the Korean War.

Despite Truman's encouragement and Acheson's drive, the Pentagon
maintained a nearly solid wall of opposition. In February, the JCS returned
from a tour of Japan and told the president that they "were still strongly
of the opinion that it is premature to make a treaty at this time. . . ."If
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the United States ignored the Soviets and pushed through a treaty with
provisions for American bases, they warned, the "Russians could make
the same claim to bases that we make." This might even precipitate a
Soviet blockade or invasion in retaliation. The New York Times quoted
one of the chiefs as remarking that "the former enemy appeared to be not
only the strongest bastion but about the only tangible thing left of the fruits
of victory in the Pacific."4

Tracy Voorhees again played a leading role in these deliberations. Since
the previous December, he had been attempting, without success, to win
MacArthur's support for the Defense Department's no-treaty position.
MacArthur, of course, objected violently to this stance and considered
Voorhees an especially obnoxious individual. The general denounced him
in conversation with State Department officials, such as W. W. Butter-
worth, during a February 1950 discussion. MacArthur criticized Voorhees
as the greatest single impediment to a treaty and a man who intended to
use American bases in Japan for future "forward air operations against
Russia in time of war." (JCS policy, of course, specified this.) He thought
Voorhees would resign rather than "be party to a treaty." About the only
thing that the army under secretary really cared about, MacArthur charged,
was his "fantastic scheme for Asiatic trade," through which he expected
to manipulate the administration's entire Asia policy.5

As if to confirm this assessment, Voorhees met with Dean Acheson late
in March to deliver a proposal endorsed by himself, Louis Johnson, and
the JCS. The army under secretary recommended that instead of a normal
treaty, the United States merely invite friendly nations to approve a doc-
ument returning nonsecurity functions to Japanese control. The adminis-
trative aspects of SCAP would be maintained on a standby basis (thus
fulfilling international obligations) and the American military presence
would continue largely as before. Voorhees claimed this arrangement would
both appease Japanese opinion and safeguard American security require-
ments. He seemed oblivious to the months of debate over the question of
Japan's true value to the United States. Most of the military establishment
still perceived the island nation as primarily a giant forward base. Voor-
hees's interest in its economic future seemed confined to his scheme to
develop Japan as a regional producer and exporter of military items for
Southeast Asian clients.6

Unfortunately for Acheson, the impasse over Japan coincided with an
erosion of the State Department's moderate approach in Asia. More im-
portant, Acheson had begun to lose his paramount influence over Truman.
A series of disputes with China and developments within the United States
that started in mid-January undercut the secretary of state's strategy of
waiting for the "dust to settle" in East Asia. In fact, only days after he
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and the president had publicly repudiated the KMT in January 1950, re-
lations with the PRC deteriorated. The seizure of American consular prop-
erty, followed by the departure of American diplomatic personnel, closed
nearly all channels of direct communication. Other problems followed
quickly.

Amidst renewed verbal assaults on the State Department by Sens. Wil-
liam Knowland and H. Alexander Smith, the little-known Republican jun-
ior senator from Wisconsin, Joseph McCarthy, launched a sensational
attack on the administration's policy. In a February 9, 1950, speech in
Wheeling, West Virginia, McCarthy accused a large subversive clique in
the State Department of responsibility for selling out China to communism.
He singled out Ambassador Philip C. Jessup and a foreign service officer,
John Service, as particularly culpable. Although the State Department
leadership first considered these boorish slurs only a minor irritant,
McCarthy's subsequent accusations and deft manipulation of Senate in-
vestigations during the following months, soon polarized China policy along
intensely partisan lines.7

On February 14, as newspaper headlines reported McCarthy's charges,
the Soviet Union and the PRC signed a thirty-year treaty of friendship.
The pact pledged Soviet economic assistance and the eventual return of
property and territory extracted from the Nationalist regime by the Sino-
Soviet treaty of 1945. The agreement also highlighted the potential threat
posed by the United States and Japan to Moscow and Peking. The two
signatories pledged cooperation to prevent "aggressive action on the part
of Japan or any other state which should unite with Japan, directly or
indirectly, in acts of aggression."8

Both hardliners and moderates in the administration worried that this
security clause masked a secret threat to Japan. It might indicate a Com-
munist drive to scare Tokyo away from signing a separate peace and an
alliance with the United States, or could presage a separate Chinese-Soviet
peace offer designed to undermine the American treaty effort. In any case,
the Stalin/Mao pact stunned officials who had anticipated an imminent
Sino-Soviet split. Virtually all Acheson's advisers on China policy had
predicted such a quick break, so long as America minimized support for
Taiwan, permitted private trade with China, and held the door open for
an eventual accommodation with Peking. They had assumed that Russian
pressure on Manchuria and Sinkiang, along with traditional xenophobia,
would stimulate Chinese "Titoism." The friendship treaty appeared to dash
all hopes for a rapid break and severely reduced the leverage of moderates
over a naturally more bellicose president.

These domestic and international developments only whetted the ap-
petites of those eager to tighten the noose around China. In mid-February,
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Louis Johnson began to test the limits of the president's January ban on
further military aid to Taiwan. After making several requests, he gradually
won permission to deliver military supplies already funded under the China
Aid Act or in the supply pipeline at the time Truman imposed the ban.
Even though these deliveries were not, technically, "new" aid, they bol-
stered Nationalist morale and outranged the Communists.9

Private interest groups, some linked at least indirectly to the government,
also worked to rekindle the China crisis. Late in 1949 and early in 1950,
for example, a complicated legal fight erupted in Hong Kong over pos-
session of a fleet of transport planes owned by the China National Aircraft
Corporation (CNAC). Shortly before the Communist takeover, Nationalist
authorities ordered the planes flown to Hong Kong and sold to "private"
investors, who included Claire Chennault, former Flying Tiger and KMT
protege. When the new Chinese government and some of the flight crews
disputed this sale, British courts became involved. Chennault and one of
his partners, former OSS head William (Wild Bill) Donovan, fought vig-
orously to keep control of the aircraft. Traveling to London, Hong Kong,
and Tokyo on behalf of the case, Donovan also labored to instigate attacks
against China.10

In London in December, Donovan told Air Chief Marshall Sir John C.
Slessor that the JCS favored creation of an Anglo-American "resistance
force inside China" and spoke of organizing a "government in exile with
someone like Chennault as Minister of Defense." Presumably, the CNAC
aircraft would comprise part of Chennault's arsenal. By the time Donovan
reached Tokyo in February 1950, he had grown disillusioned with British
efforts to accomodate Peking through diplomatic recognition. In a discus-
sion with Brig. Gen. Fergusson, the British military adviser in Japan and
an old friend, the former OSS leader fumed about his inability "to get a
judge" to fix the case in Hong Kong. Later, both men met with Gen.
Charles Willoughby, MacArthurs' intelligence chief, who raised the pos-
sibility of establishing joint spy networks inside China. Donovan boasted
that he and his group soon planned to initiate a guerrilla war aimed at
unseating the Peking regime. In reporting these discussions, Fergusson
concluded that SCAP leaders were eager and willing to support some sort
of campaign against the Chinese Communists and might cooperate with
Donovan, regardless of official American policy.11

By late March, the impact of the Sino-Soviet Pact, Senator McCarthy's
charges, Defense Department pressure, and Chinese harrassment of O.
Edmund Clubb when the consul general sought to leave Peking toughened
even the State Department moderates. On March 15 (as noted earlier),
Acheson issued a public warning to China against any "adventures beyond
[its] borders" that threatened "American interests" in Asia. He also prom-
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ised substantial assistance to anti-Communist regimes in Korea and South-
east Asia. Moreover, the secretary of state extended an olive branch to
Senate Republicans in the form of a shake-up among his staff.

Aware that President Truman and Sen. Arthur Vandenberg (R-Mich-
igan) had recently exchanged public pledges to resume a bipartisan foreign
policy, Acheson reshuffled his top Asia advisers in a way certain to please
conservative critics. On March 28, the secretary of state transferred his
outspoken friend, W. W. Butterworth, from the sensitive position of as-
sistant secretary for Far Eastern affairs to the amorphous post of "adviser"
on the Japanese treaty. Six weeks later, he nominated Butterworth as
ambassador to Sweden, removing him entirely from East Asian affairs.
Acheson selected another friend, Deputy Under Secretary Dean Rusk, to
fill the FE position. Rusk was widely regarded as more tolerant of the
Nationalists than his predecessor and was certainly more diplomatic in his
dealing with both Senate Republicans and Defense Department officials.
At the same time, Acheson selected John Sherman Cooper, a liberal Re-
publican from Kentucky, for another advisory post in the State Depart-
ment.12

These changes, however, failed to satisfy Vandenberg, as the adminis-
tration had passed over the "leading" Republican foreign policy spokes-
man, John Foster Dulles. When filling a vacant Senate seat from New
York, and then during an unsuccessful 1950 election campaign, Dulles had
fiercely criticized Truman's domestic program. But in response to Van-
denburg's pressure, Truman and Acheson swallowed their distaste and
named Dulles as a "top adviser" in the State Department. On May 18, he
assumed primary responsibility for the Japanese treaty, in a move Rusk
admitted was designed to blunt additional Republican attacks on Far East-
ern policy. Although the Japanese treaty had not yet become a "bone of
partisan contention," Acheson guessed the Pentagon would try to link it
to the sensitive Taiwan and China issues. Having someone like Dulles lined
up with the moderates might nip a Republican-Defense Department of-
fensive in the bud.13

In his new post, Dean Rusk quickly pressed for a reconsideration of the
administration's policy toward Taiwan. Although not especially eager to
confront the Communists on the mainland, he believed that the Nationalist-
held island should and could be kept out of Peking's control through in-
direct intervention. Late in April, he forwarded numerous reports to
Acheson containing new reasons for assisting Taiwan. Based on intelligence
information, Rusk argued that the Soviet military presence in China had
grown larger than predicted. He also claimed that the longer the Nation-
alists held out, Taiwan rather than Southeast Asia would attract the "major
attention and efforts of the Communists' military forces." Fortunately,
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Rusk asserted, the KMT regime had lately showed a renewed vigor, jus-
tifying new assistance.14

During the spring, other important State Department moderates changed
their minds about China. On April 25, shortly after finally closing the
Peking Consulate, O. Edmund Clubb informed George Kennan of his own
revised opinion. In a highly emotional style, Clubb admitted that he now
despaired of any accommodation with Peking. The CCP had "oriented its
own program to Moscow's and attached China to the Soviet chariot, for
better or worse." The Chinese leadership, like the Russians, he warned,
"do not think like other men," and were prepared to risk world destruction
in pursuit of their goals. Clubb described China's political frenzy as being
"as perverted in some respects as that of Hitlerite Germany, but is less
intelligent in even a Machiavellian sense." There was simply "no reason-
ing" with that "madness born of xenophobia" and subordination to the
Soviets.

Dismissing the likelihood for improving relations, Clubb urged that
Washington prepare for a "shooting war." Although he opposed any return
to a policy favoring the KMT, the diplomat supported an American buildup
in Southeast Asia and, especially, Japan. Japanese nationalism, he wrote
Kennan, ought to be encouraged as the leading anti-Communist force in
Asia, both to contain China and to eliminate the possibility of a future
deal between Tokyo and the Kremlin. Meanwhile, because he now con-
sidered America "at war," Clubb recommended imposing harsh trade sanc-
tions against Peking, assisting anti-Communist elements on the mainland,
and utilizing Japanese agents for covert military actions inside China. The
Japanese were "ready to go to work," he said, "if we can show them the
profit." Only by taking "the fight to the enemy," Clubb concluded, could
an atomic war be avoided, "or if not avoided, won."15

By early June, another leading moderate also spoke of "taking the war
to the enemy." John P. Davies, in a PPS report influenced by Clubb, spoke
of Peking's emergence as a Soviet puppet regime. To win the "minds,
emotions and loyalties" of the Asian peasantry, the United States must
rally non-Communist forces and produce a "dramatic success—either in
the form of creating a situation of strength or causing a communist defeat."
Specifically, Davies recommended assisting anti-Communist forces in China
and North Korea with the interim objective of splitting these areas from
the Soviet Union and with the ultimate goal of overthrowing the Com-
munist system. In the case of China, he thought it advisable to begin a
campaign to "split-off Southern China as a regional government" with the
"next logical objective" support for "revolution from the ground up against
the unified strength of the whole communist apparatus." All of this, he
declared, required that, from "Pakistan to the Philippines," the United
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States be prepared to equip security forces and supervise "political orga-
nization extending down into the villages and hamlets."16

The sentiments voiced by Clubb and Davies revealed how militarized
even the moderate position had become. These men now viewed Southeast
Asia and Japan not only as barriers to Chinese expansion but as possible
spearheads to confront China. Yet, the supposed anchor of American
policy in East Asia, Japan, still dangled in political and military limbo.
Certainly, so far as the State Department leadership saw events, contain-
ment in Asia had no base so long as neither a peace settlement nor a
security treaty with Japan existed.

Along with Dean Rusk, John Foster Dulles worked tirelessly to redirect
the administration's policy in East Asia. His attacks on Truman while in
the Senate seemed forgotten by both sides once he joined the State De-
partment in April 1950. Dulles saw his role as bringing together the admin-
istration and Republican critics by nudging both toward a compromise of
earlier positions. In a checklist he prepared right after his appointment,
the new adviser described his interest in knitting together a consensus on
the Far East, "perhaps to include all the area from Japan through Pakistan,
inclusive." He intended to prepare an agenda for Congress erring "on the
side of oversimplification," listing basic objectives, plus and minus factors,
and the "action we should take to repair the minus factors." Like Rusk,
Dulles planned to appease the China bloc whenever possible by conveying
at least the impression that the State Department had taken "a new look
at the whole Formosa situation." Even such a pro-KMT senator as H.
Alexander Smith came away from a series of meetings with the new team
agreeing to "start no fireworks until Dulles has a chance to move in on
this with Acheson." In fact, Acheson named Dulles as the top Japan treaty
architect largely because of the support he elicited from normally critical
Republican senators.17

During his first meetings with Acheson's top assistants in April, Dulles
centered the discussion around the Japanese settlement. To the delight of
the State Department professionals, he dismissed most of the Defense
Department's case against a treaty. Dulles asserted that the Occupation
could be ended swiftly and that security matters and the question of post-
treaty bases could be resolved through bilateral Japanese-American agree-
ment. He considered it vital to maintain Japan's good will and feared that
further delays might undermine, fatally, Tokyo's willingness and ability to
ally with the United States. Should Japan become anti-American, no num-
ber of foreign troops or bases would make a difference. Dulles especially
objected to Voorhees's contention that unless the Soviets and Chinese
agreed to all American terms it was better to maintain the status quo. He
considered Voorhees a fool who had mucked up previous international
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negotiations with similar sophistry. Dulles felt the United States had both
the right and ability to enact a treaty and form a security alliance with or
without Soviet support. Although he would not offer Japan guarantees
quite so firm as given the NATO allies, Dulles saw no problem in linking
the United States, Japan, and friendly Pacific countries in some sort of
mutual defense arrangement.18

Like his State Department colleagues, Dulles considered it reasonable
to insist that Japan provide selected and limited post-Occupation military
facilities to the United States. This, he believed, should suffice to appease
the Pentagon and provide the navy and air force adequate staging areas
for defensive operations. Yet, the JCS continued to insist on virtually
unlimited military access, a position that offended the Japanese, Soviets,
Chinese, and most Pacific nations. MacArthur, as usual, took varying po-
sitions on this, depending on his audience. In April, he told William Sebald
that "95% of the Japanese people are opposed to American bases" and
that unless Tokyo made a "whole-hearted request for American troops
and bases," the "entire proposition should be abandoned." However, at
other times, he indicated support for including some post-Occupation bases
as one provision of a bilateral security agreement.19

The situation became even more confusing when the JCS and Tracy
Voorhees hardened their opposition still further, claiming that overall Asian
conditions were so unstable that no settlement at all should be considered.
Voorhees, just in advance of his retirement, got in some parting shots by
leaking derogatory stories to the press concerning Butterworth. He charged
the former assistant secretary for Far Eastern affairs with sole blame for
the impasse over Japan.20

Disgusted with this backstabbing and troubled by the fact that in three
weeks he was scheduled to confer with the French and British foreign
ministers whose support he needed, Acheson decided to arrange a personal
meeting with his rival, Louis Johnson. The two secretaries met on April
24 for what proved an extremely tense discussion. Acheson immediately
attacked the Pentagon's notion that the Occupation could continue indef-
initely or that the Japanese would settle for a partial return of sovereignty.
He also dismissed the contention that a settlement must await Soviet and
Chinese approval and warned that Moscow might actually offer a liberal
treaty of its own to Tokyo. If Washington expected to win any British,
French, and Japanese support for its China and Southeast Asia policies,
Acheson insisted, the United States should immediately offer Tokyo a
treaty accompanied by a security pact permitting the retention of some
American bases.21

Louis Johnson, flanked by the JCS, disputed all these points. He accused
Acheson and his aides of distorting the facts and leaking embarrassing
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information to the press. The Defense chief even claimed that "the only
propaganda for a peace treaty . . . came out of the Department of State."
Gen. Omar Bradley agreed, adding that the political-military balance in
Asia was so unstable that nothing should be done to upset the status quo.
Adm. Forrest Sherman warned that any reduction of American forces in
Japan would appear an invitation for Communist meddling. Gens. Hoyt
Vandenberg and J. Lawton Collins claimed that even MacArthur, secretly,
opposed a treaty. They believed the Supreme Commander only wanted to
stage a peace conference where he would hand the Soviets a treaty they
could not accept and then force them to walk out. In light of this, Johnson
and the military chiefs insisted that talk of a settlement be deferred at least
until they returned from a June visit to Tokyo.22

Acheson appeared startled both by their overall objections and the news
of the intended Far Eastern tour. He and Butterworth repeated stories of
growing resentment among the Japanese and the erosion of support for
Yoshida's pro-American policy. Given all the talk of military requirements,
Butterworth wondered just how the JCS intended to use Japan, for defense
purposes or for "offensive operations against the Soviets in the event war
should break out in Europe." The military commanders made no direct
response, and Johnson snapped that he failed to see "what difference the
answer to his question might make." Butterworth pointed out that from
the perspective of the Japanese, it made a tremendous difference if they
were to become "a magnet to draw upon them the consequences of any
military operations between the United States and the U.S.S.R."23

With no common ground between them, Acheson achieved neither a
meeting of the minds nor agreement over what he should tell the European
allies about American policy. Subsequent meetings between State and
Defense officials also failed to reach any concensus about what Acheson
might tell Bevin and Schuman of Washington's policy toward Japan. Dean
Rusk angrily accused Johnson of trying to make Acheson "play the role
of village idiot" at the upcoming London conference.24

About the only hopeful sign, as Acheson prepared to depart for Europe,
came from Tokyo. Fearful that the dispute among Americans might pro-
long the Occupation indefinitely, the Japanese government sought to break
the deadlock. Prime Minister Yoshida and his aides felt that if they dem-
onstrated their willingness to accept a so-called separate treaty, which both
excluded the Soviets and provided for American bases, the Defense De-
partment might soften its resistance. In a conversation with American
Embassy counselor in Tokyo, Cloyce Huston, for example, Yoshida noted
that Japan would have to remain dependent on American protection long
after the Occupation ended. Although some of his countrymen spoke of
neutrality and objected to subordinating Tokyo to Washington, he "hu-
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morously" recalled the relationship between the American colonies and
Britain before the revolution. Just as the Americans later assumed dom-
inance in the Atlantic community, Yoshida quipped, "if Japan becomes a
colony of the United States, it will also eventually become the stronger."
Although not specifically promising to request posttreaty bases, the prime
minister indicated acceptance of "whatever practical arrangements the United
States might consider necessary."

The prime minister's historical license even extended to the emerging
Sino-Soviet relationship that so frightened Washington. Dismissing the
American view, Yoshida insisted "China would never become a slave of
the Kremlin." He predicted that, as in the past, it would frustrate all foreign
"efforts at domination and absorbtion." Given time, the Chinese would
simply prove "too much for the Russians," as they had for others.25

Yoshida followed up these hints by sending two of his aides to Wash-
ington. Early in May, Shirasu Jiro, a personal assistant, called on W. W.
Butterworth and Marshall Green at the State Department. He warned that
the indefinite continuation of the Occupation enraged many Japanese and
had begun to undermine Yoshida's governing coalition. Still, Shirasu ac-
knowledged, "permanent neutrality" was clearly impossible and his gov-
ernment wanted protection from "Soviet intimidation." Although not
favoring rearmament, he suggested that the United States at least restore
home rule in Tokyo and, perhaps, retain armed forces on the islands under
some special security arrangement.26

At the same time, Finance Minister Ikeda Hayato also visited Joseph
Dodge and his assistant, Ralph W. E. Reid. The envoy came to plead for
a relaxation of the tight money policies imposed on Tokyo by the Dodge
plan and for permission to divert the yen counterpart fund from debt
repayment to financing credit sales to Southeast Asia. Besides these eco-
nomic issues, Ikeda discussed the domestic political effects of the stalled
peace treaty. A growing coalition of Japanese political interests now ac-
cused Yoshida of being an American toady with no results to show for it.
This same opposition group called for a treaty acceptable to Moscow and
Peking as well as one that forbade post-Occupation foreign bases. Yoshida,
for his part, preferred to sign a treaty with "all interested parties included,"
but would accept the "other kind of treaty" (i.e., without Communist
participation and permitting bases) if Washington moved quickly. As Dodge
and Reid interpreted Ikeda's message, the Japanese government wanted
the "best they can get under the circumstances and as quickly as possible,"
whether or not China and the Soviet Union participated.27

After warning of growing leftist and even centrist opposition to the
Occupation, Ikeda conveyed a secret message from Yoshida to the effect
that if Washington insisted on the "maintenance of U.S. forces to secure
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the treaty" and if the "U.S. Government hesitates to make these conditions
[public, the] Japanese Government will try to find a way to offer them
[freely]." He hoped, apparently, that this sign of good faith would bridge
the differences between the State and Defense departments.

At the same time, however, Ikeda warned that Japan wanted to see real
evidence of American strength in East Asia. He recalled Kenneth Royall's
comments about his nations' strategic irrelevance and worried that the
administration had "written off" not only Formosa but Indochina as well.
South Korea also was "not strong and could, perhaps, easily be aban-
doned." Even in Europe, American diplomacy seemed bent on making
concessions, he complained. Moscow, Ikeda asserted, might capitalize on
these trends by offering Japan "a peace treaty in advance of the United
States and might include in that offer the return of Sakhalin and the Ku-
riles." Such a move might impress the Japanese greatly, given America's
determination to hold Okinawa and its delay in offering a treaty, and erode
the anti-Communist consensus prevailing since 1945.

If the United States really wanted to regain the initiative, Ikeda advised,
it must move at once to wind down the Occupation. While Washington
negotiated the details of a settlement, it should give Tokyo the "effect of
a treaty" by creating a "de facto treaty situation." By this he meant re-
turning to the Japanese control of their "own domestic and political af-
fairs." In any case, he stressed, the Communist advance in Asia left his
countrymen "desperately looking for firm ground." They were extremely
"skeptical on just what and when and where the United States would stand
firm, and particularly with respect to Japan." On June 1, the Japanese
government issued a White Paper declaring its willingness to sign a peace
treaty with any nation that recognized its independence. Its phrasing sig-
nified Tokyo would sign a "separate" treaty with the United States.28

Butterworth (then serving out his last days as treaty coordinator), Rusk,
and Dulles recognized at once the importance of Ikeda's remarks. They
represented, Butterworth told his superiors, the first "official" evidence
that Yoshida's government would not only accept but, if need be, request
a treaty shunning the Soviet Union and providing for American bases. At
the same time, the Japanese were clearly restive and even threatening to
cut their own deal with the Soviet bloc unless the United States rationalized
its policy throughout the region.29

Unfortunately, these signs of Japanese flexibility were of little immediate
help to Dean Acheson and his aides in London. There, during early May,
the American delegates (led by Livingston Merchant and Philip Jessup)
met with the British Assistant Under Secretary, now titled Sir Esler Dening,
to prepare the agenda for higher level discussions. Although both sides
reached speedy agreement regarding the need to assist Indochina and
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Southeast Asia, generally, they found little common ground regarding
China and Japan. Dening complained that Washington's policy had done
little more than to drive the Chinese closer to Moscow while alienating the
Japanese. Americans, the British clucked, seemed to rely on a hope "that
some miracle will occur." When he requested some indication of when
Japan might regain its sovereignty, Dening found "[the Americans'] lips
sealed." His warnings to the State Department delegation about Soviet
inroads in the wake of antagonizing Peking and ignoring Tokyo elicited
no substantive response. In disgust, Dening informed Bevin that, because
of American blunders, "China will be irretrievably lost for a long time"
and Japan "may eventually follow suit." To make matters even worse, the
United States now wanted Britain to sever its diplomatic ties with Peking
and help keep China out of the United Nations. Even the more cosmo-
politan members of the Truman administration, it seemed, failed to see
London was "performing a service, not only for ourselves, but for the
United States and the Western powers in general by our endeavor to
maintain contacts and to prevent the final and irrevocable severance of
China from the West." Similarly, Washington's inertia and refusal to pro-
vide the British with "any idea" of what it intended to do with Japan risked
"driving" Tokyo "into the Soviet Camp."30

As Dening predicted, Acheson was no more forthcoming with Bevin
than Jessup or Merchant had been. The foreign secretary explained that
American stalling regarding Japan had placed the British in a "position of
extreme difficulty," had embarrassed London with its Commonwealth part-
ners, and had provided the Soviet Union with a golden opportunity to
"take the initiative" and "write a peace treaty" of its own. Acheson apol-
ogized but admitted that the impasse within the administration made it
impossible to tell Bevin anything about the American position.31

The tension during the London talks over the Western approach toward
China and Japan foreshadowed the increasing "hardening" or militariza-
tion of East Asia policy during the late spring. For example, on May 18,
the new Japan treaty coordinator, John Foster Dulles, circulated a paper
that linked Japan's security to a renewed defense of Taiwan. Written in
response to Ikeda's comments of May 2, Dulles also worried that Com-
munist pressures on Indochina, Taiwan, and Korea made leaders in Tokyo
question whether the United States intended to "stand firm" with "respect
to Japan." The Japanese, like most of the world, Dulles argued, believed
the Communist victory in China heralded a global "shift in the balance of
power in favor of Soviet Russia and to the disfavor of the United States."
They now searched desperately for a sign revealing either America's de-
termination to stand firm or to "fall back and allow doubtful areas to fall
under Soviet Communist control." Especially in the Middle and Far East,
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he felt, once local populations decided that the United States had retreated
behind the NATO and Western Hemisphere defense shields, these outlying
areas would be impossible to defend.32

Somewhat like Kennan, Dulles downplayed the likelihood of a Soviet-
American war. Instead, he considered the Communist threat to countries
like Japan largely psychological. Rather than risking a general offensive,
Moscow would rely on a few symbolic victories to spread fear and panic.
However, if "at some doubtful point we quickly take a dramatic and strong
stand that shows our confidence and resolution," the United States could
still prevent this "series of disasters." Formosa, he maintained, was exactly
the kind of "doubtful" area where a "stand must be taken." Whatever the
KMT's political defects, Dulles insisted, the island could and should be
defended.

With little risk of war with Russia, Dulles believed, the United States
could "neutralize Formosa" and impress the "eyes of the world." A failure
to act would convince fence sitters in the developing world that Washington
refused to oppose communism outside Europe and the Western Hemi-
sphere. The small danger of war or political embarrassment that might
result from intervention on behalf of the Nationalist regime, he argued,
faded in importance when measured against the "national prestige required
if we are to play our indispensible part in sustaining the free world."33

Dulles's memorandum opened a new front in the campaign to commit
the United States to salvage the KMT. Along with Dean Rusk and their
Defense Department allies, he pursued the argument that Taiwan's defense
really represented a commitment to protect Japan and Southeast Asia from
communism. Maintaining any sort of non-Communist regime on the island,
they insisted, would deflect Peking's power away from North and Southeast
Asia, rally the anti-Communist sentiments of millions of overseas Chinese,
and, most important, assure wavering allies in Japan and Indochina that
America stood by them.

Paul Nitze, Kennan's recent successor as head of the PPS, anticipated
many of these points in the highly classified security study, NSC 68, of
which he was chief architect. This draft, completed in April, called for
massive rearmament coupled with a global resistance to revolutionary
movements regardless of their "objective" importance to American se-
curity. It scuttled the implicit limits of Kennan's containment doctrine,
acknowledging few geographic, political, or military boundaries to the cold
war. Dulles circulated his Formosa recommendations to Nitze and Dean
Rusk, relying on their influence over the secretary of state to change Ache-
son's thinking about the connection between Japan and Taiwan.34

Rusk was particularly effective in working with Dulles for a reversal of
administration policy. In addition to his State Department position and
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close liaison with members of Congress and the Defense Department, he
chaired two special interdepartmental committees overseeing the devel-
opment of aid programs in Southeast Asia. His amiable relations with both
Acheson and the secretary's critics provided a powerful, if informal, basis
for redirecting policy.

As soon as he received Dulles's May 18 memorandum, Rusk took it as
his cue to lobby within the department and among other agencies for a
new agenda in East Asia. On May 25, he and Johnson's special assistant,
Gen. John H. Burns, reached an informal agreement to provide maximum
assistance to the "Chinese Nationalist Government on Formosa" within
"existing United States policy." This involved broadening the types of
weapons that might be delivered to Taiwan, expediting military cash sales,
and lobbying to eliminate existing restrictions on military aid. They also
decided that limited "covert action in support of resistance on Formosa"
was permissible and desirable under current circumstances. Rusk promised
to try to win release of additional MDAP 303 funds for certain secret
"projects."35

Encouraged by Dulles, Rusk convened a special meeting on May 31,
bringing together Philip C. Jessup, Livingston Merchant, Philip Sprouse,
Fisher Howe (deputy special assistant for intelligence), and the new head
of the PPS, Paul Nitze. The PPS had by now gained a measure of control
over the dispersal of secret MAP funds. At the meeting, Rusk delivered
a vigorous argument on behalf of reversing East Asia policy and submitted
extensive reports he had prepared on the subject. Both "world opinion
and U.S. opinion," he insisted, demanded that America dig in its heels
and "draw the line" in Asia. Rusk wanted the group's support for a rec-
ommendation to Acheson that the United States use force to defend Taiwan
while (perhaps) combining that move with a "package" solution for the
entire region. This "package" might include admitting the PRC to the
United Nations, increasing aid to Southeast Asia and South Korea, and
speeding a Japanese peace settlement.36

To begin with, Rusk, like many others, felt the time had come to dispose
of Jiang Jieshi. He suggested that when John Foster Dulles embarked for
Japan in a few weeks, he also carry a secret ultimatum to Taipei. It would
inform the venerable KMT leader that Washington would not defend Tai-
wan so long as he remained in power. But if Jiang requested that the
United Nations assume a "trusteeship" over the island, the United States
would use its navy to "prevent any armed attack while the move for trust-
eeship was pending." In effect, this would both neutralize the island in-
definitely and eliminate the contentious Nationalist leader. Although most
of the group thought the idea worth pursuing, Fisher Howe predicted the
Soviets might actually welcome a "partial commitment of U.S. forces" to
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Formosa because it would provide a golden opportunity to push the "Chinese
Communists into a clash with us" and thereby make them more dependent
on Moscow.37

Rusk's highly classified memorandum "U.S. Policy toward Formosa"
actually went much further than merely protecting the island, however.
This report for Acheson (it is unclear whether the secretary of state saw
the report in this written form or whether Rusk delivered it verbally),
called for reversing the assumptions that limited American support for,
and involvement in, Taiwan. Rusk noted that current policy permitted the
Nationalists to receive a small amount of military assistance from old funds,
some economic aid from the EGA, and some help with "covert activities
directed against the Communists on the mainland and directed to support
certain elements on Formosa, including the possibility of some armed as-
sistance on a covert basis." All this, however, was a stopgap because
Acheson and Truman felt the island was doomed and not worth defend-
ing.38*

But since the implementation of the new U.S. policy on Formosa in
January, Rusk asserted, significant "new elements" had come into play.
In effect, he argued, the "moderates" agenda had either failed or had been
superceded by events. The Sino-Soviet treaty, for example, had led to
Soviet "dismemberment designs" on China and a growing Russian military
presence south of Siberia. The Communist bloc's recognition of Ho Chi
Minh's regime provided further evidence of "increasing aggressiveness to-
ward other countries of Southeast Asia." Anziety about China's future
behavior and the unresolved status of Taiwan (along with the other factors),
created "uncertainty regarding U.S. policy in such key areas as Japan, the
Philippines, Indo-China and other threatened countries where 'fence-sit-
ting' is assuming greater proportions pending clarification" as to "who will
'win' in the Struggle of the Pacific," Rusk wrote.

Leaning heavily on Dulles's arguments (he included a copy of the May
18 memorandum), Rusk warned that a strategy based on a "holding op-
eration" in Asia made sense only "if we do in fact hold." Once the United
States permitted any violent change in the status quo, not even a rede-
ployment of "major forces for the purposes of recapture" might prove
adequate. The ripple effects of any new Communist advance would be felt
globally, not just regionally.39

Rusk piled report on report to the effect that the Soviets, through their

* Although concerned with keeping Taiwan in non-Communist hands, Rusk was quite pre-
pared to eliminate its current rulers. His proposal included lengthy and detailed assessments
of how Jiang might be eased out of power or overthrown, depending on circumstances.These
contingency studies were probably prepared by Philip Sprouse and W. W. Stuart of the Office
of China Affairs.
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new Chinese puppets, had begun a coordinated offensive against all their
neighbors. They expected to soften up strong points like Japan and South-
east Asia by first knocking off such weak spots as Formosa. At the same
time, he alleged, they had begun to provide substantial support for such
Communist guerrilla groups as the Huks in the Philippines, the Vietminh
in Vietnam, and armed elements in Malaya. Peking also placed special
emphasis on recruiting supporters among the millions of overseas Chinese
scattered throughout Southeast Asia.

But among all the "new elements" cited, Rusk placed the strongest
emphasis on the "basic questions arising in Japan about its own future
orientation." Both the delay in signing a treaty and the "consolidation of
the Communist position in Siberia, north Korea and Manchuria" resulted
in "active public discussion in Japan" about the value of an alliance with
the United States. He cited from Ikeda's remarks to Dodge, especially
noting Yoshida's anxiety about the American commitments to Formosa,
Indochina, South Korea, and India. If the Japanese were to be counted
on in the future, they must know immediately "just what and when and
where the United States would stand firm," Rusk emphasized.40

The assistant secretary outlined a procedure for enhancing American
credibility, beginning with Jiang Jieshi's "retirement." Once a "govern-
ment of Formosa" initiated a request for UN protection, the United States
should deploy the Seventh Fleet in the Taiwan Strait to prevent further
fighting. The flotilla, he said, would "prevent action by or against Formosa
which would disturb the peace" pending an international resolution of the
island's status. Rusk even drafted a speech for the president to issue that
closely resembled the text of Truman's June 27 statement regarding the
outbreak of Korean hostilities.

The draft asserted that recent developments had "clearly revealed" a
new phase in Soviet and Chinese intentions to "dominate and use China
in their program of world revolution and aggression by subversive means."
The Communist regime, it declared, was a complete satellite of the Krem-
lin, a base for Russian military power, and Moscow's agent in "aggression
against the independent nations of Southeast Asia and the Pacific.
. . ." Because the Chinese Communist puppets could speak neither for the
mainland nor Taiwan, the United States would defend the principles of
the UN charter by sending the "United States Navy to visit Formosan
waters and to prevent armed action by or against Formosa." In an aside,
Rusk urged that this act be coupled with a substantial increase in American
assistance to Vietnam and the Philippines.41

During the following three weeks, Rusk worked tirelessly to generate
wider support within the administration and Congress for what he called
the "new packaging" of the China problem. During May and early June
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(as noted earlier), he had lobbied the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
on behalf of extending MDAP, arguing that unvouchered funds were vital
for operations in Southeast Asia, Japan, and China. He also suggested that
Acheson approach Senate Republicans with a deal, trading American pro-
tection for Taiwan with their acceptance of de facto recognition and UN
membership for Peking.

Rusk thought it might be possible for himself and Dulles to get the
Republicans, the Defense Department, and, implicitly, both Chinese fac-
tions to accept a "single package" in East Asia. In essence, Washington
would replace the old guard KMT on Taiwan and then inform the Chinese
government that America would not permit "hostile acts between Formosa
and the mainland." Chinese Communist outrage at Washington's spon-
sorship of a separatist regime might be mitigated by extending some form
of de facto recognition to the PRC and permitting the United Nations to
seat the regime by a simple majority vote. Although satisfying no one
completely, Rusk imagined the China bloc, the Defense and State de-
partments, the Chinese Communists, the population of Taiwan, and Amer-
ica's allies would all accept portions of the compromise. In one stroke, the
bipartisan basis of policy would be enhanced and the anti-Communist pe-
rimeter in Asia strengthened.42

Rusk's willingness to extend a limited "feeler" to the PRC, should it
accept this "one China, one Formosa policy," did not mitigate or slow his
campaign to accelerate military and economic aid to Taiwan. Prompted by
Rusk, Dean Acheson had by June 8 eliminated almost all remaining limits
on Nationalist purchases of arms from previously appropriated funds. Be-
cause this involved only small deliveries, Rusk sought cooperation from
other agencies in boosting aid levels.43

On June 14, Rusk and his deputy, Livingston Merchant, conferred with
EGA personnel who administered the remnants of the China Aid Act
program on Taiwan. These officials, Harlan Cleveland, John Nason, and
Shanon McCune listened as Rusk urged immediate action to "bolster the
economy" of Taiwan by releasing nearly all remaining China Aid Act funds
over the next ninety days. The Communists, he argued, were waiting for
the Nationalists' morale to crack before moving against the island, some-
thing that would happen by September unless new assistance arrived. If
the island were stabilized until early autumn, Rusk claimed, "the weather
conditions prevailing in the Strait of Formosa during the fall and winter"
made an invasion extremely unlikely. Thus, a fast infusion of aid would
provide "an opportunity to see whether something might not be worked
out which would deny Formosa to the Communists permanently."44

Rusk went on to imply, without revealing specifics, that his request
coincided with a new approach toward overt and covert assistance. Cur-
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rently, he noted, the EGA provided about $2 million per month in economic
aid to Taiwan. Although the delays inherent in any delivery schedule meant
that EGA could not really telescope its remaining aid dollars into a crash,
three-month effort, Rusk pounded away on the theme of the "immediate
psychological benefits that could be obtained from announcements of au-
thorization, especially if they were publicized in such fashion as to indicate
an increased U.S. interest in the Formosa situation."45

Harlan Cleveland and his colleagues doubted whether the Nationalists
would make good use of accelerated aid. More significant, however, was
the fact that they pondered the deeper meaning of Rusk's plea. For a year,
the administration had gone out of its way to deemphasize the importance
of the small EGA program on Taiwan, hoping to minimize the loss of
prestige once the KMT collapsed. Now, Rusk wanted a high-profile dec-
laration from the EGA promising to accelerate assistance. Rusk and Mer-
chant implied that the "new look" in policy meant that all agencies must
work "more vigorously" to protect Taiwan. If these hints were correct,
Cleveland wrote his bosses, the "EGA should certainly not be among the
laggards, indeed, we should not hesitate to get out ahead of the parade if
that seems to be the most sensible tactic." However, he urged the EGA
leadership to exercise "elementary self-protection" by finding out whether
"there is in fact going to be a parade—that more vigorous military steps
are in fact contemplated."46

Rusk also helped catalyze sentiment within the Defense Department to
pursue the "new look." As evidence of the State Department's hardening
line was transmitted from Rusk to Gen. John Burns, Defense Department
planners offered their own policy recommendations in line with the sug-
gestions of Dulles and Rusk. On June 19, one of Burns's civilian advisers
on Far Eastern affairs, Kenneth T. Young, prepared a study of open and
secret measures that could be initiated quickly. Like Rusk, Young doubted
that the Communists would assault Taiwan before an internal political
collapse. Thus, by fortifying the overall "combat morale" of Nationalist
forces, the United States could prevent the fall of the island indefinitely.
As soon as the president approved a "reversal of his January policy,"
Young wrote, the Defense and State departments ought to be ready with
a three-phase "integrated" program of action.47

The immediate appointment of a senior American military or naval
officer to Taiwan, Young felt, would bolster the Nationalists and enhance
Washington's control of the military situation. He particularly favored
appointment to that post of Adm. Milton Miles, a notoriously reactionary,
pro-KMT officer who had cooperated with Jiang's secret police in a wartime
organization known as the Sino-American Cooperative Organization
(SACO). In addition, Young advocated dispatch of nine field-grade offi-
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cers, naval visits to the island, allocation of at least $10 million from the
MDAP fund for military aid and a "public announcement" by the State
Department declaring a "shift in U.S. policy." After taking these actions,
the NSC should revise NSC 48/2 to permit the use of military force in
defending Taiwan. This would involve deployment of the Seventh Fleet,
having American agents undertake "covert means to insure silver to the
[KMT] troops," and support of a "voluntary American group of fliers to
help defend Formosa."48

Many of Young's suggestions paralleled Rusk's view, including his con-
tention that the long-term viability of a non-Communist Taiwan required
the elimination of the unpopular Jiang Jieshi. He urged that American
agents on the island prepare the ground for a successor regime and that
Washington insure its speedy recognition by "Japan, the Philippines and
Vietnam." This would also facilitate the development of security and com-
mercial ties among the non-Communist states on China's periphery. Even-
tually, as the situation stabilized, all these nations might become sites of
"guerrilla training schools" for "tactical, political and military training for
operations in China and each country of Southeast Asia.49

During May and early June, the activities of Rusk, Dulles, and their
Defense Department counterparts were given added support by Douglas
Mac Arthur. Since the previous January, when he spoke with Philip Jessup,
MacArthur had been rather reserved on the China-Taiwan issue. Probably,
he hoped that his silence might assist Acheson's pursuit of a peace settle-
ment with Japan. Now that the treaty languished and the influence of the
State Department moderates had dissipated, the general saw the Taiwan
bandwagon as a winning issue that might allow him to regain attention and
initiative. It also might provide him with new leverage over the JCS and
the defense secretary, who opposed a Japan treaty but favored defending
Taiwan.

During the spring, both MacArthur and the JCS received detailed reports
on the Formosan situation from retired Adm. Charles M. Cooke, former
commander of the Seventh Fleet and KMT confidant. Since retiring, he
had worked as a "correspondent" for the International News Service on
Taiwan and acted as an informal liaison between the Nationalists regime
and SCAP. Early in May, he spent a week conferring with MacArthur in
Tokyo, providing a most positive account of the situation in Taiwan. He
insisted that Jiang still ruled a united and determined army on his island
fortress and also controlled a force of "500,000 Nationalist guerrillas on
the mainland" as well. At little cost, Cooke wrote, the United States could
"match and counter" Russian penetration of China. By transferring to the
Nationalists a large assortment of "surplus" ships and planes in Japan, the
KMT could hold Taiwan, frighten the Soviets out of China, and cross over
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the "threshold of a vital doorway into the future of the world." Cooke
concluded his appeal to the JCS by emphasizing that MacArthur endorsed
his recommendation.50

When he circulated this information among his fellow commanders, Adm.
Forrest Sherman added one major point. One of the "best methods" of
deflecting communism from Southeast Asia, he wrote, was to sustain anti-
Communist resistance forces on "the mainland of China, in Formosa,"
and on nearby offshore islands. However, when they met a few days later,
the JCS still hesitated to endorse the direct use of American forces to
defend Taiwan. MacArthur, in contrast, made a stronger pitch than ever
for intervention.

Should Taiwan come under Communist control, he notified the JCS on
May 20, the entire Pacific defense perimeter would be placed in jeopardy.
He compared Formosa to an "unsinkable aircraft carrier and submarine
tender, ideally located to accomplish Soviet strategy" and to "checkmate"
American forces. General Bradley considered this message so important
that he asked it to be "brought to the personal attention of the President."51

MacArthur also circulated these warnings among British diplomatic and
military representatives in Tokyo. For example, he told Sir Alvary Gas-
coigne and Adm. Sir Patrick Brand that control of Formosa dictated the
future security of Japan and Southeast Asia. In writing off the island, he
complained, the Truman administration had thrown open these vital areas
to eventual Communist control. The situation appeared so desperate, he
explained to these two men, that he no longer felt an "urgent need" to
conclude a peace treaty with Japan unless Washington made a greater
military commitment to both Taiwan and French Indochina.52

Within Japan, SCAP noticeably hardened its attitude toward opposition
on the Left. Previously, MacArthur had claimed that any effort to retain
bases would elicit overwhelming disapproval among the Japanese. By late
May, however, he concluded that regional developments as well as the
insistence of the Defense Department required a more substantial post-
Occupation American presence. The general told William Sebald that a
plebiscite should be held in which an end to the Occupation would be
made conditional on Japan providing bases "reserved to United States
troops. . . ,"53

MacArthur also ordered a crackdown against the Japan Communist Party
(JCP), long a thorn in his side. Alleging that the JCP had recently under-
taken or advocated violent opposition to Occupation forces, SCAP began
a purge of the party leadership. A hard-line faction, led by Gen. Charles
Willoughby, demanded the immediate suppression of the JCP, Govern-
ment Section, however, argued such a total ban would be counterpro-
ductive and tarnish the image of SCAP. MacArthur took a middle
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approach, instructing Prime Minister Yoshida on June 6 to purge the JCP's
executive committee and the staff of its daily paper, Akahata. Utilizing
regulations originally designed to suppress ultra-Right militarists, this order
forbade the party's leadership from carrying out any political activities.54

The broad drift within the administration and SCAP toward a harder,
or more militarized, position further limited Acheson's ability to keep
President Truman on the moderate course mapped out in January 1950.
The pressure for a change in policy grew even stronger as a result of fierce
lobbying by Chinese Nationalist representatives in Washington. For at least
six months, both Louis Johnson and his assistant, Paul Griffith, had shared
sensitive information with the Chinese ambassador, Wellington Koo. As
Koo realized that the balance of forces within the administration had begun
to shift in Taiwan's favor, he redoubled his efforts to influence Defense
and State department officials.

Through contacts with Congressman Walter Judd and Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense Griffith, Koo understood the need to rephrase his usual
pitch. Judd noted that although Acheson still opposed substantial help for
Taiwan, the secretary of state had worked hard to convince Congress to
recognize "Indochina as a focal point for aid to resist the spread of Com-
munism in Asia." Similarly, Griffith mentioned that although Truman had
told Louis Johnson to "keep out of the China question," the Defense
Department had much leverage over Japan and Southeast Asia. Once
pointed in this direction, Koo began telling all who would listen that Taiwan
actually represented the defense shield around Japan and Vietnam. He
asked Griffith to help convince Johnson and Bradley to cooperate with
MacArthur on a plan to transfer military supplies from SCAP stocks to
the Nationalists without going through regular channels. (Admiral Cooke
had recommended this in May.) Koo obviously had indications of
MacArthur's support for this scheme and felt the details could be worked
out when Bradley and Johnson visited Tokyo. The ambassador even sug-
gested the possibility of bringing this group together with Jiang.55

Ironically, John Foster Dulles proved a far less sympathetic audience to
the peripatetic ambassador. When Koo called on Dulles shortly before the
latter's departure for Tokyo, the diplomat dismissed Koo's effusive flattery.
Despite Dulles's efforts within the administration on behalf of the KMT
regime, he chose to recount to Koo the miserable record of Jiang's gov-
ernment. Instead of providing for their own defense, he complained, the
Nationalists threw themselves on America's mercy. To make matters worse,
even while pleading for aid, rumors circulated that Jiang intended to flee
Taiwan and leave America holding the bag. Dulles, presumably, felt a
need to mobilize Nationalist resolve by warning Koo not to sit back and
rely on salvation by the United States. He noted that although Taiwan was
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important to regional security, it was not vitally important. In any case,
Washington could do nothing so long as Nationalists failed to place their
own affairs in order. In fact, Dulles's reference to Jiang fleeing may have
been a subtle hint that the Generalissimo should depart in a timely manner,
placing the reigns of power in more competent hands. The State Depart-
ment had already made discreet inquiries about a foreign haven for him.56

Koo wanted promises of aid from Dulles, not suggestions on how to
reorganize the KMT. As he had with Griffith, the ambassador asked Dulles
to prod MacArthur to release aircraft from Japan for Taiwan. "If the
general, who understands the Far Eastern situation and its implications for
the defense of the U.S. very well, could agree to such a suggestion," Koo
stated, "it would be easier to arrange for making such equipment and
supplies available to Formosa without necessarily obtaining the formal
approval of Washington." The ambassador also requested that covert funds
might be drawn from the MDAP account, further minimizing the need for
any accounting. Yet, Dulles made only noncommittal responses to all these
appeals.57

Dulles did, however, reveal something of great potential value. In dis-
cussing his imminent mission to Tokyo, he noted Washington's determi-
nation to move ahead with a Japanese peace settlement, regardless of the
attitude of the Soviet Union or China. If they balked at accepting a set-
tlement composed by the United States, it was unlikely that Washington
would agree in writing to return Taiwan to the control of a Communist
Chinese government. The hiatus provided by this unresolved status could
provide an opportunity for extending some form of American or UN pro-
tection over the island during an interim period.

On the eve of the departure to Tokyo of two important delegations,
Taiwan had assumed a central place among American concerns. As a
symbolic and material bastion, it might deflect Chinese power away from
more important nation's on China's periphery. At another level, Dean
Rusk and John Foster Dulles hoped that by recommitting the United States
to the island's defense, the State Department could placate the Defense
Department, the Congressional China bloc, and MacArthur, thus speeding
a Japanese peace treaty and clearing the decks for more assistance to
Southeast Asia.

But even if the contending factions in the administration could resolve
the question of whether to defend Taiwan, they still disagreed on whether
this represented a last stand or merely the opening phase for the quickening
militarization of containment in East Asia. As they prepared to embark
for Tokyo, Louis Johnson and Omar Bradley reviewed a briefing paper
prepared for them by Gen. Carter B. Magruder, then a special assistant
for Occupied areas. Essentially, it provided a checklist for rebuffing all
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proposals from MacArthur and Acheson, starting with the allegation that
the Japanese had grown weary of, and frustrated with, the Occupation.
Ironically, Magruder agreed that the Soviet Union might eagerly accept
and honor a treaty that both insured Japanese neutrality and even permitted
the retention of a small American garrison. But, he asserted, this "trip
wire" defense was really the essential reason the JCS and Johnson should
oppose the proposals of SCAP and the State Department. Japan must not
be permitted to sit out the cold war or a hot conflict as a spectator. Should
war erupt with the Soviet bloc, Japan had to be enlisted as an "active ally."
It would be a "great disadvantage" if Japan "could not be utilized to assist
in ending Russian domination of Manchuria and China" or in helping
"Manchuria and China win their freedom" from the Communists. Even if
no war occurred, Magruder emphasized, neutrality must be shunned as an
arrangement that would, inevitably, push Japan toward an accommodation
with its Communist neighbors. Accordingly, he recommended that the
defense secretary and JCS continue to resist all proposals for a treaty,
delaying consideration at least until "Japan has her own armed forces or
until the world situation radically changes."58

Dulles and his advisers (John Allison, Maxwell Hamilton, John Howard,
and Robert Feary) reached a very different conclusion based on the same
evidence. As they prepared to visit Tokyo, the State Department planners
continued to downplay the direct Soviet threat to Japan or even Japan's
primary utility as a military ally. Dulles told Acheson that Japan's impor-
tance lay in its ability to serve as an "example" to the peoples of "Asia
and the Pacific Islands" of the rewards that followed a pro-Western ori-
entation. Its success and progress, he believed would "help in the effort
to resist and throw back communism in this part of the world." Dismissing
the dangers of a physical threat from Russia or China, Dulles worried that
the "natural sources of raw material" and the Asian markets vital for
recovery all lay in the "communized parts of Asia." This economic encir-
clement, he feared, could not be overcome by a "defensive policy" or
simply by garrisoning Japan with excessive forces. Only if the United States
began a "counteroffensive" designed to "prevent the easy and quick con-
solidation by Soviet-inspired Communists of these recently won areas"
could Japan be "saved from communism."

On the eve of his mission to Tokyo, Dulles recommended to Acheson
that the United States avoid turning Japan into a fortress (which he believed
the Defense Department had in mind) but rather undertake a dynamic
program on Japan's behalf. This might entail covert attacks aimed at de-
stabilizing Communist control of China and North Korea and action to
develop "outside of the communised area, adequate sources of raw ma-
terials and markets for Japanese industry. . . ." Although even Dulles
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acknowledged that short-term recovery required some Sino-Japanese trade,
he considered it vital to provide alternatives to any "dangerous dependence
on Communist-controlled areas . . . which would expose Japan to successful
Communist blackmail at a subsequent date."59

As Dulles and his staff formulated an agenda, , they described certain
requirements. Any international arrangement must assure Japan commer-
cial access to non-Communist Asian states. Thus, South Korea, Taiwan,
Indochina, Thailand, and Indonesia should all be prodded to sign peace
and security pacts with Japan. Dulles also resolved to accommodate, to a
degree, the Defense Department's demands. He informed Acheson that
he accepted the principle of maintaining selective American bases and
troop garrisons after a treaty. As for rearmament, the documents prepared
for Dulles urged the Japanese to augment their police, constabulary, and
coast guard to deal with "indirect aggression." Personally, however, the
emissary must have favored creation of a small de facto army because he
raised this issue on his arrival in Tokyo. In any case, Acheson discussed
these points before the mission departed and voiced his overall approval
of the agenda.60

Despite Dulles's later reputation as an extreme "cold warrior," he was
more flexible than Acheson about some terms of a settlement. Initially, at
least, Dulles considered it preferable to seek Chinese and Soviet partici-
pation at a peace conference. After hearing Acheson's objections, how-
ever, he appeared to drop the idea in favor of a unilateral approach. While
en route to Tokyo on June 15 he clarified his thoughts further. Instead of
worrying about Soviet-bloc reaction to his mission, Dulles pondered how
to resolve contradictions within the American government. Two basic ques-
tions, he wrote, remained in dispute. The JCS seemed determined to "use
Japan generally as a major advanced offensive air base," a policy Dulles
feared would only destabilize the region. He also worried about how the
administration would handle the problems of "South Korea and Formosa."

He perceived these two issues as interrelated in a fundamental way. The
JCS, for example, justified demands for utilizing Japan as an offensive base
because of Communist pressure along the periphery of China. However,
if Washington demonstrated to the Soviets and the non-Communist Asians
a determination to "stand fast" in Korea and Taiwan, it should be possible
to protect Japan with only a "defensive guarantee, stiffened by a continuing
presence of some skeleton U.S. force." A sufficient show of strength in
the "environs of Japan," Dulles wrote, might resolve the administration's
fundamental problem—deterring the Soviet Union while persuading the
Defense Department not to attempt the "overmilitarization" of Japan.61

Many points made by Dulles appear cryptic and somewhat sinister in
light of the Korean War, but he seemed to believe that a demonstration
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of American resolve along the periphery of China would deter Communist
threats, satisfy Japanese desires for a show of strength, and convince the
American military to settle for something less than a fortress Japan. He,
at least, believed his approach entailed fewer provocations against China
and the Soviet Union than did that of the JCS and Louis Johnson. They
appeared content to leave Japan in political limbo as they built up American
regional strength in a haphazard manner. The military spoke of protecting
Taiwan but ignored Japanese economic security and demands for an end
to the Occupation. Also, Dulles noted, the JCS cared little about how the
Japanese saw the relative importance of Communist threats to Korea,
Southeast Asia, and Taiwan. On the eve of his arrival in Tokyo, the State
Department envoy hoped to find a path out of this thicket of contradictions.



15
AT WAR IN ASIA

On June 17, 1950, in a duet characteristic of the contradictions afflicting
the Truman administration's Asia policy, not one but two delegations from
Washington arrived in Japan. John Foster Dulles and a small group of
State Department aides landed in Tokyo only long enough to hold a brief
press conference before departing for South Korea. Dulles returned to
Tokyo on June 21 and remained there until June 27. Also on June 17, a
separate plane brought Defense Secretary Louis Johnson and JCS chair-
man, Gen. Omar Bradley to Japan. Neither delegation had coordinated
their itinerary nor even bothered to inform the other of their purpose. Not
only could casual observers detect tensions between them, but the State
Department's representative in Tokyo, William Sebald, did not even think
that Dulles spoke with Bradley and Johnson.1

Almost as soon as he arrived, Louis Johnson got into a public row by
taking over the rostrum at a SCAP briefing. In the "course of a fifteen
minute harangue," Sebald reported, Johnson denounced the "State De-
partment crowd" in terms that the diplomat considered "shocking." He
also voiced doubts regarding the true nature of Japan's inclinations in the
cold war. The defense secretary first condemned the Japanese for allegedly
not fulfilling their obligations under the Potsdam Declaration and also
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questioned whether they could really be trusted to grant the United States
effective military access to Japan after the Occupation. Johnson then dis-
paraged Dulles as an "impractical man who approached the world's prob-
lems with a religious, moral and pacifistic attitude," unsuited for the real
world.2 His words could hardly encourage the State Department mission,
MacArthur, or the Yoshida government.

Dulles could not counter these charges, as he had already departed for
Korea. During the following three days, he toured the thirty-eighth par-
allel, conferred with South Korean leaders, and gave a rousing anti-Com-
munist speech to the legislature in Seoul. On June 19, he listened as
President Syngman Rhee implored the Americans to take "positive action"
to make the task of the "Communists in North Korea . . . more difficult."
He asked for promises of support should he strike north across the thirty-
eighth parallel in the coming months. Rhee stressed the importance of
acting quickly, before the Chinese Communists consolidated their position.
The South Korean leader also tied his nation's fate to that of Taiwan,
arguing that the longer the Nationalist stronghold remained severed from
the mainland, the longer Chinese power would be deflected away from
other targets—like South Korea.3

William R. Mathews, an Arizona newspaper editor and friend of Dulles,
heard even more ominous rumblings as he toured Korea and Japan just
in advance of the State Department envoy. Mathews predicted a quick
crisis because Rhee "as much as said" to him that within one year the
South would "take the offensive and take over North Korea." In fact, he
reported, numerous aides to Rhee described their plan to take "early
action" against the North. Mathews also met in Seoul an old American
friend "lately come from Formosa" who predicted that South Korea and
Taiwan would coordinate an anti-Communist strategy. According to the
anonymous friend, the KMT would not only hold Taiwan but, within a
year, planned to reinvade the Chinese mainland. The regimes in Seoul and
Taipei, he explained, would coordinate their actions in an effort to create
conditions that would elicit at least expanded military assistance from the
United States. On the basis of these bits of evidence, Mathews reported
to Dulles his fear that "within months we are going to have a couple of
hot potatoes on our hands." The United States would have to demonstrate
"firm determined action" if it expected to secure Japan and surrounding
areas, Mathews wrote.4

While Dulles and his party visited Korea, Johnson and Bradley tried to
persuade Douglas MacArthur to abandon support for a peace treaty. The
Supreme Commander, however, refused to relent. He showed his visitors
(first Bradley and Johnson, then on June 22, Dulles) two lengthy memo-
randa he had prepared on June 14 in anticipation of their arrival. To seize
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the offensive in East Asia, MacArthur explained, America must both offer
Japan a settlement and shield Taiwan from invasion. Each act would com-
plement and give meaning to the other. Should the Chinese Communists
take Formosa, he warned, it would represent a "disaster of utmost im-
portance to the U.S." Washington had tolerated the Communist advance
so long that now only one island province remained a free bastion. If Soviet
air and naval forces used it as a base to mount operations, they could easily
isolate and control both Japan and Southeast Asia. Even Europe would
soon feel the pinch of economic blackmail from the loss of Southeast Asia,
MacArthur predicted.5

Taiwan's symbolic political importance, he declared, surpassed even its
military significance. It stood as a beacon to the "other endangered peoples
on and near the periphery of China" who saw its fate linked to their own.
Whatever happened there would determine the "political alignment of
those national groups who have or must soon make a choice between
communism and the West." Unless a "line" were "drawn beyond which
Communist expansion will be stopped," MacArthur stated, the United
States would soon have to "abandon" all of Asia. Still, the general de-
scribed a road to salvation. He could snatch a victory from the string of
defeats if permitted to visit Taiwan and make a survey of the "military,
economic and political requirements to prevent" a Communist takeover.
If Washington only accepted his recommendations as the "basis for United
States national policy," success was certain.6

MacArthur obviously hoped his rousing declaration on behalf of de-
fending Taiwan would soften Defense Department opposition to his plan
for a Japan treaty. After all, he reasoned, if Chinese and Soviet power
were deflected by an anti-Communist bastion in the South, the danger to
Japan and the importance of American bases there might be reduced pro-
portionately. Abandoning plans for a treaty or insisting that Japan serve
as a forward base against China and the Soviet Union, he complained,
would needlessly provoke the Communist powers and alienate millions of
Japanese who had faithfully carried out surrender terms. MacArthur de-
nounced Voorhees's plan for a halfway settlement and implored Johnson
and Bradley to support a "normal treaty" that included a "security reser-
vation" granting the United States exclusive, but limited, rights for post-
Occupation bases in Japan. Partially abandoning his earlier opposition to
any bases, MacArthur agreed on the need to maintain a small American
"trip wire" force so long as "irresponsible militarism" existed in the world.
Besides its other virtues, the general insisted, retaining limited forces would
not unduly trouble the Soviet Union.7

Unfortunately, neither MacArthur's invocation of Japanese loyalty nor
his estimate of the sufficiency of minimal bases persuaded his two visitors.
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From the moment he landed in Tokyo, Johnson had indicated how little
faith he possessed in Japan's allegiance to the American camp. Nursing
memories of the Second World War and fears caused by Japanese interest
in developing a relationship with China, the defense secretary insisted that
only a prolonged Occupation could affirm the former enemy's transfor-
mation. Despite all evidence to the contrary, Johnson even claimed that
most Japanese had little interest in securing an immediate return of sov-
ereignty. Bradley appeared to share these suspicions and certainly recoiled
at the prospect of a treaty that required the military to abandon any of its
prerogatives.

Nor were military planners impressed by MacArthur's contention that
a neutralization scheme and a "trip wire" defense would shield Japan from
a Soviet onslaught. This was, in fact, largely beside the point. Internal
Japanese forces and a small American garrison, they conceded, could prob-
ably ward off or suppress domestic and foreign threats. The real problem
stemmed from the fact that American war planning counted on using Japan
as an offensive springboard in case of conflict with the Soviet Union. Thus,
they feared, Moscow would have every incentive to accept and honor an
international arrangement guaranteeing a neutral Japan. Because Mac-
Arthur's proposals fundamentally contradicted these strategic assumptions,
Bradley and Johnson rejected his recommendations. They agreed only to
carry the general's plea on behalf of Taiwan back to Truman because it
so closely resembled their own.

Fortunately for the Supreme Commander, John Foster Dulles proved a
far more sympathetic audience than his immediate predecessors. As soon
as Dulles returned to Tokyo from Seoul on June 21, he and MacArthur
went into conference. The general presented his two memoranda and found
that both conformed to Dulles's preconceptions. Unlike the visiting military
delegation that had had little interest in meeting Japanese, MacArthur
found Dulles eager to contact a "large cross section of Japanese leaders,
foreign diplomats, businessmen, and others with views about the treaty."
Even the emperor secretly contacted the envoy, urging him to consult with
influential Japanese, including some in disgrace "because of their alleged
former militaristic outlook." In his message (given to Dulles after fighting
erupted in Korea), the emperor indicated that certain "older people, the
majority of whom have been purged," would now be important as sources
of "valuable advice and assistance to Americans. . . ."8

During his round of meetings in Tokyo, Dulles expressed particular
interest in Japan's future contributions to American defense requirements.
This emerged most clearly in conversation with Prime Minister Yoshida.
When they met, according to William Sebald, the Japanese leader was in
a "puckish" mood, speaking in "parables" and refusing to "talk sense."
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Dulles asked whether the Japanese might be willing to placate the United
States by agreeing, as part of a treaty, to rebuild a small national army.
(The JCS had urged this since 1948.) Yoshida retorted that the "peace
constitution" and public opinion barred any such move. Instead, Japan
relied for security on American protection (he had already indicated ap-
proval for post-Occupation bases) and world opinion.

When Yoshida asked that the rearmament issue be put to MacArthur,
the general supported the prime minister's position, emphasizing his belief
that Japan could neither politically nor economically tolerate an army large
enough to be of military value. However, MacArthur suggested that Japan
contribute to the Western alliance in other ways, such as by reactivating
the factories for military production needed in the "reconstruction of
American armaments." This would help stimulate economic recovery in
Japan and allow Japan to contribute to an anti-Communist program. These
somewhat vague exchanges took on added meaning when MacArthur spoke
privately with Johnson and Bradley and then later with Dulles.

The strident opposition voiced by Bradley and Johnson to any peace
settlement prompted MacArthur to submit a new compromise proposal.
During a three-hour conversation with the visiting Defense Department
officials and in later talks with Dulles on June 23, the Supreme Commander
tried to reconcile the views of the two departments. Abandoning the con-
cept of a limited post-Occupation military presence, MacArthur suddenly
declared that the "entire area" of Japan must "be regarded as a potential
base for defensive maneuver with unrestricted freedom reserved to the
United States as the protecting power through her local commander, acting
in the normal chain of command to the Department of Defense." Contra-
dicting his statements of the previous four years, MacArthur claimed this
"unrestricted" base plan would actually prove less offensive to Japanese
sensibilities than taking specific territory for military use. In fact, the Su-
preme Commander knew most Japanese would be outraged at this limi-
tation of their national sovereignty. But, he predicted, Washington could
assuage their feelings by implementing a new "pay-as-you-go" aid program
providing an additional $300 million per year to Tokyo in exchange for
unrestricted base rights. This amount, he pointed out to Johnson and
Bradley, would bridge the gap between "the existing deficit economy and
a completely self-sustaining economy."

To win Defense Department support, MacArthur even relented on one
of his deepest convictions—that Japan be permanently disarmed. He agreed
to discard the concept of "neutrality" and promise to support a plan en-
couraging a sovereign Japan to rebuild its own defense capability. In effect,
this meant rebuilding at least modest armed forces. But so long as Japan
remained dependent on American arms, the Supreme Commander agreed
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that U.S. forces would operate solely under Defense Department com-
mand, subject neither to State Department nor Japanese control. In his
almost desperate desire to pull some sort of treaty out of his hat, MacArthur
consented to nearly every principle sought by Johnson and Bradley. He
verbally committed himself to support a comprehensive military alliance,
unlimited bases on Japanese soil, industrial rearmament and, possibly,
building a new army. Yet, even when he agreed to pay this price, Johnson
and Bradley departed Tokyo still opposed to a peace settlement.9

Not surprisingly, MacArthur had better luck with his "Formosa Mem-
orandum" than with his appeal for a treaty. Bradley and Johnson consid-
ered it useful leverage in their campaign to move Truman. When they
returned to Washington, they presented it to the president as one of his
options in response to the Korean fighting. Dulles acted even more quickly,
however, sending the document to the State Department on June 22 or
23. On receiving it, Acheson conferred with his top Asia policy advisers,
minus Dean Rusk, then out of Washington. Rusk's deputy, Livingston
Merchant, notified his boss of the group's concern that the intense focus
placed on the island by Dulles and MacArthur increased the "incentive
for the Russians to make some surprise move for purposes of embarrass-
ment or propaganda." Sending MacArthur to Taipei would symbolize a
major policy shift and vastly increase the attention paid to the island's fate.
The "moment General MacArthur debarks on Formosa," Merchant in-
formed Rusk, "we will be committed." If the United States accepted this
commitment, it should, simultaneously replace Jiang with a less discredited
leader. Summarizing the inconclusive discussion of MacArthur's proposal,
Merchant declared that if and when the administration followed the gen-
eral's scheme, it had better be prepared to "go the whole hog if required."10

The tone of the group's deliberation revealed their shared interest in
somehow preventing a Communist seizure of Taiwan. However, Acheson
and his advisers still hesitated to commit an act certain to drive Peking
closer to Moscow. Nor were they eager to do anything likely to save Jiang
Jieshi from the fate they felt he deserved. Yet, if some way could be found
to finesse these problems, Acheson seemed willing to do more to keep the
Communists off the island. In fact, the Korean struggle that began a few
days later prompted the secretary of state to advocate extending protection
over Taiwan without, he hoped, saving Jiang's rule.

The North Korean assault across the thirty-eighth parallel on June 25,
1950 (June 24 Washington time) became the catalyst transforming Amer-
ican policy throughout Asia. It provided the momentum that carried the
United States more fully into the Chinese civil war, into the Indochina
war, and toward a separate peace settlement with Japan. Within a few
days of the attack, the Truman administration committed American ground
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forces to the defense of the Korean Peninsula, dispatched naval units to
protect Taiwan, and greatly accelerated assistance to French Indochina and
the Philippines. Ironically, the Korean conflict and the militarization of
Asia policy cleared away the bureaucratic roadblocks hampering a settle-
ment with Japan and helped fund that nation's economic recovery. In a
very real sense, Japan arose from the ashes of the Second World War
largely on the crest of an expanded American military crusade in Asia.

The outbreak of large-scale fighting on the Korean Peninsula in June
climaxed a long period of guerrilla warfare, peasant revolts, provocations
by the regimes on either side of the thirty-eighth parallel, and the creation
of a pair of antagonistic clients by the Soviet Union and the United States.
Although the exact circumstances of the events of June 24 (local time)
remain uncertain, both Washington and Moscow had become deeply in-
volved in the fate of their Korean proxies. Almost certainly, the North
Koreans struck first on the day in question. Yet, many American observers
had long feared a similar cross-border attack by the Rhee regime in the
South. As a recent major study of the war's origins by Bruce Cumings has
demonstrated, the United States and the Soviet Union each bore respon-
sibility for the permanent division of the Korean nation. American occu-
pation forces also directly assisted the creation of a militant, repressive
South Korean government that was committed to unification by force.11

Historians have long noticed the glaring contradiction in American Ko-
rean policy on the eve of the war. Most military planners (including
MacArthur) had minimized the value of holding the southern half of the
peninsula. During the period of the occupation (1945 to 1948) they con-
sidered it an expensive drain on scarce resources and a superfluous position
in light of the Communist advance in China. Civilian planners, especially
in the State Department, expressed greater concern with supporting the
Republic of Korea after 1948, arguing that, as an American offspring, its
survival symbolized the credibility of U.S. support. To abandon it might
both encourage Communist aggression in more vital areas and frighten the
Japanese and Western Europeans.12

Despite the American role in creating the repressive Rhee regime, as-
sistance to Korea was relatively limited before 1950. The Seoul regime
received some aid from GARIOA, EROA, MDAP, and from some ad-
ditional funds that Congress voted in 1949 and 1950. But Korea had few
enthusiastic supporters in Congress. Even members of the China bloc had
voted against spending additional money in Korea early in 1950, arguing
that, after China's "loss," it made no sense to try to salvage the Seoul
regime. Yet, Secretary of State Dean Acheson and his advisers insisted
that the United States must respond to an outside attack on South Korea,
especially because they viewed North Korea as a Soviet puppet. Although
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Acheson excluded Korea from the most vital category in his "defense
perimeter" speech of January 1950, he had pledged then that America
would utilize the United Nations to defend Korea. In March, he went
further, declaring that Korea now fell under the protective umbrella of an
Asian "Truman Doctrine." In any case, whatever misgivings existed in the
State Department about the peninsula's strategic importance or Rhee's
tattered government paled in the face of an actual attack by Communist
forces across an "international frontier."13

Not exactly pleased by the North Korean attack, nevertheless, many
diplomatic officials imagined positive results from an engagement of Amer-
ican power. Rusk and Dulles, of course, had spent the previous month
arguing the need to make a military demonstration in East Asia, in large
part to shore up Japanese resolve. Although they had assumed a crisis
would come first in Taiwan, both men (as well as Japanese envoys) had
emphasized the symbolic value of defending South Korea. The fear that
unopposed aggression might unravel NATO and undermine Japan found
expression within hours of the attack. Charles Bohlen wrote George Ken-
nan on June 26 that "all Europeans to say nothing of Asiatics are watching
to see what the United States will do." Kennan, although he had no illusions
about Korea's strategic value, prepared a memorandum for Acheson that
same day warning that if the United States did not resist North Korea,
"there will scarcely be any theater of the east-west conflict which will not
be adversely affected thereby from our standpoint." Still other adminis-
tration officials viewed the attack as a direct challenge to the United Na-
tions, prompting President Truman (as recalled by Ambassador Philip
Jessup) to exclaim "We can't let the UN down!"14

Besides considerations of global strategy and alliance relations, com-
mitting American forces to the defense of South Korea might also rectify
contradictions within the administration. Engaging American power and
prestige on China's periphery would almost certainly lead to a reversal of
policy toward Taiwan. This, in turn, might convince the Defense Depart-
ment and JCS to accept the State Department's plan for a treaty with Japan
whose terms would now surely include more generous provisions for post-
Occupation military facilities. Finally, even a limited war would galvanize
public and congressional opinion to support defense spending far in excess
of the relatively small figure approved for 1950. This made it possible,
finally, for the administration to initiate the massive rearmament proposed
months earlier in NSC 68.

Within seventy-two hours of the attack, intelligence planners in both the
State Department and the army reached nearly identical evaluations of the
situation. The North Korean assault, they concluded, had been planned
by Moscow to destabilize anti-Communist governments throughout Europe
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and Asia. By destroying an American-sponsored regime, the Soviets hoped
to shock the Japanese out of signing a military pact with Washington,
weaken KMT resolve on Formosa, boost the prospects of the Vietminh in
Indochina, and undermine faith among the NATO allies. The army intel-
ligence staff provided several justifications for a counteroffensive that matched
perfectly the fears voiced by State Department analysts. By successfully
repulsing North Korea, Washington would enhance its own prestige, bols-
ter Japanese resolve to accept American bases, stiffen West Germany's
bond to the West, make NATO a more effective alliance, possibly drive
a wedge between the British and the Chinese Communists, and inspire the
French to fight harder in Indochina.15

The Truman administration developed its response to the Korean conflict
during two meetings at Blair House (the presidential residence during
White House renovations) on the evenings of June 25 and June 26. How-
ever, as soon as word arrived of the fighting in Korea, the State Department
called for a UN Security Council meeting. Taking advantage of an ongoing
Soviet boycott (in response to China's being unrepresented), the American
delegation pushed a resolution through the council on the evening of June
25. It condemned North Korean aggression, demanded the immediate
cessation of fighting, withdrawal of forces to the thirty-eighth parallel, and
called for member states to assist the South Korean regime.

The most striking feature of all this as well as the discussions at Blair
House was the enthusiastically aggressive tone struck by Dean Acheson,
Truman's receptiveness for direct action, and the comparatively reserved
stance of Louis Johnson and the JCS. As the meetings proceeded, State
Department representatives took the offensive in urging military aid to
Seoul; the use of American air, sea, and ground forces; potential operations
against North Korea; protection of Taiwan from a Chinese assault; and
the escalation of aid to Indochina and the Philippines.

All this reflected several bureaucratic and political factors. Already under
mounting attack by Republicans for their alleged "appeasement" in East
Asia, both Truman and Acheson probably feared that any reserve, hesi-
tation, or moderation might fuel greater attacks by McCarthy and his ilk.
Within the administration, Acheson probably wanted to seize the initiative
(and Truman's trust) by demonstrating his forcefulness in responding to
what he judged as a clear-cut act of aggression by a Soviet satellite state.
In addition, the State Department had always placed greater stock in the
symbolic political importance of South Korea than had the Defense De-
partment, which saw the tiny state as a strategic backwater and drain on
scarce resources. Johnson and the JCS had long insisted that Taiwan and
the southeastern Asian states comprised far more important positions for
American security. As events developed, Acheson not only urged the
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defense of Korea, but he now endorsed most of the military's earlier con-
tentions. As for fighting a war on the Asiatic mainland, the generals,
admirals, and defense secretary were perfectly happy to let the secretary
of state urge the president to place American lives in jeopardy.

As it turned out, Acheson rightly feared Johnson would try to make him
the fall guy in the entire episode. The secretary of defense, in the wake
of the administration's decision to intervene in Korea, spread stories blam-
ing his colleague first for inviting the attack and then for alleged softness
in meeting it. When Truman committed the United States to Korea, Tai-
wan, and Indochina, Johnson sought to vault onto the bandwagon by
tossing Acheson off.16

Two other supposed hard-liners, John Foster Dulles and Douglas
MacArthur, also had reservations about committing American forces di-
rectly to the Korean Peninsula. MacArthur initially downplayed the sig-
nificance of the attack, the possibility of Soviet involvement, or even the
danger of the North Koreans overrunning the South. Although ordering
logistic and air support for the Koreans almost at once, the general hesitated
to propose the engagement of American ground forces on the Asian main-
land. Only after he found Truman and Acheson eagerly supporting inter-
vention did MacArthur come out strongly in favor. This reserve, some
have speculated, revealed the general's confusion and lack of preparation
at the moment of crisis. Alternatively, he may have preferred not to show
his hand or reveal his intentions until the civilian and military leadership
in Washington had done so. Dulles, too, early voiced private doubts (al-
though public approval) about intervention on the ground. Like Army
Secretary Frank Pace, he worried about the ability of China and the Soviet
Union to overwhelm American land forces on "the continent of
Asia. . . .""

At the first Blair House meeting on June 25, Acheson took the initiative
in urging that the president authorize General MacArthur to provide arms,
ammunition, and air cover to South Korea. He "next suggested that the
President should order the Seventh Fleet to proceed to Formosa and pre-
vent an attack on Formosa from the mainland." This idea flowed naturally
from MacArthur's June 14 memorandum that Omar Bradley had read to
the group before dinner. Acheson, as noted earlier, had received the report
on June 23 and discussed it in some detail with his staff. The secretary of
state now argued that the fleet should prevent attacks in either direction
across the Taiwan Strait, thus preventing Nationalist forays against the
mainland. He also urged that no commitments be given Jiang Jieshi about
the island's future so that its status might eventually "be determined by
the UN." Truman interjected that the island's fate might eventually be
resolved as part of a Japanese treaty. In either case, it appeared, Acheson
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and Truman hoped to foster a Taiwan independent of the Communists and
old-guard Nationalists. The secretary of state concluded his assessment of
the crisis by recommending that "aid to Indochina should be stepped up."

The military establishment in attendance seemed pleased by Acheson's
stance. They, however, stressed the strategic importance to Japan of both
Korea and Taiwan. Adm. Forrest Sherman, for example, urged augmenting
MacArthur's authority as SCAP to include Formosa, a proposal strongly
opposed by Acheson. Ironically, Louis Johnson (who suddenly professed
agreement with Acheson) similarly urged that Truman limit what he called
MacArthur's "discretion." He opposed too great a delegation of "presi-
dential authority" to the field commander, especially one so frequently at
odds with the Pentagon. Johnson also voiced misgivings over Acheson's
eagerness to commit ground combat troops.

Acheson's strategy (if that is what it was) worked as he hoped. Truman
came down closest to his secretary of state's hard-line during the discus-
sions. He interpreted the Korean attack as a challenge to the United Na-
tions, a test of American credibility, and, probably, a Soviet probe of
Western resolve. Fearful of additional Russian moves, the president even
ordered the military to prepare contingency plans to "wipe out all Soviet
air bases in the Far East."18

The JCS appeared mildly startled with the positions taken by Acheson
and Truman. They had, of course, long pressed for action to protect Tai-
wan, only to be rebuffed by the president and the secretary of state. Earlier
in the meeting, JCS Chairman, Gen. Omar Bradley, not only presented
MacArthur's plea on behalf of the island but carried a message of his own.
He described Taiwan's security as vital to the American positions in Japan,
Okinawa, and the Philippines. In light of this, Bradley recommended that
Truman dispatch MacArthur to survey Taiwan's defense needs.19 Although
Acheson still opposed sending MacArthur or making political commitments
to the KMT, he had already acceded to the military logic behind Bradley's
appeal.

Despite this fact, Dean Acheson had his own agenda regarding Taiwan.
Acknowledging its new importance, he still hoped to prevent the Korean
crisis from saving Jiang's despised regime. By having the Seventh Fleet
"neutralize" the Taiwan Strait in both directions, Acheson thought it might
be possible to separate the island from the mainland, place it under tem-
porary American or UN authority, and, eventually, provide for home rule
by a native regime. In effect, he accepted the ideas advanced earlier by
Dean Rusk and John Foster Dulles.20

Over the next twenty-four hours, Truman pondered the recommenda-
tions made to him at the June 25 meeting, especially those from Acheson.
The Defense Department officials, clearly, had greater interest in the im-
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plications of the attack for Taiwan and Southeast Asia than in the fate of
South Korea. Gen. Omar Bradley used the interval between the first and
second Blair House conferences to revise the JCS's formal recommendation
to the president. On June 26, he informed Truman of his own conviction
that "Korea, Japan, Okinawa, Formosa, the Philippines and Southeast
Asia are all part of the same problem." Because their positions were
"interdependent," there was "an urgent need for a coordinated overall
policy in the Far East." Bradley sought to insure that if the president
accepted Acheson's commitment to South Korea, he would also adopt the
military's view on Taiwan, Southeast Asia, and the Japanese settlement.21

Soon after the meeting of June 26 convened, Acheson again assumed a
highly belligerent tone, urging that an "all out order be issued to the Navy
and Air Force to waive all restrictions on their operations in Korea. . . . "
Both he and the president indicated that future developments might even
require attacks north of the thirty-eighth parallel. Acheson then pressed
for a decision on his proposals of the day before. Besides interposing the
fleet in the Taiwan Strait, he now recommended that assistance to both
the Philippines and Indochina be increased and that a "strong military
mission should be sent" to the latter. These commitments, he emphasized,
should be undertaken within a day.22

Still, Acheson hoped to distinguish between preventing a Communist
conquest of Taiwan, rescuing the Nationalists, and cutting all lines to China.
Truman obviously sympathized with his purpose, suggesting, somewhat
crudely, that the island be again declared "part of Japan" and placed
"under MacArthur's command." The president surprised everyone by
claiming that a month earlier Jiang had written him a secret letter offering
to "step out of the situation" if that would alter American policy. Now,
he thought, the Generalissimo might "step out if MacArthur were put in."
Acheson prevailed on Truman to defer such a move, arguing that the
immediate priority was to prevent a Chinese Communist or Soviet occu-
pation, not to get "mixed up in the question of the Chinese administration
of the island." This led both the president and, curiously, Louis Johnson
to agree that the Nationalists were all swindlers who had misappropriated
aid funds into "United States real estate" and "banks in the Philippine
Islands."23

Ultimately, the President opted to follow Acheson's suggestions as bol-
stered and endorsed by Defense Secretary Johnson and the JCS. Although
the administration would seek additional UN authorization for its actions,
the possibility of a Soviet veto (should their delegate return to the Security
Council) required a prior American declaration of intent. Also, mostly for
cosmetic reasons, the president agreed to brief congressional leaders on
his decisions, but he declined to ask Congress for any formal approval.24
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The next morning, June 27, the White House issued a statement con-
firming that American air and sea forces would assist fully the South Korean
government. (The decision to send ground forces came three days later).
Truman's text echoed the consensus of the Blair House meetings, but it
also followed closely the speech drafted by Dean Rusk late in May. The
attack by the North, he declared, proved that "Communism has passed
beyond the use of subversion to conquer independent nations and will now
use armed invasion and war." He tied this broad indictment of communism
(rather than of North Korea) to the Formosan question, asserting that the
island, in enemy hands, would be a "direct threat to the security of the
Pacific area and to United States forces performing their lawful and nec-
essary functions in that area." As a result, he had ordered the Seventh
Fleet to interpose itself between Taiwan and the mainland and had au-
thorized it to prevent military moves by either side. Any determination of
the island's future status "must await the restoration of security in the
Pacific, a peace settlement with Japan, or consideration by the United
Nations." In effect, the United States interceded to prevent the conclusion
of the Chinese civil war, making itself the real arbiter of Taiwan's sover-
eignty.25*

Extending American intervention still further, the president announced
that aid to both the Philippines and the "forces of France and the Asso-
ciated States in Indochina" would be accelerated. A "military mission"
would also be sent to Indochina to provide "close working relations" with
anti-Communist elements. Justifying these actions as a commitment to the
"rule of law" against the "rule of force," Truman quickly cleared the way
for participation in three Asian wars.26

Continuing until the summer of 1953, the Korean War promoted a ver-
sion of Asian integration, although hardly in a format predicted by its
initial sponsors. The deepening American military, political, and economic
involvement in East and Southeast Asia provided an unexpected solution
to Japan's postwar economic crisis. Japan was spared the devastation that
the conflict brought on Korea, China, and Indochina; on the other hand,
the conflict contributed immeasurably to the "economic miracle" that be-
came that nation's hallmark in the subsequent three decades.

The Korean decision also proved the salvation of the floundering Chinese
Nationalists on Taiwan. Despite Acheson's determined effort to keep the
KMT at arm's length, inevitably, American strategy, MacArthur's tactics,
and China's entry into the war forged a new bond to the Nationalists. In

* As few American ships or planes were available to patrol the Taiwan Strait, this comprised
a largely paper blockade for two months. Because most observers expected a Communist
occupation of Taiwan only in the wake of an internal collapse, its purpose was as much to
bolster KMT morale as to deter the Communists.
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the opinion of Sen. H. Alexander Smith, "It was all very wonderful and
an answer to prayer." The "saving of Formosa," he felt certain, "was
clearly God guided."27

Divine intervention or not, Defense Secretary Louis Johnson and his
assistant, Paul Griffith, were both eager to take much of the credit. On
June 30, Johnson met with the Chinese Nationalist Ambassador, Welling-
ton Koo, to hear himself praised as Taiwan's savior. It had been a "hard
struggle in the face of determined opposition from the State Department,"
Johnson boasted, "but in the end he had won his fight." In truth, of course,
Dean Acheson had finally convinced Truman to protect the orphaned
island. Nevertheless, the Defense Department chief bragged that his trip
to Japan in June and great clout within the administration had turned the
Korean crisis into a "change of policy vis-a-vis Formosa." Cryptically,
Johnson asked Koo to "tell Madame Chiang and Dr. Kung he had kept
his promise." In an expansive mood, the ambassador responded with an
offer to send KMT troops to Korea to fight under Mac Arthur, exactly as
Acheson had feared.28

Later that day, Koo met with Assistant Defense Secretary Griffith, both
men congratulating each other for Johnson's supposed triumph over Dean
Acheson. Griffith expressed particular pleasure at the offer to send troops
from Taiwan to the Korean battlefront. He also criticized the secretary of
state for ignoring his earlier advice about keeping the one-hundred thou-
sand Dutch troops from the East Indies armed, supplied, and ready for
action in Asia. Had they been on station, Griffith claimed, it would have
made "a very great difference in a critical situation."29

During July, the Nationalists on Taiwan pushed hard to establish ties
between Mac Arthur, the war effort in Korea, and their own pretensions
to reconquer the mainland. On July 31, MacArthur, who had just been
appointed UN commander, suddenly flew to the beleaguered island for
two days of secret talks with Jiang Jieshi. He returned to Tokyo and
released a statement (despite the fact he had neither cleared the trip with
the State Department nor formally reported on it to Washington) about
having made plans for coordinating an American-KMT military defense
of the island in case of Chinese attack. Celebrating Jiang's "indomitable
determination to resist Communist domination," MacArthur spoke of their
"common interests" that "all people in the Pacific should be free—not
slaves." Jiang, in turn, announced new accords for "Sino-American mil-
itary cooperation." The support promised by his "old comrade in arms"
now made victory certain. Reports even circulated that MacArthur in-
tended to transfer aircraft to Taiwan for use in attacking the mainland.

Concern in Washington and foreign capitals that MacArthur planned to
commit the United States to the KMT's goal of reconquest led Truman to
chastise the general by dispatching Averell Harriman to Tokyo for con-
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saltations. The president also reassured the Western Europeans about
America's limited objectives. Although MacArthur told Harriman he
understood the administration's policy, he soon made well-publicized state-
ments about the need to seize the political and military initiative throughout
Asia. The ambivalence of the administration's own policy became clear as
it approved the resumption of military assistance to Taiwan and dispatched
a high-level survey team to report on future defense requirements. All of
these moves allowed Jiang to rally his dispirited supporters and suppress
the long-rumored coup to depose him. Within four months, the American
juggernaut north of the thirty-eighth parallel provoked Chinese interven-
tion in Korea, elevating Taiwan to a de facto ally and pillar of the Pacific
defense perimeter.30

Indochina also "benefited" from the Korean conflict. The June 27 pro-
nouncement pledged an expanded American commitment to the French
campaign against the Vietminh. This involved increased economic and
military aid as well as a willingness to cooperate with "unofficial" anti-
Communist groups, such as the Cao Dai religious sect and the Catholic
Church. A joint State Department/Defense Department MDAP mission
visited Vietnam from July 15 to August 7 to survey immediate needs. Its
head, John Melby, had opposed further intervention in China. But like
many "moderates," he described Indochina as the "keystone of [the] SEA
defense arch." A failure there would "inevitably precipitate" all of the
"SEA mainland into [the] Communist orbit with excellent prospect of [a]
similar eventuality in Indonesia and [the] Philippines, barring American
occupation of [the] latter." Melby and his mission colleague, Gen. G. B.
Erskine, recommended additional military aid to the French in order to
"hold the lid on the Indochinese kettle for the predictable, if relatively
limited future." For the long run, France must be induced to turn the war
over to indigenous anti-Communist Vietnamese, the "U.S. would as usual
pay most of the bills."31

Fearful of both a Communist victory in Indochina as well as the perils
of association with French colonialism, American policy remained mired
in contradictions. Charlton Ogburn, a seasoned diplomat with extensive
experience in the region, warned Dean Rusk of the "two ghastly choices"
confronting America. We could, he wrote:

1. wash our hands of the country and allow the Communists to overrun it; or,
2. . . . continue to pour treasure (and perhaps eventually lives) into a hopeless

cause in which the French have already expended about a billion and a half
dollars and about fifty thousand lives—and this at a cost of alienating vital
segments of Asian public opinion.

Although it might please certain segments of the public and Congress to
give the impression "that we are confronted with a clear case of Communist
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aggression in Indochina and that we are meeting it in a hard-hitting, two-
fisted manner," Ogburn cautioned, such propaganda risked "sowing the
whirlwind— . . . unless of course we intend when the time comes to commit
American ground forces in Indochina and thus throw all Asia to the
wolves. . . ,"32

Ogburn's anguished cry had little impact on policy. Rather, the JCS set
the future agenda in a report they prepared for the Defense Department
and the NSC in November 1950. Drawing on the recommendations of the
JSSC, the JCS urged that the United States "as a matter of urgency" do
everything short of deploying its own forces to "deny Indochina to Com-
munism." In practical terms, this meant increased military aid to the French,
an accelerated program to recruit an anti-Communist Vietnamese army,
and constant pressure on Paris to grant the Vietnamese greater self-rule.33

The military planners explained why they considered Indochina a stra-
tegic point. In the event of global war, of course, areas like Vietnam were
irrelevant. However, assuming that future confrontations between the
American and Soviet blocs remained a "cold war," then communist control
of the disputed colony

[would] bring about almost immediately a dangerous condition with respect to
the internal security of all of the other countries of Southeast Asia, as well as
the Philippines and Indonesia, and would contribute to their probable eventual
fall to communism. Even India and Pakistan would be threatened.

The fall of Southeast Asian dominoes would have "political and psycho-
logical repercussions . . . throughout the world."34

Besides paving the way for a peace treaty, the most telling impact of
the Korean War on Japan came in the economic sphere. As MacArthur
and Yoshida had suggested to Dulles in June 1950, harnessing Japan's
industrial potential rather than its soldiers would make the greatest con-
tribution to America's aims in East Asia. In drawing on Japanese industry
for a host of military supplies, the United States both solved its own logistic
problems and gave a tremendous boost to the stalled recovery program.
During 1951-52, American military orders, known as off-shore procure-
ments, reached nearly $800 million per year. Even accounting for the
slowed pace of dollar aid during the 1953 battlefield lull, nearly $3 billion
flowed into Japan by the end of 1954. During the remainder of the decade
funds from the new Mutual Security Program and, later, the Foreign Op-
erations Administration continued the stream of support. These expend-
itures not only helped balance the still chronic dollar gap and compensated
for the barriers imposed on trade with China, but they created for the first
time since 1945 an assured foreign market for heavy-industrial and high-
technology exports for which no other customer existed. Special procure-
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ments subsidized industrial rearmament and linked Japanese prosperity to
American security policy in ways far more profound than the tentative
steps taken in July 1950 to establish a small army or National Police Re-
serve.35

American officials, and nearly all Japanese, realized the benefits Tokyo
reaped from the carnage in Korea. In a letter to President Truman, Joseph
Dodge described Japan as the "one nation receiving substantial benefits
from the Korean War." Nearly every sector of the economy, from elec-
tronics to construction, to textiles, to the numerous small workshops that
performed piecework for the zaibatsu experienced a rebirth. With orders
and technological assistance from the United States, owners, managers,
and workers learned new techniques and procedures that eventually found
application in nonmilitary production.

The experience of the Toyota Motor Sales Company resembled that of
many other businesses. On the day the Korean War began, company pres-
ident Kamiya Shotaro had arrived in the United States in hopes of salvaging
his foundering firm by negotiating a tie-up with the powerful Ford Motor
Company of Detroit. Ford expressed only moderate interest in the offer,
and the Defense Department opposed cooperation as a diversion from
domestic production. However, the flood of American orders for Toyota
trucks, which began in July, quickly lifted the spirits of the despondent
executive and his company. Kamiya later described these orders as "Toy-
ota's salvation," despite his sense of guilt that "I was rejoicing over another
country's war." The company's profits from truck orders and development
of new production techniques allowed it to resume profitable passenger-
car production on a national and then international basis.36

Japanese journalists, writing in the 1970s, emphasized how "even today
Japanese businessmen shudder at the thought of what might have happened
if there had been no war in Korea at that time." The war-related orders
stimulated a "boom" critical for subsequent growth and prosperity. The
governor of the Bank of Japan captured the sense best by describing the
procurement program simply as "Divine Aid."37



16
AFTERWARD:

THE WORKSHOP
OF ASIA

The onset of the Korean War, ironically, set the stage for the termination
of the Occupation. Although the spectacular series of victories and reverses
on the battlefield during the first year of fighting gave the military estab-
lishment second thoughts, the momentum for a treaty proved irreversible.
Even before MacArthur's mid-September successful landing at Inchon, the
Defense Department and the JCS modified their opposition to a settlement.
In a neat twist of logic, Louis Johnson and Omar Bradley now argued that
the outbreak of war had actually clarified positively the balance of forces
in East Asia, resolving the uncertainties that had made it unwise to end
the Occupation. On August 22, 1950, the JCS informed Johnson that
current circumstances justified a peace settlement with Japan. If, pending
success on the Korean battlefront, Washington could obtain a treaty re-
taining American forces and bases and committing Japan to rearm, the
military would no longer oppose ratification.1

During a hurried few weeks of high level State Department Defense
Department negotiations, the two agencies finally reached an accord on
the preconditions for a treaty. In an unusual joint memorandum for the
president, Acheson and Johnson sealed their agreement. Once the "situ-
ation in Korea" had been fovorably resolved, a settlement should take
effect. Through informal negotiations with Japan and other nations, the
State Department would prepare a treaty meeting the security criteria long

290
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demanded by the military. When agreement on these provisions was as-
sured, the terms would be presented at a formal conference for ratifica-
tion.2

Although the shock of Chinese intervention in Korea during November
briefly delayed this timetable, Acheson still managed to move forward with
a treaty. In January 1951, he dispatched John Foster Dulles on a second
mission to Tokyo to clarify details with both the Japanese government and
MacArthur. Neither the bloody seesaw on the Korean Peninsula nor the
subsequent recall of MacArthur stemmed the momentum toward a settle-
ment. By September 1951, at a carefully orchestrated conference in San
Francisco, the acceptance of a prearranged text restored Japan's sover-
eignty effective the following April.

Just as the Korean War facilitated a peace settlement, it shaped Japan's
long-term diplomatic and economic orientation. Together, the war and
American policy resulted in an "area approach" to Asia that included
various, if distorted, elements of the integrationist schemes previously dis-
cussed. However, the actual direction of integration defied almost all pre-
1950 predictions.

Even after June 25, 1950, most Japanese still anticipated the revival of
large-scale trade with China. Exchanges had increased early in the year
and continued to grow until the Chinese intervention of November led to
an embargo. Subsequently, the United States levied a variety of restrictions
on Sino-Japanese trade that remained in effect until the early 1970's. In
1952, Washington insisted on imposing even tighter restrictions on Japanese
sales to China than those applied to its European allies or on Western sales
to the Soviets. This bitterly disappointed Japanese political and business
leaders, resulting in nearly two decades of squabbling between Tokyo and
Washington.

Besides immediate concerns during the Korean War that Japanese trade
would benefit China's military sector, American policymakers worried about
the long-term political implications of this commerce. Any substantial eco-
nomic relationship between the two Asian powers they feared, would ex-
pose Tokyo to Communist blackmail and ideological contamination. Given
the increased reluctance of Congress to ease tariff restrictions or appro-
priate nonmilitary economic aid (with the exception of surplus grains later
in the 1950s), Japan faced, at best, a clouded future.

This anxiety surfaced in the thoughts of John Foster Dulles and others
even in October 1950 when the fighting in Korea seemed decisively to
America's advantage. Late in that month, the Council on Foreign Relations
invited Dulles to lead a discussion on the Japanese treaty among a group
that included such notables as Hugh Borton, who drafted the abortive 1947
treaty; Everett Case, one of Acheson's Far Eastern consultants; John Al-
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lison, the director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs in the State
Department; Charles L. Kades, former SCAP official; and William H.
Draper, Jr., former under secretary of the army and coauthor of the "re-
verse course." All agreed that the ultimate goal of a treaty was to keep
Japan out of Soviet hands lest its industrial potential tip the balance of
power.

Dulles echoed George Kennan's argument that the "future of the world
depends largely on whether the Soviet Union will be able to get control
over West Germany and Japan by means short of war." By preventing
their conquest, he asserted, the risk of war would be reduced greatly. In
light of this, Dulles reasoned (forgetting his earlier misgivings about Ko-
rea's significance), the attack in Korea was "probably aimed at getting
control over Japan, for had Korea been conquered Japan would have fallen
without an open struggle." The loss of American credibility in the face of
Soviet power would have persuaded Japan to switch its allegiance. Ironi-
cally, the solution to Japan's security was now possible "only because of
Korea" and the resulting demonstration of American determination. If
given a pledge of American protection, acceptance of its "approximate
equality" with the West, and an opportunity to support itself, Dulles de-
clared, Japan could be kept within the orbit of the free world.3

Yet, no matter how farsighted or generous an eventual peace treaty,
Japan faced a fundamental problem that the formal settlement could not
resolve. The nation must be assured a "satisfactory livelihood" without
placing it "in a position of dependence upon the Communist-dominated
mainland of Asia." The difficulites of resolving this problem were "enor-
mous," Dulles confessed. But unless overcome, the peace treaty would be
a "failure." The United States, he believed, had no choice but to try to
enlarge markets for Japanese exports "in the underdeveloped areas of
Southeast Asia.

The entire group supported this line of argument. John Allison noted
that the North Korean attack had been tremendously helpful in convincing
Japan to abandon illusions of neutrality in the cold war. It also displaced
British Commonwealth fears of future Japanese aggression. William Draper
worried whether Communist control of Manchuria would become an im-
possibly seductive attraction. At the "right moment," the Soviet Union
might offer it "as an outlet" for Japan's "surplus population." Eugene
Dooman, a former diplomat closely tied to Ambassador Joseph C. Grew,
doubted that it was even realistic to ponder a viable Japanese economy
"disassociated from the mainland of Eastern Asia." Percy Bidwell feared
that Germany and Japan in a desperate competition for trade outlets among
the poorest lands might be drawn into hostilities with each other.4

Dulles, nevertheless, continued to assure the group that the United
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States could develop a Japanese-Southeast Asian economic link to sub-
stitute for dependence on China. This might require post-Occupation aid,
American investments, and convincing Southeast Asians they could not
"develop their economies unless they are willing to regard Japan as the
natural workshop of Asia and to trade with it." By relying on some Western
trade and newly opened Asian markets, Tokyo eventually could prosper
without China. For the moment, however, the Korean War boom must
serve as the catalyst for economic revival. During at least the next five
years, Dulles predicted, American military spending would give Japan a
chance to find its footing. "Indeed, its position may become almost too
good," he speculated.5

As preparations continued for a peace conference, the United States
labored to forge a framework of overlapping military, diplomatic, and trade
mechanisms that would both buttress Japan and ensure its ties to an anti-
communist alliance. Some of these policies proved quite successful, whereas
others failed to achieve the desired results. In the case of American support
for the French colonial war effort in Indochina, the commitment mutated
into a seemingly endless struggle.

In July 1950, the Japanese reluctantly agreed to Washington's demand
that they begin raising a small army, or National Police Reserve, of some
three hundred to three hundred fifty thousand troops. While Dulles and
the Defense Department placed great emphasis on this, Yoshida worked
to sabotage the program. Even Japanese conservatives cited economic,
political, and philosophical objections to direct rearmament. It would, they
feared, elicit tremendous opposition at home, rekindle anxiety among Ja-
pan's wartime victims, isolate the nation from its Asian neighbors, and
defy the letter and spirit of Article 9 of the new constitution. The antiwar
clause, initiated by Mac Arthur, was now treasured by most Japanese.
Amending or defying the constitution would incur political risks for the
ruling party. Besides these concerns, many Japanese wordered what the
Americans would want this new army to do. So long as the Korean War
continued, the United States would probably press Japan to send troops
to that battlefront. Yoshida used these broadly shared objections to slow
down the creation of the army for the duration of the Occupation and even
after.

However, both Washington and Tokyo pushed forward rapidly toward
a formal peace settlement despite the fighting in Korea. By September
1951, after months of preparation, the United States presented a treaty to
an international conference in San Francisco. The text had been carefully
prepared in advance, and the procedural rules allowed delegates little
opportunity to comment or criticize. Even Prime Minister Yoshida found
himself censored when the U.S. delegation forced him to dispose of his
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prepared speech and substitute one written by American diplomats. The
simple and generous terms of the treaty (in most instances it followed the
State Department drafts dating from 1949) mollified Yoshida while upset-
ting many Asian and Soviet bloc nations.

Simultaneously with the approval of the treaty, the United States con-
cluded a security pact with Japan granting American forces extensive base
rights in the post-Occupation period. Washington also signed a series of
security pacts with the Philippines, New Zealand, and Australia, assuaging
their fears of both Communist and Japanese aggression. These arrange-
ments also established the framework for later defense treaties with the
Republic of Korea (1953), Nationalist China (1954), and the Southeast
Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO 1954), composed of the non-Com-
munist states in that region.

The Soviet Union, to the surprise of the United States, had attended
the deliberations at San Francisco. However, the refusal of the American
hosts to entertain any serious debate or amendments to the text, as well
as the conclusion of the several military alliances, prompted the Soviets to
balk at signing. The intention of Washington to isolate the Chinese Com-
munist regime from the conference as well as from future relations with
Japan proved a stickier issue. Both the British and the Japanese hoped to
resume trade with Peking after hostilities ceased in Korea. Snubbing the
PRC or signing a treaty with Taiwan, they feared, would dash any possi-
bility for improved relations.

The American government, however, intended to minimize, if not smash,
these prospects. Washington finessed the question of Chinese represen-
tation in San Francisco by inviting neither the Communist nor the Nation-
alist governments to attend. Dulles reassured both London and Tokyo by
giving them the impression that they could deal freely with either Chinese
regime in subsequent bilateral negotiations. Despite this professed flexi-
bility on the issue of Sino-Japanese ties, Dulles and the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee later compelled the Japanese government to step
into line. Influential senators insisted that Dulles convey a warning to Prime
Minister Yoshida that unless he pledged to deal only with Taipei, the Senate
would reject the peace treaty and extend the Occupation. In a letter Dulles
then ghosted for Yoshida, the harried prime minister made the required
promise. In the spring of 1952, Tokyo and Taipei signed a peace treaty
and established diplomatic and trade relations.6

To further insure Japan's alienation from China, the United States cre-
ated a special oversight organization to impose strict limitations on any
sales to China. It drafted Japan into the China Subcommittee of the
Paris-based Coordinating Committee on Export Controls (CHIN-
COM/COCOM) to the Soviet bloc. In addition to restrictions placed on
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the Europeans, Japan had to abide by a special list of some four hundred
embargoed products.

With China closed for the immediate future, the Southeast Asia issue
resurfaced as quite critical. While the Occupation remained in place, SCAP
and planners in Washington attempted to stimulate integrated regional
trade under the dubious label of U.S.-Japan Economic Cooperation. This
involved dispatching a Japanese trade mission to Southeast Asia in mid-
1951 and, curiously, an American proposal to assess additional reparations.
At the San Francisco conference, John Foster Dulles urged Japan to pay
reparations to its Southeast Asian wartime victims out of current produc-
tion (in contrast to industrial plant transfers) as a way of reentering closed
markets. Reparations, he hoped, would both assuage the recipients and
"hook" them into an ongoing relationship.

Despite great hopes, Southeast Asia proved no quick panacea for the
Japanese economy and certainly no substitute for Northeast Asian markets
and raw materials. Improverished, underdeveloped, and extremely anti-
Japanese, most Southeast Asian states rejected these inducements during
the 1950s. Yet, American concern about Chinese expansion, the continued
crisis in Korea, and fears over the impact of a Communist victory in South-
east Asia did result in policies that created a wholly new Asian economy.

The Special Procurements program, which flooded Japan with war orders
in 1950, was followed by the New Special Procurements program in 1951,
aid from the Mutual Security Program in 1952-53, and subsequent assist-
ance from the Foreign Operations Administration and the PL 480 surplus
food program during the remainder of the decade. This influx of orders,
cash, and technology, historian William Borden has shown, played a pivotal
role in reintegrating Japan with the world economy. Dollars placed for
military orders filled the shortfall, or dollar gap, in current trade accounts
and financed the purchase of industrial raw materials from abroad. But of
much greater importance was that these orders created a large stable de-
mand for high-technology, and heavy-export goods, thereby subsidizing
the expansion and modernization of Japanese industry. This was of fun-
damental importance during the 1950s, because few "normal" foreign mar-
ket outlets existed for these exports. Moreover, the bulk of these military
orders were for "nonlethal" equipment, such as clothing, electronics, trans-
portation vehicles, and so on. Unlike weapons, these had direct consumer
counterparts. Thus, the factories, techniques, and labor skills involved in
production could, eventually, be utilized in the consumer and export sec-
tors.

Most Japanese manufactured products had difficulty competing in the
world market during the 1950s. High tariffs and low demand limited sales
to the United States and Western Europe. Stringent American regulations
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(many retained until the early 1970s) restricted trade with China in most
categories. Southeast Asia remained too poor and undeveloped (in many
cases, too anti-Japanese) to supply sufficient raw materials or absorb large
quantities of manufactured exports. Although all of these regions would
later blossom as major trading partners, this change occurred in large part
because of a major transformation of Japan's economy. American military
orders throughout the decade played a critical role in supplying the dollars,
demand, technology, and market for the modernization of the industrial
base.

Between 1945 and 1955, the cumulative dollar gap totaled some $6.2
billion, balanced by $2 billion in economic aid and $4 billion in military
expenditures. During the next decade, military procurements increased by
about $3.2 billion. As American spending for the Vietnam War accelerated
from 1965 to 1970, military orders placed in Japan rose by nearly another
$3 billion. The total of about $10 billion worked out to an average annual
American military subsidy for Japan of some $500 million per year over
twenty years. These expenditures cemented the relationship between Jap-
anese recovery and American security policy throughout Asia.7

In the early 1950s, of course, no one prophesied these developments.
Japan's obvious dependence on American aid appeared as a long-term
drain on both economies. The perceived weakness of its major Asian ally
only enhanced Washington's grave concern about the mounting crisis in
Vietnam and its potential impact on the regional power balance.

Within a week of succeeding Dean Acheson as Secretary of State, Pres-
ident Dwight D. Eisenhower's appointee, John Foster Dulles, addressed
these dilemmas in both public and private forums. In a national radio and
television broadcast on January 27, 1953, he discussed several pressing
foreign policy issues. Speaking of East Asia, Dulles observed:

The Soviet Russians are making a drive to get Japan, not only through what
they are doing in the northern areas of the islands and in Korea but also through
what they are doing in Indochina. If they could get this peninsula of Indochina,
Siam, Burma, Malaya, they would have what is called the rice bowl of Asia.
That's the area from which the great peoples' of Asia, great countries of Asia
such as Japan and India get a large measure of their food. And you can see
that, if the Soviet Union had control of the rice bowl of Asia, that would be
another weapon which would tend to expand their control into Japan and into
India. That is a growing danger.

Relating this threat also to Europe, the secretary of state warned that the
bleeding of French forces in Southeast Asia seriously hampered their con-
tributions to a "European Army" arrayed against the Soviets.8

The next day, Dulles chaired a meeting of leading diplomatic, intelli-
gence, and military officials convened to discuss the implications of this
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public talk. The new director of the Mutual Security Program, Harold
Stassen, questioned the impact of a French defeat in Indochina. Gen. Omar
Bradley predicted this would "lead to the loss of all Southeast Asia." "If
Southeast Asia were lost," Dulles added, "this would lead to the loss of
Japan." The outlook was sufficiently bleak with "China being Commie,"
the secretary lamented. Further Communist expansion might not cause the
loss of Japan "immediately," but "from there on out the Japs would be
thinking on how to get on the other side." Having established these truths,
the group went on to discuss possible means for holding at least some anti-
Communist enclave in Vietnam should the French abandon, or be thrown
out of, Indochina.9

Clearly, the restoration of Japanese sovereignty in 1952 and the ap-
proaching armistice in Korea had not resolved the crisis of American policy
in postwar East Asia. Ever fearful that an independent Japan might, through
blackmail or free will, reestablish close links to China, the United States
threw a military cordon around the PRC. The military alliances with South-
east Asia, Taiwan, Korea, Australia, and New Zealand, the Truman and
Eisenhower administrations hoped, would buttress Japan psychologically
and preserve these areas as future U.S. partners.

This policy, of course, proved one of the postwar epoch's cruelest ironies.
American policymakers held themselves on a course of action that almost
no one else found credible. Both the Europeans and Japanese resented
bitterly American-imposed restrictions on trade with China. The Japanese,
at least through the 1960s, were far more interested in commerce with
China and with the West (for which they needed hard currencies) than in
the barterlike arrangements Washington hoped to foster with Southeast
Asia. To assuage Japanese resentment and to meet their dollar needs, the
United States had to continue a variety of expensive military procurement
programs for many years. This helped, simultaneously, to modernize Ja-
pan's high-technology and extremely competitive export sector. In effect,
American defense procurements abroad provided a catalyst for the "eco-
nomic miracle" in unarmed Japan.

Beyond the balance sheet that testifies to the role played by American
military expenditures in Japan's recovery, we must also acknowledge the
tragic dimensions of these events. The protracted effort to assure Japan
access to Southeast Asia, and to isolate China trapped the United States
in a "dead end alley" of its own device in Vietnam. Justified initially as
an inexpensive, low-risk commitment, the suppression of communism in
Indochina seemed critical to nearly all calculations of how to achieve con-
tainment and assure the stability and prosperity of America's Asian allies.
Unable or unwilling to fathom the power of Vietnamese and Chinese
nationalism, American leaders gradually committed their nation to a con-
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test the United States could neither win, nor once joined, apparently aban-
don.

For its part, Japan, spurred on by technical innovations, finally cracked
the lucrative consumer markets of the West. America's huge escalation of
the Vietnam War during the 1960s abetted this process and actually helped
Japan reenter the Southeast Asian economy. Ironically, when the consen-
sus supporting the war eroded, forcing the Nixon administration to with-
draw from Vietnam, this region emerged as a major Japanese trading
partner. By the early 1970s, the United States abandoned its twenty-year
effort to isolate China, hoping to gain for its own troubled economy a
portion of the China market so long denied Japan. Tokyo, needless to say,
took full advantage of this opening, as well. With access to China, Southeast
Asia, and the West, Japan seemed to "have it all."

In retrospect, one is reminded of the prophetic remarks cited at the
beginning of this study. The exchange between John Emmerson and the
Mitsui executive regarding America's future management of the Co-Pros-
perity Sphere revealed a sophisticated insight into the coming era. As heir
to an empire, the United States assumed not only the military mantle
previously shouldered by Japan but also the added responsibility of inte-
grating the humbled imperial power into the postwar world. The emerging
Soviet-American confrontation and the world economic crisis coupled with
Washington's growing fear of Asian revolution transformed the problem
of Japan in the minds of American leaders. The Great Crescent, it seemed,
could be secured by Japan; in addition, Japan could not survive without
a vibrant, industrial economy tied to a pliable, non-Communist Southeast
Asian base. Fearful that either an economic collapse or Communist blan-
dishments might suck Japan into the Soviet orbit, American policy sought
to provide its former enemy a new, if much modified, Co-Prosperity Sphere.

For their part, Japan's business and political leaders held fast to an
economic strategy first developed in the 1930s. They encouraged and abet-
ted the United States in its eagerness to restore Japan as a great trading
nation. Although the fruits of this labor were not harvested until a decade
after the Occupation ended, the course was charted by 1947. The Korean
War accelerated many trends, yet the outline of American policy toward
Japan, China, Korea, and Vietnam for the next twenty years was set even
before the fighting began. Perhaps Yoshida Shigeru spoke a truth (if not
the truth) when he predicted, in 1950, that, like the changing balance
between the American colonies and imperial Britain more than a century
before, if Japan temporarily became a "colony of the United States, it
[would] also eventually become the stronger."
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APPENDIX

MacArthur's political agenda in the troop level episode and his antipathy toward
FDR, the New Deal, and those associated with it are confirmed in several docu-
ments that were located as this study went to press.

On September 4, 1945, MacArthur's most intense political supporter, Sears
Roebuck chairman Robert E. Wood, cautioned the general about sinister plans in
Washington. According to Wood, the Truman administration expected to argue
that a large-scale Japanese occupation requiring high troop levels necessitated
continuation of the draft. In reality, Wood declared, this was only a "very clever
ruse on the part of the politicians in Washington" to put the "burden of the blame
on you [MacArthur]." Anyone deemed responsible for extending the unpopular
draft would be "pilloried . . . in the eyes of the public."

MacArthur's military secretary, Gen. Bonner F. Fellers, thanked Wood for his
advice and explained that he and MacArthur agreed that the State, War, and Navy
departments had intended to use SCAP as the fall guy in their postwar planning.
By proclaiming that he needed only 200,000 troops, MacArthur had foiled the plot.

The general's continued resentment of every person and every policy associated
with Roosevelt is apparent in the record of a conversation he had with Herbert
Hoover in May 1946. Hoover, then on a famine survey, spent the bulk of his time
with MacArthur nursing old wounds about how FDR had abused them both.
Roosevelt, MacArthur complained, had starved the Pacific theater of supplies,
snubbed his advice, and "smeared" him in front of journalists by calling him
"McClellan" and a "problem child." Later, FDR acceded to the plan to reconquer
the Philippines, not because it was correct but because MacArthur "guaranteed to
show great progress . . . before November 1944 if his plans were carried out."
MacArthur told Hoover that "Roosevelt's whole interest was in the political pos-
sibilities for himself."

The general insisted that, following the liberation of the Philippines early in 1945,
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the "Jap military gang" wanted to surrender. But, Hoover and MacArthur main-
tained, neither FDR nor Truman had the sense to engineer a compromise peace
"avoiding all of the losses, the atomic bomb, and the entry of Russia into Man-
churia." In fact, they continued, this merely repeated FDR's pre-Pearl Harbor
strategy which was designed to assure war, not peace, with Japan. MacArthur
claimed to have proof that the emperor and Prince Konoe had "agreed to a complete
withdrawal" from their conquests in the Pacific and mainland Asia when Roosevelt
refused to meet Konoe.

As his anger mounted, MacArthur told Hoover that the "liberals" in Washington
were "attempting to destroy Japan" through complex reparations and economic
restructuring proposals. He urged that limits be placed on nothing besides munitions
manufacturing. In the same vein, the general disparaged Marshall's mediation
efforts in China. Although MacArthur denied to Hoover that he had future interest
in the presidency, he agreed to consider a political speaking tour in the United
States some time in 1947, or whenever the ex-president told him the "time was
right."

Hoover noted that whenever he tried to speak with SCAP staff about "Asia,
Japanese economics, the war and peace," the main response was a discussion of
the "threat of Russia." Some even thought war might erupt within ninety days.

See Robert E. Wood to Douglas MacArthur, September 4, 1945, Wood Papers,
MacArthur file; Bonner Fellers to Robert Wood, October 1, 1945, ibid.; memo-
randa of conversation with MacArthur by Herbert Hoover, May 4, 5, 6, 1946,
Hoover Papers, Post-Presidential Subject file, "Famine Emergency Comm.—World
Mission, Gen. H. H. Diary 1946, Journey." All documents are in the Herbert
Hoover Presidential Library.
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